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Introduction

This book is about an approach to development and evolution that pro-

vides a novel way of analyzing these two biological processes and their

interrelationships. It also allows us to bring them together quite differ-

ently, by means of the concept of a developmental system: a heteroge-

neous and causally complex mix of interacting entities and influences that

produces the life cycle of an organism. The system includes the changing

organism itself, because an organism contributes to its own future, but it

encompasses much else as well.

Although the notion of a developmental system alters our understand-

ing of development and evolution, it also has significant implications for a

multitude of broader issues, scientific and otherwise. This is because con-

temporary versions of the age-old distinctions between biology and cul-

ture, between nature and nurture, are grounded in largely unquestioned

assumptions about how the processes of development and evolution are,

or are not, conjoined.

Developmental Systems: DST, DSA, DSP?

In my earlier writings I have spoken primarily for myself, however much

I have drawn on thework of others. My later writings refer to a sometimes

shadowy band of ‘‘developmental systems theorists,’’ and some readers

have wondered whether these constitute a school of sorts, and if so, what

its shape and extent are (not to mention ‘‘how to buy some of it and take

it home,’’ as Barbara Herrnstein Smith [:] says in a slightly dif-

ferent context). That the question of group identity should arise has its

pleasing aspect. It seems that scholars from a variety of disciplines are

finding in developmental systems writings a fresh way of addressing a

wide range of issues and feel the need for a convenient label. Occasion-
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ally I have used the term developmental systems theory () to describe
this approach, and I will continue to use it here.1 It is short and snappy,

already in use, and convenient for indicating a rough grouping of alter-

native conceptualizations and critiques. I have tended to employ the term

with qualifications, however, indicating that if a theory is taken to be

only a hypothesis-generating machine, then perhaps perspective or ap-
proach would be preferable. What I have in mind is broader: a kind of

conceptual background that serves to orient more specific empirical and

theoretical endeavors. It can also allow different interpretations of exist-

ing work. (See van Gelder and Port  for a discussion of this framing

or orienting function of approaches to cognition.)

The need for a term cannot be ignored, but any act of individuation in-

volves the marking of commonalities and dissimilarities in order to pick

something out from the background. The drawing of such outlines can

be a delicate matter. Reciting a creed or compiling lists of insiders risks

essentializing a more or less loose assemblage in inappropriate ways. Nor

is this the place for a history or an analysis of related approaches.2 I will,

however, sketch a number of key ideas and methods that characterize the

work presented in this book. Fuller presentations are found primarily in

the chapters of part ; to varying degrees these features also characterize

the writings of the colleagues with whom I am most closely associated.3

Although we don’t always agree on technical details or on the precise

form and limits of necessary theoretical reworkings, I think we share

a commitment to a view of development as interactive emergence over

time and to exploring the implications of taking this gradual construction

seriously. Following the ideas and methods below is a list of work that

was especially important for the development of my thinking, along with

some remarks on research and metaphor.

Key Ideas and Methodological Strategies

. Parity of reasoning. A prime characteristic of my method is an insis-

tence on applying certain modes of reasoning consistently and rigorously,

even in areas in which they are not customarily used. Parity-of-reasoning

arguments (namely, what’s sauce for the goose . . . ) are especially useful

in revealing hidden inequalities and questionable assumptions. In chap-
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ters  and , for instance, I show how the reasons for calling features of

organisms ‘‘genetic’’ or ‘‘environmental’’ tend to be used asymmetrically.

These analyses are developed in subsequent chapters (especially ) to

demonstrate how genes are frequently given causal priority even when

similar reasoning could be used for other causes. In such cases, what is

presented as a justification for giving the gene special status is actually
a consequence of already having done so. Undoing these conventional

asymmetries highlights, among other things, point .

. The developmental and evolutionary interdependence of organism
and environment. I replace conventional wisdom’s ‘‘interaction’’ between
separate and independently defined organisms and environments with

‘‘constructivist interaction.’’ This is not to be confused with the ‘‘inter-

action term’’ in some statistical analyses; that is why ‘‘constructivist’’

is important. In constructivist interaction organisms and their environ-

ments define the relevant aspects of, and can affect, each other. This is

called the ‘‘interpenetration’’ of organism and environment by, for ex-

ample, Lewontin (; see also Lewontin, Rose, and Kamin ). See-

ing life in these terms rather than following the traditional cleavages be-

tween nature and culture, body and mind, permits different and fruitful

ways of conceiving biology, psychology, and society, as well as different

relations among the disciplines (see Ingold ). Such a view suggests

point .

. A shift from ‘‘genes and environment’’ to a multiplicity of entities,
influences, and environments. One benefit of thinking in terms of mul-

tiple systems, interconnected and measurable on more than one scale of

time and magnitude, is that the stunningly oversimplified distinction be-

tween genes and environment resolves into a heterogeneous and equally

stunning array of processes, entities, and environments—chemical and

mechanical, micro- and macroscopic, social and geological—of the sort

outlined in chapter . Evolution’s eye widens, and so do ours. Hence my

preference in the following chapters for systemic interaction over one-

way causal arrows, for mutually influencing levels rather than the col-

lapsed levels that often go with unidirectional causation. The shift from

genes-and-environment to multilevel systems is coupled with the next

point.4

. A shift from single to multiple scales. Looking through developmen-
tal systems lenses means, among other things, looking hard and repeat-
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edly in a variety of directions and with both near and distant focuses.

Movement among scales, both of magnitude and time, is important: from

interactions of molecules inside cells to those between persons, from the

brief periods involved in the action of a hormone in the nervous sys-

tem to changing relations among conspecifics over the life span, from the

short-term dynamics of a population of organisms in a habitat to the slow

procession of generations through evolutionary time.5

Moving among scales in this way not only enables us to see more, it
also gives us a more acute sense of the many relations among these scales.

The outcome of an aggressive encounter between animals, for instance,

can lead to physiological changes, including changes in gene activity (see

Gottlieb , , , on bidirectional influences between structure

and function; Lehrman ). Similarly, rapid processes can influence,

and be influenced by, much slower ones, as might happen if gradual cli-

matic change altered the kind of food available to a creature. The animal’s

digestive processes might adapt (with or without accompanying genetic

change), and this might eventuate in a different foraging range, which

could then lead to other developmental and evolutionary changes (see

P. P.G. Bateson a; Gray ; Johnston and Gottlieb ; Lewontin

; Sterelny, Smith, and Dickison ).

There is still a place for the ‘‘provisional single-mindedness’’ men-

tioned in chapter , the tactical decision to focus on one level for a par-

ticular purpose. It is important to recognize that such an approach tempo-

rarily delimits the context for the investigation; eventually the questions

and findings must be recontextualized. There is, after all, no research

that does not limit the scope of entities and variables studied. Items 

through  lead ineluctably (for me, at least) to item .

. Extending heredity. I have taken two kinds of critiques, of innateness
in individuals and of the relations between evolving populations and their

niches, and connected them by means of a broader notion of heredity

than has been countenanced in contemporary science. A good part of my

writing, the present volume included, involves the working out of that

connection and its many ramifications both inside and outside biology.

The earlier work of the American comparative psychologists and En-

glish ethologists who are mentioned below in ‘‘Resources’’ is probably

the most widely known for questioning internalist conceptions of innate-

ness and instinct. Lewontin (e.g., ) wrote on these topics as well, but
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also mounted a powerful attack on the externalist conception of natural

selection. He challenged the belief that the environment presents organ-

isms with already defined problems and opportunities, to which the or-

ganisms must then adapt. This is the evolutionary analogue of the idea

that developmental ‘‘information’’ exists in the genes and in the envi-

ronment rather than being generated in constructivist interaction, and

Lewontin’s ‘‘interpenetration of organism and environment’’ can, among

other things, be seen as the evolutionary analogue of the mutual depen-

dence and mutual construction of organism and developmental environ-

ment in ontogeny (i.e., the development of individual organisms) de-

scribed in chapters , , and .

The debates on innateness and evolutionary adaptation were signifi-

cant in themselves; indeed, they are still in progress. Until development

and evolution were related in a different way, however, each critique re-

mained in a certain sense incomplete, and the conceptual difficulties at

which they were directed were bound to be repeatedly regenerated, in

large part by prevailing notions of heredity. It is, in fact, mainly the syn-
thesis of constructivist interactionist visions of ontogeny and of phylog-
eny that has attracted the attention of philosophers of biology (Godfrey-

Smith , ; Schaffner ; Sterelny, Smith, and Dickison ;

Sterelny and Griffiths ; Winther ).

Because thinking about heredity is tightly tied to the genecentric no-

tions of programmed development described in a number of the follow-

ing chapters, a reworked heredity goes hand in hand with the next point.

. A shift from central control to interactive, distributed regulation. The
aptness of constructivist interaction is not restricted to the level of the

organism. There is not, in fact, only one such level; all organisms con-

tain multiple levels, and all participate in wider ecological complexes.

Applied to genetic processes, the ideas of mutual definition, dependence,

and influence reveal the inadequacy of usual accounts of genetically con-

trolled development. As the phrase developmental system suggests, ‘‘con-

trol’’ is instead multiple and mobile, distributed and systemic.

Thinking in terms of developmental systems invites certain kinds of

inquiry and provides a conceptual frame within which to interpret the

answers. Inferential bobbles of the sort cited in chapter , for instance,

are rendered less likely. Researchers’ attention can be directed in novel

ways, toward often-overlooked ‘‘background’’ factors. Once we stop re-
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lying on a central agency to bring these factors together, furthermore,

a new realm of questions opens up, many of which are unlikely to be

asked otherwise, about when, how, and how reliably these factors do in

fact come together (see below, and chapters  and ). To claim that the

genes contain already formed programs, representations, ‘‘information,’’

or other prime movers is not only mistaken, it is to miss the contextu-

alized richness of these processes. To capture these processes, we need

item .

. A shift from transmission to continuous construction and transforma-
tion.Wemove, then, from hereditary transmission of traits, or coded rep-

resentations of traits, to the continuous developmental construction and

transformation of organisms and their worlds in repeating life cycles. As

chapters , , , and  indicate, a changed understanding of development

alters our understanding of evolution. Thus we have point .

. Theoretical extension and unification. The first seven points should
convey the senses of system and interaction intended here (Oyama, in

press). In addition to being analytically valuable, the systematic even-

handedness of ’s parity-of-reasoning arguments can also be used con-

structively. One can retheorize factors customarily relegated to second-

ary status by more genecentric theorists, for instance, and treat them

as full-fledged participants in an explanatory scheme. The insistence on

symmetry thus has an extremely important function: the theoretical ex-

tension of rules and definitions into newdomains. This is one of the major

ways that theory is strengthened and unified. If a criterion for inheritance

can apply to other developmental factors besides genes or cytoplasm, this

changes the range of things that can be inherited, and so transforms the

meaning of inheritance itself.

The consequences of this change are striking. Attempts to deal with

‘‘biology’’ and ‘‘culture’’ have usually involved positing two channels of

information, and even then much is left out (see chapters  and ). In

place of discrete channels, I give a single framework for speaking about

heredity: the changing system of ‘‘interactants’’ and resources that make

and remake an organism and its environments throughout the life cycle.

Whether inheritance is construed in terms of resources for the develop-
ment of individuals or of difference makers in populations (see chapter ),
there is no principled way of restricting it to genes or germ cells. This
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makes it impossible to see biological and cultural evolution as separate

(even if somehow ‘‘interacting’’) processes.

Ironically, what may strike newcomers and skeptics as excessive com-

plexity (‘‘Too many things are inherited’’) turns out to be the very sim-

plicity and elegance that has traditionally been considered the hallmark

of good theory.

Resources

As I noted earlier, people working in  come from a variety of back-

grounds; certainly they draw on a diversity of sources. I would not pre-

sume to enumerate the influences on these colleagues, but because it may

help those who are new to this perspective to learn a bit about where it

comes from, I will mention several bodies of writing that have been espe-

cially rich resources for my own work.While not a family tree, this roster

fulfills some of the functions of a scholarly genealogy by identifying key

sources and affinities. It is frequently the case in academia (and outside

it, too) that one has some leeway in naming one’s ancestors, even one’s

cousins. The following catalogue is personal, incomplete, and general-

ized. Not surprisingly, it includes people who have been alert to the dis-

order and complication lurking behind the deceptive tidiness of certain

widely accepted categories and oversimplified models, as well as to the

largely unrecognized order in many developmental exchanges between

organisms and their milieus. This kind of regularity is often missed by

researchers too ready to assume ‘‘randomness’’ of environmental contin-

gencies.

Tributaries include the comparative psychologists and psychobiolo-

gists T. C. Schneirla (, ), Daniel Lehrman (, ), Peter

Klopfer (), Zing-Yang Kuo (, ),Gilbert Gottlieb (work sum-

marized in his ), and Timothy Johnston (, ). Especially

valuable was these researchers’ willingness not only to acknowledge

complexity, but to work with it by following influences in more than one

direction. Also significant were the English ethologists whose early de-

bates with Lorenz () over the concept of instinct helped open up

the topic to critical scrutiny, just as Lehrman’s did. Their interweaving
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of developmental and evolutionary topics has done much to bridge the

gap between those two traditions (P. P. G. Bateson , a; Hinde

; Hinde and Bateson ). Another stream comes from the critical

work of geneticist Richard Lewontin and his associates (; Levins and

Lewontin ; Lewontin, Rose, and Kamin ); especially important

were their writings on the mutual definition and construction of organ-

isms and their environments in evolution, and on analytical techniques in

biology.

In no case did these scholars’ interest in evolution militate against a

finely tuned sensitivity to the subtleties of developmental dynamics, and

their explorations of ecological relations have been equally perceptive.

Their accomplishments are a decisive demonstration that it is both pos-

sible and productive of evolutionary insight to broach the ‘‘black box’’ of

development.

Research

The writings mentioned above are rich with examples of research on the

kinds of relationships described in my section on ideas and strategies.

Many others can be found in the works cited in note . Russell Gray

() brings together some especially useful references, although he

notes that research on what he calls ‘‘evolutionary and ecological cas-

cades’’ is not plentiful, probably because the questions have not been

posed in appropriate ways. Similarly, Cor van der Weele (), who

offers many findings on environmental factors in development, notes the

relative neglect of this topic. Eva Jablonka and Marion Lamb (:ix)

supply many citations in addition to their own findings on ‘‘epigenetic in-

heritance,’’ and observe that existing examples of such phenomena tend

to be overlooked.

Indeed, a ‘‘body of research,’’ as opposed to a mass of disconnected

and hard-to-find bits, comes into being through the synthetic conceptual

work in which these people are engaged.What an instance of empirical

work ‘‘shows’’ can change as the observations are placed within a con-

ceptual framework that helps them make sense and from which other

research can be generated.

Directions for research discussed in the present volume (especially in
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chapters  and ) include looking for ecological, behavioral, and physio-

logical links between generations, as well as asking how intergenera-

tional changes can be maintained, damped, or amplified. Jablonka and

Lamb () take up issues of damping and amplification at the cellular

level, as doesMae-WanHo (). Links among Tinbergen’s () ‘‘four

whys’’ (discussed in chapter ) are also promising research lodes. Richard
Levins and Richard Lewontin (), Patrick Bateson (, a), and

many others named here give wonderful accounts of the ways in which

organisms construct, and are affected by, their developmental and evolu-

tionary environments. Sometimes those causal complexes can come into

being again and again, making for the stably repeating generations that

permit the language of ‘‘gene flow.’’ There are enough investigatory leads

here to keep numerous laboratories going indefinitely.

Metaphor and Practice

Some of the above-mentioned work is marked by considerable sensitivity

to language—to the images and similes that help make the world intelli-

gible. There is, in fact, a body of writings that is especially illuminating

about the ways these metaphors are involved in the practice and social

uses of science. Evelyn Fox Keller () has been particularly insight-

ful about the importance of metaphor in creating and maintaining gene-

centrism, as have Richard Doyle (), Jan Sapp (), and Cor van der

Weele (). Certain scholars in the ‘‘developmental constraints’’ tradi-

tion discussed below (Goodwin ; Ho a; Ho and Saunders ;

Webster and Goodwin ) have published useful analyses as well.

Some readers have been drawn to what they perceive to be the ethical

implications of the idea of developmental systems. Although social and

ethical concerns inform much of my writing, as they do the other analy-

ses just cited, and though these concerns are surely visible in my choices

of topic and metaphor, and in myriad other ways, I do not believe that

direct guidance or justification for particular moral stands is to be found

in my approach. As I point out in chapter , one can invoke scientific per-

spectives for their resonances, imagery, insights, and even inspirations

without supposing that, in themselves, those perspectives show the one

true way to a better world. If they did, there would be less need for the
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kind of difficult and innovative work on ecologically sensitive practices

that is discussed there.

To be sure, scientific metaphors involve not just ways of talking and

writing, but ways of seeing and doing as well. They are implicated in the

practices of research, from the initial direction of attention right on to

the interpretation, promulgation of results, and application. My choice of

title reflects a conviction that one cannot talk about matters of theory and

practice without attending to the nuances of language.

Evolution’s Eyes

Evolution’s Eye is meant to be read in several ways. Among other things,
it reflects my preoccupation with the relationship between looking (Who

looks, and with what questions and assumptions in mind?) and seeing

(How does what is seen bear the mark of the seer, even as it affects that

seer?). To those engaged in evolutionary studies, however, what may

come to mind on first seeing this title is the structure of the eye itself,

for that organ has long been a powerful prompt to speculation about the

origins of complex structures. Both the perfection of the eye and its im-

perfection have figured in arguments about what kind of artificer, divine

or natural, could account for its existence. But it is not the eye as actual

and marvelous object that provides the best entrée into the essays col-

lected here, but rather several other eyes: the critical eye of natural selec-

tion, the narrow eye of the needle in the parable of the camel, and the

first-person I that grammatically indicates a self. The epistemological I
is here, too—the I, as well as the eye, of the knower. Some comments on
these glosses will introduce my major themes.

 ,  

Evolution, or natural selection, with which evolution is too often iden-

tified, is frequently depicted as an agent that continuously scrutinizes

organisms in order to identify those best suited to life. It engineers their

improvement, producing, in fact, things such as organs of sight. Evolu-

tion’s eye in this sense is a critical eye, measuring, comparing, and evalu-

ating.
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It is sometimes said that natural selection ‘‘doesn’t care about’’ or

‘‘can’t see’’ characters that make no difference to the organism’s chances

of surviving or producing viable offspring. Most notably in the present

case, evolution is said to be blind to a living being’s precise means of

developing. It is developmental outcomes that are important, the argu-
ment goes, outcomes that are ultimately priced out in the currency of

reproductive success. In this view the mechanisms by which those out-

comes come about are rather beside the point, the natural selectionist

point being conventionally defined in terms of the relative frequencies of

genes in populations, not the particulars of the lives of individuals.

A fundamental topic in biology, then, namely the coming into being of

living things, their growth and changes over the span of their lifetimes—

in short, the cycling of their very embodied lives in their worlds—has

a puzzlingly tenuous connection to dominant theories of the evolution-

ary process. How is this possible? Is it necessary? These are two of the

problems around which these collected essays circle. Though there are

interesting historical issues to be explored here, I have been occupied

mainly with the interlocking habits of thought and practice that appear

to condemn development to play a supporting role in the evolutionary

spectacle, ‘‘black-boxed,’’ as suggested above, if it is recognized at all.

Developmental processes are not completely marginalized in evolu-

tionary studies. There is a fair amount of work on ‘‘developmental con-

straints on evolution’’: limits on the sorts of forms that can be produced

in ontogeny, and thus the number and kinds of variants that can be pre-

sented for inspection by natural selection. This is an important and varied

literature, and I share many of its authors’ concerns. In general, though,

I find their critical points more congenial than their solutions. I disagree

on two points in particular. First, they tend to view development as ‘‘in-

ternal,’’ whereas, for reasons most fully presented in chapter , I believe

it makes more sense to see it as a matter of constructivist interaction be-

tween insides and outsides.6 The conventional view of development as

driven from within enforces the conventional ways of linking develop-

ment to evolution, as an internal factor that can ‘‘interact’’ with an ex-

ternal natural selection. In this case the ‘‘interlocking habits of thought

and practice’’ I study tie internalist views of ontogeny to externalist ones

of selection. This in turn has prevented valid critiques from being fully

assimilated, as I pointed out above.
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My second point of disagreement with students of developmental con-

straints and kindred concepts is that insofar as they accept the defini-

tion of evolution (only and always, or at least fundamentally) as a change

in the relative frequencies of alternative genetic variants across genera-

tions,7 their protests may remain relatively easy to accommodate by foot-

notes and parentheses. Their arguments, however compelling, can still

be treated as addenda, as lists of secondary factors ‘‘biasing’’ the action

of selection. The standard assumption is that evolutionary relevance re-

quires a particular kind of visibility to natural selection: Phenotypic vari-

ations—that is, variations in the characteristics and behavior of actual

organisms—must be ‘‘coded by’’ or ‘‘caused by,’’ or at least correlated

with, genetic variants. Only in this way, it is believed, can differential

survival and reproduction lead to the change in genetic frequencies now

considered criterial for evolution.8 But one can also say that this elevates

one aspect of evolution to its very definition.
To adopt a thoroughgoing interactive constructivism with respect to

both developmental and evolutionary processes is to treat the ‘‘inter-

action between development and evolution’’ sometimes mentioned in the

constraints literature as something more than an easily betrayed plati-

tude—a dictum that remains ‘‘true’’ (in its fashion) because its implica-

tion of separate ontogenetic and phylogenetic processes can be assented

towithout being examined. The consequences of adopting a developmen-

tal systems perspective are far-reaching. Among other things, one must

embark on the quite radical reworking of development, inheritance, and

evolution that is undertaken in this volume.

    

Linked to the first reading of evolution’s eye, and so to the puzzle of the

place of development in evolution, is a second one: the eye of the re-

productive needle. This is sometimes referred to as the ‘‘bottleneck of

reproduction’’: the narrowing of the life cycle between successive gen-

erations of certain organisms to a single cell (Bonner ). This one-

celled stage is not universal, as anyone knows who has watched a runner

or a leaf grow into a flourishing plant. Consider, however, organisms that

do begin a new life cycle as we do, as fertilized eggs, or zygotes. Many

biological treatments downplay the rest of the richly varied and crucially
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 . A schematic representation of the Central
Dogma of development. G is the transmitted genotype and
P is the dead-end phenotype, or organism. Adapted from
‘‘Weismann and Modern Biology, ’’ by J. Maynard Smith,
, in P. Harvey and L. Partridge (Eds.),Oxford Surveys
in Evolutionary Biology (pp. –), Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press.

structured contents of the cellular envelope enclosing the chromosomes,

so that only the genes are considered to be ‘‘passed on.’’ 9 It follows from

such logic that the next generation must be made by these genes. This

reasoning is often tied to the supposed vanquishing of the Lamarckian

heresy that ‘‘acquired’’ characters can be ‘‘inherited,’’ but it is just these

concepts that are called into question in this book.

The image of the reproductive bottleneck has functioned as a kind of

conceptual bottleneck as well. James Griesemer and William Wimsatt

(; see also Griesemer in press; Sterelny and Griffiths ; Winther

in press) have discussed the history of the now standard and enormously

influential schematic of ‘‘Weismannian’’ genetic transmission, with its

linear sequence of genotypes representing the successive generations. In

figure , bundles of , symbolized by Gs, are connected by straight
lines, forming a continuous lineage. A genotype produces a dead-end

phenotype, represented by a branch angling off the main trunk and termi-

nating in a P.10 This diagram is meant to capture contemporary treatments

of transmission, not the complexities discussed by the above-mentioned

scholars, who point out that Weismann’s writings do not support such

simple representations. For earlier theorists, G would have meant germ,
and even now P could be read as protein if one were referring strictly to
Crick’s () Central Dogma of ‘‘information flow’’ from  to pro-

teins (see chapter ). The point here is that such representations fit quite

neatly with the notion of transmission through a narrow aperture.
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This phenotype develops and dies, passing only its G to its offspring.

The significance of the developing organism is thus graphically mini-

mized by showing it as a literal offshoot. At the same time, organisms be-

come mere consequences of the genes’ causal powers. The needle’s-eye

understanding of reproduction and heredity explains how we can have

an evolutionary biology that gives such short shrift to the developmen-

tal dynamics of the life cycle. Anything other than a gene has as difficult

a time getting through reproduction’s strait gate as that poor camel in

the parable, straining to squeeze through the eye of a needle.11 And yet,

as I show in the chapters that follow, there is only a bottleneck if one

accepts a particular narrow definition of heredity. The existence of all

those single-celled stages, furthermore, is possible only because they are

preceded by, and surrounded by, an enormous functional and structural

complexity.

  

The first two eyes, the blind one turned to development by natural selec-

tion and the narrow needle’s eye of heredity, set the themes of part ,

‘‘Looking at Development and Evolution.’’ My conviction that evolu-

tion’s eyes need to be opened, or rather that they actually take in more

than most theories do, helps to motivate the arguments in part , ‘‘Look-

ing at Ourselves.’’ There, two more meanings of evolution’s eye come into
focus. Although present in earlier chapters, these additional meanings are

rendered more salient by a shift in orthography. Chapter , on contin-

gency, is a ‘‘hinge’’ piece insofar as it joins the use of parity of reasoning

in the developmental systems approach to the principle of symmetry in

science studies, bringing to the fore the epistemological issues that are

especially important in part .

My first I is the person constituted by a double duality: the famil-

iar nature-nurture dichotomy and the body-mind dualism with which it

is closely associated. In this well-worn but still dominant framework,

the development of persons must be achieved by somehow joining the

natural to the acquired, the biological to the cultural, or, if you will,

the body to the mind. I examine aspects of these dualities in part , but

in part  I pay more attention to their consequences for our everyday

lives. The widespread and rising interest in evolution has been accompa-
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nied by a predictable resurgence of arguments about human nature and

basic biological truths. Often, these arguments are also about personal

agency and responsibility. Partly natured, partly nurtured, the divided I
accounts for much of the political charge borne by apparently technical

problems in evolutionary theory or genetics. As documented in chap-

ters  and , discussions of reproductive interests dissolve into arguments

over legal culpability, and population geneticists’ statistical wrangles be-

come polemics on affirmative action or educational policy.12 The question

of biological bases for homosexuality, discussed in chapter , contin-

ues to be hotly disputed in the academic and popular literatures, pre-

cisely because of its presumed legal and moral implications (Bem ;

Fausto-Sterling in press; LeVay , ). The religious right insists

that sexual orientation is a choice not to be explained by biology and

points to the testimony of ‘‘reformed’’ homosexuals. In the familiar dy-

namics of such exchanges, this further increases the pressure on the other

side to claim that sexuality is given, not chosen. In chapter  I mention

the move in some feminist thought from denying fundamental difference

to celebrating it. It seems probable that such realignments will increase

in the area of sexual orientation (itself a live and still divisive issue in

feminism) as well as with respect to human difference and disability in

general—as already seems to be the case for certain kinds of deafness

and autism.

There are good reasons and not-so-good ones for the persistence of

these debates. There is no doubt that important questions can be asked

about human possibilities, both collective and individual, about the na-

ture of will, identity, and morality. The questions are difficult to frame

meaningfully, much less to ‘‘solve.’’ All the more reason to avoid un-

necessary difficulties when we can. Several chapters in part , particu-

larly chapters  and , touch on issues of identity and action. These

concepts have complicated and interlaced histories. Part of my aim is to

address the complications that are built into the distinction between bi-

ology and culture, and to see whether the genuine substantive problems

can be brought into clearer focus. Faced with a demand to say whether

men and women are really different, then, I am more likely to ask, ‘‘What

do you mean by really?’’ than to provide a definitive answer. Though this
can be frustrating if all (!) you want is the right answer, there is some-

thing to be gained by pausing, even (perhaps especially) in the heat of
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the fray, to reflect on what the question actually is, whether there is only

one, and what a definitive answer could look like. The more important

the issue, the more urgent the need to frame it well, and I believe that

the perspective presented here provides a better basis than the traditional

ones for individuating precise questions and possible—or sometimes im-

possible—ways of seeking their answers.

  

The previous reading of part ’s title was the unintegrated I of the di-
chotomies between nature and nurture, body and mind. Knowing, think-

ing, perceiving, and remembering are all activities of living beings in

particular settings, and the other theme of ‘‘Looking at Ourselves’’ is

the epistemological aspect of organism-environment interdependence in

developmental systems. My interest in the relations between scientists’

questions and the phenomena they find, then, while evident in the first

part, is more prominent in the second. These issues are taken up in chap-

ters  and . In the latter I also address the question of what is taken

to fall inside or outside legitimate theory. The first-person I is also the I
of the knowing subject, then, who may be, but is not necessarily, a sci-

entist; the emphasis here is on the role of point of view in organizing

knowledge.

Besides the familiar binaries referred to above as the double duality
of nature and nurture, body and mind, are many others that pervasively

organize our looking, whether the object of regard is evolution, develop-

ment, ourselves, or the world in general. There are insides and outsides,

autonomy and dependence, necessity and contingency, male and female.

Yet, one needn’t be a triops to see beyond them.13 There are excellent

grounds for challenging dualisms in biology and its sister sciences. Tim

Ingold () has noted that anthropologists rarely think to question the

distinction between biology and culture, but the same could be said of the

individual-society opposition in anthropology, sociology, and psychol-

ogy. Much of social constructionism, in fact, not only fails to question

these divisions but is actually grounded in them (chapters  and ). In-

deed, a poignant aspect of some of this work is that it often begins with

a desire to defend the reality and significance of the social against what

seems a hypertrophied biology (or individual psychology), but then ends
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by ratifying some of the very beliefs and practices that feed that biology’s

unbalanced growth.14

By the same token, to inquire whether knowledge is made more by the

knower or by the object, even if one’s reply places greater stress on the

former, may be to rely on the same notions of reified ‘‘information’’ we

constantly encounter in biology. The connection is not only analogical;

the two discourses overlap because nature-nurture arguments brim not

only with genetic information, but also with information from or about

the world. The divided organism referred to above, in fact, is frequently

thought to be made from these two kinds of information. Textbook dis-

cussions of instinct characteristically begin with the rationalist and em-

piricist philosophers and go on to disputes about how much knowledge

is biologically given and how much must be gained through experience.

I suspect that many ideas of sensory information (and, while we are at

it, of mental representations) are not only as problematic as their genetic

counterparts in discussions of development; they are, finally, instances of

that same usage.

If information must be understood relationally, as a difference that

makes a difference (or, if you will, the information theorist’s reducer of

uncertainty), then the same constructivist interactionism that integrates

insides and outsides in ’s accounts of development should serve for

epistemological investigations as well. This kind of construction does

not depend on a distinction, say, between the constructed and the pre-

programmed, or, for cognition, between cognitive construction and accu-

rate representation.15 Just as a developmental interaction changes the or-

ganism in some way, at some scale (and is ultimately defined by such a

change), so experience changes us, for the short term or the long. An in-

formal memory check suggests that once phenotype came to refer to the
organism, it was restricted pretty much to the body (often just the appear-

ance of the body). More recently, behavior has been included.Can knowl-

edge, thought, indeed, memory itself, be excluded in any principled way?

The Book

I could go on prospecting the interpretive possibilities of my title, but I

leave each reader to explore those (perhaps diminishing) pleasures alone.
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The present collection is meant to mitigate the inconveniences of the

scattered publishing that comes from addressing very diverse audiences.

The chapters have been published before, in slightly different form;

within each of the two parts they are in roughly chronological order. They

have been revised but not updated, though in a few cases more recent

work is mentioned in an unnumbered note. I have also changed the term

environmentalism,which was used in the earlier papers, to environmental
determinism because today’s ‘‘environmentalist’’ tends to be concerned

with ecological degradation rather than with environmental shaping of

organisms.

Readers interested in the ways ideas and applications take shape over

time will see some progressive elaboration and extension of the develop-

mental systems approach. It should also be evident, though, that the pre-

cise form of the conceptual problems varies with field and subfield. Part

of my point is that what appears to be a unitary problem, say, of ‘‘innate-

ness’’ or ‘‘biological base,’’ is in fact an unruly mix of problems that must

be articulated and addressed in their own terms.

In order to preserve narrative flow, and because not everyone will read

the pieces in sequence, I did not attempt to eliminate all overlap among

chapters. It will please me if readers do as I have done: consider these

ideas repeatedly, seeing how they play themselves out in different fields,

against different backgrounds, and with respect to different problems. In

this way their potential reach becomes manifest, but only if they are not

mistaken for certain truisms they may appear to resemble (things are con-

nected, nature and nurture can’t be completely separated, the environment
is important, too . . . ). At the same time, I will be gratified if, at least

some of the time, the reader finds genuine simplicity, the startling kind

that comes with a sudden reframing or reseeing. I like it when it happens

to me.



Part I

Looking at Development

and Evolution
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1 Transmission and Construction:

Levels and the Problem of Heredity

The conventional view of evolution involves two mistaken ideas. One,

the idea that traits are ‘‘transmitted’’ in heredity, rests on notions of ge-

netic programming that are ultimately quite preformationist. A second

idea, what I call ‘‘developmental dualism,’’ holds that there are two kinds

of developmental processes, one controlled primarily from the inside and

another more open to external forces; it both supports and is supported

by the notion of trait transmission. The theory of evolution seems, in fact,

to require a distinction between features that develop ‘‘under the aegis of

the genes’’ (Konner :) and those that are shaped by the environ-

ment—hence the apparent need for dual developmental processes.

The concepts of trait transmission and developmental duality are linked

by a way of thinking about the role of genes and environment in ontogeny

that ensures that wewill continue to findways to carve up the living world

into innate and acquired portions, no matter how vociferously we declare

the distinction to be obsolete. This in turn ensures not only a degree of

conceptual incoherence in our science, but also continued difficulty in

synthesizing our knowledge of development with our understanding of

evolution. Finally, our lack of clarity on these issues, because of their

deep involvement in the old and tangled nature-nurture complex, encour-

ages further confusion when scholars make pronouncements on the role

of evolution in shaping our fundamental nature (Konner ; Midgley

; E. O. Wilson ). I will argue that evolution only seems to re-

quire these two ideas. In their place I offer an alternative way of looking

at development and the succession of life cycles we call evolution. This

alternative way requires no distinction between genetically transmitted

traits and traits that develop in some other manner; the distinction be-
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comes unnecessary when we relinquish the conviction that traits can be

transmitted at all. Nor does it require us to divide psychological charac-
teristics into those that are ‘‘biologically based’’ and those that are due to

culture or ‘‘phenotypic plasticity’’ (as in Fishbein :).What it does

require is a conception of development as construction, not as printout

of a preexisting code.

Even though the distinction between the innate and the acquired has

been under attack for decades (Anastasi ; P. Bateson ; Beach

; Hinde ; Klopfer ; Lehrman , ; Oyama , ;

Schneirla ), and even though it is routinely dismissed and ridiculed

in the scientific literature (Alland :–; Konner :–), it

continues to appear in new guises. The very people who pronounce it

obsolete manage, in the next breath, to distinguish between a charac-

ter that is a ‘‘genetic property’’ and one that is only ‘‘an environmen-

tally produced analogue’’ (Alland :, on phenocopies, discussed in

chapter ), or between ‘‘genetically determined fixed action patterns’’ and

patterns in which ‘‘innate factors’’ play but a minor role (Konner :

–, ). Vocabulary and styles of description shift, but the convic-

tion remains that some developmental courses are more controlled by the

genes than others.

The reasons for this are many; some have to do with our philosophi-

cal traditions, and some with our attachment to certain analytical tech-

niques. Intellectual inertia and the politics and sociology of academic life

also help perpetuate dichotomous ways of describing development. In

seeking to make our ideas intelligible to students and colleagues, we ex-

press them in familiar terms, thus reinforcing old conceptual structures.

(Even when we seek to present new structures, we are often heard in

terms of old ones.) And in justifying our efforts to others, we may point

to our work’s relevance for accepted paradigms and problems, thus fur-

ther legitimating traditional modes of thought. Since dichotomies are un-

popular these days, having been largely replaced by degrees of biological

constraint, open and closed programs (Lorenz ; Mayr a), and

the like, it is important to realize that such fuzzing of distinctions does

not alter the conceptual framework (see chapter ). It allows people to

dodge charges of simplistic determinism without having to change their

ways of thinking.
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Another potent factor hindering our attempts to transcend the opposi-

tion (or even interaction) between nature and nurture is the resurgence

of interest in evolutionary questions, among biologists and others. This

could have been, and to a limited extent has been, an impetus to seri-

ous conceptual reformulation. All too often, though, it has led to the res-

urrection of largely unreconstructed notions of nature, for reasons both

scientific and nonscientific. Our theories are not isolated from what tran-

spires outside the academy, and we must confront the interplay between

scholars’ ways of thinking and the concerns of the larger society.

Part of the attention attracted by evolutionary studies is prompted by

the explosion of theory and research in the field itself. Beginning in the

s, we have witnessed several decades of impressive discoveries in

molecular biology. Another aspect of the rush to adopt an ‘‘evolutionary

perspective’’ is probably a pendulum swing back from the environmen-

tal determinism that held sway in the social sciences for many years.

In addition, however, there appears to be a more general wish, not lim-

ited to academics, for a substantive ‘‘biological’’ bedrock.1 There seems,

finally, to be a hope that an immutable natural ‘‘core’’ will stabilize an

increasingly relativistic and uncertain world. Hence the attractiveness of

the ‘‘ultimate’’ explanations offered by evolutionary theorists.

These reasons, however, are neither independent nor sufficient to ex-

plain the burgeoning interest in evolutionary issues. For now, I want

only to point out that they tend to rest on, and ultimately to preserve,

largely unanalyzed conceptions of ‘‘biological bases,’’ not the least of

which is the assumption that ‘‘biology’’ gives us a set of (largely) uni-

versal, unlearned, unchangeable, and inevitable traits which were formed

by natural selection and which define our fundamental nature. (Context-

dependent, facultative variation introduces a wrinkle into this formula-

tion, but it is not a wrinkle that challenges most people’s ideas about de-

velopmental dualism; see my comment on quadrifurcation below.) It is

just this complex of ideas about biology and evolution that needs to be

untangled. Although that task requires much more space than is available

here, the notion of trait transmission via genetically directed develop-

ment is certainly an important part of the complex.
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Natural Selection and Genetically Programmed Traits

Natural selection, we are told, cannot work on acquired characters, for

these are not passed on to offspring; only inherited traits are transmit-

ted. The appearance and differential proliferation of novel genes or gene

combinations, coding for new aspects of the phenotype, is seen to be the

essence of evolution: Evolutionary processes are said to produce genetic

programs for development if one is speaking of the individual organ-

ism, or changes in gene pools if the focus is on the population level.

Thus, no matter how much one protests that all development requires

both an adequate genome and an adequate environment and that all forms

are jointly determined by genotype and developmental context, and no

matter how often one points out that genetically determined variance

is not the same as genetically guided development, the form of certain

traits continues somehow to be placed in the genes. A paper by Scarr

and McCartney () provides a striking example of this.Writing in the

service of an allegedly evolutionary perspective, the authors dismiss the

opposition between genes and environment and emphasize the inability

of analyses of variance to explain the combination of genotype and en-

vironment in development. They are quite happy, however, to speak of

genetic programs controlling maturation, to contrast genetic and envi-

ronmental transmission of characters, and, most emphatically, to speak

of the genotype as driving development (p. ). (They do all this, ironi-

cally, on the basis of analyses of variance.)

What has emerged from the confrontation between evolutionary and

developmental concerns is a kind of credo that informs our thinking even

when it remains implicit. Sydney Brenner (cited in Lewin :),

who some years ago embarked on the ultimate molecular analysis of a

developmental program, offers an explicit statement: ‘‘The total explana-

tion of all organisms resides within them, and you feel there has to be a

grammar in it somewhere. Ultimately, the organism must be explicable

in terms of its genes, simply because evolution has come about through

alterations in .’’ In exploring the relationship between embryology

and evolution, R. A. Raff and T. C. Kaufman (:) similarly take

as their ‘‘basic tenet’’ the assumption that the ‘‘genes control ontogeny.’’

This is the case, they say, because evolution consists of genetic changes.
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Having accepted the definition of evolution as evolution of genes, these

developmentalists have no choice but to conceptualize development of

species characters as explained by, caused by, and guided by those genes.

Brenner’s case is especially instructive. He set out to describe in com-

plete detail the development of Caenorhabditis elegans, a remarkable

worm that seems to fit the metaphor of a preset computer program me-

chanically producing an inevitable result. This worm is quite unusual in

the precision of its ontogeny; it always has  cells, and the history of

each of those cells can be mapped with great confidence. In spite of the

prodigious knowledge Brenner and his colleagues have acquired about

the ontogeny of this creature, however, or perhaps because of it, he now
disavows the notion of a program, even warning against loose metaphori-

cal use of the term.

My own inclination is to applaud this repudiation of his original aim.

Brenner looked development in the face and reported what he saw: A

multitude of events influence each other, set the stage for each other, and

run off in improbable sequences, but there was no ‘‘genetic program.’’

Cell lineages are unpredictable and complex; by the time one has given a

‘‘rule’’ for such a lineage, one has virtually described the sequence, step

by step. There seems to be no logic. The paper by Lewin from which

I take this material is entitled ‘‘Why Is Development So Illogical?’’ We

cannot, unfortunately, explore the interesting question of what would

have constituted a program—presumably a ‘‘logical’’ description—for

Brenner’s group. After all, we can describe many biological processes in

computer language, and we can produce marvelous simulations. But such

simulations must provide for much, much more than  sequences and

their products. More to the point, a program amounts to a description,

and we can write these descriptions for all sorts of things, including ‘‘ac-

quired’’ characters. These latter programs may include information on

 sequences as well. How, then, can the concept of a program help us

distinguish between the innate and the acquired?

In any case, Brenner has not lost faith in the power of reductive analy-

sis. In an intriguing (and, to this observer, frustrating) coda, he asserts

that he is now convinced that the unit of development is the cell. Because

one can presumably understand how the ‘‘genes get hold of the cell,’’ this

retreat up one level evidently allows him to continue to see development

as explicable in terms of genes, even though he pushed this premise to
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its limit and found it lacking. Having given up genetic programs, he now

speaks of internal representations and descriptions. In doing so he is like

many other workers who have been faced with the contradictions and

inadequacies of traditional notions of genetic forms and have tried to re-

solve them, not by seriously altering their concepts, but by making the

forms in the genome more abstract: not noses in the genes, but instruc-
tions for noses, or potential for noses, or symbolic descriptions of them.
This solves nothing. At most, it communicates a certain discomfort with

the preformationism implicit in traditional formulations, but it does not

alleviate the problem; it just makes the wording vaguer.

Developmental Dualism and the Proliferation of Levels

Since so many scientists accept the idea that the body is constructed by

genetically guided processes, it is not surprising that they look for par-

allels to the development of body structure when they turn to psycho-

logical and social levels. Some of our mental, even communal, life, they

reason, is phylogenetically derived, just as our bodies are, and is there-

fore attributable to the same kinds of genetically guided development.

But insofar as cruder forms of nature-nurture distinctions imply an in-

variant biological basewith environmentally wrought variations, they are

incapable of supporting this complication. A consequence is that mo-

tivation, thought, perception, and behavior (and eventually culture) are

divided into pseudolevels. And so scientists fret about how to identify the

inherited aspects of the various human temperaments (Plomin and Rowe

; by ‘‘inherited,’’ by the way, they do not simply mean ‘‘showing

heritable variation in a particular population’’), how to distinguish bio-

logical from cultural universals (Harris ), and so on. Both variable

and universal features, that is, are somehow divided into those that are

(mostly) formed from within and those that are (mostly) sculpted from

without. The dichotomous has become quadrifurcate.

But what could it mean to say that behavior of any kind is ‘‘phyloge-

netically derived’’? We are told that the behavior is ‘‘programmed’’ or in

some other way ‘‘in the genes.’’ If we are unhappy with this description,

we are hastily assured that no trait, morphological or behavioral, is actu-

ally in the genes, but rather that information or rules are encoded in the
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. Our imaginary interlocutor (imaginary but, I suspect, easily rec-

ognized) also assures us that evolved behavior may well be the result of

‘‘interaction’’ between nature and nurture, a mixture of biology and learn-

ing, and that nothing is due entirely to the genes or the environment. And
while body structure is ‘‘directly’’ encoded, furthermore, gene-behavior

links are ‘‘indirect.’’ Any uneasiness we may have about genetic deter-

minism is supposedly laid to rest as our friend assures us that usually the

genes do not implacably command, but rather predispose.

If we are uncommonly mistrustful or skeptical, however, we are not

mollified. Our doubts are fed by our friend’s statements that such evolu-

tionarily shaped behavior constitutes the very core of our being (if we are

the species in question); that it is normal, if not desirable; and that it is

altered or suppressed only at considerable psychic and social cost (Lums-

den andWilson :–;Midgley :–, ). Believing that

a particular kind of social behavior has evolved, the friend implies, does

not necessarily entail its endorsement, only the sober admission that it

is in our nature and is therefore a force to be contended with, to be ac-

cepted or ameliorated, even to be vigorously combated within the perhaps

narrow limits allowed by the genes, but surely not to be underestimated

(Konner :).

The use of terms like genetically transmitted for such features, how-

ever, is profoundly misleading. It is just what leads people to prolifer-

ate levels within levels as they search for more acceptable ways to ex-

press their belief that some aspects of mind, like most aspects of body,

are somehow in the chromosomes and can thus be passed on with them.

For differential reproduction to alter a gene pool, however, all that is

needed is reliable genotype-phenotype correlations; and these, in turn,

require not genetic ‘‘programs’’ for development but a reliable succession

of organism-environment complexes—of developmental systems that re-

peatedly reconstitute themselves.

Trait Transmission and Trait Construction

Viktor Hamburger () asserts that developmental studies have not

been fully included in the grand neo-Darwinian synthesis. He gives sev-

eral reasons, one being evolutionists’ preoccupation with trait transmis-
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sion across generations, a preoccupation that is at odds with developmen-

talists’ interest in the elaboration of traits during the course of each life

cycle. Developmentalists, he also says, tend to dislike the preformation-

ist implications of transmission genetics. Raff and Kaufman (:–

) describe the estrangement that developed between embryologists and

geneticists early in the twentieth century and, like Hamburger, allude to

conceptual differences that have hindered the synthesis of the two tradi-

tions. The dilemma is how to have an evolutionary perspective without

being trapped with some untenable notion of genetically directed devel-

opment and, by implication, an equally untenable notion of environmen-

tally directed development to complement it. The reason circumlocutions

fail to extricate workers from this dilemma is that they are just that, cir-

cumlocutions: indirect ways of saying that at least some of ontogeny is

explicable in terms of macromolecular plans. No matter how much their

own observations contradict this assumption, these scientists are com-

mitted to it because they do not question the definition of evolution as

evolution of genes.

But the conception of evolution as change in gene pools or genotypes

is an exceedingly abstract one—and, more serious, an incomplete one.

The role of gene frequencies in reflecting some changes in developmen-

tal trajectories is undisputed. The importance of genes in development

and as sources of phenotypic variation is also undisputed. What is mis-

guided is the attempt to place phenotypic form, or any kind of ‘‘represen-

tation’’ of that form, in those genes. It amounts to an attempt to explain a

dynamic multilevel phenomenon by a lower-level entity. (For some dis-

cussion of levels in evolution, see Sober .) It is not only reductive,

it is incomplete even at the molecular level because it ignores the rest of

the interactive complex necessary for gene function: precursors, organ-

elles, and other aspects of cell structure and chemistry. Given that many

believe the primary problem of developmental biology is the differential

activation of genes at different times and in different tissues, and given
that it is the rest of the interactive complex that must in large part account
for differential activation, this partial account is hard to justify.
To focus on gene pools or modal genotypes as the essence of evolution

is to lose sight of the organism, of the successive life cycles whose distri-

bution and reproductive fortunes are reflected in those gene frequencies.
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As a gene pool changes, however, so do many of the levels of environ-

ment needed to create and sustain those life cycles, and they must be

included in any account of ontogeny and phylogeny. They are implicated

in even the most basic and reliable of species forms. The environment,

that is, must be seen not only as a source of phenotypic variance, but as

fundamental to species character, and not only as passive support, but as

equal partner with the genes in giving rise to living beings.Vital patterns

are the result of interactive systems at many levels.

What is transmitted between generations is not traits, or blueprints

or symbolic representations of traits, but developmental means (or re-
sources, or interactants). These means include genes, the cellular machin-
ery necessary for their functioning, and the larger developmental con-

text, which may include a maternal reproductive system, parental care,

or other interaction with conspecifics, as well as relations with other as-

pects of the animate and inanimate worlds. This context, which is actu-

ally a system of partially nested contexts, changes with time, partly as a

result of the developmental processes themselves. Differential gene tran-

scription in diverse tissues is a result of this emerging system, as are

interactions at the organ and organism levels. Developmental means are

transmitted in the sense of being made available during reproduction and

ontogeny. Often they are the very products of ontogeny, but they are no

less crucial to further development for not having been present at con-

ception.

Bodies and minds are constructed, not transmitted. Even what is gener-

ally described as culturally transmitted is not simply transferred in a lump

from one being to another. Organisms, including people, often influence

the development of other organisms; these influences, however, are in-

terpreted and used by their recipient in ways that are complex, ill under-

stood, and very much a function of the organism’s developmental state

and surrounding conditions. Developmental state, in turn, is the synthesis

of past developmental events.We all know the frustration of seeing others

construe our words and deeds in ways that seemmistaken, even perverse.

What have we transmitted? That which was intended? That which was

understood? Haven’t we rather entered into interactions whose outcomes

are only partially a function of our contributions?
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The Construction of Levels

I admit that the term construction is problematic in someways. For one, it
often implies an acting subject.While this is perfectly appropriate when

we are speaking of knowing subjects construing their worlds and their

own actions, it is inappropriate at other levels.We find, for example, de-

scriptions of development or behavior in which genes ‘‘foresee’’ con-

tingencies, ‘‘direct’’ events, ‘‘recognize’’ stimuli, ‘‘select’’ or ‘‘program’’

outcomes. This is construction seen as revelation (Monod :), as

fulfillment of a plan, and it is precisely the construction of ontogenetic

‘‘construction’’ that gets us into so much trouble. My meaning is quite

different. Construction, in my view, does not require a subject or sub-

ject surrogate, which is often what the gene amounts to in accounts of

development (Tobach’s  cryptanthroparion; Weiss’s  anthropo-
morphic principle, or my own  homunculoid gene), but it does require
multilevel systems constructing themselves, bringing about the condi-

tions for their own further change. I see interactive construction, then, not

as the fulfillment of a plan, and not necessarily as the activity of a know-

ing subject, but as a developmental phenomenon that is not explicable by

only one set of its constituents or by only one of its levels.

Developmental Systems

Developmental systems evolve, generating one life cycle after another.

One aspect of their evolution is the shifting constitution of the gene pool.

But the full phenomenon is a succession of organisms, variable in some

ways and constant in others, in their changing environments. In order to

put these organisms back into an increasingly gene-centered conception

of evolution and development, we sometimes need to step back from the

gene level, however fascinating its processes, and reconstitute the rest of

the systems that repeatedly make the living world. This is finally what

students of development must do, however they may describe what they
do.Whether or not one speaks of genes ‘‘getting hold of’’ cells, that is,

one must finally describe not only intracellular processes but also rela-

tions among cells, as well as the ways these relations influence and are
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influenced by higher-level processes, including organism-environment

interactions.

The benefits of seeing evolution as a succession of developmental sys-

tems are several. First, it restores the organism to us at a time when some

biologists seem to be intent on analyzing it out of existence (Dawkins

). Second, it allows us to investigate and appreciate the role of the

genes in development without turning them into wise little homunculi.

Third, it affords us a way out of the multiple versions of the nature-

nurture impasse while still allowing us to join our developmental con-

cerns with our evolutionary ones. It does this not by giving us yet another

way to make the distinction between genetic and environmental traits

(as opposed to genetic and environmental sources of variation), but by

showing how all features, species-typical or variable, morphological or
behavioral, are produced by a complex of interactants, some exceedingly

constant, and some variable. This frees us from the bogey of dual de-

velopmental processes and from the implicit preformationism and reduc-

tionism of all notions of preexisting plans in the genome and restores to

us the living world in all its layered complexity without diminishing our

ability to turn our analytical skills on any part of that world as we attempt

to understand it and to make our way through it.



2 What Does the Phenocopy Copy?

Originals and Fakes in Biology

This chapter examines a concept unfamiliar to most psychologists. The

concept of the phenocopy comes from the study of genetics and develop-

mental biology. In psychology, which provides the context for the fol-

lowing discussion, it is occasionally encountered in works on behavior

genetics or psychobiology. These are, of course, areas we tend to regard

as ‘‘biological,’’ and it is precisely the way we construe the biological

that concerns me here. The problem is not wholly that of one discipline’s

ignorance about the data and theory of another; some of the habits of

thought I will discuss are widespread among biologists as well.

Genotypes and Phenotypes

A peculiar ritual is observed virtually every time genes are mentioned in

the psychological literature. It consists of pronouncing the nature-nurture

issue dead, ‘‘except in the minds of a few unsophisticated individuals’’

(Alland :–). Alexander Alland, an anthropologist, invokes the

principle of interaction between genes and environment, and then pro-

ceeds to treat the two as alternative sources of form and function rather

than as joint determiners, either of which can be a source of variation. In

addition, the genetic is seen as basic, natural, necessary, and more or less

fixed, while the environmental is secondary, changeable, and contingent.

The first term in ‘‘nature and nurture’’ can be read, after all, as ‘‘given by

nature’’ or as ‘‘fundamental, inherent.’’ This set of distinctions has a his-

tory as long as our culture’s, descending as it does from ancient notions

of essence and appearance, the eternal ideal and the specific manifes-
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tation. Witness one old way of defining genotype and phenotype, less

frequently seen now but not yet completely superseded: Nash, in a text

on the psychobiology of development, explains that the genotype is ‘‘the

actual genetic material,’’ while the phenotype is ‘‘the appearance of the

material’’ (:). This vision fits very well, of course, with the com-

mon account of Mendelian genetics, in which recessive traits go unde-

tected in the first generation, only to reappear in the next.1 Appearances,

we learned, can be deceiving.

Phenotypes, in this view, can ‘‘match’’ (Lindzey, Hall, and Thompson

:) or ‘‘correspond with’’ (Nash :) the genotype; or they

may not. By extension, a phenotype can also match a genotype other

than its ‘‘own.’’ The phenocopy is generally defined as just this sort of

phenomenon: ‘‘an environmentally produced analogue of some genetic

property’’ (Alland :). NormanMunn (:) gives a pair of defi-

nitions not generally used these days: Similar traits with dissimilar under-

lying genes are said to be phenotypes, and similar traits based on the

same genes are genotypes. Phenocopies could be examples of the former,

thoughMunn seems to be thinking of the appearance of a dominant char-

acter in heterozygous and homozygous individuals. He does not give a

term for dissimilar traits based on the same genotype; as we shall see, this,
too is basic to phenocopying.

An exploration of two of the ways the concept of the phenocopy has

been employed will reveal not only some assumptions underlying its

usage, but also the contradiction inherent in definitions like Alland’s.

Why would an author pronounce the nature-nurture controversy dead in

one breath, and in the next characterize some properties as genetic and

others (possibly identical, morphologically and physiologically) as envi-

ronmentally produced? Surely some hint is to be found in the techniques

of experimental analysis, which Alland (:) mentions as useful in

separating genetic from environmental effects. As valuable as such analy-

sis can be, it frequently leads to viewing not just variation but also char-

acters, developmental sequences, abilities, and behavior as ‘‘genetic,’’ a

practice that creates conceptual problems while clarifying little.
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Two Uses of the Phenocopy by Behavioral Scientists

The use of phenocopy to refer to a phenotype developing under novel

environmental conditions and resembling the phenotype associated with

some mutant gene arose in a tradition of research in which mechanisms

of gene action were sometimes revealed by investigating mutants and

attempting to produce the same anomalies in the laboratory. The hope

was that the information thus gained might lead to techniques for miti-

gating or even preventing such ‘‘undesirable’’ effects. The fact that such

techniques exist, incidentally, gives the lie to the old assumption that

these defects are untreatable. Production of a phenocopy, then, can be

the synthesis step in the classical research sequence, the step that tests the
results of previous analysis. Markert and Ursprung (:–) de-

scribe some of the limitations of such research, which stem partly from

the multiplicity of agents that can occasionally induce the same result.

Boric acid and insulin, for instance, had the same eventual effect in one

case. Not all of these phenocopies are intentionally induced: Phocomelia

(limbs resembling seal flippers), for example, is associated in humans

with an abnormal genotype or with prenatal development in the presence

of the drug thalidomide. Many abnormalities, however, are produced in

the laboratory. Rumplessness in chickens can be produced by introduc-

ing insulin early in development, while the same agent applied at a later

stage produces a different phenocopy, a short upper beak (Markert and

Ursprung :).

In each case, one route to the abnormality involves an abnormal geno-

type and a normal developmental environment, and the other involves a

normal genotype and an abnormal environment. I use environment here
in a traditionally imprecise and global way, to make a distinction. The

effective environment for a developing organism, however, is very much
a function of its genotype, and to some extent is produced, chosen, and

organized by the organism. Topoff (:), in fact, points out the error

of speaking of different organisms actually having the ‘‘same’’ environ-

ment.

The designation of one of a pair of similar phenotypes as genetic and

the other as environmental, then, follows the convention of identifying
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a phenomenon with the variation that results in its appearance. This is

determination in the narrow, source-of-variance sense, and it is very dif-
ferent from determination in the broad, formative sense, as is usually

intended when ‘‘genetically determined’’ is used interchangeably with

‘‘genetically programmed’’ or ‘‘genetically coded.’’ It is the confusion of

these two senses of determination that lies at the heart of many conceptual
difficulties in the behavioral sciences.

Phenocopy also refers to certain alternative phenotypes with the same
genotype. Thewater crowfoot plant has aquatic and air leaf forms; flower

color in some plants varies with environmental conditions; the color of

certain bacteria depends on the medium on which they are grown (Alland

:–). And Kurt Stern (:), a geneticist, speaks of a suntan

as a phenocopy of dark skin that does not require exposure to the sun.

These alternative forms appear normally in nature, so in such cases we

do not have an artificial copy of a natural anomaly.What, then, does the

phenocopy copy?

In Alland’s last example, one strain of bacteria grown on a certain

medium is white while a related strain is yellow on that same medium.

The white one turns yellow if moved to a second medium. The pheno-

copy seems, then, to be the yellow bacterium on the second medium,

since its color is ‘‘environmental,’’ while the yellow of the one on the first

medium is ‘‘genetic.’’ This ‘‘genetic’’ yellowness is presumably genetic

in the sense of being normal for this strain. But the phenocopying bacte-

rium’s yellowness could also be genetic in this sense, as could its white-
ness. The difference between the two colors, furthermore, is environmen-

tally determined in the source-of-variance sense because only a switch

of medium is required to produce it. The white form can also be thought

of as a phenocopy if there happens to be some otherwhite strain that will
serve as a ‘‘model.’’ Both phenocopying forms, finally, could be models

for other phenocopying strains, even though models are ‘‘genetic’’ and

copies are ‘‘environmental.’’

It seems that the traditional claim that phenocopies are environmen-

tally produced imitations of genetic traits is based on assumptions of

uncertain precision and validity.
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What Is Fundamental about Phenocopying?

If there is any substance to the notion of the phenocopy, it cannot depend

on an unhelpful distinction between genetic and environmental charac-

ters, nor on anything as accidental as the presence of a model. Conrad

Waddington (:) makes this clear with respect to the first use of

phenocopy described above, and it is equally true of the second. The

fact of resemblance seems not to be absolutely basic, in fact, because the

term is not used for other forms of phenotypic similarities such as those

found among related species, or in cases of mimicry, in which an edible

species, for instance, looks like an evil-tasting or poisonous one. What

does appear to be conceptually fundamental (at least for my purposes) is

the fact of multiple developmental pathways, which is what Waddington

was getting at.

The idea that a phenocopy is an environmentally produced phenotype

that resembles a genetic one is intelligible only if one believes that there

are two sources of development, either one of which can act as an effi-

cient formative agent against the supportive background of the other.

Although it is true that the old-style nature-nurture distinction is virtu-

ally defunct in scholarly writing, it is still common, as I noted earlier,

to find perfunctory but obligatory statements that both genes and en-

vironment are necessary to development, followed by blithe designa-

tion of certain traits as genetically organized. Developmental processes

are then classified as maturational (unfolding automatically, guided by

an internal plan) or acquired (formed from without by specific environ-

mental influences). Although combinations and gradations are permitted

(‘‘almost purely innate,’’ ‘‘partly environmental’’), the basic explanatory

dichotomy is retained. Because such thinking is common in genetics and

embryology (Weiss ) as well as in psychology (Hinde ; Lehr-

man ; Oyama ; Schneirla ), biological writings do not nec-

essarily act as a corrective. Lewontin (), who is a consistent excep-

tion, points out that the difference between a phenocopy and a model is

a difference between polygenic and major gene effects, not one between

environmental and genetic action. Stern (:) phrases it somewhat

differently when he says that phenocopies are ‘‘individuals whose pheno-
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type, under the influence of nongenetic agents, has become like the one

normally caused by a specific genotype in the absence of the nongenetic

agents.’’

Although some phenotypes are species-typical and some are not (one

sense of genetic), some are associated with major genes and some are not
(another sense), and some characters show heritable variation in a given

population and some do not (yet a third), all characters proceed from, and
are directed and limited by, a given genotype and are thus totally genetic.

Each also depends on, and is limited and directed by, a given environment

and is thus totally environmental. This is so whether observed variation

is traceable to environmental differences or to genetic ones. Each kind of

factor, in fact, is often effective only through the other. Genes influence

development by altering the immediate environment for various constitu-

ents of the organism, while the environment frequently influences the

rate and timing of gene transcription. Although it is customary to speak

of genes as actively organizing an inert environment during ontogenesis,

Yuwiler (:–) describes the active part played by enzyme prod-

ucts and substrates in ‘‘regulating the direction of metabolic flow.’’ They

are not to be seen, he says, as simply passive material used by the genes.

Take a child with phenylketonuria (), a metabolic disorder that

usually leads to mental retardation if untreated but that can often be con-

trolled by instituting a special diet early in life. The normality exhibited

by this child on a proper diet is not an environmentally produced nor-

mality that phenocopies genetic normality; it is the result of a particular

combination of unusual genome and unusual (for us) environment. The

mental retardation of a  child on an unregulated diet is similarly the

result of coaction, or constructivist interaction; it is no more or less ge-

netic than it is environmental. Either genotype or diet can be seen as the

‘‘cause’’ or determinant of level of intellectual functioning, depending on

what comparison one is making and what is being varied. The point is

that every genotype has many possible developmental pathways, many

leading to the normal range (or ranges, as in the second use of phenocopy)
and some of them not, and that often a given phenotype may be reached

via many different sets of genotype-environment relationships.2
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Genetic Potential

Everyone ‘‘knows’’ that any phenotype, normal or anomalous, depends
on a given set of interactions between a specific set of genes and specific

environments. Yet such knowledge evidently does not prevent people

from believing that some special executive or formative power resides in

genes in the guise of a plan, program, or code. In this view the genetic

potential of the organism is defined by the cellular code. Environmental

conditions can prevent the realization of full potential but cannot over-

come the limits imposed by the genes. This is, in fact, the dominant view

in psychological writings.

It is trivially true that a response of which a genome is incapable is im-

possible. Strictly speaking, however, it is the phenotype that responds,

not the genes, unless one is speaking of the molecular level at which

transcription occurs, and at this level respond is probably not an appro-
priate term. No organism, at any rate, has absolutely unlimited develop-

mental possibilities, and to that extent its ‘‘genetic potential’’ is limited.

Similarly, a given environment cannot support all possible developmen-

tal sequences. One could say that an organism’s environmental potential
is limited because its genes can operate only within the limits imposed

by their surroundings; it’s true, but of course one does not say it.

The richness of genotype-phenotype relations is not even approached

by the restricted notion of genetic potential; for any organism we know

only a small fraction of all possible interactions. For any pair of geno-

types, Erlenmeyer-Kimling (:) writes, ‘‘the differences in pheno-

typic expression (or in the phenotypic values of quantitative factors) . . .

may widen, diminish, or even reverse ranks from one environment to

another’’ (see also Horowitz ). Although the notion of genetic poten-

tial is not as rigid as Lehrman’s () ‘‘developmental fixity,’’ it is con-

ceptually similar. It allows some variation in outcome but implies a fixed

‘‘upper’’ limit dictated by genomic structure. Yet, as Hirsch (:)

insists, we cannot say in advance what the norm of reaction will be;3 it is

meaningless to say that the genes set limits to development, because we

can never specify those limits.

It is possible that the persistent tendency to attribute developmental

fixity of some sort to ‘‘genetic’’ characters derives partially from a failure
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to distinguish species or populations from individuals. Species-typical

characters, for instance, are said to be rigid and difficult to influence. This

is taken to mean both that they are relatively invariant across individuals

and that, once formed in individuals, they are difficult to alter. Or charac-
ters whose differences are heritable 4 in a given population are assumed

to be difficult to influence in individuals. See, for example, the  and

race controversy chronicled in Block and Dworkin (). The concept

of genetic potential figures large in such arguments, as it does in much

of the current sociobiological literature.

Astute writers have been saying for years that the discrimination of

alternative influences on a population or sample is to be distinguished

from the analysis of interacting influences in ontogenesis. Certainly the

results of analyses of variance, which involve an inevitably very lim-

ited sampling of possible variables and levels, are not appropriately taken

as general statements about functional relationships and developmental

processes (Hirsch ; Lewontin , ). Lewontin () further

reminds us that the separation of causes in analysis of variance is illusory

because the amount of environmental variance depends on the distribu-

tion of genotypes, and vice versa.

Phenocopying as an Example of General

Developmental Principles

The reality of development, then, is that it is the result of the constant

coaction (a term also used in McClearn and DeFries :) of ge-

netic and environmental factors; to consider some outcomes more or less

genetic than others is to fall into a common conceptual trap equally pre-

pared by philosophical and scientific traditions. The special cases we call

phenocopies are special not because the processes that produce them are

special or even necessarily artificial (recall that alternative phenotypes in

the second usage described above occur naturally); they are singled out

because certain resemblances have theoretical or practical importance,

or possibly because the differences among the alternatives far exceed

those usually observed in nature. Such differences are by no means as

rare as one might think, however. Even sex, the ‘‘genetic’’ trait par ex-

cellence, responds to environmental cues in some species. Bonellia is a
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marine worm with free-swimming larvae. The larvae that eventually at-

tach themselves to mature females are masculinized by hormones pro-

duced by the female and become males. Sex changes, behavioral and re-

productive, are observed among the coral reef fish Labroides dimiatus.
The disappearance of the male from a group is followed by increasingly

male behavior, including aggressive displays, from the dominant female.

Within four days ‘‘she’’ is able to mate with the remaining females, and

fertile sperm are produced in fourteen to eighteen days (Lerner and

Libby :). S. J. Gould (:chap. ) gives many examples of

species with alternative reproductive forms that appear in response to

changes in such variables as periods of light and dark, food supply, and

crowding, as well as amphibian metamorphosis that occurs only under

certain environmental conditions. In such multiple developmental pos-

sibilities lies a good measure of evolutionary staying power, because

they offer additional survival capabilities in the face of changing circum-

stances.

There is evidence that English-speaking psychologists, largely antibio-

logical for so long, are moving away from that stance. This, I think, is

a good thing. If it is to be a valuable development, however, the trip

back toward the biological must be more than a mere intellectual pendu-

lum swing, a shift of position along the same old conceptual dimensions

(more is written into the genetic program than we thought, etc.).

An example of misunderstanding of the biological is revealed by the

alacrity with which certain scientists have adopted the term heritability,
often to fill the vacuum left when innate and inherited fell from favor. The

connotations of fixedness that used to go with the latter two words have

frequently been transferred to heritability. The polemic on intelligence
and race still echoes, along with suggestions that we might, on the basis

of low test scores (taken as indexes of inherent potential), foreclose the

educational futures of certain children. Other areas, including sex differ-

ences, aptitude testing, and, in a more speculative vein, ‘‘human nature’’

as described by some theorists, are also characterized by assumptions

of developmental fixity and continuity. It has even been suggested that

heritability should replace instinct (Whelan ).5

In deploring such thinking I am not making a claim for infinite techno-

logical efficacy or unlimited ‘‘malleability’’; the point is not that every-

thing can be changed or improved, but rather that responsiveness to vari-
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ous kinds of influences is a function of phenotypic state and of the

particular way the influence is brought to bear. We need to be modest

about the scope of our knowledge and to avoid affirming null hypotheses

about developmental possibilities on the basis of ‘‘genetic components.’’

If we accept the idea of multiple developmental pathways that is im-

plicit in the notion of the phenocopy, we will be in a position to discard

traditional unilinear conceptions of development and the expectation of

relatively simple continuity that often accompanies them. Students of de-

velopment are beginning to move away from reflex assumptions of long-

term predictability (Clarke ), although the belief in fixed potential,

whether rooted in the genes or in early experience, dies hard.

What is to be gained from biology, then, is not a growing inventory of

genetically coded traits, as some would have us believe, but a set of prin-

ciples, methods, and data to be used in exploring the questions of psycho-

logical development, stability, and change. To use a biological perspec-

tive is thus not to discuss body type, for example, by conceding that a

‘‘genotypic ectomorph’’ might look like a mesomorph and then going

on to wonder what the behavioral phenotype of such a ‘‘mesopmorph-

mimicking ectomorph’’ might be, as Nash (:) does. It is rather to

ask whether the types form consistent classes with reliable psychological

correlates, and if they do, to investigate the conditions for their develop-

ment, the relationship among the types at various developmental stages,

the conditions under which an individual might change his or her classi-

fication, and so on. Similarly, asking whether aggression or altruism or

hope or incest taboos are encoded in the genes (and, of course, if one is

‘‘thinking biologically,’’ answering that indeed they are) is less produc-

tive than critically examining the concepts and finding out how and when

and by whom the various phenomena are exhibited, to what situational

and ontogenetic variables they are responsive, how to measure them, and

so on.

So What Does the Phenocopy Copy?

If all that lies ahead is biological reductionism, then I do not greet the

new day with enthusiasm. If, on the other hand, we can extricate our-

selves from the intellectual muddle created by reifying potentials and
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taking misleading metaphors literally, we can get down to the business

of finding out how things work and how they come about.

S. J. Gould (:), in his analysis of the relationship between on-

togeny and phylogeny, suggests that much of the saga of evolution will

eventually be explicable not in terms of ‘‘the extreme atomism of ‘bean-

bag’ genetics,’’ which posits an ‘‘independent efficient cause’’ for each

feature and explains it by citing adaptive utility, but rather by discovering

the mechanisms of developmental regulation. The differences between

humans and other primates may, he says, be less a matter of a genotype

augmented by genes ‘‘for’’ human qualities than one of retarded devel-

opment tempo resulting in neoteny (p. ).

If we are interested in information and instructions, we need to look

not only at the genes but also at the various states of organism and the

ways one state is transmuted into the next. Potential is probably more

usefully conceived of as a property (if it can be thought of as a prop-

erty at all; see above comments) of the phenotype, not the genotype. It is

the phenotype that can be altered or not, induced to develop in a certain

direction or not; its potential changes as each interaction with the envi-

ronment alters its sensitivities (Oyama ). A disorder may or may not

be associated with a major gene, Thiessen (:) asserts, but thera-

peutic intervention is related to the phenotype, ‘‘not to the point of gene

impact.’’ Rodgers (:) makes a similar point.

In explaining why ‘‘information’’ directing ontogenesis does not re-

side entirely within the developing cells, Klopfer (:) urges us to

think of the cell as ‘‘an information generating device, not an informa-
tion containing device. Its ability to generate information, . . . to produce
certain compounds, depends on the immediate environment being orga-

nized and predictable.’’ One need hardly add that different information

will be generated under different circumstances. Klopfer goes on to say

that the stability of development depends on feedback systems which,

being self-correcting, allow much more effective regulation than would

be possible if ‘‘instructions’’ were contained in the cell, ‘‘written once

and then read off without change.’’ It is further true that the ‘‘setting’’ of

a biological feedback system may be altered by interchanges with the en-

vironment; potential is thereby changed, and subsequent exchanges may

be regulated in a very different way.

Far from being environmentally determinist, this view acknowledges
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all contributions to development, both typical and atypical, while agree-

ing that in any given situation, variation may be traceable to any of a

number of factors. One must remember that what makes a difference is

very much a function of what is varied and what is held constant, and at

what levels.

What does the phenocopy copy? Another phenotype, of course, but

when similar phenotypes result from the development of organisms with

quite different genotypes, who is to say which is the original and which

the imitation? Is one more or less an expression of genetic potential than

the other? Each ‘‘copies’’ the other. And when a given genotype gives

rise to dissimilar phenotypes, how do we decide which is the one that is

genetically coded? It’s time to stop shuttling between the two determin-

isms. There is not only more than one way to skin a phenotypic cat, there

is sometimes more than one way to become one.



3 Ontogeny and the Central Dogma:

Do We Need the Concept of Genetic Programming

in Order to Have an Evolutionary Perspective?

The title of this chapter implies that it is possible to have an evolutionary

perspective without the concept of genetic programming (and without

any of its surrogates, which proliferate wildly in the psychological and

biological literature). This is indeed the case, but before considering how

it can be accomplished, and why it is important, we would do well to ask

why evolution and programming have been assumed to be inextricably

joined.

My discussion begins with some remarks on the need to integrate evo-

lutionary and developmental studies, two areas that have been estranged

from each other for some time. The rift is hardly surprising: Evolution-

ary theory has been associated with a view of development as centrally

controlled and predetermined. This is a view rejected by many who are

deeply appreciative of the interactive systems that generate living forms,

but it fits an old tradition of preformationist thinking, and is thus difficult

to give up. I then look at the standard definition of evolution as changes in

gene frequencies, a definition that seems to require genetic control of on-

togeny. Finally, I reformulate the concepts of inheritance and ontogeny,

and argue that the idea of the developmental system allows us to have an

evolutionary perspective without being saddled with an untenable doc-

trine of one-way flow of developmental ‘‘information’’ from the nucleus

to the phenotype.
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Knowledge and the Shadow Box



Howard Gruber and Isabel Sehl () studied the ways people cooper-

ate to construct knowledge that is not available to either of them alone.

Pairs of people were presented with a box in which shadows of an object

could be seen. Because each person looked at the object from a different

angle, each saw a different shape. One might see a circle, for example,

whereas the other might find a triangle. Together, the partners had to con-

struct an object that could project both of those shapes. Clearly, some

ways of working were more effective than others: Domination was not

particularly helpful in moving beyond a one-sided view, and mindless

compromise in the absence of real constructive work (the object is partly

round and partly triangular) was inadequate as well.

Like the partners at Gruber and Sehl’s task, developmentalists and

evolutionists have often had difficulty communicating with each other.

Sometimes the two groups have had divergent interests, and the lan-

guage in which they have communicated has prevented them from real-

izing it. It is possible that their difficulties are also related to the pre-

suppositions they bring to that shadow box we call science, and thus to

what they are able to construct there.Viktor Hamburger (), as noted

in chapter , has described the exclusion of embryology from the neo-

Darwinian synthesis. The lack of accord between developmentalists and

evolutionists on the evolutionary role of embryological development has

had a partial analogue in studies of behavior. Witness the exchanges in

the s, s, and s between American comparative psycholo-

gists and European ethologists (Lehrman , ; Lorenz ). To

some extent these groups talked past each other because they were inter-

ested in different matters. But I think they also had genuinely different

conceptions of development.

   

In , the ethologist Niko Tinbergen suggested that when someone

asks why an animal does something, there are four possible biological

interpretations of the question. Many students of animal behavior have
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been guided by his explication of the ‘‘four whys’’: () the evolutionary
history of the behavior, () its survival value, () the mechanisms by

which it occurs, and () its development. Tinbergen thought that fail-

ure to distinguish among these questions had caused considerable con-

fusion. It still does. Developmental psychologists have not traditionally

thought much about the first two, and when they have, they have not

always kept their whys straight. Nor have they necessarily been helped
by their colleagues in biology. Too often, the price of admission to the

biological brotherhood has been a view of development marked by reli-

ance on assumptions that are decidedly uninformed by systems thinking,

despite a vocabulary liberally sprinkled with systems terms (e.g., Fish-

bein ; Scarr and McCartney ). The notions of genetic programs

and instinct, for instance, draw some of their authority from their associa-

tions with evolutionary thought. Programs and instinct carry all sorts of

other implications about mode of development and kinds of mechanism,

however—autonomy, internality, spontaneity, naturalness, resistance to

perturbation—neatly tying together the four whys that Tinbergen distin-
guished. (He did not claim that they were unrelated, just different. He

even discussed some ways of relating them []; see also P. P. G. Bate-

son .)

Imagine for a moment two people at a shadow box. This time they have

been given different instructions: One partner is to discern the object’s

shape, and the other must determine whether or not it is moving. Imagine

also that they must use an ambiguous vocabulary. Rooving, for instance,
means both ‘‘round’’ and ‘‘moving.’’ One person reports that the object is

round, and the other concludes that it is mobile. I am suggesting, in this

crude way, that their plight resembles that of scientists who must work

with ambiguous terms such as inherited, genetic, biological, and matura-
tional.
The ambiguity of these terms permits the blurring of Tinbergen’s whys.

If one worker discovers that a bit of behavior is present in phylogenetic

relatives, for instance, the other may conclude that it will be develop-

mentally stable. If one claims that a pattern is adaptive, the other may

deduce that it develops independently of experience. Evidence for one

why masquerades as evidence for another. If their aims and terms were
clarified, the researchers might conclude that they were pursuing sepa-

rate projects. But the goal is not separatism; it is rather the recognition of
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differences that is the prerequisite to fruitful collaboration. A great deal

of conceptual work is required as well. Integration, after all, is not the

same as conflation. Furthermore, because these notions of ‘‘biological

bases’’ seldom segregate neatly into developmentalists’ and evolution-

ists’ heads, coherence within fields suffers even if there is no interest in

interdisciplinary work.

Evolution and the Central Dogma

 

The usual way of construing the relationship between ontogeny and phy-

logeny involves several interrelated ideas. First, evolution is defined by

changes in gene frequencies. The genes are thought to produce pheno-

types by supplying information, programs, or instructions for the body

and for at least some aspects of the mind. Some genes produce better

phenotypes than others and are differentially passed on. Although in this

view the environment is necessary for proper development, its effects

on the phenotype are evolutionarily insignificant because only inherited

traits are transmitted. Causal power and information are carried in the

, and living things are created by an outward flow of causality and

form from the nucleus.

This conception of the ontogeny-phylogeny relationship seems to call

for two kinds of development: one for inherited traits and one for every-

thing else. This is true even though statements are routinely made about

the impossibility of attributing traits completely to one or the other. De-
spite their reassuring ecumenical ring, such statements either retain the

dichotomy or turn it into a continuum. Emblematic of a trendy but failed

‘‘interactionism,’’ they are responses to a multitude of developmental

observations that call traditional formulations into question; their short-

comings are examined later. (For critiques of this kind of well-inten-

tioned but conceptually misguided interactionism, see Lewontin, Rose,

and Kamin ; Oyama , ; Tobach and Greenberg .) Al-

though they scornfully dismiss ‘‘extreme views’’ that attribute behavior

entirely to the genes or entirely to the environment, the devotees of this
popular interactionism mistake compromise and relabeling for concep-

tual resolution.
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Many have expressed their unhappiness with the contradictions and

faulty inferences that accompany these accounts of the ontogeny-

phylogeny relationship, and have tried to formulate a unified concep-

tion of ontogeny (P. Bateson ; Gottlieb ; Johnston ; Klopfer

; Lehrman ; Schneirla ; Tobach ). Not surprisingly,

they have often had difficulty communicating effectively with colleagues

who hold the dominant developmentally dualistic view. Indeed, it can be

argued that the nature-nurture dichotomy will continue to dominate our

theories and research as long as we continue to speak of traits, programs,

or encoded potential as being transmitted (see chapter ).

 

We need to alter our conceptions of ontogeny and phylogeny before

we can bridge Hamburger’s () ‘‘nucleocytoplasmic gap.’’ We do not

need more conciliatory declarations that nature and nurture are both im-

portant, but rather a radical reformulation of both. All too often, as we

shall see below, people confuse the genotype with the phenotype. Those

who manage to avoid that oft-sprung trap may still become obsessed with

genes because they have been encouraged in innumerable ways to think

of them as prefiguring or making the phenotype. I propose the follow-

ing reconceptualizations, in which genes and environments are parts of

a developmental system that produces phenotypic natures:

. Nature is not transmitted but constructed. An organism’s nature—
the characteristics that define it at a given time—is not genotypic (a ge-

netic program or plan causing development) but phenotypic (a product
of development). Because phenotypes change, natures are not static but

transient, and because each genotype has a norm of reaction, it may give

rise to multiple natures.

.Nurture (developmental interactions at all levels) is as crucial to typi-
cal characters as to atypical ones, as formative of universal characters as

of variable ones, as basic to stable characters as to labile ones.

. Nature and nurture are therefore not alternative sources of form and

causal power. Rather, nature is the product of the processes that are the
developmental interactions we call nurture. At the same time, that pheno-

typic nature is a developmental resource for subsequent interactions. An
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organism’s nature is simply its form and function. Because nature is

phenotypic, it depends on developmental context as profoundly and inti-

mately as it does on the genome. To identify nature with that genome,

then, is to miss the full developmental story in much the same way that

preformationist explanations have always done.

. Evolution is thus the derivational history of developmental systems.

  

George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (), a linguist and a philosopher,

present an ‘‘experientialist’’ alternative to what they call ‘‘objectivist’’

and ‘‘subjectivist’’ theories of knowledge. Properties of objects are pro-

duced in interaction rather than residing in the objects or, alternatively,

being completely arbitrary and subjective, and metaphor plays a central

role. Lakoff and Johnson’s attempt to provide a third way, a synthesis that

transcends a traditional antithesis, has striking parallels with my attempt

to use constuctivist interaction to move beyond nativism and environ-

mentalism.1

Lakoff and Johnson (:–, citing Reddy) describe the ‘‘conduit

metaphor’’ for language: Ideas or meanings are objects that can be placed

in the containers we call words and sent along a conduit (communication)
to a hearer. The meanings then reside in the sentences and are indepen-

dent of speaker or context. The objectivist theory of communication is

based on this conduit metaphor: Fixed meanings are sent via linguistic

expressions (Lakoff and Johnson :). In a similar way, I suggest,

natural selection is thought to place knowledge about the environment (or

instructions for building organisms that are adapted to the environment)

into the genes, which then serve as vehicles by which these biological

meanings are transmitted from one generation to the next. The context

independence of meanings in the conduit metaphor is consistent with the

connotations of autonomy and necessity that accompany the ideas of in-

stinct and genetically driven development. (On context sensitivity in sys-

tems theory, see Valsiner .) The details of the communication meta-

phor tend not to be well worked out in biological discourse (Johnston

; Oyama ), but I think the parallels are robust.

Perhaps biologists’ propensity to speak of molecular letters, words,
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and sentences, of genetic codes and grammars, is to some extent the re-

sult of notions of life as language. The genes become the repository of

true nature; molecular meanings are contained in a phenotypic vessel,

which is sometimes treated with so little regard as to render it virtually

transparent. A few paragraphs ago I mentioned confusion between geno-

type and phenotype. This may have stuck some as too bizarre to be cred-

ited. Yet consider some psychologists’ practice of effectively bypassing

the phenotype: Plomin (:, ) speaks of people responding to

children’s ‘‘genetic propensities’’ and ‘‘genetic differences’’ rather than

to the children themselves. Similarly, Scarr and McCartney (:)

refer to experiences that ‘‘the genotype would find compatible.’’ The lat-

ter authors use the term developmental system, but their insistence that
genes and environment play quite different roles in this ‘‘system’’ re-

veals the distance between their understanding of this term and my own:

In their scheme, of course, the genes play the determining role. (De-

spite the importance of both, that is, some causes are more equal than

others. For contrast, see Fogel and Thelen ; Valsiner , on sys-

tems dynamics.)

The Central Dogma: Hypothesis and Metaphor

Genes appear to link evolution and development in two ways. First, they

are the material link that promises to make sense of heredity. The adop-

tion of Francis Crick’s () Central Dogma of the one-way flow of

information as the ruling metaphor for development forged a second,

conceptual link. The dogma states that information goes from genes to

proteins, never from proteins back to genes; as metaphor, it takes many

forms (programs, blueprints, instructions; see Newman ), but they

always involve the emanation of basic developmental causation from the

. An outward flow of information and power achieves the translation

of the genetic message in ontogeny.

A subtle transition is thus made from ‘‘messages’’ about molecules to

messages about bodies and minds—quite a different thing, whether we

realize it or not. The shift is from gene transmission to trait transmission.
Focus on the gene as the prime mover of ontogeny leads to all sorts of

assumptions about genetic control of development as the defining char-
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acteristic of certain traits; this in turn leads to the need for another kind
of process to explain everything else.

The more reductionist one is, the harder it is to appreciate the gap be-

tween the molecular and the organismic levels. The kind of reduction-

ism I am speaking of here is not the provisional single-mindedness that

allows detailed investigation of a mechanism. It is rather the desire to in-

terpret the whole world in terms of that mechanism, or at least in terms

of the level at which it was studied; it is the failure to shift levels or point

of view, whether from inability or from some conviction that to do so

would be soft-headed. The genetic program holds a fatal attraction for

such minds.

Crick’s Central Dogma has come to have the quality of an unquestion-

able truth.We forget that it is a hypothesis about specific molecular inter-

actions that is open to empirical support or refutation. But what could

challenge the ‘‘plain truth’’ that development is controlled by a genetic

program?What would count as evidence for or against such control? One

biologist told me that ‘‘thewhole of molecular biology’’ demonstrated the

reality of the genetic program—hardly the language of normal scientific

inference.Genetic programs have so dominated mainstream thinking that

people have rarely been called on to defend them. Programs have func-

tioned as an ‘‘enabling concept,’’ important not only in research but in

the legitimation of a kind of reductionist explanation (Yoxen :).

Richard Dawkins (:) speaks of  as programs, instructions,

and algorithms, and explicitly denies that these terms are metaphors. Of

airborne seeds he says, ‘‘it is the plain truth [that it is raining instruc-

tions]. It couldn’t be any plainer if it were raining floppy discs.’’ Organ-

isms become ‘‘natural-technical objects structured by logics of domina-

tion,’’ ‘‘biotic components in a technological communications system,’’

‘‘command-control systems’’ (Haraway –:, , ).

When system is simply shorthand for ‘‘machine governed by a pro-

gram,’’ it usually signals a preoccupation with static centralized control

rather than the sort of distributed, dynamic, contingent control under

consideration here. (For an analysis of the popular use of systems and its
links to a preoccupation with control, see Rosenthal :chap. .) We

thus have an uneasy association of systems terms with a style of expla-

nation that is, as previously noted, uninformed by the kind of systems

theory that offers the most to developmental studies.
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In addition to asking what kind of evidence is relevant to program

explanations, one could ask another question: Does the notion of the

program add anything of value to the understanding gained by analysis
of developmental processes? I submit that it does not, and worse, that

it usually imports extraneous and misleading implications. The Central

Dogma as metaphor helps make intuitive sense of observations, fitting

them into a particular worldview. Metaphors are not mere embellish-

ments to thought; they are fundamental to knowing itself. I would hardly

argue, therefore, that we should give them up. But not all metaphors are

equally useful, and one that encourages us to see development as the ful-

fillment of a plan or the transmission of a message may not always direct

our attention in desirable ways. In addition, the program metaphor sup-

ports some of the more troublesome aspects of the nature-nurture oppo-

sition. Despite the comfortable fit between the idea of evolution as evolu-

tion of genes and the idea of genetically programmed development, there

are profound problems with this formulation.

Two Strategies

Two general strategies can be used in arguing for a genetic program.

One is to say that some features develop by means of a genetic program,

whereas others do not. This is the conventional dualistic formulation.

The other is to say that all development is in some way controlled by

the program. I call this ‘‘genetic imperialism’’ because it appears to be

an attempt to include in the genes’ purview both the ‘‘innate’’ and the

‘‘acquired’’: to subdue the environment and the organism’s history in it.

It, too, is developmentally dualistic in attributing different causal roles to

the genes and the environment.

 

The problem with attributing some parts of the phenotype to the genes

and some to the environment is that developmental processes and prod-

ucts are simply not partitionable in this way. Nor are the various criteria

for making the distinction consistent. Although the concerns motivat-

ing any particular nature-nurture distinction may be interesting and im-
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portant, casting the question in terms of the two constrasting factors of

‘‘nature’’ and ‘‘nurture’’ immediately joins it to a multitude of other ques-

tions that have radically different empirical bases. For example, presence

at birth, appearance without obvious learning, longitudinal stability, reli-

able timing, and susceptibility to perturbation are quite distinct develop-

mental issues, and adaptiveness, phylogenetic relationships, and patterns

of distribution in a population are not developmental questions at all. As

I argue in chapter , lumping all the issues together as manifestations of

the same thing, namely genetic nature, guarantees that the conceptual

chaos at the shadow box will continue, veiled by a common vocabulary.

Thus one finds blithe cross inference from populations to individu-

als and back again, from development to evolution and vice versa, from

adaptiveness to mechanism, from phylogenetic similarity to necessity

and naturalness, and so on ad infinitum, all because terms like biologi-
cally based, genetically encoded, and inherited give the illusion of move-
ment within a coherent theoretical system. Jacobson et al. (:)

declare that if adults’ tendency to address infants in high-pitched voices

is species-typical and adaptive, then it is ‘‘biologically programmed in

the adult speaker’’ and is thus neither learned nor responsive to feed-

back from the infant. Conversely, if experience can influence a behavior,
Connor, Schackman, and Serbin () conclude, then it is not ‘‘biologi-
cal.’’ Frodi and Lamb () reason that certain human sex differences

are not biological because the behavior changes over the life span. But

the multiple properties attributed to ‘‘biology’’ are not inherently linked

to each other and therefore cannot be inferred from each other. Beards,

breasts, and reproductive behavior are not present at birth; some learning

is species-typical; adaptive characters are not necessarily unchangeable;

and universal characters by definition show no heritable variation.2 Char-

acters shared with phylogenetic relatives do not necessarily appear early

and are not always difficult to change. I could go on.

Assuming we have an adequate definition of learning, we can certainly

ask whether a given behavior is learned or not, or whether it is influenced

by prior learning or not. To answer such questions, however, we need to

look at the development of the behavior, not ask whether it is difficult to
change or wonder whether it is universal. Traits that are reliably found in

a species can be distinguished from those that are not on the basis of the

reliability of the various aspects of the developmental systems that pro-
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duce them. Species-typical influences may be typical because they are

passed on in the germ cell, because they are part of a larger reproduc-

tive system, because they are created or sought by the organism itself,

because they are supplied by conspecifics or other organisms, or because

they are otherwise stable aspects of the niche. These associations must be

investigated if we are to understand the differences between uniform and

variable traits; our understanding is not improved by the circular tactic

of explaining observations or conjectures by varying the amounts of ge-

netic programming necessary for their occurrence. The prediction of the

future presence of a trait, which is often the issue in the nature-nurture

debate about humans, is not properly accomplished by identifying the

trait with the genes (by computing heritability coefficients, by detecting it

in baboons or in hunter-gatherers, by declaring it adaptive, and so on) but

rather by understanding the developmental system well enough to allow

us to say whether the entire system, or an equivalent one, will inevitably

be present in the future. Careless inference not only hinders investiga-

tion of the question at hand, it also prevents a satisfactory integration of

development with evolution. Although slips like these are sometimes dis-

covered and corrected by vigilant scholars, what is needed is correction

of the conceptual system that generates them in the first place. Later, I

will point out the missed opportunity that such confusion represents, and

argue for a radical reconceptualization.

 

Conventional dualism fails, then, because it rests on an incoherent mix

of ideas; there is no consistent way of distinguishing features that are

programmed from features that are not. Replacing the dichotomy with

a continuum (some traits are more genetically programmed than others)

does not solve the problem; the same inconsistencies are found in such

conciliatory-sounding formulations as in strictly dichotomous ones. The

other way of construing the genetic program is to declare that the genes

determine the range of possibilities: They set the limits on development.

As in conventional dualism, the mechanisms whereby the genes suppos-

edly do this are obscure, but this does not deter some from claiming that

norms of reaction are genetically determined (Freedman :; Mayr

). According to Scarr (), the range of reaction is the ‘‘expression
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of the genotype in the phenotype’’ (p. ), and the ‘‘genotype has only

those degrees of freedom that are inherent in its genes’’ (p. ). Although

she claims that it is incorrect to say that ‘‘heredity sets the limits on devel-

opment’’ (p. ), that is exactly what is entailed by the notion of genetic

degrees of freedom. This is all quite ironic because the array of pheno-

types that could be associated with a given genotype is just the array in

which all differences are environmentally determined. The environment,
after all, is seen as ‘‘selecting’’ the particular outcome. The norm of re-

action is therefore a nice demonstration of the joint determination of the

phenotype. Every organism incorporates ‘‘information’’ from genes and

environment in a complex that cannot be partitioned as variance is parti-

tioned. But such mundane truths do not seem to be the point here, which

is rather a kind of metaphysical urge to contain ontogenetic variety within

genetic boundaries.

The problem with this imperialistic version of developmental dual-

ism is that it is vacuous; a genotype has just those developmental possi-

bilities that it has (though who is to say what they are). Used this way,

the program no longer has empirical content. It is more like a symbol

of ultimate faith. Or it may be only a fancy way of saying that poten-

tial is finite. In fact, one variant of this idea is ‘‘programmed potential’’:

Mayr (:) claims that ‘‘the range of possible variation is itself in-

cluded in the specifications of the code’’ of the genetic program. But be-

cause the range of possible phenotypes is defined by the set of genotype-

environment pairings, what is the point of attributing that range to just
one member of the pair? And why insist that the range be fixed at fertil-
ization? Potential must be a developmental concept if it is to be useful. It
cannot be treated as a fixed quantity somehow inscribed in the genome

(Horowitz ; Lewontin ). As many have noted, it is just this idea

of fixity that has led people to draw conclusions about things such as

intellectual potential from heritability figures.

A given genome may certainly have several developmental possibili-

ties. But those possibilities vary with the developmental state of the or-

ganism and the context. Traditional notions of maturation, readiness, and

embryonic competence turn on the realization that possibilities must

emerge in ontogenesis. A bee larva has at one moment the potential to

become a queen or a worker but a short time later the worker-to-be may

no longer aspire to royalty. Its genes are the same, but its effective poten-
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tial has changed. Similarly, as I noted in chapter , a dominant female

cleaner fish ordinarily looks forward to an entire life as a female. Should

the male in her group die, however, she becomes a fully functional male

within weeks (Lerner and Libby ). Potential, then, does not always

diminish over time. A phenotype develops, a fact that the concept of ge-
netically programmed potential purports to explain but actually ignores.

One can, of course, attribute to the genome a higher-level potential for

all these potentials, but this is only to affirm that all possible develop-

mental outcomes are possible. It is also worth noting that such a move

does not help to distinguish adaptive outcomes from nonadaptive ones,

normal ones from pathological or idiosyncratic ones. The claim that the

genes circumscribe potential reminds me of a ploy used by the powerful

when they realize that power must be shared, if only minimally: Delimit

the scope of choice, then let the other party choose within fixed, non-

negotiable boundaries. ‘‘It’s time for bed; which pajamas do you want to

wear?’’ 3

Deep Problems, Superficial Solutions

The difficulties with the conceptions of development discussed above

have not gone unnoticed. Changes have tended to be cosmetic, however,

for a number of reasons.

 

Evolution, first of all, is so firmly identified with the genes—gene pools,

selfish genes, genetic information—that any attempt to call attention to

other aspects of evolution or to question conventional definitions of in-

heritance is immediately seen as some sort of Lamarckian attack on sci-

entific biology. (Sapp  discusses geneticists’ success in imposing

genecentric definitions of evolution and heredity, showing how these

scientists used the image of a genetic control center simultaneously to

describe cellular activity and to suggest their own powerful position in

science.)

In addition, so much thought and research are rooted in the nature-

nurture tradition that it is difficult to think differently. ‘‘The biological’’
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is seen to be more real, more basic, more normal, more recalcitrant to

change than ‘‘the psychological’’ or ‘‘the cultural.’’ We have already seen

that the various criteria for designation as biological or inherited do not

form a coherent set; we have also seen how easily their incompatibilities

are glossed over when they are referred to with the same terms. Scholars

and laypeople alike continue to distinguish necessary inner essence from

contingent outer appearance. Consider the oppositions that have been so

important in the behavioral sciences: instinct versus learning, matura-

tion versus experience, inborn personality traits versus acquired ones,

to name but a few. Kenneth Kaye’s (:) list of the ‘‘great issues’’

that psychologists have attempted to resolve by studying human infants

ranges from the pedagogical to the theological, and they are all cast in

traditional nature-nurture terms. If one such distinction is questioned,

minor local adjustments may ensue, but the complex interweavings of

these ideas in our thought and practice make more serious change un-

likely. Frequently, the versus is changed to and or interacts with and the
problem is considered solved. (Many examples of this are found in Mag-

nusson and Allen , in which the authors refer to combinations of

innate and environmental factors, the interaction of biology and learning,

and so on, all in the service of an ‘‘interactional perspective.’’) Although

the cooperation implied by these phrases is more pleasant than the oppo-

sitional tone of earlier formulations, the dichotomy remains. Hence the

need to distinguish my views of development from this kind of con-

ventional interactionism. Given the broad ramification of those habits of

thought, it is no wonder that small changes to vocabulary or theory are

so easily assimilated to dichotomous views.

Two kinds of phenomena might have posed a serious challenge to the

logic of programming explanations: species-typical learning and adap-

tive variation. But these ‘‘bugs’’ in the concept of the genetic program

were integrated into traditional thought with minimal discomfort.

‘‘’’ 

Complex behavior that is difficult to account for by learning (e.g., in-

stinct) has traditionally been ‘‘explained’’ by the genes. So has reliable,

closely orchestrated development (e.g., maturation). Although the con-

cept of instinct has often been questioned, that of internally driven matu-
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ration has largely escaped scrutiny, probably because nativists and em-

piricists alike shared basic beliefs about physical development (Oyama

). Even the most dedicated behaviorist requires a body and a reliable

set of operants and reflexes to begin a conditioning story. Yet, research-

ers eventually realized that some learning is species-typical, and indeed

is crucial to many ‘‘instincts’’ (avian imprinting is the classical case, but

see also Hailman ).4 This threatened two traditional renderings: of

instinct as unlearned and of learning as arbitrarily variable. The resolu-

tion proposed by some theorists, however, involved not a reconsideration

of the notion of genetic programming, but an increase in the scope of the
program. Not only are bodies and unlearned behavior in the genes, now

some learning is in there, too.

These theorists’ attempts to replace the innate-acquired distinction

with closed and open programs or with inherited ranges of possible forms

(Lorenz , ; Mayr ), or innate, genetically determined epi-

genetic rules (Lumsden and Wilson ) merely blur the distinction be-

tween traditionally conceived nature and nurture when they should be

questioning the very basis of that distinction. Fishbein’s () descrip-

tion of ‘‘canalized’’ learning as genetically preprogrammed development

is typical of this approach, but many others have made similar attempts

to reconcile species-typical learning with the ideal of genetic control

(Freedman ; J. L. Gould ; Shatz ; and see Johnston’s 

critique of innate templates in avian song learning). Perhaps these efforts

are unsurprising in light of the fact that species-typical, and more often,
species-specific, became euphemisms for instinctive and innate in the dis-
course of workers who tried to take critiques of instinct into account

but did not realize that conceptual tightening can take more than an ad-

justment of the lexicon. (An even more recent example of such hedg-

ing is the ubiquitous term constraint, discussed in chapters  and .)

Such maneuvers unfortunately tend to be presented as the leading edge

of developmental theory, where an ‘‘evolutionary perspective’’ too often

means making more and more refined nature-nurture distinctions while

attributingmore andmore to the formative, directive powers of the genes.

These theorists claim to be eliminating the nature-nurture dichotomy, but

in reality they are simply renaming it and shifting phenomena from one

side of it to the other.

Parallel with the inclusion of some learning in the concept of instinct,
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some investigators (Lorenz ; Mayr a) saw that any idea of

species-typical development would have to include the possibility of

branching pathways to accommodate certain kinds of adaptive variation

(alternative morphologies or behavior patterns). External events, that is,

often intrude into the supposedly autonomous maturational sequence to

move the organism onto one or another path.

So we see that learning can be necessary for the development of be-

havior usually defined by the absence of learning (instinct), and divergent

pathways can be crucial for development usually considered unilinear

(maturation). This shows the impossibility of consistently categorizing

developmental phenomena as innate or learned. Putting them on a con-

tinuum defined by varying amounts of genetic control does not solve the

problem; it multiplies it. The hazards of switching from one definition of

innateness to another were pointed out above in the discussion of Tin-

bergen’s whys; in some of the works cited previously we see the conse-
quences of confusing innate as species-typical, innate as predetermined,

innate as conferring survival advantage, innate as unlearned, innate as

having an evolutionary history, and innate as independent of the environ-

ment. These failures of consistency could have challenged the concep-

tual framework of developmental dualism. Instead, however, the offend-

ing phenomenon in each case was simply assimilated to the old system,

giving us genetically programmed learning and genetically programmed

developmental branching. The apparent adaptiveness of these violations

of ontogenetic autonomy, as well as their selectivity and presumed evo-

lutionary histories, compelled workers to find a way to attribute them to

the genes, even though this necessitated finessing the Central Dogma of

development (that ‘‘the biological’’ is created exclusively by the outward
flow of genetic information). These efforts, however well-meaning, are

finally just superficial responses to profound conceptual problems. That

such phenomena can be treated nondualistically is evidenced by Caro and

Bateson’s () analysis of alternative tactics.

   

We need to rethink such category-defying phenomena as well as the rea-

sons for, and meanings of, the various kinds of inquiry. Even minimal

rethinking can help, but piecemeal progress is risky. The unexamined as-
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sumptions we sweep under the rug will trip us up as soon as we turn

around.

Eliminating the kinds of unjustified cross inference just described

would be an example of low-level improvement. Although Lamb et al.

() characterize their research on parenting in human males as bio-

logical, for instance, they emphasize variation with context, not fixity.

They rightly deny that evolution must bring invariance and immutability.

Onewishes for more, however. They do not abandon the notion of ‘‘hard-

wired predispositions,’’ and term them physiological (p. ).What hap-

pens when sex differences, for instance, are discovered by methods like

hormonal assays or evoked potentials? Are they then ‘‘hardwired’’ be-

cause physiological? What would count as a nonphysiological ‘‘predis-
position’’? Unanalyzed terms like these are the lumps lurking under their

carpet, inviting us all to stumble.

Local improvement is of local utility. Change on a broader front in-

volves reworking whole networks of concepts and whole patterns of rea-

soning, not just refining a term here and there. This means going beyond

formulations like those of Lamb et al., who comment that social con-

ditions can either ‘‘override’’ biological predispositions or ‘‘reinforce’’

them (:), and who present biology and the environment, as so

many do nowadays, as ‘‘complementary’’ (p. ). Broader changewould

also involve clarifying the scope of research. Lamb et al. () claim

to be following Tinbergen, but by treating behavior as ‘‘decisions’’ made

in some context and based on the goal of maximizing fitness, they treat

an evolutionary function as a proximate cause, an error Tinbergen ()

explicitly warns against. They give no evidence that fitness is actually

maximized by the variations in human parenting they review, and do not

make clear just what they hope to establish. Having relinquished the defi-

nition of biology as fixity, they seem to be uncertain about just what it

doesmean. Evolved behavior may indeed vary with context, but this cer-
tainly does not mean that all behavior that varies with context is evolved

in the sense of having a traceable history in phylogenetic relatives.

In a more sophisticated account, Kaye () speaks of aspects of the

social environment as being inherited by an infant. He notes that much

experience is ensured by evolutionary history, and describes early devel-

opment as being intensely social. He asserts that it is often informative

to look at the child as a part of a larger system, in which an adult may
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play ‘‘cognitive’’ roles that the child is not yet ready to perform. (See

also Rogoff and Wertsch , on Vygotsky’s concept of ‘‘zone of proxi-

mal development.’’) Kaye sees many universal skills as constructed in

interaction rather than revealed in maturation. Yet he is quite happy to

speak of the abilities the infant brings to early infancy as innate, maturing

‘‘according to the designs of the genetic program’’ (p. ). He explicitly

excludes from psychology the study of maturation, which is ‘‘guaranteed

by the genotype’’ (p. ). (The problem is not that he attributes thewrong

things to maturation, but that he attributes maturation and innateness to

a genetic program.) He also criticizes those who liken development to

a train ride ‘‘in which the very process of the journey is determined by

its destination . . . because it suggests that the child knows where he

is headed’’ (pp. –). Ironically, the intrinsic genetic program is an

explanation-by-destination in which it is not the child who knows where

he is headed but his genes.

Kaye (:) rejects some nativist accounts of human development,

charging that those who overestimate the functions present at birth ‘‘try

to explain away some of the mysteries that have led so many psycholo-

gists to begin looking at infants in the first place.’’ But the concept of

innateness does just that. (Kuo also made this point about the concept

of instinct, in .) Kaye’s assertion that infants ‘‘inherit certain aspects

of their social environments as much as they inherit their nervous sys-

tems’’ (p. ), although a provocative step in the right direction, reveals

the problem. In my terms, he has mixed developmental influences (what
I call ‘‘interactants’’ or ‘‘means’’) with developmental products. Genes
and social environments are inherited interactants, available to be used in

constructing a life cycle. Nervous systems and social skills, being pheno-

typic, must develop.

Kaye associates evolution with innateness and so is forced to circum-

scribe his ‘‘interactionism.’’ (Innate behavior is cross-referenced to evo-
lution in his index.) It follows (:–), then, that the ‘‘genetically
determined behavioral tendencies’’ of parents are inherited biologically,

while the rest is inherited by themechanisms of cultural evolution. Kaye’s

attempt to reconcile the role of experience in development with evolution

is a commendable one. If he had applied his constructivist thinking to

the concepts of innate behavior and maturation as well as to social devel-

opment, his account would not have required the developmental dualism
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that now permeates it. This chapter contains many examples of nondual-

istic research on the developmental role of naturally occurring experi-

ences. It is true, as Kaye says, that developmental psychologists seek a

set of ‘‘givens’’ with which to begin their inquiries, but there is a differ-

ence between taking a set of abilities as given, or present, at some age
and attributing them to a particular kind of developmental process.5

Development and Evolution

If evolution is construed as change in the constitution and distribution of

developmental systems, the study of ontogeny is no longer a poor rela-

tive, to be lent evolutionary legitimacy by genetic hook or crook. Rather,

it becomes the very heart of evolutionary biology. And because trans-

generational stability and change depend on the degrees of reliability of

developmental processes and a large array of means for repeated ontoge-

netic constructions, research on the processes responsible for transgen-

erational continuity is crucial.West and King () articulate an idea of

the ‘‘ontogenetic niche’’ that is very close to my developmental system

(see also Johnston , and the ‘‘developmental manifold’’ of Gottlieb

). ‘‘Ask not what’s inside the genes you inherited, but what the genes

you inherited are inside of,’’ West and King () advise; the niche that

the genes ‘‘are inside of’’ is an indispensable bridge between generations,

and research on the details of that bridge makes up the first body of re-

search to be sketched below.

The second broad research strategy to be discussed involves linking

development with other whys in Tinbergen’s list (see Klama ). For
this project, though, the usual markers of inheritance and innateness will

not suffice, for they are part of a tradition of reasoning that has outlived

its usefulness. No more attempts to distinguish features formed in phy-

logeny from those formed in ontogeny. No more searches for genetic

plans for morphology or behavior.

Both strategies, looking at developmental links between generations

and relating development to the questions of function or evolutionary

history, can generate fascinating research. The projects are not mutually

exclusive, and both involve a willingness to investigate phenomena that

tend to disappear when the language of programming is used. Indeed, one
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could say that whenever a program is invoked, a developmental question

is being ignored, or worse, being given a spurious answer.

  

When constructive interaction is seen to be fundamentally important

for the formation (not just the support) of all features, including ‘‘bio-

logical’’ ones, then the role of the environment is not complementary to
that of biology, but is constitutive of it in much the same way the genes
are. This allows a more global reorientation to living organization, one

that goes far beyond the local improvements just cited. Attention can be

focused on the way any influence is (or is not) integrated into a develop-

mental system, rather than on partitioning the organism according to the

role ‘‘biology’’ (however construed) is imagined to play in forming it.

Later, I describe the successive levels of developmental systems, from

the nucleus out. Any research that sheds light on the origin of novelty

at any level could potentially help us understand how variant systems

come to be. Any research that shows how processes can be faithfully re-

peated across generations could help us understand how systems persist.

Most of a developmental system remains unchanged in the face of evo-

lutionary alteration. The genetic links between ontogeny and phylogeny

mentioned earlier are necessary but not sufficient: After all, the genes

alone cannot give rise to the next generation. Although many life cycles

narrow to a single cell (Bonner ), and although theoretical accounts

often reduce that cell to naked , the developmental system is much

more extensive. Its ramified complexity and reliability are just what allow
such drastic narrowing of the organismic part of the cycle.
A first step in extending the developmental system beyond the gene

is appreciating the inheritance of complex cellular structures and con-

stituents (Sapp’s history of research on cytoplasmic inheritance, which

includes, but is emphatically not limited to, cytoplasmic genes, is called

Beyond the Gene ). Recognizing the integration of mammalian em-
bryonic development into the maternal physiological system is a second

step (Cohen ; Hofer b:, on the mammalian mother as ‘‘an ex-

ternal physiological regulatory agent’’—external to the infant, but a cru-

cial and very reliable part of the developmental system, regulating, and

regulated by, the developing infant). Looking at the dependence of devel-
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opment on the organism’s own activity and its interactions with conspe-

cifics takes us even farther out. Biochemical and even social interaction

with parents or siblings can begin before birth or hatching (Gandelman,

vom Sall, and Reinisch , on the influence of fetal position on devel-

opment of mice; Gottlieb , on the effect of prehatching experience in

ducklings) and can obviously be of great importance later as well (John-

ston and Gottlieb ; Lickliter and Gottlieb ).

Of great utility here is Gottlieb’s () concept of bidirectional rela-

tionships among gene action, physiology, function, and social influences.

The principle is nicely demonstrated in Vandenbergh’s () account

of the regulation of mouse puberty by other mice. Vandenbergh’s paper

also serves as a model for relating individual and population levels. A

good presentation of many infant-parent relationships is found in Cairns

(), which shows the multiple ways investigators may fruitfully move

among different fields. That book is also full of illustrations of the so-

cial embeddedness of development, and thus of the ways that similarity

across generations may be maintained or compromised by interactions

among organisms. This embeddedness is also evident in research on the

transgenerational perpetuation of behavioral sex differences in rodents

(Moore ) and of food preferences and other behavioral patterns in

a wide range of species (Galef ). Similarly, Trevarthen (:)

shows how human infants’ ‘‘mental partnership with caretakers’’ extends

their abilities to act. He comments ironically on the idea of the ‘‘isolated

thinker’’ and declares that infants ‘‘must share to know’’ (p. ).
These are all examples of developmental research that highlights the

connectedness of the emerging organism to its surroundings, not its in-

sulation from them. Although such attention to developmental context

provides an excellent vehicle for the study of individual variation, it does

not limit researchers to such study. Indeed, it can also show the ways in

which specieswide patterns of development are maintained by stably re-

curring contexts, and how these patterns of development play a role in
maintaining that very recurrent stability.
It seems quite possible that much of this research comes from its au-

thors’ appreciation of systemic complexity and their realization that one

must move an investigation beyond the boundaries of the organism in

order to understand the organism fully. This ability to see links and inti-

mate interchanges with the surround as developmentally fundamental is
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not part of developmental psychology’s conventional focus on individu-

als, despite frequent references in the literature to ‘‘transactions’’ be-

tween children and the environment (or between genotypes and environ-

ment, Scarr , or between nature and nurture, Plomin :).

Often, such work on developmental interactions is seen as environ-

mentally determinist or behaviorist, and thus opposed to ‘‘biological’’

approaches (Furth ; J. L. Gould , ; Lockard ; Lorenz

:–). These charges obviously rest on developmental dualism. Al-

though it is true that this research shows the importance of environmental

structure, as well as highlighting many possibilities for developmental

variation, it is in no way anti- or nonbiological. On the contrary, it illumi-

nates the very phenomena that programming language ‘‘explains away’’;

it shows some of the many ways biology works. It certainly does not sig-
nal a belief in blank slates, though one must be able to lay aside some

very well rehearsed scripts in order to see this. Indeed, to move toward a

systems view one must realize how bad the image of a slate really is. The

conflict over whether it is environmental features or genetic messages

that are impressed on the organism reveals the profound similarities be-

tween empiricist and nativist views. Both are committed to a notion of

development as imposition, not interactive emergence.

The association of biology with necessity and uniformity is indeed

mistaken, as the believers in programmed variation realize. If we are to

understand how uniformity and variation are constructed in real lives,

however, the metaphor of the program, the internal inscription, is no sub-

stitute for real investigation. I doubt that the sorts of research mentioned

here could have been conceived by people who were still in thrall to

dualistic thought. Although they vary in the consistency with which they

avoid nature-nurture oppositions, these workers all appreciate the fun-

damental role of organism-environment interchanges in the most basic

developmental processes.

    

We turn now from ecological, physiological, and behavioral links be-

tween the generations to theoretical links among Tinbergen’s four whys.
If questions about immediate causation and development are clearly dis-

tinguished from questions about evolutionary history or survival advan-
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tage, it is possible to seek ways to relate them to each other. Ronald

Oppenheim (), for instance, has shown the functional significance

of many ontogenetic phenomena (see also Turkewitz and Kenny ).

Patrick Bateson (, , ; Caro and Bateson ) has consis-

tently interpreted development functionally, as have most of the workers

cited in the preceding few paragraphs.

Knowledge of the natural history of the species in question is clearly

useful in making such functional connections.When we are that species,

however, special problems arise. Not only is human variability notori-

ous, but the whole notion of a single natural history for our own species

is equivocal. Charting a path through contemporary and historical varia-

tion in ways of living is simple only if one is willing to ignore a great

deal and to make some arbitrary choices. The preoccupation with reliable

life cycles has too often been part of a desire to discover a single, trans-

cultural, and ahistorical human nature, a ‘‘biological base’’ that would

unify diversity. But Voorzanger (a:) points out that evolutionary

history does not provide a conception of human nature or give us moral

guidance. Instead, ‘‘we have to know ourselves in order to give an evo-

lutionary reconstruction of our behavior.’’

Seeing natures as developmental products, and thus as phenotypic

rather than genotypic, turns us away from the search for transcendent

reality and back to the processes and products of development. Much

work remains to be done on the proper relationships between data and

constructs in these investigations, and it is my conviction that the nature-

nurture opposition, long a dominant heuristic in many fields, is more

often a hindrance than a help in this endeavor.

Interaction in Ontogeny:

Sources of Variation, Sources of Form

Current notions of genetic information are unable to account for single

developmental pathways, much less alternative phenotypes. Under de-

velopmental analysis, any ontogenetic course resolves to multiple path-

ways at the cellular level. In normal embryological differentiation a single

genotype is involved in the development of many types of cells and or-

gans; again we have a kind of ‘‘norm of reaction.’’ The variation in cell
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types is ‘‘environmentally determined’’ (involving the immediate envi-

ronments of the genes and cells), and all outcomes are jointly determined
as developmental processes generate a multitude of effective genotypes

and transient environments—that is,  sequences and contexts that

interact in a spectrum of particular developmental circumstances. The

genotype-phenotype mapping is complex, contextually and developmen-

tally contingent, and, to some extent, indeterminate.6

Similar problems exist with the notion of information in the environ-

ment. A given event carries, or, better, generates, different ‘‘informa-

tion’’ for different organisms, and for the same organism in different

states. The tenderly proprietary smile is at one moment a welcome sign

of love, whereas a year later it threatens entrapment.On one day a gaping

chick provokes parental feeding, whereas a month later the same gape

stimulates a reaction that means, loosely, ‘‘Go feed yourself.’’ In each

case the ‘‘information’’ conveyed by one organism depends on the con-

text and on the history and state of the organism that is interpreting it.

The only way to use the idea of developmental information effectively

is to detach it from the notion that ontogenesis is a conduit for the trans-

mission of messages. Developmental interactants are ‘‘informational’’

not by ‘‘carrying’’ context-independent messages about phenotypes, but

by having an impact on ontogenetic processes—by making a difference.

Sometimes those differences are perceptible in a naturally occurring ar-

ray, as they are in a set of clones developing in different environments.

In other cases the arrays must be created experimentally; this is the way

contributions to normal development are usually investigated. The re-

search of Gottlieb and his colleagues (; Johnston and Gottlieb ;

Lickliter and Gottlieb ) on nonobvious influences on development,

including self-stimulation, shows how inadequate it is to regard the de-

velopmental environment as supportive but not formative of species

characteristics. Much earlier in development, electrical currents gener-

ated by the embryo seem to be an important form of self-stimulation

(Jaffe and Stern ).

Information is a difference that makes a difference (G. Bateson :

). The concept of the developmental system allows us to distinguish

between genetic and environmental variation that makes a difference

(generates developmental ‘‘information’’) and variation that does not.

But the distinction can be made only with reference to the rest of the sys-
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tem, and thus may vary with it.We can speak, then, of genetically or envi-

ronmentally determined variation, but not of genetically or environmen-
tally determined traits. The fact that the difference between two cell types
is due to extracellular conditions does not make the cells themselves

‘‘environmentally determined’’ any more than a trait that shows heri-

table variation in a population is ‘‘genetically determined.’’ Phenotypic

‘‘messages’’ are constructed in interaction. This is true whether we study

species-characteristic development, as Piagetians do, or species-variable

ones, as students of temperament or personality do. Constructivist inter-

actionism, that is, should not be associated only with variability or mu-

tability. It is not, as previously noted, a code word for environmental

determinism; nor does it signify some overarching preoccupation with

‘‘plasticity.’’

Interactions between chemicals, between tissues, between organisms,

and between an organism and the inanimate environment are parts of

the developmental system, and the immediate context of the interaction

may be as important as the identity of the interactants. For some animals,

‘‘context’’ is not restricted to physical environment. Interpretation of the

situation is crucial. Consider the change in effective context when a sub-

ject of the television program Candid Camera realizes what is afoot. Or
think of the dilemma of the psychologist who wonders whether subjects

simulating some social process are a good model for what occurs outside

the laboratory. The question is really about what situation the subjects

are in, and inspection of the room, even through a one-way mirror, will
not necessarily give the answer.

The vocabulary of interactionism has been widely adopted, but the full

implications of a constructivist interactionism have not been accepted

nearly as readily as its terminology. Taking interactionism seriously

means rejecting the Central Dogma as a metaphor for the control of de-

velopment, even for development of the body. (Notice that this meta-

phorical notion of information flow is independent of the question of re-

verse translation in molecular biology, which is the empirical issue Crick

was addressing.) The one-way causation it implies is inconsistent with

the reciprocal, multiple causation actually observed in vital processes.

Interaction requires a two-way ‘‘exchange of information’’: Genetic and

organismic activity are informed by conditions, even as they inform those

conditions. This is nothing more than the bidirectionality so commonly
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invoked by developmental psychologists today. My complaint is not with

the concept, but with the fact that often it is not taken seriously enough.

What Is Inherited?

Traditional gene-for-trait language implies a kind of preformationist em-

bryology, and so do many updated, facelifted versions. But does the in-

heritance of discrete genes entail the inheritance of traits, in what Cohen

() calls the ‘‘jigsaw’’ model of development? 7 My answer is obvi-

ously that it does not, but the language of selfish genes, of genetic pro-

grams and encoded traits, tends to collapse the distinction by treating

the gene as a homunculus that makes body parts and mental structures

according to a prior plan.

Some have suggested that we handle the growing dissent over these

issues by further separating evolutionary questions from developmental

ones (Dawkins ). It is true that questions about evolutionary adap-

tiveness are not the same as questions about how a particular adaptive

structure is constructed in ontogeny. But the fields have been estranged

for too long. The solution is not to keep them apart even more assidu-

ously, but to synthesize them by shifting our focus from the gene as the

unit of evolution and the agent of programmed development to the con-

cept of the evolving developmental system. That is, we must widen our

concepts of inheritance and ontogeny to include other developmental

interactants as well; no organism can developwithout them all. Evolution

involves change in the system constituents and their relations.



A major step in the opening out of crucial concepts is the reconsidera-

tion of the notion of transmission. Accounts of gene-culture coevolution

(Boyd and Richerson ; Durham ; Lumsden andWilson ) use

the model of trait transmission for culture as well as for biology, seek-

ing to remedy the shortcomings of purely genetic theories. By adding a

second transmission channel, however, they also continue the dualistic

tradition that ensures those shortcomings. In addition, they retain, and

extend, the population geneticists’ habit of taking genes out of organ-
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isms and placing them into mathematically manageable ‘‘pools,’’ con-

centrating on the countable while taking for granted the processes that

generate and regenerate these countable entities. (See Keller  on the

way this tactic serves the ideology of individualism.) Now we have pools

of cultural bits as well, and the repeated and varying life cycles of the

organisms themselves are treated as virtually epiphenomenal effects of
the differential propagation of units from these two pools. But as I have

insisted, traits are not transmitted, developmental influences are. Our in-

heritance does include culture, not as a second set of traits transmitted

via an extragenetic conduit, but as aspects of the developmental context.

Hofer (a) points out the inadequacy of the ideas of genetic and cul-

tural evolution in accounting for all sorts of prenatal effects, and Voor-

zanger (b) maintains, as do I, that an evolutionary theory that in-

cluded a sufficiently rich account of development would have no need

of a second transmission system. In fact, the very idea of transmission

would be transformed, because an adequate account of development ren-

ders the conventional conceptions meaningless.

The transmission metaphor denies development. If it is development

that we are interested in, then we should choose a vocabulary that takes

it seriously. Other people’s ideas, actions, values, habits, and beliefs are

part of the rich complex of developmental influences from which lives

are constructed. So are the genes, and so, as noted here, is much, much

more.Whether or not any given traitwill be reconstructed in any particu-
lar generation is a contingent matter, for it depends on the constitution

and functioning of an entire system. Stability of species characteristics

is the result of stable developmental systems. This does not depend on

absolute reliability of all interactants; some processes are stable despite

considerable variation in their constituents, and some outcomes may be

stable despite variation in process.

Developmental systems are to some extent hierarchically organized.

They can be studied on many levels, and relations among the levels

are crucial. (See Salthe  for an attempt to formalize relationships

among levels.) Developmental biologists speak of cytoplasmic inheri-

tance, which can involve extragenetic changes in cell structure capable

of being propagated in a lineage (Cohen ; Sapp ). Even though

variations in a cell can be inherited in this way, invariant features of cell
structure are passed on, too, just as the genes common to an entire species
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are passed on. The rest of the normal environment is also quite reliably

present (that is what it means to be a normal environment), and when it
is not present, some other environment is.8 Biologists also speak of cell

state being stably ‘‘inherited’’ (Alberts et al. :); the key here is

not change in genetic material, but transgenerational (here, generations

of cells) stability of the cell type. There are, in other words, both species-
typical aspects of developmental systems and variations in those systems,

genetic and otherwise, and an organism inherits the entire complex. The

fact that we daily acknowledge the indispensability of both genes and

surround to the development of all characteristics and yet continue to at-

tribute some of that development mostly to the genes and some to ‘‘other

factors’’ suggests that our theoretical vocabulary has not kept up with

our observations. Both evolutionary and developmental studies remain

largely genecentric (Goodwin ).

What passes from one generation to the next is an entire developmen-

tal system. Heredity is not an explanation of this process, but a statement
of that which must be explained (see my previous discussion of links

between generations). The concept of evolving developmental systems

gives a unified view of development while integrating it with evolution.

Dualism is no longer required; the inherited-acquired distinction, as long
as it is construed as a distinction between kinds of developmental processes
or sources of form, can be eliminated—not modified or turned into a mat-

ter of degree, but eliminated.9

Ontogenetic means are inherited; phenotypes are constructed. This en-

largement of the idea of inheritance seems outrageous to minds trained

to identify it with the genes, but I am only making explicit what is rou-

tinely taken for granted. No one claims that genes alone are sufficient for

development, or denies that environments, organic and inorganic, micro-

scopic and macroscopic, internal and external, change over organismic

and generational time. What is missing from most accounts is the syn-

thetic processes of ontogenetic construction.10 Inheritance is not atom-

istic but systemic and interactive. It is not limited to genes, or even to

germ cells, but also includes developmentally relevant aspects of the sur-

round—and ‘‘surround’’ may be narrowly or broadly defined, depending

on the scope of the analysis. Inheritance can be identified with ‘‘nature’’

only if it embraces all contributors to that nature, and nature does not

reside in genes or anywhere else until it emerges in the phenotype-in-
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transition. Nature is thus not properly contrasted with nurture in the first

place; it is the product of a continual process of nurture.

Having redefined inheritance in this way, we must also redefine on-

togeny. This is difficult for behavior scientists, who are used to squab-

bling over degrees of biological programming of personality or behavior

but who tend to take programming of the body for granted. Although

there may be doubt, that is, about whether sex roles and aggression are in

the genes, there is usually no doubt at all that sex organs, teeth, and claws

are. (Recall the incomplete interactionism discussed above under ‘‘Deep

Problems, Superficial Solutions’’). But a unidirectional flow of genetic

information doesn’t account for a tooth or a claw, red as it may be, any

better than it accounts for the most idiosyncratic behavior. The develop-

mental system, on the other hand, accounts for the emerging phenotype

in a way the naked genome cannot.

 

Some fear that the concept of the developmental system requires them

to give up too much; in fact, it only eliminates a troublesome set of as-

sumptions and inferential habits. Many of the issues formerly associated

with the false opposition between nature and nurture (or biology and cul-

ture) can still be addressed, but this time clearly formulated and properly

distinguished from others. Some are largely evaluative (many concepts

of normality, for instance) and are answerable not solely by empirical in-

vestigation but by moral discourse as well. If this conceptual unpacking

is performed, we will be less likely than we have been in the past to make

ungrounded predictions, to draw illegitimate conclusions from our data,

to posit distinctions where there are none.

The developmental system is a mobile set of interacting influences and

entities. It includes all influences on development, at all levels of analysis.

Any particular investigation will obviously focus on a limited portion of

the system. For an embryologist, the scale of cells and organs defines the

investigative field, and higher-level aspects of the system can generally

be taken for granted. In some cases, though, as we have seen, it becomes

useful to pay attention to other factors as well, for the wider environment

may also intrude; witness the effects of radiation or of various chemicals

on embryogeny, or other ways in which the experience of a mother may
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affect her offspring or even grandoffspring (Denenberg and Rosenberg

; Hofer b:chap. ).

Even though it is easy to think of perturbations of the early develop-

mental system (often mediated through the parents), it is essential to real-

ize that the aspects of the environment that do not vary are hardly ren-
dered developmentally irrelevant by virtue of their reliability. Gravity

usually does not vary, but in its absence bone and muscle may atro-

phy, possibly because the pituitary produces insufficient growth hormone

(Anonymous ). The relevance of this finding to the possibilities of

life in space is obvious, but we are well advised to let it act as a concep-

tual reminder as well. Many of the broader ecological factors (topogra-

phy, atmospheric composition, patterns of vegetation, temperature, and

humidity) have changed over evolutionary time, sometimes as a result of

their interaction with life forms. The system changes over the life cycle

and is reconstituted in successive generations in ways that are similar to,

but not necessarily identical with, preceding ones. This is the only way

to have inheritance of genetic material (and other interactants) without

being stuck with inheritance of traits.

Examples of interactants in developmental systems include the follow-

ing (additional references on these topics can be found in ‘‘Links among

Generations,’’ above):

. The genome, whose parts interact and move about in ways now being

described by molecular biologists (Dillon’s  book is called The
Inconstant Gene; see also papers in Milkman ).

. Cell structure, including organelles, some of which have their own

distinctive , and seem originally to have been internal symbionts

(L. Margulis ).

. Intracellular chemicals, some of which (e.g., messenger  from

previous generations) may allow considerable developmental

progress before the organism’s own genes are transcribed at all (Raff

and Kaufman ).

. Extracellular environment—mechanical, hormonal, energetic—parts

of which, like the extracellular matrix, are created by the cell itself or

by other cells.

. Parental reproductive systems, both physiological and behavioral;

prenatal effects are common, and cross-fostering experiments can
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show dramatic effects of parental behavior, sometimes to the extent

of producing behavior quite atypical of the strain or species (Hofer

b:chap. ).

. Self-stimulation by the organism itself.

. Immediate physical environment, including provisions left for young,

as when eggs are laid on or in a food source.

. Conspecifics and members of other species with which important

interactions take place. This category includes, but is not limited to,

symbiotic relationships.

. Climate, food sources, other aspects of the external environment that

may influence the organism, initially through the parents and later

directly.

In many life cycles, a variety of factors can bring about the major

branchings of the developmental pathway discussed earlier. Other influ-

ences contribute to less dramatic variations, including variations in learn-

ing and anything else that helps define the norm of reaction. These factors

are also part of the developmental systems of these organisms.

Nails for Shoes, Nails for Battles, or Why We Need

the Concept of the Developmental System

An old maxim goes, ‘‘For want of a nail the shoe was lost, for want of a

shoe the horse was lost, for want of a horse the rider was lost . . .’’ Loss

of a particular rider might even lead to losing an entire battle. To know

whether that nail makes the difference between losing and winning the

battle, shouldn’t we know what kind of battle it is, on what terrain it is

being joined, what the command structure is, and who the opponent is?

Even if it could be shown that the loss of a battle were traceable to a lost

nail, this would not make the nail an adequate causal explanation for the

entire complex of events that constituted the battle. Indeed, it is the entire

complex that defines the nail’s role.

The nail can become a nail ‘‘for’’ losing battles only in a world that

is sufficiently stable and integrated that the entire battle—to say nothing

of the geopolitical circumstances that led to it—can be re-created with

some regularity. A gene is a gene ‘‘for’’ a given phenotypic difference

only if other aspects of the ontogenetic complex (not to mention popula-
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tion structure) are fairly stable. Similarly, an environmental feature can

act as a developmental trigger only if the system is competent. If these

various conditions are reliable, one can take them for granted and pre-

dict outcomes with some certainty even without understanding the de-

velopmental processes involved. Much nature-nurture questioning can

be translated into queries about the constitution and degree of reliability

of developmental systems. But a system that is well integrated in some

worlds, and that thus tends to appear as a unit in those worlds, may not

be similarly unified in others.

Evolution is only partly a matter of changing gene pools. It is also a

matter of changing developmental contexts, and one cannot be under-

stood without the other. Niches evolve in several senses. Geological, cli-

matic, and organic features of an area change over time, partially as a

result of the resident organisms. Nor are niches definable apart from their

organisms (Johnston and Turvey ; Lewontin ), and as a lineage

evolves, so do its relations with its surround. The niche is the effective,
the developmentally or functionally significant environment; an organism
may exploit the ‘‘same’’ environment differently at different times.

We return, then, to the struggling, squabbling scientists peering into

the shadow box, trying to make sense of their conflicting accounts. If

an ambiguous vocabulary and confused concepts are hindering our com-

munication, we must at least clarify our terms. Our eventual goal is the

integration of diverse points of view, both within and among people, by

cooperative construction. As useful as it often is to use and reuse a heu-

ristic, sometimes it is necessary to break set, restructure the cognitive

field, and move on.

We must relinquish the Central Dogma’s one-way flow of causality, in-

formation, and form as our guiding metaphor for development. The same

is true of the programming metaphors we have taken from computer

technology.Wemust also give them up as the principal framework for our

research and interpretation. They do not do justice to any careful inves-

tigation of a developmental process, whether at the level of macromole-

cules or of individuals. Although they provide a familiar and comfortable

way of interpreting the world, they have outlived whatever usefulness

they may once have had.

Because it is so deeply rooted in our thought and practice, the nature-

nurture complex, more than other faulty scientific frameworks, has sig-
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nificant political and moral repercussions far beyond the research com-

munity. It has multiple sources in our philosophical history. It influences

the classification of individuals in ways that profoundly affect their future.

It influences our view of what is possible for individuals and for the

species as a whole. Thus, it affects the manner in which we mobilize for

maintenance or for change—indeed, whether we mobilize at all.

Hamburger () says that embryology was not integrated into the

neo-Darwinian synthesis that had apparently unified so much of biology

for three principal reasons. First, evolutionists tended to focus on the out-

ward flow of influence from the nucleus, whereas embryologists focused

on the cytoplasm as crucial in determining differential gene activation.

Second, the preformationist implications of the notion of particulate in-

heritance made embryologists uneasy. Third, evolutionists emphasized

trait transmission across generations and neglected trait elaboration over

the life cycle. These factors are still barriers to effective communication

between at least some developmentalists and some evolutionists. They

raise thorny problems for those who try to be both at once; as we have

seen, nucleocentrism is problematic even for those who have no special

interest in evolution. Hamburger calls for an interactive view to bridge the

nucleocytoplasmic gap into which so much misunderstanding and acri-

mony have been spilled. I believe this need is met by the constructivist

approach described here. This approach offers a way of speaking about

complex transgenerational continuity and variability, about stability and

change in both species and individuals, while allowing us to acknowledge

the intricacy and contingency of the processes observed in ontogeny, a

way to think in evolutionary terms without being committed to a de-

velopmental dualism in which contingent nurture is pitted against geneti-

cally predetermined nature.We do not need the genetic program in order

to have an evolutionary perspective.



4 Stasis, Development, and Heredity:

Models of Stability and Change

Although contemporary evolutionary theory is said to rest on a synthe-

sis, it is also based on a number of antitheses. Internal and external forces

are opposed in explanations of ontogeny and phylogeny, biology is con-

trasted with culture, organisms are separated from their environments.

Insofar as development is attributed largely to internal forces and evo-

lution to external ones, these too are contrasted. But development, as I

said in chapter , is the very heart of evolution. To see why this is so,

we must examine our assumptions about the nature of ontogenetic and

phylogenetic change and adopt a more dynamic, holistic approach to bio-

logical processes.

I define evolution as change in the distribution and constitution of

developmental (organism-environment) systems. This often involves

change in gene frequencies, but focusing exclusively on the gene level ex-

cludes from life processes the very richness and activity that commanded

attention in the first place. Defining evolution, heredity, and development

in terms of genes also commits us to the nature-nurture oppositions we

have been examining. This is especially the case when the organisms in

question are human beings, and when biology is identified with ‘‘propen-

sities’’ that seem to leave little room for deliberation, choice, and action.

This chapter looks at two models of change and at three other concepts

that are closely tied to them. The models have been called ‘‘variational’’

(differential perpetuation of fixed variants in a collection) and ‘‘trans-

formational’’ (predetermined change in an entity or a collection of enti-

ties) (Lewontin ). The concepts they inform are: () natural selection,

() innateness, and () hereditary transmission of traits.

Contemporary thinking about each of these three is dominated by a

ruling metaphor. Natural selection is treated as action by an external
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agent. Innate traits are attributed to internal ‘‘programs.’’ And, finally,

heredity is modeled on the transmission of wealth and objects in human

societies—thus, traits are ‘‘passed’’ from one organism to another. These

metaphors distort the phenomena they describe and create a spurious set

of connections among them. Because heredity is seen as the transmis-

sion of ‘‘genetic’’ traits, or of genes ‘‘for’’ traits, evolution is reduced to

changes in gene frequencies, and ontogeny must be largely explicable in

terms of those genes. The whole story requires that the genetic products

of evolution pass through the bottleneck of a narrowly defined heredity;

they can then re-create the living world by ontogenetic expansion. As in

algebraic expansion, however, the solution is implicit in the first equation

and must simply be revealed by routine operations. The idea of geneti-
cally created phenotypes then reinforces the idea of natural selection as

‘‘operating’’ on static traits.We thus have a kind of reverberating circuit

of ways of thinking about life processes. This circuit must be broken if

we want a fresh look at the relations among selection, development, and

heredity. My aim in this chapter is to explore the aspects of evolutionary

theory that imply passivity and stasis in organisms, and to show that these

implications can be denied without misrepresenting biological processes.

We can make development central to evolution without being committed

to notions of predestined change in either ontogeny or phylogeny.

Two Models of Change

Richard Lewontin (, a) has described two models of change that

have been treated as alternative explanations for development and evolu-

tion. Each combines two ideas that are not necessarily connected. In each

case, I suggest, it is possible to accept the first idea and reject the second.

In the transformational model of evolution: () change in a collection
is explained by change in its constituent entities, and () change in the

entities is predetermined and uniform.

In the variational model: () only some of the variants in a collection
are perpetuated, and () the variants themselves are static.

Change is assumed to be internally driven in the former model and ex-

ternally directed in the latter. Notice, though, that these assumptions stem

from the second component in each—predetermined change and static
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variants, respectively.When these are dropped, the transformational and

variational explanations are not only compatible, they form the basis for

a satisfactory approach to biological processes: A population changes as

its constituent developmental systems change and perpetuate themselves

with different frequencies.

Elliott Sober (:chap. ) draws on Lewontin’s distinction for his

discussion of Darwinian natural selection, a variational process.1 Some
property of the variant acts as a ‘‘positive causal factor’’ in increasing

its probability of appearing in the next generation. The focus is not on

change in individuals but on differences among them. The individuals

themselves may even be static. Lewontin (:) says, ‘‘It is only the

collection that changes, not the individuals of which it is composed.’’

Modern evolutionists, then, have rejected the transformational model

of population change and embraced the variational one. This is often

seen as the definitive victory of Darwinian over Lamarckian thought. De-

velopmentalists have not been so absolute; they have tended to incorpo-

rate both models into their schemes. Operant behaviorism is an example

of a selectional approach to ontogeny.Other examples are found in immu-

nology and neurobiology (Edelman and Mountcastle ; Jerne ).

Because of the gene-centered logic described above, however, the trans-

formational model of ontogenetic unfolding predominates whenever a

feature is thought to have an evolutionary history.2 In fact, Lewontin

(b) asserts that contemporary evolutionary thought has combined the

Mendelian idea that internal factors make the organism with the Dar-

winian one that external factors shape the population. The opposition of

internal to external causes is, as he points out, a deeply problematic one.

Insisting on the primacy of one or the other for either ontogeny or phy-

logeny is not as useful, it would seem, as constructing an alternative to

the framework that seems to demand a choice. An alternative is available,

but it entails rethinking some of the metaphors that reflect (and support)

this attempt to allocate causal efficacy to internal or external sources.

Although an emphasis on natural selection has sometimes promoted a

static view of organisms (Gray ; Lewontin ; Sober ), it need

not be so. A variational explanation need not preclude individual activity

and development, and regular change in an entity need not be seen as the

fulfillment of a plan.Moving beyond the alternatives, then, involves mov-

ing beyond the opposition of internal to external forces, toward a view
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of biological constancy and change as a function of interactive systems.

I would like to examine the metaphors of selection by an agent, inter-

nal ‘‘programs’’ for innate traits, and heredity as trait transmission, and

the ways each implies a kind of stasis. Interrelated as they are, they must

change together if they are to change at all. Natural selection requires re-

liable life cycles, not static genetic programs or organisms. Ontogeny is

the contingent functioning of entire developmental systems. It is the sys-

tems, mobile networks of organism-niche relations, that are ‘‘transmit-

ted’’ (reconstructed) in heredity. These enlarged conceptions allow us to

capture the relation between individual variability and population change

without being committed to a static view of life.

Natural Selection: Action or Interaction?

     

The variational model of evolution, as we have seen, focuses on changes

in the collection, not the individual. Sober (:) asserts that selec-

tion, a variational process, permits and even requires a kind of stasis in

individuals. Natural selection is a force external to the organism, ‘‘act-

ing’’ on arrays of traits; change in the traits seems at best irrelevant to

the process and at worst a threat to it.Why is this so?

The notion of choices made from a static array, first of all, encourages

a momentary denial of development. In order to make decisions about

biological ‘‘raw materials,’’ the breeder on whom nature-as-selector is

modeled typically surveys organisms in the same developmental state, so

that they are as closely comparable as possible. If the adult character is

of interest, developmentally earlier ones will be ‘‘invisible,’’ at least until

the adult state is predictable.

Conventional conceptions of heredity and development imply another

kind of stasis. Traits under selection must be ‘‘inherited,’’ and the use of

that word to describe both population relationships and the ontogeny of

certain phenotypic features encourages us to associate a sort of develop-

mental stasis with a selectional history. Not only does the organism at

selection tend to be treated as a fixed bundle of (fixed) traits; it tends to

be seen as passive as well. But organisms choose and transform their en-

vironments even as they are affected by them. Selection is the outcome
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of certain interactions between organism and milieu, not the action of an

agent on a passive object (P. P. G. Bateson a; Gray ; Ho a;

Lewontin ; Taylor ).

  

These assumptions of stasis and passivity make the image of selection

by the environment misleading in important ways.3 Nature is not a de-

ciding agent, standing outside organisms and waving them to the right

or the left. However much we may speak of selection ‘‘operating’’ on

populations, ‘‘molding’’ bodies and minds, when the metaphorical dust

has settled, what we are referring to is still the cumulative result of par-

ticular life courses negotiated in particular circumstances. ‘‘Selection’’ is

shorthand for certain kinds of changes in the distribution of interacting

developmental systems. It refers to those population changes that occur

when there is heritable variation (traits are differentially associated with

lineages) and the variants interact with their environments in ways that

confer on them different probabilities of being perpetuated. It is mislead-

ing to speak of a selecting agent at all.
As it is currently defined, evolution by natural selection occurs only

when gene frequencies change. But one could be less restrictive and

adopt a broader definition of evolution as change in developmental sys-

tems; the degree to which genetic change is involved would then be an

open question. Lewontin (pers. comm., September ) uses a distinc-

tion made by Sober (): There is selection ‘‘for’’ properties that en-

hance the likelihood of survival and reproduction, and selection ‘‘of’’ the

objects that recur in the next generation as a result. Lewontin suggests

that selection is thus ‘‘for’’ an instantaneous state but ‘‘of’’ the develop-

mental system.

As we come to understand the processes that produce transgenerational

stability and change, we may continue to speak of natural selection be-

cause the concept has expanded with our understanding (e.g., to accom-

modate reciprocal influences between organism and environment), or we

may decide the term is too closely tied to undesirable implications (sta-

sis, action by an agent on a passive object) and choose another. Insofar

as the former is true, the term will have lost much of its metaphorical

power. Somewould argue that metaphors do not so easily relinquish their
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hold on our thought and action, but what is finally important is how we

construe the concept and how we demonstrate its appropriateness. The

developmental system includes not only the organism but also the fea-

tures of the extraorganismic environment that influence development. By

positioning the organism in the ecological context in which it exists and

grows, this view overcomes the alienation of organism and environment

of which Lewontin has complained ( and elsewhere; see also Gray

) while restoring change and relation to the world we study.

Innateness: Persistent Essences or Reconstructed Systems?

   

The concept of the innate is a second part of the reverberating circuit

mentioned above. One of the many metaphors attached to it is that of the

interior plan for development. Sober has traced the descent of the related

idea of the ‘‘natural state’’ from Aristotelian essentialism. It appears in

biology in several guises. Among them is the notion of a species essence,

which will tend to be expressed as long as there is no interference; it

is a ‘‘zero-force state’’ (Sober ). Innateness is unfortunately used to
refer both to species-typical traits and to certain variable ones, so it is

not surprising that individual variations can also be attributed to internal

essences or plans. Thus a person’s ‘‘genetic propensity’’ or ‘‘biological

potential’’ is treated as that phenotype toward which he or she tends as

long as extraneous influences do not intervene.4

Insofar as natural selection is said to act only on inherited traits, and

insofar as these are treated as natural states represented in, and created

by, the genes, selection implies a kind of developmental stasis. ‘‘Innate’’

characters are thought to be internally generated and trebly static: im-

mutable in individuals, uniform across generations, and/or universal in

individuals. They are attributed to genetic programs ‘‘for’’ those features,

and are frequently assumed to be either inevitable or changeable only at

heavy cost. Form and causal agency are placed in the nucleus, protected

from commerce with the shifting world outside by Weismann’s barrier

(the segregation of germ cells from body cells in some organisms).5 Thus

the innate is opposed to the acquired as the necessary and timeless is op-

posed to the contingent and fluid. Although departures from the species
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or individual natural state are acknowledged, they are seen as deviations
from the natural (even desirable) condition.

The importance of natural selection in evolution is a matter of dispute.

(It may be less common than assumed; Sober’s  criteria for a posi-

tive causal factor seem very stringent; see also Hailman .) But if a

selectional history is indicated, it does not require developmental fixity
(Lehrman ) or any other traditional marker of innateness.

  

It is true that one can take the snapshot attitude mentioned above, stop-

ping time to create arrays of features for comparison. Transgenerational

stability can then give the impression of immobility; photographs of simi-

lar objects, even if widely separated in time, may seem to be images of the

same object.We speak of ‘‘the shark,’’ for instance, remaining ‘‘the same’’

for millions of years, as though it were a single shark, not a succession of

life cycles. Interestingly enough, GeorgeWilliams (:), seeking to

rebut Sober’s criticism of his gene-level account of evolution, makes this

very point: that phenotypes do not actually persist across generations,
but rather recur. Genes, he says, persist. They are thus the real objects of
selection. The obvious objection is that genes themselves recur by repli-

cation. This Williams counters by detaching the notion of the gene from

its physical embodiment, characterizing it instead as a ‘‘weightless pack-

age’’ of information coded in the structure of . But even leaving aside

the complexities of overlapping and discontinuous genes and the prob-

lems they pose for the concept of coding, the information-as-sequence

must be reconstituted as well. Disembodiment seems not to solve the

problem of discontinuity.Williams seems, in fact, to be saying that physi-

cal persistence is not important after all. Reliable availability in each life

cycle, however, is. Although I agree with him, I think this admission

undermines his insistence on the primacy of the genetic level.

Williams (:) writes of ‘‘natural selection of information for its
effects’’ and says the logic of selection would permit other mechanisms of
information transmission besides  replication. But if the particulars

of gene replication are not necessary to the logic of natural selection, one

could argue that evolution would proceed even if the genes materialized

only a nanosecond before they were used. Although  does not behave
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this way, the chemical complexes for transcription and translation are as-
sembled on the spot, just as many other aspects of the developmental

system are. More to the point, if ‘‘information’’ is defined by its contribu-

tion to development, as Williams’s phrase implies, one need not look far

for alternative means of transmission; organisms have a variety of media

at their disposal. Cell structure (both membrane and cytoplasm) is part of

the developmental system that connects the generations, as are chemicals

derived from maternal  and myriad extracellular and extraorganis-

mic influences. Many of these are provided by parental physiology and

behavior; others are reliable aspects of the larger environment, including

the social environment. The ‘‘informational’’ function of any influence is

determined by the role it plays in the developmental system as a whole.

Regularity of gene function is thus a result of developmental regularity

as well as a cause of it. Any biologically interesting notion of informa-

tion must be interactively defined in this way, and what is crucial is not

permanence but availability at the appropriate time. Activity, not stasis,
and relation, not autonomy, are central to this conception. Persistence is
beside the point in accounting for reliability.

It is possible for features to evolve without appearing in each gen-

eration or in all natural environments, and even the most reliable fea-

tures have an ontogeny. If developmental courses are regular, they can

for some purposes be taken for granted. (It does not follow that taking

them for granted makes them regular, and taking them for granted is not

the same as understanding them.) One can explain a bed of red flowers by

pointing out that only certain kinds of bulbs were planted, even though

bulbs have no flowers, the flowers are fleeting, and under other condi-

tions the bulbs might have produced blooms of a different shade, or none

at all.

Dynamic stability, then, is needed if natural selection is to affect a

population. It is a contingent matter whether and how the conditions

for construction of a feature are correlated with the conditions for its

use. The variants must recur, and so must the causal background against

which a given phenotypic difference makes for a difference in fitness.

But, as we have already observed, people often reverse this reasoning

and assume developmental stability from some evolutionary argument or

other. Having concluded that a feature is in some sense adaptive, they
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may conclude that it evolved by natural selection (as traditionally de-

fined, by genes), and thus tacitly assume this kind of long-term stability,

even when the assumption may not be justified. Or they may project the

stability into the future, predicting fixity without knowing whether the

conditions it requires will be present (Kitcher ).

Heredity: Traits, Differences, or Systems?

Basic to much of the confusion about the relationship between evolution

and development is the concept of heredity itself. The frequent conflation

of population with individual levels is very much related to the dogma

that evolution is fundamentally a matter of selection for genes that make

organisms. Thus, emphasis is placed sometimes on population properties
(variation or lack of it) and sometimes on individual phenotypic prop-
erties that are thought to reflect genetic causation (absence of learning,

presence at birth, etc.). Genes that go to fixation in a population (become
universal in it) are somehow assumed to fix traits in individuals; or geneti-
cally determined variance is thought to imply ‘‘genetically determined’’

traits.

We have seen that a variational mechanism permits stasis; Sober (:

–) claims that Darwinian selection requires stasis both in indi-

viduals and across generations. But I have argued that selected entities

need not be static. What is required for stability across generations is

heritable variation. Heritability is often thought to imply stasis of some

sort (our third metaphor, the transmission of traits across generations, on

the model of property inheritance), but what it really involves is recur-
rence in lineages. Offspring must resemble their relatives more than they
resemble nonrelatives (Hailman ; Lewontin ; Sober :).

This in turn involves dynamic regularity, which depends on order both

outside and inside the organism. As reliable as these processes may be

under some circumstances, their repetition is always a contingent mat-

ter, and though it is often assumed that variations in conditions must be

large in order to deflect an evolved developmental course, small changes,

especially outside the normal range, can have significant effects.
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:   

What, then, is inherited? One seeking to come to terms with transgenera-

tional regularity in living forms and functions may be tempted to employ

the metaphor of hereditary transmission of traits discussed in the first

chapter. One focuses on similarity between generations or on some as-

pect of the phenotype that justifies saying the feature was ‘‘passed on’’

from parent to offspring. An apparent benefit of this tack would seem to

be that everyone ‘‘knows’’ what these words mean. Some things are in

the genes in some unspecified (unspecifiable, really) way, while others

are imposed from the outside. I have already indicated that the mean-

ings that travel together under this rubric are neither logically required

by each other nor reliably linked empirically. A trait that is present at

birth, for instance, is not necessarily immune either to prenatal or postna-

tal variation in conditions (birth weight in humans is related to a variety

of prenatal influences, and it does not always predict later size). A trait

that involves no apparent learning is not always invariant within or be-

tween generations (insect caste membership can be induced by a variety

of factors). A trait that shows parent-offspring similarity need not be lon-

gitudinally stable (a brunette and her dark-haired daughter may both have

been blonde as infants). Reliance on this ready-made set of assumptions,

then, is risky.

Because all aspects of the phenotype must develop, they are all ‘‘ac-

quired’’ in ontogeny, whatever their distribution in the population. They

are all ‘‘environmental’’ because particular conditions are required for

their development, and because these conditions enter into the formation

of the organism from the beginning. Phenotypes are all ‘‘inherited’’ and

‘‘biological’’ as well, if by this one means some sort of causal role of the

genes in their development. If one seriously accepts the origin of pheno-

types in causal interaction, as generally seems to be the case, judging by

the literature, no distinction between inherited and acquired components

of the organism is defensible.

:   

When the statistical meaning of heritability is used, workers sometimes
resort to locutions such as ‘‘inherited differences’’ or ‘‘innate variation’’
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to refer to the relationship between genetic and phenotypic variance in

the population. This has the appeal of being technically sophisticated.

Referring to variation rather than to traits theoretically frees the user

from unwanted nature-nurture implications. But it is quite hard to think

of inheriting differences or changes (G. Bateson :–). Gregory
Bateson observes that a difference has no location; the term refers to a

relationship (:). It is even harder to know what it would mean

to attribute selfishness to one (see P. P. G. Bateson ). The word in-
herit, after all, customarily refers to the passing of objects, land, money—
roughly, resources—from one individual to another.

Heritability statistics depend on the constitution and distribution of de-

velopmental systems in a specific population at a specific time, and cor-

relations among relatives may change. Human behavioral geneticists, in

fact, may seek to document age changes in heritability (Plomin ).

This relativity contradicts many of the implications of static, internal

essence that inheritance has traditionally had (a good thing), but the de-

velopmental implications nevertheless tend to be attached to the variants

in population discussions (not such a good thing).

   

I have suggested that we should think of heredity not as the transmission

of traits between organisms, or even as the transmission of differences,
but rather as the ways in which developmental resources or means be-
come available to the next generation. A focus on process allows us to be

true to the regularity these metaphors are meant to convey while recog-

nizing the organized and organizing activity that creates both regularity

and variety.

Traits do not pass from one organism to another like batons in a re-

lay race. They must be constructed in ontogeny. This is true whether or

not they are invariant in the population or have a traceable phylogenetic

history. Most people respond to this obvious by truth asserting that what

is literally transmitted is the genes (or information) that makes the traits,
so the metaphor is innocuous. If, however, one believes that what is in-

herited is whatever it takes to make a trait, why be satisfied with a partial

account? If one wishes, that is, to identify heredity with developmen-

tal means (the prerequisites for ontogenetic construction), one should in-
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clude all of them; the organism then inherits (has available to it) a highly

complex, widely ramified developmental system.

Some seek to solve the problem of the developmental insufficiency of

the genes by including in the hereditary package some cytoplasm, tran-

scripts of maternal genes, and other cellular features. This is marginally

better than focusing on naked . It tends to pass muster because it re-

mains comfortably within the boundary of the egg, the traditional vehicle

of heredity. But no egg can develop in a vacuum, and other ontogenetic

requirements must be provided in someway. Many are reliably present in

the wider environment, but many others may have to be supplied by the

organism itself, by parents and other conspecifics, or even by organisms

of other species. (Consider mutualisms, in which members of one species

feed, protect, transport, or pollinate members of another. Systems can

also be nested, as with endosymbionts.) The developmental system in-

cludes, then, not just genes, but whatever else in the living or nonliv-

ing environment contributes to or supports development. The system’s

constituents and configuration shift with its activity. In this view many

parts of the changing complex are themselves generated by it. Hormones

produced by the developing organism, for instance, serve as the chemi-

cal environment for further chemical interactions. Activity may provide

necessary self-stimulation or social contacts.Whether the interaction is

within the organism or between it and its milieu, both external and inter-

nal conditions are important, and the dynamic exchange characteristic of

biological processes finally makes the division artificial.

If, on the other hand, what is inherited is that which makes one trait

different from some other one (the ‘‘inherited differences’’ approach),

then not only the influence that makes the difference but the system in
which it makes that difference must be inherited. There are also many non-
genetic influences that can play this role of difference maker, generation

after generation (Cohen ; Gray ).Consider the ability of customs

and social structure to maintain differences among humans.Whether one

speaks of traits or differences, then, what one must ultimately reckon

with is a full developmental system.

Development is thus basic to all notions of inheritance. What I have

in mind is not the sort of unfolding of predestined fate involved in the

transformational model. That would be revelation. Forms emerge. They

are neither imposed from without nor ‘‘translated’’ from within. Nor do
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the genes give the basic outlines while the environment provides the de-

tails. Just as unsatisfactory is a dual model (some things unfold, some do

not) or a continuum (there are degrees of programming). All develop-

ment involves contingency and ordered (but real) change. It is a process

generated by interaction of a heterogeneous mix of influences, and its

mobile unity and order derive from its embeddedness in this matrix of

causes, not from insulation against it.

Constraints and Possibilities

Sometimes the focus in heredity is not on what is generated, but on
what may not be. Nature-nurture disputes are increasingly being recast
in the language of constraints. But to see biological nature in terms of

internal limits on extraneous developmental variation is simply to resur-

rect (albeit in attenuated form) the old concepts of natural states and de-

velopmental necessity that fueled the nature-nurture debate. At another

level, scientists argue about developmental constraints on natural selec-

tion. Again, the concern is with what may not happen, and once more the

opposition is between an internal resistance to change and an arbitrary

external force.

In both cases the dispute is ultimately about the possibilities of de-

velopmental systems: about the ontogenetic possibilities of a genotype

or the possibilities for variation in successive developmental systems. No

rules, however, specify the range for either. There is no reason to sup-

pose that all conceivable alterations are possible, or that all possible ones

are equally probable. Nonrandom possibilities for change would seem to

be part of our concept of a structured system. But such structure has a

history; it comes into existence through activity and may change with

further activity. It simultaneously generates change and directs or con-

strains it. These are not opposing forces but two perspectives on dynamic
order. Like potentials, constraints are most usefully conceptualized as re-
lational, not ‘‘endogenous,’’ and as emerging in processes, not as prior to

them. Possibilities for change evolve; they are generated in interaction.

To oppose necessity (physical, biological, or developmental) to history,

then, is to misrepresent both.

Developmental systems can vary in many ways. Sometimes a variation
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enhances the likelihood that the new system will recur. If the perpetua-

tion of variations is a joint function of active organisms and surrounding

conditions, and if development is structured but not predestined, then the

variational and transformational accounts of population change can be

synthesized (Gray ).

Biology and Culture

I have touched on someways the environment has been personified in de-

scriptions of natural selection. I have also maintained that the treatment

of the ‘‘innate’’ as produced by static internal plans is more a product of

conceptual confusion than an adequate empirical description. And I have

examined the role of the metaphor of trait transmission in joining these

views of evolution and development.

These mutually reinforcing metaphors often lead us to associate evolu-

tion with stasis. Stasis (or, better, some stable set of conditions and rela-

tions) is projected backward or forward in time. This is a paradox because

evolution is defined by change, depends on change, and makes other

kinds of change possible. Nevertheless, as I mentioned earlier, people in-

fer developmental fixity from a phylogenetic history or assume a history

of natural selection when a trait is pronounced ‘‘biological.’’ Heredity

does link development to evolution, of course, but the relation is mis-

construed when the processes are misconstrued. I have proposed a wider

definition of inheritance than is generally used, one based on process

rather than product, on the ‘‘transmission’’ of developmental resources

rather than of traits.

None of the assumptions of stasis associated with evolution by natu-

ral selection is justified. Stasis at selection is permitted by a selection

mechanism but not required by it, even though our observational prac-

tices tend to freeze time in cross sections. The assumption that organisms

under selection are passive reflects a tendency to think about these inter-

actions as choices made by an outside agent. The stability requirement,

that a selected entity must actually manifest itself in successive genera-

tions with some regularity, entails reliable ontogenetic reconstruction,

and this is a matter of process, not immobility (Ho a, b).
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The usual way to distinguish biology from culture is to attribute ‘‘innate’’

characters to genetic evolution, while ‘‘acquired’’ or learned ones are

chalked up to ‘‘Lamarckian’’ cultural evolution. This is to rely on an old

and deeply entrenched version of the nature-nurture opposition. If inheri-

tance is defined in terms of developmental systems, no such distinction

is necessary or even possible. Yet, even those who insist that develop-

mental and evolutionary questions are not to be confused, who denounce

the entire nature-nurture controversy as senseless, tend to associate the

‘‘biological’’ with deep, immutable truths, usually emotional or motiva-

tional ones, and the ‘‘cultural’’ with contingent detail, perhaps learned

by imitation or conditioning. (However casually ‘‘imitation’’ is invoked

in such discussions, the term embraces considerable diversity; see Galef

.)

The essentialist idea of a privileged developmental pathway and pheno-

type is very much alive in biology, psychology, and anthropology. Gen-

erally expressed in terms of biological ‘‘bases’’ or ‘‘propensities,’’ it is a

version of the natural state model described earlier. This is not what I

mean when I advocate increased attention to development in evolution-

ary studies. If one believes in natural states and thinks they are properly

termed ‘‘biological,’’ perhaps it is natural to conclude that anything that

has been dubbed ‘‘biological’’ represents one of these states (perhaps be-

cause it has been associated with a brain locus, occurs in some phylo-

genetic relative, appears to be difficult to influence in individuals, seems

adaptive, etc.); in this thinking, it may thus be natural for a species or an
individual. If humans are ‘‘naturally’’ polygynous, shared tendencies are

at issue; if a person is a ‘‘natural’’ athlete, he or she is distinguished from

the rest of us. One reads of ‘‘genotypic’’ aggression (Buss ; Konner

:–). Aggression, it would seem, can be in the nucleus, regard-

less of the behavior of the organism. Ultimate biological reality is some-
how represented in the , regardless of the outcome of any particular

developmental course.

In addition to this vision of a hidden reality lurking in the genes, the

natural state involves the idea of a tendency to approach that state. Sober

observes that Aristotelian essences are ‘‘causal mechanisms of a certain

sort’’ (:). They are what we will be if nothing interferes. So we
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are told that we must carefully ‘‘teach our children altruism, for we can-
not expect it to be part of their biological nature,’’ a nature defined by

their selfish genes (Dawkins :).

Allied to this notion of natural state is the assumption that such ten-

dencies will be hard to deflect. Attempts to do so are likely to fail or

to incur unwanted consequences. (Kitcher :chap.  speaks of pre-

cluded states and states that preclude important desiderata. See Oyama

:chap. , for other examples.) Natural tendencies will press for ex-

pression, and we may suffer if they are denied. Instincts and psycho-

logical drives fit well here.We are even told what kinds of political sys-

tems are incompatiblewith our biological nature (E.O.Wilson :).

Many social scientists have been quick to accept biologists’ definition of

a universal, fixed human nature and to draw conclusions about possible

social arrangements (see, e.g., Peterson and Somit ). One question

never addressed in these treatments is why only deviation from the pro-

gram is thought to entail stress. This is a peculiar omission unless one

assumes that the natural is also good and easy. This seems a small point

until one realizes that inordinate focus on the putative costs of changing

may divert attention from the costs of not changing.
The natural state model encourages a sequence of inferential leaps

among the present, the past, and the future. It assumes just the conclu-

sions we should be questioning and takes for granted just the complicated

developmental and social systems we should be investigating. Finally, it

draws attention away from the many kinds of regularity that would have

been required as preconditions of such evolution.

Many questions about evolution, adaptiveness, or the role of genes in

development are not only technical questions; they are also about the de-

gree to which we feel we ought to view aspects of our lives as necessary,

even good.When human customs and activities are at issue, the develop-

mental stability we must assume extends far beyond what is required to

produce recognizable morphology.6 It even extends beyond ‘‘behavior,’’

if by this we mean the relatively well defined patterns of movements ob-

served in many other animals. Social life is made up not of movements,
but of acts, which are largely defined by intent and meaning.7 Inten-

tions are construed, and meanings constructed, by agents interacting in a

social-physical context that itself influences the significance of the inter-

action. We need a view of development that takes more seriously both
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the organism and its intimate interchanges with its surroundings (includ-

ing its social surroundings). How do the nested systems work? A given

child-rearing practice may have different meanings in different places or

at different times, and thus different implications for the child’s develop-

ment and its relations with others (not to mention its reproductive for-

tunes). The human mind, in all its subtlety and variety, is social from its

inception (a developmental psychology that is not social is no psychology

at all).

 ,  

In a discussion of behavioral development,Gottlieb () suggests some

questions to guide research. How does experience facilitate, induce, or

maintain development? Patrick Bateson () adds a predisposing role,

and points out that the same question could be asked of internal influ-

ences. Such questions undermine the attribution of internal necessity to

some processes (and of ‘‘mere’’ external contingency to others) by some

a priori criterion. At the same time, the questions direct attention to the

causal factors that, in combination, could actually help us understand the

phenomena that give rise to our concerns about developmental chance

and necessity in the first place: degrees of reliability over time and across

individuals. How do these constructions occur, and how do previous pro-

cesses influence the likelihood of subsequent ones? How, in other words,

do developmental possibilities and constraints arise?

If we move one level up, from individual ontogeny to what one might

dub ‘‘Iterated and Interacting Developmental Systems’’ (companions to

Gray’s  ‘‘Ecological and Evolutionary Cascades’’: s and s,

pronounced, naturally, ids and eeks) that constitute evolution, we can ask
similar questions, with perhaps similar benefits. To account for pheno-

typic regularity across generations we need to account for change and

constancy in developmental resources and processes themselves, includ-

ing those involving social interaction. For a feature to increase in fre-

quency in a population, the conditions required for its development must

be associated with increasing frequency. How are variations in devel-

opmental systems generated and perpetuated? Some perturbations will

have no noticeable impact on an organism-niche system, while others

will induce a change in it. In some cases the change will damp out in
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one or a few generations, while in others it will be maintained, and in

still others, amplified. Other factors may predispose the system toward

certain kinds of change or facilitate it when it occurs.8 Genetic and non-

genetic changes may be entrained. Gray () observes that current re-

search practice is not geared to discovering s. Laboratory research-

ers and breeders typically control conditions for successive generations.

Such control may well minimize the probability of observing the kinds

of novelties that might lead to a cascade. Whether one finds damping,

maintenance, or amplification will depend to some extent on the source

of perturbation or the nature of the change, but it will also depend on the

available developmental and ecological resources—possible organism-

niche complexes. The relationship between an influence and the rest of

the system is crucial.

Focus on the ontogenetic construction of phenotypes eliminates the

opposition between biology and culture.What we need is not ever more
sophisticated ways to prize them apart, but rather a view of life and his-

tory that is rich enough to integrate the genetic, morphological, psycho-

logical, and social levels (each ‘‘biological,’’ each with a history) in such

a way that we are not tempted to indulge in phenotype partitioning at all.

In any developmental system, stability depends on the integration of

lower levels into very broad ecological ones. For cultural stability, this

means certain kinds of relationships among institutions, beliefs, values,

and acts. It is wrong to assume that cultural facts can change quixotically

while ‘‘biological’’ ones, however defined, cannot. If one is trying to de-

termine whether a system is apt to continue to perpetuate itself, does it

make more sense to extrapolate from past stability (or infer it from in-

appropriate evidence) or to look at the structure of the system itself?

  

At a recent conference I watched a behavior geneticist diagram human

development. Seeking to counter charges of oversimplification, she had

filled a slide with arrows and loops. There were causes, influences, and

moderators galore—but amid the maze of lines and labels, there was no

person to be found. Just as evolutionists frequently regard organisms as
evanescent epiphenomena to the real action in the gene pool (Dawkins

), so developmentalists, in their analytic zeal, have often ignored the
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unifying role of the individual, rendering it an abstract nexus of inner and

outer causation. To see the organism-niche complex as both source and

product of its own development is to acknowledge the role of activity

in life processes—not genes organizing inert raw material into beings,

and not environments shaping or selecting passive bodies and minds, but

organisms assimilating, seeking, manipulating their worlds, even as they

accommodate and respond to them.

To insist on the organism as a locus of agency is not to deny causality

or to render causal investigation useless; it is not, that is, to embrace some

concept of free will as uncaused cause. Nor is it to attribute human men-

tality to organisms that lack it. Still less is it to deny the social integra-

tion of individuals. It is, simply, to reinstate living beings in our analytic

schemes. One benefit of this is that it makes clear where we must look if

we wish to know what the possibilities for change are, for an individual

or for the species: not at some set of disembodied constraints or rules

or programs, but at relations within the organism and between it and its

surround.

Biology is often contrasted with history, especially cultural history.

Human history, however, is fully biological, not because it is predes-

tined, but because it is the chronicle of the activities of living beings.

Moreover, there is no ‘‘biological’’ character that does not have a de-

velopmental history. Missing from many views of cultural change and

stability is the recognition that values, beliefs, and ways of behaving are

ontogenetic constructions of a subtlety that is not captured by the meta-

phor of transmission, even ‘‘transmission by learning.’’ The same is true

of ‘‘genetically transmitted’’ characters. Much of cultural change occurs

as individuals come to interpret old messages (including messages about

biology and history) and practices in a new way; this in turn affects their

impact on others.What comes of the chemical, mechanical, and social-

psychological resources an organism inherits depends on the organism

and its relations with the rest of the world. It makes its own present and

prepares its future, never out of whole cloth, always with the means at

hand, but often with the possibility of putting them together in novel

ways.



5 Ontogeny and Phylogeny:

A Case of Meta-Recapitulation?

During the time I have been occupied with the nature-nurture opposi-

tion, I have become sensitized both to the various guises in which this di-

chotomy appears and to structurally similar ones in other fields (figure ).

One of the sources of the nature-nurture dichotomy in science is the field

of epistemology, in which a classic problem has been the origin of knowl-

edge. The disputes between rationalists, who insisted on innate ideas as

the source of knowledge, and empiricists, who credited the senses, did

much to set the framework for more recent disputes. Similar oppositions

are found in other fields as well.

 . A sampling, from a variety of fields, of dichotomies in
which internal factors are opposed to external ones.

Selected Dichotomies

Epistemology : innate vs. experiential sources of knowledge

History : internalist vs. externalist explanations of change

Anthropology : biology vs. culture

: culture vs. geography

Biology : history vs. ecology (ecology)

: physical necessity vs. chance (origin of life)

: mosaic vs. regulative development (embryology)

Psychology, biology, and contemporary philosophy inherited the epis-

temological question fairly directly, but a number of other contrasting

pairs have less obvious ties to the nature-nurture complex per se. Among
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historians, for instance, one finds internalist and externalist views of

historical change, including scientific change. Anthropologists attribute

cultural patterns in a society to biology or to culture (a form of nature-

nurture dichotomy), and, interestingly enough, argue about cultural ver-

sus geographical determinism as well (Netting ).What is worth not-

ing in the two anthropological examples is that culture is treated as an

external factor in the first case and as a conservative, internal one in the

second. This suggests that it is often scale (whether of time or magnitude)

or level of analysis that is at issue in these debates, not competing factors

of the same type.

Russell Gray () has discussed ecologists’ pitting of historical (phy-

logenetic) factors against ecological ones in explaining relationships be-

tween populations and their niches. This resembles the anthropologists’

opposition between culture and geography, which contrasts ‘‘inherited’’

ways of life with the immediate conditions of life. The two disciplines

tend to rely on different senses of inheritance, of course, and they use

somewhat different time scales, but in both cases, history moves ‘‘in-

side,’’ playing the role of a stabilizing counterforce to the immediate de-

mands of the environment. There are other biological oppositions, too.

Students of the origin of life emphasize either physical necessity or

chance (Ho and Fox ). Embryology, meanwhile, has had its disputes

over mosaic and regulative development. In the former, tissues seem

‘‘fated’’ to differentiate in a particular way and do so even if transplanted

to different locations in the developing organism. In regulative develop-

ment, by contrast, subsequent differentiation of transplanted tissues is

influenced by their new location, so a normal result is obtained. The em-

bryological example is distinctive in that developmental regulation tra-

ditionally implies responsiveness of developing tissue to its immediate

environment but involves the production of typical outcomes, not vari-
ant ones. In other inside-outside oppositions, however, such sensitivity

to local conditions tends to be associated instead with variant outcomes.

Once again it seems that differences in level of analysis—in this case

between tissues and organisms—are crucial.

There are varying degrees of similarity among these oppositions. Trac-

ing their histories and relations would be a fascinating exercise in itself.

Instead, however, I would like to examine some striking resemblances
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between the nature-nurture dispute in developmental studies and the ar-

gument over developmental constraints and natural selection as compet-

ing explanations of evolution. The sorts of conceptual problems that are

generated in the first may also arise in the second (hence the ‘‘meta-

recapitulation’’ of the chapter title). The view of development I have been

elaborating eliminates the need for the developmental dualism of the

nature-nurture opposition; here I sketch a related formulation of evolu-

tionary change that calls into question the opposition between constraint

and selection as well.

Consistency and clarity are, in my view, reason enough for the kind

of analysis engaged in here, but there are other reasons as well. Concep-

tual problems have had significant consequences in the nature-nurture

debate.When ambiguous terminology leads to misunderstandings, even

serious ones, the remedy appears to be straightforward: Be a bit more

careful with your words. Indeed, one may be chided for quibbling over

what things are called. Usually, however, the matter is not so simple.

Conflations that are persistent and recurrent, as they are in the nature-

nurture opposition, can indicate serious difficulties with the reasoning

itself. In addition, I am convinced that it is useful to examine the often

subtle assumptions embedded in theory. These assumptions about cau-

sality, agency, and process are not only important for scientists, they are

also intimately related to our views of our own actions and possibilities.

The question mark in my chapter title is a real one. While I have de-

voted considerable time to documenting themischief made by the nature-

nurture dichotomy, it is less than obvious that the constraints-selection

distinction necessarily involves difficulties of the same variety and mag-

nitude. This chapter is an invitation to biologists and philosophers to

consider just how far the parallels between the two disputes extend. The

disanalogies may be as significant as the analogies, and disputes over

evolutionary dynamics, unlike arguments about innate selfishness or ag-

gressiveness, seem rather removed from everyday matters, appearing not

to have the same sorts of complex implications. Yet, as I will point out

later, the two discourses, the developmental and the evolutionary, are not

independent.
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Parallels

An important question in developmental studies, if not the important

question, pertains to the ontogenetic origin of organismic form and func-

tion, including the form of the mind. Traditionally, answers have focused

either on a set of basic structures supposed to be transmitted in the ge-

netic material or on the contingencies of individual experience.1 Thus,

nature-nurture battles are ostensibly about the allocation of causal re-
sponsibility for development either to the genes or to the environment.
The motivating concern, however, often appears to be with some notion

of limits rather than with actual details of causation.What people finally

seem to be speculating about is the limits on possible phenotypic varia-

tion and change.

The prime question in evolutionary theory is also about the origin of

form, but over phylogenetic, not ontogenetic, time: Internal developmen-

tal constraints are set against the contingencies of natural selection. Here

again, the questions are couched in terms of the relative influence of alter-
native causes, and again the basic concern seems to be with limits, but
this time the limits on phylogenetic variability and change. In both fields,

one finds a kind of causal dualism, then, as internal forces are opposed to

external ones. I submit that these quarrels over causal responsibility miss

the point, and that the point in each case is developmental dynamics: the

possibilities for alternative developmental outcomes in a single lifetime

(Could this person have developed differently? How differently?) and

the possibilities for change in developmental systems across generations

(In what ways and how much can this lineage change over evolutionary

time?).

A somewhat more detailed account of these parallels follows, but there

is also a more direct relationship between the two dichotomies (figure

): Ontogeny appears in the evolutionary debate as a constraint on evo-

lutionary change, and the internal, genetic, factors in ontogeny are the

legacy of that evolutionary change. Since the opposition between nature

and nurture is so intimately related to the one between constraints and

selection, it seems natural to wonder whether their resolutions may be

related as well.
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Internal

nature

constraints

Ontogeny

Phylogeny
�
�

External

nurture

selection

 . Mutually supporting dichotomies in de-
velopment and evolution.

Of the many points that could be made here I wish to highlight just

four. (Three of these are sketched out in Oyama , and Gray gives

more extensive treatments in his a, , and .) In both debates,

internal causes are contrasted with external ones; in both, fixity is asso-

ciated with the former and malleability with the latter; and in both there

has been considerable oscillation between internalist and externalist per-

spectives. Finally, similar compromises have been proposed, as theorists

attempt to reconcile internal to external factors. These are considered in

turn.

Insides and Outsides

The nature-nurture debate turns on a separation of insides from outsides.

So does the debate about constraints and selection. As we saw in chap-

ter , Lewontin (, a; see also Levins and Lewontin ) and

Sober (, ) have elaborated two models of change that offer a

convenient way of seeing how this occurs in each case. In the transfor-

mational model, change in a collection results from change in the con-

stituent entities, and the entities change in a uniform and predetermined

manner. Recall that in the variational model (which includes selectional

processes), variant entities are propagated with differing frequencies, and

the variants themselves are static. Change is generated from within in

the transformational model and imposed from without in the variational

model (figure ).
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 . Two models of change. Adapted from Lewontin ,
a; and Sober , .

Transformational: . Change in a collection results from change in

the constituent entities.

. The entities change in a uniform and

predetermined manner.

Variational: .Variant entities are propagated with differing

frequencies.

. The variants themselves are static.

The transformational model dominates in developmental theory. Ma-

turation, as it is traditionally conceived, is the quintessential internally

driven process.2 It is to capture the regularity of such ontogenetic se-

quences that metaphors like the genetic program are invoked: Biologi-

cal ‘‘nature’’ is treated as both the cause and the effect of these regular

processes. The ‘‘program’’ that begins by describing the predictability

of normal development thus becomes a quasi-explanatory device as the

reliable reappearance of certain features in successive generations is at-

tributed to central control. Species-typical processes and characters con-

stitute the fixed core that is transmitted in the genetic material.3

The dominance of the transformational model of development is such

that even the most committed believer in the importance of environmen-

tal influences accepts a genetically given body and a set of reflexes, in-

stincts, or some other substrate for behavioral development. An inherited

structure, with all the preformationist assumptions this entails, is a pre-

requisite for all of the most common sorts of nature-nurture haggling.

Disagreements, then, occur against a consensual background of intrin-

sically driven processes; indeed, developmental studies are virtually de-

fined by the transformational model (Morss ). Sober (), in fact,

refers to the model of internally driven change as ‘‘developmental’’ rather

than ‘‘transformational.’’

Nurture in these exchanges over developmental causation is not so uni-
tary. Selection, a variational process, is frequently contrasted with in-

struction, for instance, but both are supposed to be elaborations of a
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pregiven ‘‘biological base,’’ and both are seen as externally directed. Se-

lectionist explanations are found in the literatures of operant condition-

ing, neurogenesis, the immune system, and cognitive and linguistic de-

velopment.4

If the internalist perspective defines developmental studies, the field

of evolution presents a rather different picture.Variational processes, in-

cluding genetic drift and natural selection, dominate the modern syn-

thetic theory. Populations are ‘‘molded’’ by these external forces. Ortho-

genesis, a transformational process, was resoundingly rejected by the

Modern Synthesis. The virtual disappearance of this internalist, ‘‘de-

velopmental’’ perspective from evolutionary theory is generally seen as

the triumph of scientific Darwinism over mystical Lamarckian pro-

gressivism.5 Effectively abolished from contemporary evolutionary dis-

course (but see Grehan and Ainsworth ), orthogenesis is probably
too heavily freighted a term to gain serious attention now. Its internalist

connotations persist, however, in the literature on developmental con-

straints, a literature that is gaining in volume and influence. A notable at-

tempt to integrate its diverse critical and empirical viewpoints into main-

stream neo-Darwinism is evident in the group report on a conference

convened for just that purpose (Maynard Smith et al. ). In addition

to presenting a typology of constraints, this paper repeatedly points out

the importance, and difficulty, of separating internal factors from external

ones.

Malleability and Fixity

Variational processes are secondary to transformational ones in concep-

tualizing ontogeny, then, while the reverse is true in conventional think-

ing about phylogeny: Natural selection tends to be seen as the major

form giver in evolution, while developmental constraints serve merely

to narrow its scope. This separation of insides from outsides brings us

to our second parallel between the developmental and evolutionary di-

chotomies: In both, malleability is associated with external factors, and

fixity with internal ones. One even finds the same vocabulary used to

express these relations. ‘‘Shaping’’ is frequently considered by both de-

velopmentalists and evolutionists to be capriciously variable; it repre-
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sents the vagaries of individual or species history. Shaping and mold-

ing, in fact, are probably the most common metaphors for natural selec-

tion, conjuring the image of an omnipotent, omnipresent hand and eye

(and will), the coordinated apparatus of the artisan. The shaping meta-

phor obscures the difference between the origin of variants and their per-

petuation, a difference emphasized by many developmental constraints

theorists.

Shaping is also a technical term in psychology’s operant theory, refer-

ring to the gradual production of a complex behavior pattern that does

not occur spontaneously. Behaviorists, in fact, have explicitly compared

operant shaping with biological evolution (Herrnstein ; Skinner

). Successive approximations of the target behavior are reinforced

in shaping, often by a trainer who progressively raises the performance

standards; the problem and the criteria for reinforcement are thus set by

the environment, though not necessarily by a human trainer.

In both cases an emphasis on external shaping involves a tendency to

take the generation of the selected variants for granted, to view it as un-

problematic: unsystematic and random, at least with respect to selection.

In the same way that the context of scientific discovery has traditionally

been considered to be independent of, and irrelevant to, the real business

of justification, the mechanics of the generation of variation is treated as

irrelevant to natural selection, as long as there is heritability. To focus on

constraints, however, is to ask why some variants arise and not others,

and this question tends to be conceived as involving internal causes. Thus

one hears of genetic constraints on learning (species differences, often in-

voked to explain failure of conditioning; see Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde

; Shettleworth ) or of the genes limiting possible social arrange-

ments (E. O.Wilson ).

Although any genotype is the result of an evolutionary history, in de-

velopmental studies the genotype frequently plays the role of an enduring

essence insulated from change, the unmoved mover that both embodies
a plan for an organism and executes it. In similar manner, developmen-
tal constraints on natural selection are sometimes presented as timeless

physical laws or ahistorical necessity.6 They limit the otherwise untram-

meled variation stemming from environmental fluctuations, although a

distinction may be made between universal constraints and those affect-

ing only some evolutionary lines (Maynard Smith et al. ).When con-
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straints are local or historical, they constitute a genealogical legacy. They

carry the lineage history and influence its further history; they are species

‘‘nature’’ to evolutionary ‘‘nurture,’’ and are thus more like the two oppo-

sitions in figure  in which past history is treated as an internal brake

on current change: cultural versus geographical determinism (in anthro-

pology), and evolutionary history versus ecology (in biology). Whether

they are universal or lineage specific, developmental constraints tend to

be conceptualized as placing limits on the arbitrary action of selection,
forbidding certain forms and permitting others.

In both the developmental and the evolutionary literatures, then, re-
sistance to change is more salient than the direction or generation of

change, although as I pointed out in chapter , these are simply two as-

pects of biological dynamics. In fact, the language of direction and guid-

ance can be used to express the same phenomena that are at other times

described in terms of constraints: Behavior theorists sometimes speak

of ‘‘predispositions’’ to learn, and constraints theorists refer to ‘‘biases’’

and ‘‘propensities.’’ This dual role of constraints (resisting and directing)

does not go unnoticed (Alberch ; S. J. Gould b; Maynard Smith

et al. ). (The subtitle of Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde , on con-

straints on learning, is ‘‘Limitations and Predispositions.’’) To emphasize

the orderly generation of variants is to give internal factors a more promi-

nent, creative role, while external factors may then be cast as second-

ary filters. A constraint, as Stearns (:) notes, is usually ‘‘imported

from outside the local context to explain the limits on the patterns ob-

served.’’ S. J. Gould (b:) observes that the term is a theory-laden

one indicating that the causes being identified are other than the ‘‘canoni-

cal causes’’ in the theory.

Although Gould makes a case for retaining the term and enlarging its

meaning, it is not surprising that constraint tends to be supplanted by

other terms when researchers are making a bid to move their tradition

from the periphery to the center. Grehan and Ainsworth (), for in-

stance, seem to take issue with the tendency of the constraints literature

to emphasize limitation; their position is that selection is ‘‘subsidiary’’

to orthogenetic tendencies to vary in certain directions. Similarly, Good-

win (a:) urges a ‘‘rewriting of the origin of species so that ‘origin’

is understood primarily in its logical, generative sense, and secondarily

in historical terms’’; and Ho and Saunders (:–) ‘‘place more
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emphasis on the physiological and developmental potential (or internal

factors) of the organisms as opposed to the ‘external’ factors of random

mutation and natural selection.’’

The language of internal resistance to change (and of internal tenden-

cies channeling change) brings to mind the image of recalcitrant material

in the hands of an artisan; it recalls an ancient distinction between mat-

ter and form. The artist’s freedom is limited by the nature of the ma-

terial, and the notion of raw material with its own stubbornly causal

properties is present in these contemporary debates about ontogenetic

and phylogenetic change.7 Because fixity is attributed to internal causes,

and malleability to external ones, queries that are unintelligible if taken

literally (whether internal or external factors are responsible for some

feature) may be seen as (admittedly odd) ways of asking how amenable

an organism is to various developmental influences, or how susceptible

a species’ developmental processes are to various kinds of transgenera-

tional change. Living beings, however, are not made of static stuff, so it

is dynamic stability that must be explained, and such stability is attained

and maintained by constructive interaction, not isolation.

Oscillation

The third parallel between the developmental and evolutionary debates

is that both have been characterized by an oscillation of received wisdom

between the internal and external poles. Early psychology’s preoccupa-

tion with internal entities such as minds, drives, and instincts led to the

behaviorist obsession with external causation. This in turn led to the re-

surgence of ‘‘biological’’ approaches (behavior genetics, physiological

and evolutionary studies), typically understood as focusing on ‘‘intrinsic

factors.’’ (Notice again the associations among biology, internality, and

fixity.) Certain fields then witnessed a partial retreat from strict ‘‘pro-

gramming’’ accounts. Selectional theories of neurogenesis, cognition,

and the immune systemwere mentioned in chapter . These theories tend

to be linked to very traditional maturational stories, though; selectional

theories of language acquisition and cognitive development are, in fact,

strongly nativist, both in intellectual lineage and in current orientation.

My earlier point about the preeminence of transformational explana-
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tions in developmental studies is relevant here; these research trends do

not signal a different way of conceptualizing development in general.

Rather, they are sophisticated efforts to reconcile traditional maturational

explanations with certain empirical challenges: the astonishingly specific

responsiveness of the immune system, for instance, or the obvious neces-

sity for a theory of language development to accommodate differences

among languages.

In evolutionary theory, the current interest in internal constraints

seems largely to be a reaction against the hegemony of natural selection-

ist explanations, while, as already noted, neo-Darwinist selectionism is

often seen as the refutation of earlier, more transformational visions of

species change. Predictably, perhaps, some sociobiologists, whose power

to explain the world depends heavily on the ‘‘power’’ of natural selection

(an idiom we shall return to), have responded to the constraints literature

by reaffirming their faith in the omnipotence of selection to mold bodies

and minds (Noonan ; Thornhill and Thornhill ).

Compromises

Not only does one find oscillation between poles in both the developmen-

tal and the evolutionary debates, but the same kinds of (largely unsat-

isfactory) compromises described in chapter  are encountered as well.

Developmentalists have often ‘‘solved’’ the nature-nurture problem by

dividing the territory: by attributing some features to genetic control and

others to environmental influences. But if there are fundamental concep-

tual difficulties with the very notion of genetically or environmentally di-

rected development, it can scarcely be an improvement to combine them

in some odd organic patchwork.

Apparently more judicious is the attempt to quantify the relative

amounts of genetic and environmental influence on various features.

There have been many important critiques of these strategies of pheno-

type partitioning, as well as of the partitioning of variance associated

with such statistical techniques as the analysis of variance (); even

the seemingly more promising tack of tracing phenotypic ‘‘information’’

to the genes and the environment is problematic.8 One difficulty with the

partitioning of variance is that it frequently slides into the partitioning
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of phenotypes. Another is that, even if the eye is fixed firmly on vari-

ance, and not on variants, the results of local analyses tend to be confused

with more general functional relationships (Lewontin ). A third, re-

lated difficulty is the ambiguity of terms such as genetic control, which
are used to explain both invariance (inevitability or species-typicality, for

instance) and some variance (genotype-associated phenotypic variation

in ). Such usage encourages exactly the erroneous inference of

developmental fixity from heritability coefficients that has plagued be-

havior genetics for decades.

Largely in an attempt to avoid such interpretational difficulties, some

theorists have tried another tack: ‘‘genetic imperialism,’’ in which genes

are said to determine the range of possibilities while the environment

selects the particular value (see chapter ). In this strategy, the genes

are given higher-level, generalized control, while secondary influence is

doled out to nongenetic factors.9

It is not accidental that both partitioning and imperialistic conquest are

typical outcomes of geopolitical conflict. Nor do I use these terms unre-

flectively. Indeed, I see nature-nurture arguments as territorial disputes

in which the contenders strive to retain as much power as they can (to

explain, to control what observations are counted as data, to dominate a

field of inquiry, to subsume related areas), even as they make necessary

concessions. Nor do I think that issues of ‘‘turf’’ are trivial or devoid of

intellectual significance, although they are often presented that way. They

represent entire traditions of theory and research, which in turn represent

conceptions of science, of scientists, of knowledge and the world.10

As the reader has no doubt realized, these impulses to compromise are

detectable in the evolutionary literature as well.When theorists attribute

a character to selection or to constraints, they are implying that species

features can be credited to alternative formative factors. Asking how

much a feature owes to each factor, meanwhile, is analogous to quantify-

ing genetic and environmental contributions to some part of the pheno-

type.11 When, in commenting on this literature, Thomson () wonders

whether giving a developmental account of a feature is enough to elimi-

nate a selective account, he seems to be expressing misgivings about this

alternative-causes assumption. Trying to separate causes by partitioning

variance into selective and constraining components, furthermore, pre-

sumably involves at least some of the difficulties that attend  in
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behavioral studies. (See, e.g., Stearns ; Thomson ; for discus-

sion, see Gray .)

Sober has analyzed attempts to apportion causal responsibility to the

genes and the environment. He concludes that questions about relative

causal contributions to the phenotype are not locally answerable because

an organism cannot be affected by one and not the other. One can, how-

ever, ask how much difference one or the other made to a particular set
of outcomes (Sober ). There is a distinct possibility that the same

is true of attempts to treat constraints and natural selection as compet-

ing forces. Elsewhere, Sober () discusses disputes over the relative

strength of natural selection and correlated characters (that is, characters

whose evolutionary alterations are linked because they are developmen-

tally linked).When he asserts that the disagreement is not really about the

power of natural selection (which is the way it is often cast), but rather

about the ‘‘power of mutation,’’ he seems to be identifying the same con-

fusion between local and nonlocal analyses as exists in nature-nurture

arguments. What appear to be questions about relative causal contribu-

tions to a particular outcome are intelligible only if recast as questions
about a class of outcomes. He suggests that one could ask ‘‘how often a
trait is maintained by pleiotropy [multiple effects of a gene] even though

it is selected against, or is eliminated by pleiotropy even though there

was selection for it. This is a far cry from looking at a single trait whose

presence in a population is the joint product of selection and pleiotropy

and asking which contributed more to its evolution’’ (pp. –). Inter-

estingly enough, Stearns () asserts that selection and constraint are

involved in all evolution; the problem is to determine the relative influ-

ence of external and internal factors. Behavioral scientists justify their

continued pursuit of genetic and environmental ‘‘components’’ in pre-

cisely the same way.

Above, Sober (:) refers to the ‘‘power of mutation.’’ ‘‘Muta-

tion’’ can refer both to alterations in  sequences and to the phenotypic

consequences of such alterations. Restrictions on the range of pheno-

typic results of genetic mutations surely involve not just constraints on

 changes but constraints on the rest of the developmental systems in

which they occur as well. A particular  change may have no effect

in some systems, and a variety of effects in others. The outcome will de-

pend both on the alteration and on the rest of the system. It might thus
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be more apposite to avoid speaking of the power of natural selection or

mutation, and to speak of possibilities for variation in developmental sys-
tems instead.Whether any particular phenotypic variation will occur is a

function of the system dynamics, and it is the dependence of such varia-

tion on this interactive complex that is indexed (but not captured) by the

notion of mutational power.

It might be wondered (and has been, by Kim Sterelny, pers. comm.,

August ) whether this is just another version of the imperialistic

move. The short answer is ‘‘no.’’ A slightly longer one is: ‘‘Sort of, but

not really.’’ Genetic imperialism seeks to decontextualize gene action by

collapsing all possible ontogenetic outcomes into some notion of ‘‘ge-

netic information,’’ while the developmental systems formulation makes

contextual dependence explicit by stressing the joint determination of

outcome by the system and by its perturbation. The real imperialistic

move for a developmental systems theorist would be to claim that a sys-

tem ‘‘determines’’ all of its possible changes prior to specification of the

particular perturbation.12

Any outcome of a multiplicative function is specified by one factor,

given the other one(s). Genetic imperialism gives the genes the power to

specify all outcomes given only themselves. This is like saying that the

number  ‘‘specifies’’ the products of all multiplications in which it might

possibly be a multiplier, and that it does so before the fact; the multipli-

cand simply selects from this prior array—a most peculiar claim. Read

for its rhetorical function, genetic imperialism can be seen as a ploy that

makes certain causes recede into the background. Developmental sys-

tems block this move for either ‘‘internal’’ or ‘‘external’’ factors by in-

cluding them both. If arbitrary causal domination is abolished within a

system’s boundaries, is it still an empire?

Just as developmentalists have sometimes shunned partitioning in favor

of the range-of-possibilities compromise, so some constraints theorists

have spoken of developmental laws determining the range of forms at-

tainable by evolution. Gene changes simply select from this array (see

note ). Treating constraints and selection as competing causes implies

that they can be separated. As Dyke and Depew (:) point out,

invoking constraints requires a baseline of pure selection. But ‘‘if the

novelty generating process and the selection process are coupled and

interactive’’ rather than independent, no baseline of ‘‘pure selection’’ can
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be described. By the same token, it would be difficult to describe an array

of possible forms prior to, and independent of, selection.

Interacting Dualisms, Interactive Systems

Earlier in this chapter I pointed out that the nature-nurture and con-

straints-selection dichotomies are not only structurally similar, they are

related in substance as well. In fact, they are mutually reinforcing. Evolu-

tionary theory maintains developmental dualism by the logic described

in chapters  and : Evolution is typically defined by change in gene fre-

quencies.Organismsmust therefore be explicable in terms of genetic ‘‘in-

formation.’’ Genetic transmission is thus the needle’s eye through which

innate characters must pass. In Bonner’s () arresting image, the life

cycle must (often) narrow to a single cell,13 so inherited ‘‘nature’’ must

be passed on in the zygotic . Acquired characters, those formed by

environmental action, are excluded and thus rendered inconsequential to

evolutionary change. So evolutionary theory seems to require develop-

mental dualism. Developmental theory, in turn, insofar as it embraces the

transformational model of ontogeny (as predetermined, uniform, and in-

ternally generated), reinforces dualism in evolutionary studies by legiti-

mizing this vision of autonomous change.

Resolving the nature-nurture dichotomy involves, ironically, taking de-

velopment seriously. In a discussion of dichotomies in biology, Gray

(; see also P. Bateson ; Johnston ; and Lehrman , )

suggests that this resolution has been achieved in studies of behavioral

development, but I think his statement should be taken less as an accu-

rate report from the front than as a rhetorical device to prod evolutionists

into action. (What biologist, after all, would be indifferent to having psy-

chologists held up as models of intellectual sophistication?) I am less

sanguine. One of the many factors conspiring to maintain, and repeat-

edly reconstruct, the nature-nurture complex is psychologists’ increas-

ing attention to evolutionary biology. Although the distinction between

inherited and acquired traits that evolutionists want to make can be man-

aged without any specific assumptions about the nature of developmental

processes, it seldom is; in fact, it is typically treated as a statement about
developmental mechanism.
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The metaphors of transmission and programmed development, then,

link ontogeny to phylogeny: Innate characters, fashioned by natural se-

lection, are passed on in the genes and so reappear in each generation.

‘‘Transmission’’ is a metaphor for this reliable reappearance in each gen-

eration. What the image of biological faxing elides is the multitude of

interactive changes over time that constitute epigenetic emergence and

stability. The technical language of transmission genetics is correctly em-

ployed for particular distributions of developmental products (pheno-

types) in populations, but reliable developmental courses are the prerequi-
sites for such population patterns. Those life courses are assumed by the
transmission metaphor, not explained by it.
The alternative I have offered for these nondevelopmental notions is

the metaphor of construction. Emphasis on constructive interaction de-

fuses the necessity of attributing power either to external artificers or to

autonomous internal forces. This view of ontogeny may prepare the way

for an evolutionary theory that is synthetic in a rather different sense from

the usual one. It may allow, that is, the fusion of the transformational and

variational models (Gray ; Levins and Lewontin ; Oyama ).

Synthesis

In the synthesis offered by the notion of the evolving developmental sys-

tem, nature and nurture are no longer alternative causes; they are de-

velopmental products (natures) and the processes (nurture) by which they
come into being. Since ontogeny is not an autonomous transformational

process, it is not useful to think of developmental constraints as insu-

lated, internal, and necessary. And since natural selection is not an agent

choosing or shaping passive organisms, but is instead the result of the

‘‘interpenetration of organism and environment,’’14 natural selection is

better conceptualized as something other than an arbitrary external force.

Since neither model is adequate to explain change, furthermore, the par-

titioning compromise discussed above is again called into question.

Instead of opposing transformational and variational accounts, or ap-

portioning causal responsibility between them, or giving one the role of

determining the range of possibilities while the other selects from that

range, we can return to the models themselves (figure ) and dispense
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with the problematic aspect of each. Change in a collection can certainly

result from change in its constituent ‘‘entities’’ (developmental systems),

but the change need not be uniform or predetermined. Variant systems

can propagate themselves with differing frequencies, but the variants

themselves need not be static. (It should be noted that developmental

systems are not cleanly bounded entities, and they never reproduce them-

selves precisely.) A more ample view of development leads to the more

ample definition of evolution introduced earlier in this volume: Evolution

is change in the constitution and distribution of developmental systems,

organism-environment complexes that change over both ontogenetic and

phylogenetic time.15

My ambivalence about the internal constraints literature resembles the

discomfort I feel about many aspects of the ‘‘biological’’ trend in psy-

chology: I am wary of a pendulum swing along a dimension I consider

inappropriate. If similar conceptual problems exist in the constraints-se-

lection literature, similar inferential traps may be present as well. The

scholar who is alert to this possibility might be cautious about several

things: Is quantitative language being used about a particular taxon when

it is appropriate only for patterns in an array of taxa? Are local analy-

ses—of character variation across taxa, for instance—being inappropri-

ately used to indicate general functions? If terms like constraints are
being used in several senses, are the senses made explicit and consis-

tently distinguished? (Even the review by Maynard Smith et al.  de-

tails a number of meanings.) If the various senses are conflated, does this

lead to evidence for one kind of constraint improperly being used to in-

fer another, in what I have called ‘‘cross inference’’? Are factors that are

interdependent and changing treated as independent and static? And are

certain kinds of population-niche interactions being slighted as a result?

Some biologists are now examining the methodological strategies of tra-

ditional approaches and exploring alternative ones (Dwyer ; Gray

a, b; Levins and Lewontin ; Lewontin, Rose, and Kamin

; Patten ; Taylor ).

Evolutionary fixity does not carry the political and moral implications

that frequently accompany questions of developmental fixity, so hasty

conclusions about constraints on natural selection would seem to be less

sociopolitically mischievous than are ill-considered pronouncements on

human nature (or on nature in general). But given the interrelations of
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the two dichotomies, perhaps we should not be too complacent. Much of

the controversy over the proper scope of natural selectionist explanation,

after all, has been stoked by dismay over sociobiologists’ claims about

human mentality and culture. The assertion that some behavior or insti-

tution has an evolutionary explanation rather than a social one (or vice

versa) feeds right into the assumptions in question (Oyama ). Herrn-

stein (:) asserts that ‘‘nature versus nurture in regard to behaviour

is the last great evolutionary controversy.’’ Greater circumspection about

such arguments may be in order.

If development is to reenter evolutionary theory, it should be develop-

ment that integrates genes into organisms, and organisms into the many

levels of the environment that enter into their ontogenetic construction.

Explicit inclusion of these developmentally relevant factors, so often

marginalized in conventional accounts, makes clear the context depen-

dence of questions about developmental timing, universality, immuta-

bility, spontaneity, and other ‘‘biological’’ characteristics. It also makes

clear their heterogeneity: There are many kinds of biological argument,

and they should not be discussed in a manner that lumps them together

willy-nilly.We can investigate questions about evolutionary history, cur-

rent reproductive or survival advantage, development, and the causal pro-

cesses by which behavior occurs (and explore the relationships among

these questions) only if we first distinguish them from each other (Tin-

bergen ).

The view of change presented here is systemic and interactively con-

structivist. The unidirectional causation of the transformational model

can sometimes be found in circumscribed analyses in which a single fac-

tor is isolated by controlling everything else, but the results of those

analyses must eventually be reintegrated into a larger framework (chap-

ter ).When Bonner speaks of the life cycle narrowing to a single cell, he

is making an important point about vital continuity, but even the zygote

requires, and reliably has, the rest of a developmental system: all the de-

velopmentally relevant aspects of its world. The rest of the system shows

continuity just as surely as the genes do, and as is the case for genes, this is

often achieved through reconstructed structure and function, not through

static material identity (not that ‘‘material identity’’ is a straightforward

matter, especially if one takes a fine-grained approach). The continuity

of the germ line, that is, is achieved by repeated reconstruction of 
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strands, and the continuity of other developmental interactants may also

involve reconstruction rather than simple persistence.

Study of the life cycle includes the investigation of these many in-

fluences and of the ways they become (or do not become) available at

the time they are needed. In organisms that reproduce in this way, the

nucleus, cytoplasm, membrane, and the rest of the germ cell can pass

through the eye of the reproductive needle—evolution’s narrowed eye—

but the other interactants need not; what is important is that they be re-

liably present in the next life cycle.

Resolution of the nature-nurture dichotomy is, I am convinced, good

in itself. In this sense, I agreewith those theorists whose attempts at com-

promise and resolution I have criticized here: Something was amiss. In

addition, however, this resolution may also make us hesitate before pit-

ting internal constraints against external selection when we conceptual-

ize the emergence and persistence of form in evolution. That is, it may

reduce the danger of recapitulating the sterile debate over inner and outer

causes in our thinking about stability and change in evolution.



6 The Accidental Chordate:

Contingency in Developmental Systems

The somewhat peculiar title of this chapter is not just an allusion to items

of s popular culture. It refers as well to Steven Jay Gould’s (a)

book Wonderful Life, in which he discusses the fossils of the Burgess

Shale, a rich bed of paleontological remains in Canada. Many of these

fossils belong to extinct phyla. An extinct species or genus is hardly re-

markable, but the disappearance of groups as high in the evolutionary

hierarchy as the phylum may be, retrospectively, at least, more arresting:

Consider that the vertebrates, as varied as they are, are only a subdivision

of the phylum Chordata.

Gould enlists the bizarre Burgess creatures, which he calls ‘‘weird

wonders,’’ in the service of one of the dominant themes in both his popu-

lar and his scholarly writing: contingency in evolution. Like many other

scientists, Gould frequently argues against the widespread idea that the

course of evolution is somehow necessary: progressive, goal directed,
always moving from the less to the more complex, and culminating in

those marvels of reflective intelligence, ourselves. Again like many

others, however, Gould (e.g., :) has no difficulty attributing these

qualities of orderly goal direction to development; hence his use of the
common metaphor of the computer program to explain developmental

processes.1

The two words evolution and development have intertwined histories

that reflect changing understandings of what we would now call the evo-

lution of populations and the development of organisms. Much of this

book is about the way the relationship between these two formational

processes is conceptualized. I will not address the problems of mass ex-

tinction that are presented in Wonderful Life, but I will use Gould’s dis-
cussion of the Burgess Shale creatures as a pretext for examining the way
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contingency is used to contrast evolutionary processes with developmen-

tal ones. I argue for a notion of development in which contingency is

central and constitutive, not merely secondary alteration of more funda-

mental, ‘‘preprogrammed’’ forms.

Gould uses contingency in two major ways: as unpredictability and as a
certain kind of causal dependency. It is useful for my purposes to distin-

guish the epistemological from the ontological sense of the word. I wish

to examine the usual assumption that while chordates, or any other phy-

lum, may be evolutionarily contingent, any particular chordate (or, for

that matter, any organism) is hardly contingent ontogenetically, because it
is brought into being by an internal plan. My discussion of developmen-

tal processes, which concludes with some thoughts on contingency in

theorizing about developmental systems, also notes some possible con-

nections to recent thinking in critical theory and the sociology of science.

These connections startled me when I first confronted them. But perhaps

they are not so surprising: Insofar as the modernist project consists of the

attempt to separate nature from culture (Latour ), a serious rethink-

ing of the two would seem very much to the point.

Contingency: Predictability and Process

Gould’s argument inWonderful Life is that the very existence of the phy-
lum Chordata, and therefore of ourselves, is an evolutionary accident.

He repeatedly uses the metaphor of the lottery and says that ‘‘this model

strongly promotes the role of contingency, viewed primarily as unpre-

dictability, in evolution’’ (a:). It might seem that his primary

concern is epistemological. This impression is strengthened when, in the

same passage, he challenges his readers to contemplate the elaborate de-

signs of these extinct creatures and to say what defect explains why they,

and not others, vanished from the earth. But simple prediction (or retro-

diction) is surely not Gould’s only point. He is also making an argument

about what kinds of causal processes are involved in evolution, ‘‘an un-
predictable sequence of antecedent states, where any major change in any

step of the sequencewould have altered the final result. This final result is

therefore dependent, or contingent, upon everything that came before—

the unerasable and determining signature of history’’ (a:–).
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Much could be said about this passage, but for now, we may note

that Gould is joining the epistemological issue of predictability with the

ontological one of the nature of evolutionary process, as chains of cer-

tain kinds of causal dependency. Gould certainly didn’t invent the asso-

ciation between these particular meanings of contingency (Cahn ;

Dray ).2 Nor is the association always pernicious. As I noted above,

however, the distinction between the predictability of processes and the

nature of those processes will be crucial to my discussion of develop-

mental dynamics.

Development involves the repeated arising and transformation of com-

plexes of interacting processes and entities. These occur not because

of preordained necessity, and not, obviously, by ‘‘mere chance,’’ if this

means an absence of regularity or causal relation. Rather, they come

about through systems of contingencies whose organization may itself

be contingent, and in any case, must be accounted for. Reliable, species-

typical life courses can be seen as contingent in a number of ways (e.g.,

not absolutely necessary, causally dependent on factors that may in turn

be uncertain). They may still be highly predictable, and thus noncontin-
gent, in another sense. Unlike evolution, development presents us with

repeating cycles. Despite many kinds of variation, these can be so simi-

lar across generations that they offer themselves for comparison with the

transmission of property by social institutions of inheritance. They thus

invite confusion between the epistemological and ontological aspects of

contingency. The reliability of these cycles tempts us to think that their

products are somehow delivered in a package, ready-made and whole.

There are many other intergenerational bridges besides the chromo-

somes, but the genes are often endowed with extraordinary causal pow-

ers, sometimes being credited with the capacity to generate the next cycle

virtually de novo. The sheer predictability of many aspects of develop-

ment has been explained by invoking special causal processes, directed

by molecular agencies that are immortal, omnipotent, omniscient (even

immaterial; see Dawkins ; and Williams ). This involves a sys-

tematic privileging of insides over outsides and active controlling agents

over passive materials: The environment is seen as supporting, modu-

lating, and constraining development while primary formative power is

reserved for the genes (Doyle ; Keller ; Oyama ).

An alternative is to explain such reliably repeated sequences of events
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by invoking heterogeneous, complexly interacting, and mutually con-

straining entities and processes, in which ‘‘control’’ is distributed and

fluid rather than centralized and fixed (Gray ; Griffiths and Gray

; Johnston and Gottlieb ; Oyama , ). The successive

reconstruction of life cycles is possible not because constructing agents

are protected from the outside world by the nuclear boundary, but pre-

cisely because what is inside the cell interacts with what is outside it.

Once we acknowledge the many sources of intergenerational continuity

and the repeating interactions that bring them together, we have no need

for supermolecules to create the organism from scratch (Cohen ;

Gottlieb ; L. Margulis ; West and King ).

Whether or not an element or variety of energy is a ‘‘resource’’ depends

on its relation to the developing organism, which is in turn defined and

constructed by its internal and external interactions. In this view, a gene

is a resource among others rather than a directing intelligence that uses

resources for its own ends. There is no centralized repository of ‘‘infor-

mation’’ and causal potency that explains the repeated lives of organisms,

no matter how much our notions of biological necessity may seem to re-

quire one. There are, however, many ways in which processes that have

usually been considered mutually independent can be seen as actually

impinging on each other. These relations are part of the developmental

story.

If one adopts this way of approaching vital processes, many vexatious

distinctions become not only unnecessary but unintelligible, while rea-

sonable ones can be unambiguously characterized.One can compare, that

is, features that vary within a species with those that are species-typical,

or outcomes that seem difficult to perturb experimentally under a certain

range of circumstances with those that vary in that same range, and so

on. The point is that these are different questions, not different ways of
approaching the same question (see chapters  and ).

The notion of repeated cascades of contingencies, some more tightly

constrained than others, has been central to work on developmental sys-

tems. Developmental influences interact over the life cycle to produce,

maintain, and alter the organism and its changing worlds. I have some-

times called these influences, whether animate and inanimate, ‘‘inter-

actants.’’ Although this term was formulated independently of Bruno

Latour’s () and Michel Callon’s () work on actants in ‘‘techno-
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economic networks,’’ there are some striking conceptual similarities,

which I believe to be nonaccidental, albeit unintended. To a certain ex-

tent their work stems from problems that resemble the ones that have

engaged me, and that are historically and conceptually related to them.

In a developmental system, interactants and processes change over

ontogenetic and phylogenetic time. Some are more reliable than others:

The term system should not be taken as a guarantor of absolutely faithful

replication, but rather as a marker of a complex, interacting network that

may arrange its own relatively accurate repetition. System implies some

degree of self-organization, in which ‘‘self’’ is not some privileged con-

stituent or prime mover, but rather an entity-and-its-world, which world

is extended and heterogeneous, with indeterminate and shifting bound-

aries.3 Evolution, then, is change in these systems. For those who insist

on the neo-Darwinian synthesis definition of evolution in terms of allele

(variant gene form) frequencies, it is still possible to bring only these ele-

ments to the fore. To do so privileges the molecular level, however (in

fact, only one aspect of it), and the gene-centered view has a variety of

regrettable consequences, many of which are reviewed in these pages.

Developmental and Evolutionary Contingency

In speaking of unpredictable historical sequences, Stephen Gould (a:

) says that ‘‘contingency precludes [their] repetition, even from an

identical starting point.’’ But developmental contingencies, and at least

similar starting points, are what allow repetition, if and when it occurs.

Causal dependence on uncertain conditions (one definition of contin-

gency) needn’t involve unique, unrepeatable, in-principle-unpredictable

sequences. In the recurring life cycles discussed above, the conditions

for various interactions are dependable to varying degrees. One needs to

know when and how those conditions become more or less certain (How

reliable are the formational processes?) and how crucial it is that pre-

cisely those conditions be present (How forgiving are they?). These ques-

tions are themselves related. Because formational robustness depends on

other factors, one should not really speak of ‘‘canalized’’ or ‘‘buffered’’

characters as though this were somehow inherent in the character itself.

Human limb formation is reliable under many, but certainly not all, gesta-
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 . Inventions of Professor Lucifer Butts: Anti-floor-walking para-
phernalia, by Rube Goldberg (). Reprinted from Thomas Craven (Ed.),
, Cartoon Cavalcade (p. ), New York: Simon and Schuster.

tional circumstances; think of thalidomide and the limb deformities men-

tioned earlier. To continue the chain of conditionals, such circumstances

have different effects on different people in different settings at different

times. (Thalidomide in the eighth gestational month has different effects

from those caused by the drug in the third month; its effects are likely

to vary with other developmental factors, and there are surely individual

differences in responsiveness.) Even bones are being constantly unmade

and remade throughout life, and usage patterns are of great importance

in their shaping.

Consider the example of an assembly of contingencies shown in figure

. In an invention by cartoonist Rube Goldberg (b:), the adult

desirous of sleep must initiate the following sequence: ‘‘Pull string (A)

which discharges pistol (B) and bullet (C) hits switch on electric stove

(D), warming pot of milk (E). Vapor from milk melts candle (F) which

drips on handle of pot causing it to upset and spill milk down trough (G)

and into can (H).Weight bears down on lever (I) pulling string (J), which

brings nursing nipple (K) within baby’s reach. In the meantime baby’s

yelling has awakened two pet crows (L & M) and they discover rubber
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 . A segment of the ras (rat sarcoma) pathway thought to be in-
volved in the development of cancers in a variety of species. Illustration
by Baden Copeland. Reprinted from The New York Times, June , ,
p. C.

worm (N) which they proceed to eat. Unable to masticate it, they pull it

back and forth causing cradle to rock and put baby to sleep.’’

Figure  is another example of a chain of contingencies. Natalie Angier

(:C), of the NewYork Times, says of recent discoveries about the ras
pathway in cell division (the ras gene, named for rat sarcoma, is believed
to be implicated in many cancers):

Molecular biologists are now gazing upon their glittering prize, a funda-

mental revelation into how the body grows. The sight is astonishing to

behold. It is epic.

It deserves a crash of cymbals, a roll of the tympanum—and a hearty

guffaw. It turns out the much-exalted signaling pathway of the cell is a

kind of molecular comedy, in which one protein hooks up to a second

protein that then jointly push a button on an enzyme that pushes a button
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on another enzyme that makes this knob slide into that hole—all in all

like something Wile E. Coyote might have pieced together from one of

his Acme kits.

The joke here has nothing to dowith unrepeatability. Angier continues:

‘‘Despite its improbability, its cartoonish complexity, the design works

wondrously in overseeing cell growth, so well that it is shared by species

as distantly related as yeast, worms, flies and humans’’ (:C).

Rather, the comedy seems to derive from the violation of our notions

of simplicity, of logical necessity. One scientist involved in ras research
asked plaintively: ‘‘Why is it all so complicated? Why do you need so

many steps?’’ (Angier :C, quoting ras investigator Anthony Paw-
son). Biologist Sydney Brenner, introduced in chapter , made similar

comments on his failure to find the developmental program for the tiny,

much-studied roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans. Brenner complained
that the worm’s cell lines are ‘‘baroque’’ and that he could find no briefer

way of describing what happens than simply giving an account of the

entire sequence of events (in Lewin :).4

The sequences in the ras pathway and in the ontogeny of Brenner’s

worm are ‘‘improbable’’ in that they would have been hard to predict be-

fore the fact. They have an arbitrary, uneconomical air that offends the

sensibilities of those seeking the spare elegance of ‘‘law’’; each event

seems to occur not because of some transcendental necessity, but be-

cause the constituents just happen to be lying about. But the whole point,

of course, is that they do lie about, enabled and constrained by a spatio-
temporal organization that becomes possible only in a richly differenti-

ated setting. Consider, for example, the enforced propinquity of diverse

molecules in a structurally complex cell. These objects, relations, and re-

actions are capable of assembling, if temporarily, into systems of local

necessities: contingently predictable congeries of dependencies and in-

terdependencies, recurring cascades of contingencies.

The ras narrative takes place, for the most part, in the interior of indi-
vidual cells, but these linked cascades occur on larger scales as well, and

can include stable psychological and social processes, which in turn can

feed back into physiological events. As long as ‘‘environmental’’ effects

are understood as accidental, however, they are unlikely to be integrated

into accounts of ontogenesis.
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Goldberg’s anti-floor-walking devices must be reset for their next use

(though he also recommends that the adult keep earplugs handy just in

case). Part of the functioning of many biological processes, however, is

the entrainment of the next cycle. As noted above, this becomes pos-

sible precisely because the processes are not isolated, insulated, or au-
tonomous, but are connected to others, by which they are influenced, and

which they may in turn influence. Because these enabling/constraining

systems do not stop at the skin, the developmental systems perspective

requires a willingness to cross familiar boundaries in tracing such con-

nections. This allows seasonal or other ecological regularities, for ex-

ample, to be included in the developmental account. (See Griffiths and

Gray  for one way of individuating these complexes.) In a discussion

of the history of life, Jack Cohen (:) tells of chemical complexes

that do ‘‘reset’’ themselves. These are self-feeding chemical reactions:

‘‘Each reaction affected some other process which led through a series

of steps back to control of itself.’’ The importance of such feedbacks, he

notes, lay in the fact that they could ‘‘keep the set-up going, instead of

hastening it to some kind of completion or exhaustion.’’ These multiple

dependencies ultimately make the metaphor of the linear chain inapt,

though a scientist may excise part of the process to analyze as if it were

an isolated chain running off autonomously against the background of

the rest of the system. To do so, however, all of that background must be

held constant (treated as given as well as kept from varying), just as Gold-

berg stabilizes by fiat, and is drolly mute about, many of the connections

and contingencies that bring together, and hold together, his precarious

assemblies.

Goldberg’s contraptions also make ingenious use of just the kind of

human-nonhuman-machine hybridization Latour () and Callon

(, ) mention in their respective analyses of networks. Notice that

the desires and actions of Goldbergian crows must be assumed to be as

stable as the melting point of paraffin. In another of Professor Butts’s in-

ventions a fan’s components include not only a wheelbarrow and a doll,

but also a live lovebird that nods every time it is asked whether it loves a

mechanical bird, as well as a bear that, when ‘‘annoyed’’ at being kicked,

‘‘suspects’’ the doll dangling before it and eats it, thus triggering the next

step in the astonishing concatenation (R. Goldberg a:).
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Contingency in Theorizing Developmental Systems

We have seen that the epistemological question of predictability is not

always distinguished from the ontological one of process in discussions

of contingency. Yet reliably repeated assemblies can be noncontingent

in the sense of being highly predictable while being thoroughly contin-

gent in their dependence on complex, extended systems of interacting

factors whose dynamic organization cannot be explained in terms of a

single component or central agency. I conclude this discussion by sug-

gesting that we extend the habit of remembering contingency, of saying

‘‘It depends . . . ,’’ to the very activity of theorizing.

Characteristic of much of the work on developmental systems is an

insistence on a sort of parity of reasoning. If, for example, some aspect

of an organism is deemed to have a ‘‘biological base’’ because its vari-

ants are correlated with genetic variation in a particular population at a

particular time, then one also ought to be willing to call something ‘‘en-

vironmentally based’’ if it is correlated with variations in the surround.

(As some commentators on the nature-nurture opposition have pointed

out, the same feature may thus be ‘‘wholly biological’’ and ‘‘wholly en-

vironmental,’’ depending on conditions and the investigative choice of

the researcher. See Johnston .) Or, if some bit of matter is termed

a ‘‘master molecule’’ because certain interesting things happen after it

is activated (this is a loose inference about usage; the reasoning behind

such terms is seldom explicit), then the same criteria should be used for

all links in the sequence having similarly interesting sequelae—and one

need hardly add that what is interesting, and to whom, is hardly fixed or

uniform. (On master molecules, see Keller :, quoting David Nan-

ney.) Obviously the point of such exercises in conceptual equity is not to

distribute causal honorifics to more and more entities, but rather to ques-

tion them by rendering them explicitly situation specific. By undermining

the raison d’être of such terms, which is to elevate certain elements above

others, the practice of relativization-by-contextualization should curb the

impulse toward wildly extending the range of application.

One virtue of the parity-of-reasoning arguments, which in many ways

resemble the ‘‘symmetry’’ rule described by Callon () and by Bar-

bara Herrnstein Smith (), for example, is that they direct attention
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to the often-unrecognized assumptions that inform the questions we ask

and the ways we ask them. To emphasize the relativity of questions to

the assumptions and purposes that lie behind them is not to claim that all

entities, questions, or assumptions are equal or that it doesn’t matter what

one thinks because all ideas are equally valid.5 On the contrary, precisely

because it matters very much what questions we ask and why, and be-

cause the meaning of a question, as well as its possible answers, depends

on what kind of world it takes for granted, it is important to consider the

vision of the world implied by those questions. Even the boundaries of a

developmental system are relative to the type of inquiry one is conduct-

ing, to the kind of story one wants to tell (van der Weele :chap. ).

A social-psychological account may include elements that an evolution-

ary one ignores.

Consider a scar, perhaps one incurred in a duel. Paul Griffiths and

Russell Gray (:) would exclude scars from the developmental

system because they would not contribute to their own reconstruction in

the next generation (as a heart, for instance, would). But a scar carry-

ing a certain symbolic or social weight might so contribute, at least in a

short-term and general way, under certain social circumstances. A saber

duel might give immediate resolution to a dispute, but it might also have

a medium-term tendency to stabilize a person and family on the social

landscape (with who knows what consequences for their reproductive

success), and a longer-term tendency to legitimize and perpetuate the

social arrangements themselves, including customary methods of resolv-

ing disputes, and thus the occurrence and the meaning of certain kinds

of scars.

There are many degrees of transgenerational stability, so Griffiths and

Gray’s ‘‘evolutionary developmental systems,’’ as they might be termed,

would grade into the more inclusive sort that I have written about. De-

fined by the totality of causal interactions constituting a developmental

trajectory, not just the ones that are regular across evolutionary time,

these include features that play a role in a particular lifetime but do not

recur in offspring. Either way, a system can include the sorts of factors

that are typically of interest to a developmental psychologist, say, or a

sociologist, as well as those that are more likely to occupy a physiolo-

gist or a geneticist. Many genetic mutations, for instance, would not meet

Griffiths and Gray’s criterion but could nevertheless have an important
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developmental impact on an organism. Such gradations are not only con-

venient, they are also theoretically crucial for undoing the distinction be-

tween cultural and biological evolution (chapters  and ; Oyama ).

This is a goal I share with Griffiths and Gray. Dueling scars may not re-

cur across hundreds of generations, but circumcision, for example, can be

transgenerationally stable for long periods and important in maintaining

both cultural continuity and nonrandom reproduction. (Perhaps the ulti-

mate such developmental ‘‘accident’’ is the navel, and it is a nice exercise

to test the various criteria for nature and nurture on it.)

It is possible to demonstrate, then, that many ways of privileging the

gene are unjustified. This can lead to including more kinds of phenomena

in an initially restricted scheme, as when levels of selection or even rep-

licators proliferate when a particular logic is applied to more and more

cases.6 But, as my earlier comments on master molecules suggested, it

can also call into question the very language of self-replication, informa-

tion, autonomous control—language that may become untenable when it

is more fully contextualized. Consider again Angier’s () description

of just some of the contingencies involved in the ras protein’s workings,
and her willingness to refer to just this molecule as ‘‘the mastermind of
a signaling cascade.’’ One could also, I suppose, call the rubber worm in

Rube Goldberg’s machine the mastermind of baby soothing.

Although Angier’s account appeared in the New York Times, such lan-
guage is common in the scientific literature as well. More to the point,

it is tied to a way of thinking about biological processes that can be

quite problematical. Such oppositions as autonomy versus connection,

central control versus distributed control, and nucleus versus cytoplasm

have rich metaphorical associations that are not scientifically or socially

inert. The methodological, metaphorical, and wider social aspects of

these matters are not really separable (Keller , especially chap. , on

the ‘‘pacemaker,’’ ; Sapp ).

Latour (:–) has described the scientist as a spokesperson for

that which is studied.One of the many reasons I have found it worthwhile

to think and write in developmental systems terms is that it allows me

to speak for the background—the mute, manipulated materials, the fea-

tureless surround. Sometimes, the peripheral is the political. Ultimately

it may seem less appropriate to speak of entities’ replicating themselves

(thus marginalizing and instrumentalizing everything else) than to say
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that they may be assembled or constructed again and again as a result of

processes in which they play a part but do not ‘‘control,’’ except when

one isolates a part of the process for analysis.

Seeing erstwhile prime movers as players in a game they control only

according to a particular framing of a question and only by being con-

trolled by other factors doesn’t keep us from making distinctions, from

studying processes or intervening in them. It may, as I suggest in chap-

ter , make us less likely to underestimate the constitutive importance of

these ‘‘other factors.’’ We will not then be as surprised when it all turns

out to be so complicated, or when unintended consequences and over-

looked (but necessary after all) conditions (or people) force us to look

again, for these are just what are pushed into the dim background bymore

monomaniacal stories (Star ).

By emphasizing the contingency of humans (introducing a distinctly

unprepossessing Burgess chordate at the very end of his book), Gould

denies predestination and draws a moral lesson about the importance of

choice and action. But if theorizing about contingency is itself contin-

gent in the ways I have suggested, we can turn Gould’s moral around: It

is equally important to recognize the ‘‘choices’’ we have already made,
however unreflectively or tacitly. Indeed, it is essential to articulate them

and own them, or even, once we have looked at them closely and related

them to our other beliefs and concerns, to put them aside and make better

ones. Taking some factor for granted or including it in a ceteris paribus

clause doesn’t mean that it plays no formative role or that it will always

be there. This is something we realize with growing alarm as develop-

mental, social, and ecological systems go awry, forcing closer attention

to those ‘‘background’’ conditions that account for both the robustness

and the vulnerability of developmental systems.
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Part II

Looking at Ourselves
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7 Essentialism, Women, and War:

Protesting Too Much, Protesting Too Little

In the s and s certain biological theorists and feminists con-

verged on ‘‘essentialist’’ accounts of war that are strangely similar. At

first glance it seems an unlikely development, given the frequency with

which feminists and antifeminists have lined up on opposite sides of the

nature-nurture rift. At second glance, though, perhaps the alliance is not

so surprising after all.We seem to be in the midst of a pendulum swing

‘‘back to nature.’’ This movement, in turn, is probably part of a more gen-

eral trend in the United States toward conservatism and a certain brand of

romanticism, although the issue is complex. Apart from the current em-

phasis on so-called traditional values, though, the convergence on ‘‘bio-

logical’’ views reflects some very pervasive beliefs that are as evident in

environmental determinist approaches as they are in biological ones.

By ‘‘essentialist,’’ I mean an assumption that human beings have an

underlying universal nature that is more fundamental than any variations

that may exist among us, and that is in some sense always present—per-

haps as a ‘‘propensity’’—even when it is not actually discernible. People

frequently define this preexisting nature in biological terms and believe

that it will tend to express itself even though it might be somewhat modi-

fied by learning, and thus partially obscured by a cultural veneer.1

When I say that social determinist and biological determinist ap-

proaches share many assumptions, I mean that even when they have dis-

agreed on the proper ‘‘balance’’ of cultural and biological explanation,

they have treated the general project of finding the correct proportions

of environmental and genetic influence as a valid one. They have also

tended to agree that the possibility of change was somehow illuminated

by their disputes.
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In a revealing metaphor, sociobiologist David Barash (:) com-

pares the relationship of nature and nurture to two people wrestling. As

they tumble about, he says, their limbs entwine so that it is hard to tell

which is which. Yet, however entangled they may become, the combat-

ants do not merge; they are separate persons in competition, and our im-

perfect powers of observation do not change that fact.We will return to

this problem of separateness later. Let’s look first, however, at some ex-

amples of essentialist accounts of women and war. The first several come

from scholars who have offered us their biological views of human be-

havior and society; the last two come from a  collection of feminist

writings.

The Argument

Lionel Tiger and Robin Fox (:–) say that war ‘‘is not a human

action but a male action; war is not a human problem but a male prob-

lem.’’ If nuclear weapons could be curbed for a year and women could

be put into ‘‘all the menial and mighty military posts in the world,’’ they

say, there would be no war. Tiger and Fox immediately concede that

this proposition is a totally unrealistic fantasy, because the human ‘‘bio-

grammar’’ (a term they use more or less the way others use ‘‘genetic pro-

gram’’) ensures that such a thing could never happen. Men, they say, have

evolved as hunters who band into groups and turn their aggressiveness

outward against common enemies or prey. Political structures in modern

societies are formed on this primeval hunting model, and men naturally

dominate these structures as well. Tiger speculates that women, who he

says do not bond and cooperate as effectively as men, could be given

positions in government by special mandate. He feels, however, that it

might be unwise to expect that even this effort could effect much change

(:–). Presumably, attempts to subvert natural tendencies are

not likely to succeed.

Barash (:–) accepts the idea that males bond and exclude

women from political power, although he emphasizes the grounding of

male aggression in competition for reproductive opportunities and repro-

ductively relevant resources (p. ). He argues that women are allowed

to hold political power only if they are in some sense ‘‘desexed’’ by age,
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physical unattractiveness, or both. Otherwise, men refuse to recognize

a woman’s authority, even when she manages to gain admittance to the

male ‘‘club’’ (pp. –).

Another commentator on matters biological, Melvin Konner (:

xviii, , ), offers the idea that women, because they are less ag-

gressive than men, should be placed in authority in order to ‘‘buffer’’ or

‘‘dampen’’ violent conflict between nations. He seems to reject hunting

bands as the evolutionary explanation for human aggression, although he

does cite Tiger’s work and allows that ‘‘something happens when men

get together in groups; it is not well understood, but it is natural, and it

is altogether not very nice’’ (pp. –). Like Barash, Konner (chap.

) is more impressed with the notion that male aggression is explained

by competition for the reproductive resources provided by females: eggs

and parental care.

The suggestion is thus made that women might be more peaceful than

men in positions of power, but it is immediately and quite effectively

undone by these theorists’ other assumptions about natural differences

between women and men, and about the social consequences of these

differences. It is a rather neat irony, that the qualities that might save the

world are kept out of the public sphere by the very same biological order

that produces them. Konner (:) does not say that women must

always be excluded from power, although he asserts that it is pointless

to use violent female rulers of the past as models for the future, because

they ‘‘have invariably been embedded in and bound by an almost totally

masculine power structure, and have gotten where they were by being

unrepresentative of their gender.’’ He does not say how to implement his

recommendation that ‘‘average’’ women be allowed to control theworld’s

arsenals. (Perhaps it would be easier to recruit abnormally peaceful men.)

The argument that women’s exclusion from politics is inevitable also

appears, of course, in past and present antifeminist writings on the neces-

sity of patriarchy.2 Partly because biological arguments have often been

associated with reactionary politics, it is now common for theorists to de-

clare their liberal values, deny that biological treatments are necessarily

either deterministic or conservative, and emphasize that biological expla-

nation is not the same as moral approval. Then the theorists typically call

on us to know our natures in order to transcend them. Barash (:),

for example, asks whether we can use our understanding to overrule the
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biological ‘‘whisperings from within.’’ At the same time, these writers

often warn against trying to challenge the boundaries and constraints our
genes set for us. Charles Lumsden and E.O.Wilson (:–) warn

that trying to escape these constraints risks the ‘‘very essence of human-

ness.’’ They advise us to learn what the limits are, and to set our goals

within them, while Barash declares that denying natural sex differences

is ‘‘likely to generate discontent’’ (:).

The relationship between politics and science is a complex one, and

although I think it can be argued that at any particular time some scien-

tific approaches tend to be associated with or to imply certain attitudes

toward the moral and political worlds, there is no direct tie between re-

actionary values and an interest in, for example, evolutionary analysis.

Biologists become quite as annoyed as anyone else at having their politics

misrepresented, and to assume that someone who emphasizes biological

bases of human behavior is automatically a ‘‘crypto-Nazi’’ is to engage in

just the sort of reductive thinking I am criticizing. A crucial link between

one’s scientific and political views is one’s conception of will and possi-

bility. Such conceptions are rarely made explicit, and yet these are just

the sorts of hidden assumptions that structure the arguments and invite

the conclusions.

Turning to the feminist literature, we find examples of essentialism in

Pam McAllister’s () collection, Reweaving the Web of Life. In ‘‘The
Prevalence of the Natural Law within Women,’’ Connie Salamone de-

scribes women’s roles in protecting both the young and the natural law

that governs the world. This role, if it is not subverted by male values,

endows females with a special affinity with other animals and tends to

give rise to concern over animal rights and to vegetarianism. Salamone

(:–) contrasts the female ‘‘aesthetic of untampered biological

law’’ with ‘‘the artificial aesthetic of male science.’’ In another paper in

theMcAllister collection, Barbara Zanotti (:) invokesMary Daly’s

concept of women’s biophilia, or love for life, and goes on to describe

the history of patriarchy as the history of war. She asserts that, in making

war, patriarchy does not really attack the opposing military force; rather,

it attacks women, who represent life. Soldiers, she suggests, are encour-
aged to identify military aggression with sexual aggression, so that ‘‘the

language of war is the language of gynocide.’’

The argument under discussion, then, is that women are inherently
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less aggressive than men, that war is caused by male aggression, and

that women are thus somehow more capable than men of bringing about

peace—or, at least, would be less destructive than men if they were in

power. It is a skeletal argument, of course, abstracted from very different

sorts of writings. The transition from individual to international conflict

in such works is not necessarily direct. For Tiger and Fox (), Barash

(), and Zanotti (), for example, war is specifically the aggres-

sion of male-bonded men in groups; and Tiger (:) distinguishes
between individual and group violence. Furthermore, the connection be-

tween aggression and peacemaking is not clear. Especially in the work

of the male scientists cited above, it is females’ lack of aggressiveness,
rather than any positive quality, that is emphasized. Even in a world in

which women have traditionally been defined by their deficits, I’m not

sure that peacemaking and peacekeeping should be seen as merely pas-

sive (to invoke another loaded dichotomy) results of low levels of aggres-

sion. Radical feminists are more likely to implicate the positive female

qualities of nurturance, sensitivity to connections, and peacefulness.3

Lumping: How to Ignore Important Distinctions

The arguments about the sexes and aggression discussed above all re-

quire that aggression be unitary. They depend on, and encourage, certain

kinds of illegitimate ‘‘lumping.’’ One sort of lumping is definitional: All

sorts of behavior, feelings, intentions, and effects of actions are grouped

together as aggressive. Tiger’s (:) definition, for example, is so

broad that it embraces all ‘‘effective action which is part of a process of

mastery of the environment.’’ Violence is one outcome of such aggres-

sive activity, but not the only one. That women do not bond in aggressive

groups implies, then, that they are less capable of ‘‘effective action’’ in the

service of ‘‘mastery of the environment’’—a sweeping statement indeed,

and one that bodes ill for any political action on the part of women.
Another habit that allows us to treat aggression as a uniform quan-

tity is cross-species lumping, equating very different phenomena, so that

mounting and fighting in rodents, for example, territoriality in fish or

birds, and hunting, murder, and political competition in humans are all

‘‘aggressive’’ behaviors. Then there is the lumping of levels of analysis,
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in which the activity of nations and institutions is reductively collapsed to

the level of individuals, or even of hormones or genes. Finally, there is de-

velopmental lumping, in which activity levels in newborn babies, rough-

and-tumble play in young children, fighting or delinquency in teenagers,

and decisions of national leaders in wars are viewed as developmentally

continuous, or somehow ‘‘the same.’’ Sex differences in these behaviors

are then seen as manifestations of basic sex differences in aggressive-

ness.4

Much of this lumping depends on very common modern-day versions

of preformationism and essentialism. Today we think of preformationism

as an archaic relic of outmoded thought, and we snicker at the absurd idea

that there are little people curled up in sperm or egg cells. But replac-

ing curled-up people with curled-up blueprints or programs for people

is not so different. That is, there is not much conceptual distance be-

tween aggression in the genes, on the one hand, and coded instructions for
aggression in the genes, on the other.What is central to preformationist

thought is not the literal presence of fully formed creatures in germ cells,

but rather a way of thinking about development—development as revela-
tion of preformed essence rather than as contingent series of constructive
interactions, transformations, and emergences. It is a way of thinking that

makes real development irrelevant because the basic ‘‘information,’’ or

form, is there from the beginning, a legacy from our ancestors.

Nor is the basic reasoning much changed by the less deterministic-

sounding language of biological predispositions, propensities, or limits

to flexibility. As we have seen, the assumptions underlying these appar-

ently moderate formulations are not substantially different from more di-

chotomous ones. Similarly, saying that of course nature combines with,

or interacts with, nurture suggests a continued reliance on a biological

nature defined before development begins and merely modulated or de-

flected by environmental nurture.One problem is that, in more moderate-

sounding accounts, the genes still define the boundaries within which

action is possible, and they still constitute the ultimate source of control.

Barash (:), for instance, likens humans to horses being ridden by

genetic riders who give us considerable freedom but remain in firm com-

mand. How are those who hold this view to conceptualize a ‘‘we’’ that

is pitted against our genes in a struggle for control over ‘‘our’’ behavior?

Another puzzle, at least for feminists who embrace the argument for in-
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herent male aggression and dominance, is how to mobilize for change in

a world populated by inherently aggressive and dominant males.

What Is the Point?

It is important to be clear about what I am not doing when I criticize the
nature-nurture opposition or when I decry the lumping of different defi-

nitions, species, levels of analysis, and developmental phenomena. I am

not saying that aggression, however it is defined, is unimportant. I am not

denying that nations are composed of individuals, and that individuals

are composed of cells, chemicals, and so on. Indeed, understanding these

parts might help us to understand the wholes of which our world is com-

posed. I am not, therefore, rejecting research on individuals, hormones,

neurons, and genes, including those of other species. I am not making an

environmental determinist argument that biology is irrelevant, that genes

don’t count, and that everything about behavior can be changed. These

last three, by the way, are not the same argument, and one of our prob-

lems is that we tend to lump them at the same time that we lump biologi-

cal arguments. I am not even denying certain constancies or similarities

among individuals within and across societies.

What I am saying is that analysis should be conducted in the interests of

the eventual synthesis of a complex, multilevel reality ( just as temporary

lumping—of diverse essentialist treatments of aggression, for example—

can serve the elaboration of a more complex argument). The levels I have

in mind are not like onion skins that can be stripped away to reveal a

more basic reality. After all, when one takes away enough of an onion’s

layers, there is nothing left to reveal. Rather, they are levels of analy-

sis whose interrelationships must be discovered, not assumed. We will

never understand the role of genes and hormones in individual lives or

of individuals in society unless we move beyond traditional oppositions.

We will never gain insight into the possibilities of different developmen-

tal pathways if we assume them to be fixed. This is the point at which

the environmental and biological determinists, as well as the more mod-

erate ‘‘in-betweenists,’’ are unwitting allies: They usually agree roughly

on what it would mean for something to be biological or cultural, even

as they argue about relative contributions of genes and learning.
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If wewant to use scientific analysis to answer questions, we must know

what questions we are asking, or we’ll never know what evidence could

help us answer them. And if we want to fight the good fight, we must

know what the enemy is, or wewill waste precious time and energy. Note

that I saywhat the enemy is, notwho; I am concerned with ways of think-

ing, not people.

Questions, Concerns, and Answers

We should not ask if something is ‘‘biological’’ and expect a single an-

swer.We might be asking about the chemical processes associated with

some behavior, for instance; this is a matter of the level of analysis, and

such questions can be asked about any behavior, learned or unlearned,

common or uncommon, fixed or labile.We might be asking about devel-

opment: Does a given behavior seem to be learned? Is it present at birth?

(These two are not the same thing, since learning can be prenatal, and

not all postnatal changes involve learning.) We might be asking about

evolutionary history, which in turn resolves into other questions: Is the

behavior present in phylogenetic relatives? When did it appear in our

own evolutionary line, and why? We might be asking what role, if any, a

character now plays in enhancing survival and reproduction.We might be

asking whether variation in a character is heritable in a given population:

Are differences in the character correlated with genetic differences?

None of these questions has any automatic bearing on any other, and

lumping them together as ‘‘genetic’’ or ‘‘biological’’ simply muddles mat-

ters. Often, however, a person who asks whether some trait is biological

is not interested in these particular questions at all, but has something else

in mind: the inevitability of a trait; or its unchangeability in the individu-
als evincing it; or its goodness, justifiability, or naturalness; or perhaps

the consequences of trying to change or prevent it.Will it come bursting

out as soon as we drop our guard? Will intervention do more harm than

good? Scientists frequently share these concerns, as well as the assump-

tions that link them to biology. But worries about inevitability are really

about possible developmental pathways, not about past or present ones.
(Even wondering whether a present state of affairs is immutable implies

wanting to know what would happen if . . . , and wondering whether
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it was inevitable implies wanting to know what would have happened

if . . . ) When Barash (:) speculates that male parenting in humans

is ‘‘not nearly as innate as modern sexual egalitarians’’ think, he seems

to be commenting on the probability of reaching certain personal and

political goals, and he seems to believe that ‘‘innateness’’ (a concept he

never defines satisfactorily) has something to do with the difficulties that

he thinks ‘‘sexual egalitarians’’ will encounter.

Inevitability is not predictable from observations at the morphologi-

cal or biochemical levels of analysis. It is not predictable from the role

played by learning in the development of a behavior, or from its time of

appearance. It is not predictable from a phylogenetic history, a pattern

of heritability in some population, prevalence in certain environments,

or even from universality in a species. That is, none of these traditional

scientific biological questions is relevant to the concerns that most often

motivate the questions. To ask biology to tell us what is desirable, further-
more, is to ask science to do our moral work for us.

We must decide what kind of world we want, and why.We won’t nec-

essarily succeed in bringing it about, but we shouldn’t be deterred pre-

maturely from trying because of biological evidence of whatever variety.

That is, we shouldn’t simply leap to the conclusion that matters are hope-

less, either because we believe the biological, in any of its senses, is

fixed, or because we believe it is dangerous to tamper with what is ‘‘natu-

ral.’’ Similarly, and just as important, we shouldn’t be complacent about

natural features we might value: Virtues that are thought basically femi-

nine in this world, for instance, won’t necessarily persist in the one that’s

coming. There is a tendency to view the biological as static, but it is, in

fact, historical at all levels. The habit of asking whether some feature of

our world is the result of biology or history is thus deeply odd. When

people ask about biology, though, their concerns tend to be mythologi-

cal, not historical. Here I do not mean myth as wrong, or ‘‘bad science,’’
(though it might be), but as a way of thinking that hankers after ultimate

truth, eternal necessity, and legitimacy.

Lionel Tiger, chronicler of male bonding and aggression, refers to Lord
of the Flies, William Golding’s widely read story of a group of English

schoolboys marooned on an island who rapidly degenerate into a horde

of savages. Apparently, Golding said that he wanted to construct a myth,

a tale that would give the key to the whole of life and experience (cited
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in Tiger :). The feminist Zanotti, too, accepts the centrality of

male bonding to individual and social life in her claim that, in making

war, men are eternally attacking and destroying women (:). Both

theorists invoke unchanging essence to explain gender and the relations

between men and women, and thus the world. But it is a static world in

which ancient tragedies are played out again and again, according to pri-

mal necessity. It is not a historical world in which necessity and nature

arise by process and then give way to other necessities and natures.

Playing the Game

It should be clear by now how I feel about several common strategies for

dealing with biological arguments.When someone says, ‘‘It’s biological,’’

we sometimes reply, ‘‘No, it’s not, it’s cultural,’’ when instead we should
be asking why the cultural and the biological are treated as alternatives

in the first place, and just what we (and they) really mean by either expla-

nation: Not all environmental influences are cultural ones, for instance. I

call this the Protesting Too Much Syndrome, because we are often afraid

that the trait in question is ‘‘biological’’ in one or more of the mistaken
senses described above. Similarly, when someone says that women are

innately inferior, we counter, ‘‘No, we’re not, you are,’’ rather than re-
jecting the assumption of essential nature that allows pronouncements of

this sort. This second strategy, the Protesting Too Little Syndrome, en-

tails agreeing that differences are biological, but reversing the evaluative

polarity. Male nature is bad; female nature is good. While it offers the

momentary satisfaction of turning the tables, it is based on all the ideas

about nature that get us into so much difficulty. This is too great a price

to pay for Mother Nature’s favor. The solution is not to protest precisely

the correct amount, or to find the degree of biological determination that

is just right, like Goldilocks trying to find comfort in a house that is not
her own. Rather, it is to protest a whole lot about the very rules of the
discourse.

I am not saying that we ought to throw out everything and start from

the ground up. We couldn’t do it even if we wanted to. But when there

are ample grounds for doubting the validity of a conceptual framework

or a set of issues, as is the case with the nature-nurture complex, we do
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ourselves no favor by blindly accepting the terms of the game. Some of

our gravest problems come, after all, from letting others set terms for us.

The burden of clarification certainly does not rest entirely with women,

but if we shirk our part, how can we do justice to the struggle?

Instead of pitting one mythical account against another, instead of

searching for a morally or emotionally resonant evolutionary past to ex-

plain the present, and then projecting it into the future, we must focus on

real historical processes whose courses are not foreseeable on the basis

of any account of nature as manifested in hunter-gatherers, baboons or

chimps, hormones, brain centers, or  strands. I speak here of indi-

vidual developmental history, as well as historical change on the societal

level, for it is within these processes that nature and possibility are de-

fined.

Are Women Less Aggressive and Hence Less Warlike?

I could say more about aggression and about women, and maybe even

a little about war. Perhaps the reason I haven’t done so up to this point

is that the essentialist theories I have been discussing don’t say much

about these topics either. Instead, I have focused on the ways we think
and talk about these topics.War is about politics, diplomacy, economics.

It is about historical continuity and change in relations among people,

not about brain centers, testosterone levels, or rough-and-tumble play.

War is like a fight between individuals only by analogy, just as certain

encounters between groups of ants are wars only by analogy. Perhaps it

is significant that the book sociobiologist Barash coauthored on prevent-

ing nuclear war (Barash and Lipton ) contains nothing about differ-

ing capacities and contributions of males and females, but instead lists

very pragmatic suggestions for effective action. I would never claim that

women have no role in national and international politics, but neither can

I make sense of the notion that we ought to be somehow inserted into

public life because of some mythic direct line to life, peace, and love.

Men are not a plague, and women are not a cure.



8 The Conceptualization of Nature:

Nature as Design

The controversies I find most interesting are the ones that are notable

for the questions they raise rather than the solutions they produce. One

can argue about whether computers have minds or not, for instance, but

the more intriguing question is, What does it mean to have a mind?—
and indeed, Is a mind something one can ‘‘have’’? Or one can wonder

whether or not apes have language, but the real challenge is to say pre-

cisely what language is. Thus far we have often been concerned with the

endless debate over whether or not some trait is ‘‘in’’ the genes: We have

considered just what the phrase (or its opposite) could possibly mean,

and what it shows about the way we think about the nature of organisms

and their development. Examination of these questions reveals some un-

spoken assumptions. To begin with, they have spatial implications.Minds

and language are thought to be things we either possess or don’t; they

have a location, typically in our brains. ‘‘Genetic’’ traits (or programs for

them) are in the . Behind these assumptions is the image of isolated

individuals whose properties (possessions!) can be enumerated without

paying much attention to their activities or surroundings.

To use biology as a basis for design—to ask it to guide our activities, in

devising a more reasonable agriculture, say, or ecologically safer meth-

ods for processing waste, is to turn outward, not inward, but a similar

situation arises. On the one hand we can wonder just which designs are

biologically natural and which are not. Or we can ask whether nature has

a design ‘‘there’’ for us to imitate. To turn Gertrude Stein’s dismissive

comment about Oakland, California, into a query, is there a there there?
Does Nature have a nature, an essence, independent of us but knowable

by us?
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Small-n-nature, Big-N-Nature

My reflections in this chapter will be a departure from the rest of the book

in twoways. First, my investigations of the relations between the internal

and external domains have concentrated on the concept of internal bio-

logical nature. I once called this ‘‘small-n-nature,’’ as in ‘‘human nature.’’
Here, though, I turn my attention to Nature ‘‘out there’’: Nature with a
capital N (these terms are from Oyama ). Second, instead of indicat-

ing the dangers of multiple meanings, as I did in chapter , I will celebrate

ambiguity. My emphasis on constructive interaction remains. This time,

however, it is applied not to the ontogeny of organismic ‘‘designs,’’ but

to the designs we see in the external world.

By insisting on construction, I don’t mean that we simply project our

internal designs onto a passive, chaotic Nature. This would be to ac-

cept the objectivist-subjectivist split criticized by Humberto Maturana

and Francisco Varela (), by certain feminist theorists (Harding and

O’Barr , for instance), by Lakoff and Johnson (), and by others

who are dissatisfied with what they consider to be seventeenth-century

notions of objectivity. Rather, external Nature, like internal nature, is
co-constructed over time, through intimate engagement with the world.

Nature is multiple but not arbitrary, and design is brought forth with the
world in that fusion of knowledge and action also described by Maturana

and Varela (). Just as I have denied the validity of traditional notions

of immutable biological nature inside us, written in our genes at the mo-

ment of our conception and existing independently of our developmental

interactions, I now question the idea that big-N-Nature has a unitary, eter-
nal nature that is independent of our lives in the world. In fact, the kinds

of interactions in which we participate influence the Nature we design.

(The ambiguity in the preceding sentence is intentional: I mean to refer

both to our conceptualizations of Nature and to the kinds of concrete

changes we bring about in the world.)

I am going to make some comments that may seem subversive to the

notion of ‘‘biology as a basis for design,’’ but ultimately I don’t think

they are. Along the way, I will discuss concepts of design and nature and

the virtues of multiple perspectives in elaborating these concepts. I will

touch on biology as a way of knowing, the relationship between knowers
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and knowledge, and the necessity of taking responsibility for our contri-

butions to the knowledge (and therefore the Nature) we construct. This

may seem rather a lot, but I wish only to sketch a set of issues, not to

provide an exhaustive treatment, so my comments on each topic will be

brief.

  

The word design is multiply ambiguous in English. It can be a noun or a
verb, and it has multiple meanings in both roles. In creative activity, the

word refers to the originating intention: One conceives a design, a plan

or scheme. It also refers to the finished product: A completed design may

be placed on display in a museum. Finally, it is the act of creation that

fulfills a design: One designs (makes) a table.

In working from a preexisting model, on the other hand, as is implied

by the idea of using biology as a basis for design, design refers to the pre-
existing external model: Replicas can be made of an original design. The

finished product may also be called a design, although we usually take

pains to distinguish the original from the copy. The activity itself, how-

ever, is not called designing, because the design is already there. Instead,
we speak of imitating, of copying (see chapter ).
The vocabulary reveals our assumptions. Subjects are treated as radi-

cally separable from objects. Design, or form, originates either inside or

outside the subject-agent. A strict distinction is made between active cre-

ation and passive imitation, between originating a design and serving as a

conduit through which it passes (chapter ; see also Maturana and Varela

).

But we are not committed to these assumptions in order to consider

nature and design.We can admit our interactive role in the definition of

problems, in the choice and conceptualization of model, in the mode of

investigation, in the construction of knowledge itself. I would even play-

fully suggest that we should increase the ambiguity of design by includ-
ing imitation or study, or even perception, in the semantic complex that
already embraces the creation of a design, the design created, and the de-

sign that guides our work. Who knows? This little exercise in creative

muddling might even dignify imitation.1 In any case, these reflections

on design should help to undermine some of the traditional assumptions
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about knowledge and activity that are now being strongly challenged

from many directions.

 

Two incidents prompted my own thinking about these issues. One was a

comment by Mary Catherine Bateson about the much-used metaphor of

the earth as mother. She offered some alternatives—the earth and our-

selves as co-parents, for example, or the earth as child—and made the

gentle suggestion that we needn’t insist on only one. There might be some

virtue, that is, in a kind of tentative flexibility in our thinking about this

relationship—or rather, these relationships.

The second prompt was a story in the New Yorker by Ursula Le Guin
(). Entitled ‘‘Half Past Four,’’ it is not so much a story told from sev-

eral points of view as it is a story that is itself progressively transformed.

In a series of scenes, people and events shift. Ann is first presented in

an encounter with her father, Stephen, and with Toddie, the retarded son

of her father’s new wife, Ella. In the next scene Ann is Todd’s sister,

and the two siblings discuss their absent father, who has started a family

with another woman. Then Ann is Ella’s daughter, meeting Ella’s suitor,

Stephen; and so on. Identities, histories, and even sexual orientation are

permuted and transmuted while the many-dimensioned space is bound

together by recurrent themes and images.

Reading the story for the first time, I found myself backtracking impa-

tiently in the careless reader’s attempt to recover what an initial scan had

missed. I fussed: Are Toddie and Ann siblings or half-siblings? Who is

this Ella, anyway? It was only after several of these truth-gathering for-

ays that I realized that getting the facts straight once and for all was not
the point. Rather, the concatenated scenes could be read for their richly

proliferating relations, including the relations among those relations.

These two experiences led me to reflect on the value of multiple per-

spectives—not as several lines of sight converging on the same object, in

which the goal is a single, more accurate view, but rather as paths to rich-

ness, to curiosity, to a sense of possibilities and myriad connections, di-

vergences, and discontinuities. Anthropologists Gregory andMary Cath-

erine Bateson speak of the diversity of reference, of point of view, in

ethnographic knowing (:).2 (Perhaps it is only coincidental that
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Le Guin is also the child of anthropologists.) It can be a corrective to the

exclusionary absolutism of much of traditional science and, incidentally,

much of traditional religion. Both of the latter, after all, are involved in

legitimating only certain kinds of knowledge, in sanctioning only certain

kinds of knowers and ways of knowing.

In scientific knowledge, the knower paradoxically disappears. The

ideal of scientific objectivity is based, in fact, on the interchangeability of

knowers. Sandra Harding () has written about Baconian objectivity

as universal subjectivity—knowledge by anybody—and about the corre-

sponding scientific division of the world into the real (public, shared) and

the unreal (merely private). An influential contemporary version of this

division is the distinction between the biological (objective, real, physi-

cal, and basic) and the merely psychological or cultural (subjective, less

real, evanescent, and arbitrary), and it is biologists’ role as arbiters of the

biologically real that lends them special authority in today’s world.

The disappearing knower supports the myth of the autonomy and sepa-

rateness of the world. That that separation may involve a degree of dis-

comfort and insecurity is a possibility explored by Susan Bordo’s account

() of the rise of Cartesian rationalism. She compares this histori-

cal development to the drama of separation in psychological develop-

ment and notes that one way of reducing the pain of separation is aggres-

sively to pursue separation; the pain is then ‘‘experienced as autonomy

rather than helplessness in the face of the discontinuity between self and

mother’’ (p. ). I would read this, by the way, as Bordo herself does,

not as a developmental psychopathology of science, but as ‘‘a hermeneu-

tic aid’’ enabling us ‘‘to recognize the thoroughly historical character of

precisely those categories of self and innerness that describe the modern

sense of relatedness to the world’’ (p. ).

The Conceptualization of Nature

  

Biologists are heirs to this tradition of knowledge, and they frequently

exhibit the traditional reluctance to recognize their own contributions to

it. Such recognition threatens, they fear, to make knowledge ‘‘merely’’

subjective, a solipsistic projection on the world. The scientific method,
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after all, is about eliminating subjectivity, about protecting pure factuality

from ‘‘bias.’’ These fears about the contamination of truth assume just

what I wish to question: the separation of the knower from the known,

the opposition of active creation to passive reception, and the conception

of pattern and design as things with independent existences. If we take

the virtues of multiple perspectives seriously, wemust own up to our con-

cerns and sensitivities, embracing a more interactive view of knowledge

and action. Despite our fears, I believe that neither we nor the world will

disappear.

I am not just complaining about ‘‘bad science,’’ a science infected by

extraneous interests and points of view. This implies that a pure, deper-

sonalized science can exist. Rather, this story making from a particular

point of view is what science is—not only ‘‘bad science’’ but also what

Helen Longino and Ruth Doell (/) call ‘‘science as usual.’’ 3



Information is the modern, technological incarnation of the notion of de-

sign; it is thus central to the issues at hand. Information is usually con-

ceptualized as a kind of stuff that can be found both inside and outside of

us. The information in us, revealed in ‘‘biological bases,’’ defines the in-

stinctive core of our being. It is a prescribed inner reality: small-n-nature,
typically thought to be encoded as genetic information that is ‘‘trans-

lated’’ into bodies and minds. Information ‘‘out there,’’ on the other hand,

comes from the external world. It is supposed to be acquired through per-

ception, and it then appears in the mind as representational knowledge.

Somehow information moves from big-N-Nature into our heads.
But information is not some mysterious stuff, capable of being trans-

mitted from one place to another, translated, accumulated, and stored;

rather, it grows out of kinds of relations. For Gregory Bateson (),

information is a difference that makes a difference. This invites ques-

tions: a difference in what (What are you paying attention to?), about

what (What matters?), for whom (Who is asking, who is affected?). Ask-

ing these questions leads us to focus on the knower, a knower who always

has a particular history, social location, and point of view.

Ironically, the science that was based on the democratization of knowl-

edge has produced a technocratic elite, so that knowledge-by-anybody is
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actually knowledge by a very few. The habitual disembodying of scien-

tific knowledge, however, tends to obscure the specialness, the exclusive-

ness, of this class of knowers. This mystification-by-depersonalization is

exemplified by the frequent use of the passive voice in scientific writing.

If we acknowledge that our interests, perspectives, cares, and worries

are part of the complex in which information is generated, then the know-

ing subject can’t disappear as easily as it does in conventional science.

It should become harder to mystify knowledge and action, and easier

to detect the politics of knowledge: the subtle power involved in de-

fining problems and evidence, in legitimizing knowers and knowledge.

Women and non-Westerners are often outside the inner circle of scientific

knowing, for instance, and farmers’ knowledge has been largely excluded

from scientific agriculture (Jackson ).4 In addition to highlighting the

usually invisible power relationships that partially structure our knowl-

edge, recognition of our active role in knowing may lessen the chances

that we will be reductively stuck in one perspective, or at one level of

analysis.

Biology as a Basis for Design

What kind of biology? What kind of basis? What kind of design? If we

mean a biology that is fixated on a small-n-nature inscribed in the secret
code of base pairs, if we believe that Nature designs organisms by giving

them genes for things, and that we can imitate her by inserting those

genes into other organisms (‘‘reprogramming’’ them) to make them pro-

duce the same things, then we already have a certain kind of biology as

a certain kind of basis for a certain kind of design. Just as surely, our

concepts of design and of ourselves have served as bases for that kind of

biology. (See Haraway b for a spirited commentary on the modern

constitution of organisms as ‘‘cyborgs,’’ or cybernetic organisms.) If we

mean a biology that is fixated on a single vision of big-N-Nature, perhaps
as ruthlessly competitive or as inherently cooperative, as a perpetual race

or as harmonious equilibrium, and if we believe we can order our own

lives and activities by this vision of Nature, then we already have this

kind of biology as well; it is a basis for, and a reflection of, our ideas of

(or aspirations for) our own design.
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Can we envision another kind of biology, one less tied to a search for

the one timeless truth that will structure our lives, a biology that recog-

nizes our own part in our constructions of internal and external natures,

and appreciates particular perspectives as vehicles for empathy, investi-

gation, and change? If a metaphor is something through which we can

think (G. Bateson and Bateson :chap. ), and perhaps through which

we can create/discover ourselves, can we find different metaphors for our

world, and thus construct different ways of being in it?

   

We must take responsibility for the Nature (and the biology) we con-

struct.We do not, however, manufacture either our own natures or Nature

out there as detached, Godlike subjects. Our responsibility is not the

responsibility of unmoved movers, absolute originators bringing order

to chaos. Rather, the construction is mutual; it occurs through intimate

interaction. By the same token, we do not simply record facts about ex-

ternal Nature, any more than we are simply manifestations of an internal

nature encoded in some genetic text. ‘‘Information,’’ that is, is not in-

dependent of us, and because this is so, we cannot disclaim a kind of

ownership. Our cognitive and ethical responsibilities are based on our

response-ability, our capacity to know and to do, our active involvement

in knowledge and reflection.

This is a productive ambiguity of subjects and objects, of multiple per-

spectives, of ourselves as nature’s designers and as nature’s designs, as

designers of our designs of (and on) nature, of our own natures as prod-

ucts of our lives in nature. If Nature is our technical or moral teacher,

it is not as a radically separate, independent source of information-stuff,

but rather as a source of differences, a world we interrogate with particu-

lar questions and particular concerns in mind, and whose responses we

interpret in the light of our own history with it.

I respect and value much of thework on alternative biologies, but I also

think we ought to be cautious about claiming one true account of Nature’s

nature (although I have in the past come close to doing this myself ). I am

suspicious of quests for single truths; there is a strong tendency to take

what is pre-scribed (‘‘already written,’’ whether in the genes or in the

language of the earth and streams, and therefore in no way dependent on
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us) as prescription, that is, as a received formula for action.We should re-

sist this temptation to seek ‘‘the natural’’ as an authoritative guide to our

lives. It is, after all, the temptation to deny our presence in every truth we

see. Our presence in our own knowledge, however, is not contamination,
as some may fear, but the very condition for the generation of that knowl-
edge. Biology is one activity among many, and design is the pattern that

emerges with that activity. Finally, this includes even our conceptions of

Nature’s own design.

Donna Haraway writes of science as fetish: ‘‘an object human beings

make only to forget their role in creating it, no longer responsive to

the dialectical interplay of human beings with the surrounding world’’

(:). Elsewhere, she calls on us to forsake our search for a total-

izing unity, to give up our ‘‘dreams for a perfectly true language, of per-

fectly faithful naming of experience’’ (b:). In place of the quest

for a lost innocence, an original wholeness to make our lives intelligible

and to ground our politics, she advocates a politics of coalition. Such a

coalition would be based not on a common language, but on a ‘‘powerful

infidel heteroglossia’’ (b:).

Much of what I have just said could be seen as a denial of the desir-

ability, or even the possibility, of taking biology as a basis for design. In

fact, though, once our terms are reworked in a way that fits the enterprise,

just the opposite is true. It is ‘‘biology’’ as timeless truth that I reject,

not biology as a human activity entered into with responsible awareness.

The first defines reality once and for all; the second is closely connected

to the persons and life circumstances of scientists and does not need to

claim transcendent truth.We can’t help revealing our notions of biologi-

cal design in our other creations, just as we can’t help showing ourselves

in our practice of biology. Probably the most common and intuitively ap-

pealing way of conceptualizing natural design, in fact, is by analogy with

our own activity. To acknowledge our part in constructions of Nature is

to accept interaction as the generator of ourselves and of our interrela-

tions, of knowledge, and of the world we know. Both we and the world

are expressed in this dance, even as we are created and know ourselves

in it.

If any of this makes sense, then the perspectives of the scientists who

are exploring alternative approaches are extraordinarily precious. Their

work shows us selves both responsive and response-able (and so, respon-
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sible) to a different conception of Nature, and thus to a different concep-

tion of ourselves. If there is special value in their work, and I think there

is, it is perhaps not so much due to their having found the one true essence

of Nature, but rather to their having developed and enacted a ‘‘knowledge

of the larger interactive system’’—what Gregory Bateson calls, simply,

‘‘wisdom’’ (:). Such knowledge is not in any absolute sense truer

than the partial knowledge of cause-effect arcs that Bateson says our con-

scious purpose cuts out from the loops and circuits of larger systems,

but it may well be crucial to our particular, nonabsolute contingent, and

increasingly endangered existence.

, ,   

What sorts of concerns are expressed in these alternative ways of ques-

tioning Nature? In what may be a foolish attempt to speak for those of

my colleagues who are turning their science to sustainable agriculture,

energy-efficient technology, the use of biological communities to de-

grade waste, and other important tasks, I will venture a few guesses. One

thing I see is worry, both about the excessive power of traditional sci-

ence and about limitations on its power. Science’s ability to predict and

control (the twin goals of contemporary science—whatever happened

to the ability to understand?) often seems inadequate to the cascade of

unintended consequences that frequently follows technological advance.

These two, excessive power and inadequate power, are not contradictory.

Both are aspects of our embeddedness in the world, an embeddedness

denied by conventional accounts of objective scientific knowledge. As

an example of this denial, consider the idea of objective truth as truth

that is grounded in no ground, no body, and no place. Quantity of power,

furthermore, is not necessarily the same as adequacy or appropriateness

of power. A little delicacy and discernment can go a long way.

In addition to worries about power and vulnerability, I sense in these

scientists a certain discontent with the feeling of estrangement that seems

to have been fostered by establishment scientists’ obsession with de-

tachment, isolation, and independence. Metaphors of engagement, con-

nection, and interdependence crowd their language, as they do mine,

as we struggle for different ways of knowing and being in the world.

This emphasis on interconnection is related, in fact, to my points about
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power and vulnerability. Attending only to the intended consequences

of powerful techniques without attending to the consequences of those

consequences is just what allows mainstream science to advertise power

without giving comparable time to danger and mishap. Often associated

with the paralyzed dismay that can accompany our glimpses of what

Donella Meadows calls ‘‘Awful Interconnections,’’ these metaphors of

wholeness can also show us that ‘‘solutions are as interconnected as prob-

lems’’ (:). Solutions, in turn, point to other problems and solu-

tions, not only technical but psychological, cultural, and economic as

well. There is thus a moral-aesthetic-political dimension to this prefer-

ence for inclusion over exclusion, the personal over the impersonal, mu-

tuality over domination, systems of influences over single causes, open-

ness over closure, loops over lines.

This dimension exists whether we recognize it or not, and it is a source

of difference in our approaches to science. Differences, however, do not

necessarily preclude common goals. I suggest that we try to respond to

Haraway’s challenge to forge a coalition of diverse tongues and visions,

generative of the kind of complex and multiple truths required by our

complex and precarious designs with, of, on, and in Nature.



9 Bodies and Minds:

Dualism in Evolutionary Theory

The first wave of controversy over sociobiology has subsided. Cautious

advocates make multiple disclaimers: Sociobiology is not racist/sexist/

reactionary or anticulture. It does not require genetic determinism or

nature-nuture dichotomies. It does not show us what characteristics are

inevitable or desirable, or even reveal the limits to human possibilities

(Alexander ; Crawford, Smith, and Krebs ; Daly and Wilson

; Gruter and Masters ). Meanwhile arguments about evolution

are heard with increasing frequency, not only in biology but in other

disciplines and in the popular media. Volumes on sociobiological ap-

proaches to political science, psychology, and the law have appeared

(Beckstrom ; Crawford et al. ; Gruter and Masters ; Mac-

Donald a). Talk of ‘‘inclusive fitness’’ is common, and the assump-

tion that organisms, including humans, are constantly jockeying for re-

productive advantage raises fewer and fewer eyebrows.

The Domestication of Sociobiology

Certainly the sociobiologists’ assurances are meant to show that the fuss

of the s has been misguided. Bad old words such as instinct and in-
nate have largely been replaced by substitute phrases that are supposed
to be innocent of unwanted implications. Thus we hear of evolutionarily

derived or canalized behavior, adaptive central tendencies, evolved mo-

tives, and facultative adaptations (ones that take different forms under dif-

ferent conditions, thus demonstrating that adaptiveness does not always

entail developmental or behavioral rigidity). Sociobiology seems to have
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become thoroughly domesticated, and a casual observer might conclude

that all is well.

New formulations, however, often carry the same sorts of problems

that plagued the old, and ambiguities and questionable inferential links

sometimes persist despite authors’ best efforts to eliminate them. In fact,

some scholars insist that there is still a need for the old concepts (Fuller

, on ‘‘something like’’ instinct being passed on in genes; Silverman

). Such expressions of intellectual nostalgia suggest that terms are

tidied up more easily than thoughts. Although some conceptual change

has occurred, thanks to both evolutionists and their critics (overlapping

groups, incidentally), we still need to clarify just what an evolutionary

account requires, and what it can and cannot tell us about ourselves.

The issues raised in this chapter are not confined to sociobiology. Some

are not even specific to evolutionary inquiry, but involve pervasive ways

of thinking about ourselves and others: about evolution, the body, and

‘‘human nature.’’ I start with a brief discussion of some relations between

the body-mind problem and the nature-nurture dichotomy. I return to

two variants of genetic determinist thought, the beliefs () that evolution

produces fixed universals and () that the genes determine a fixed set of

alternatives. Then I examine a rather more subtle matter—the belief that

evolution necessarily produces ‘‘selfish’’ creatures relentlessly pursuing

reproductive advantage.While the former issues turn principally on the

nature of development, this last one also involves the moral meaning of

our acts.

One of the legacies of the nature-nurture dichotomy is that anyone

criticizing one of the opposing positions will be seen as advocating the

other. If one voices skepticism about some ‘‘biological’’ interpretation,

then, one is assumed to be an environmental determinist, and vice versa.

This assumption is a trap, and it is better to dismantle traps than to step

into them (or, for that matter, to set them for others).

Innateness: The Body in the Mind

The phrase ‘‘the body in the mind’’ comes from the title of Mark John-

son’s  book. George Lakoff and Johnson () have investigated

the ‘‘objectivist’’ view of mind as disembodied and abstract, arguing for
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an alternative that does not rest on a separation of mind from body (see

chapter ). I am sympathetic with this depiction of embodied thought,

and these critiques of the opposition between subjectivism and objec-

tivism show many affinities with my own analyses. I borrowed the title

for a different reason, however: to highlight the association of innateness

with the body.

Johnson and Lakoff wish, among other things, to heal the mind-body

rift that has been so important in the Western philosophical tradition;

Johnson’s ‘‘body in the mind’’ is thus intended to signal an integration. I

use the phrase, however, to indicate a failure of integration, a continued
reliance on a set of ancient disunities, in which nature is associated with

the body, and nurture with the mind. Calling some aspect of the mind

‘‘biological’’ thus invests it with ‘‘bodiness.’’ This special status may de-

pend on any of the meanings of innateness. If a trait has counterparts in
other species, for instance, or appears universal in humans, or follows

family lines in some population (shows heritable variation), it may be

dubbed ‘‘genetic’’ or ‘‘biological.’’ Other definitions are based on appar-

ent survival or reproductive utility, the presence of identifiable morpho-

logical or biochemical correlates, apparent spontaneity or irrationality,

presence in infants, or absence of obvious learning. By attributing part

of the mind to nature, then, people place the body in the mind. Because it
is a notion of body that is rooted in a dualistic framework, however, the

result is not integration but only a more complicated dualism.

Scientists have not been completely oblivious to the weaknesses of

the nature-nurture opposition; recall the disclaimers mentioned above.

But disclaimers and adjusted terminology are not enough. Concepts can

survive considerable turnover in lexicon. E. O. Wilson () defines

sociobiology as the study of the biological bases of all social behavior.

Innumerable nonsociobiologists (physiologists, geneticists, anatomists,

etc.) also consider such ‘‘bases’’ central to their work, so the continu-

ing muddle about what a biological basis is can hardly be termed minor.
(Add those who devote time to showing that something or other is not
biological, and one has included much of the scholarly community.) 1

All behavior requires a body (and therefore involves genes and envi-
ronment, physiological correlates, brain structures, etc.), so nothing is

served by partitioning the mind into biological and nonbiological pieces.

Yet it is common for arguments about innate behavior to be buttressed by
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facts from neurology or biochemistry, as though there were some other

class of behavior not mediated by neurons and chemicals (de Catanzaro
; Hoffman ). ‘‘Biological bases’’ are usually euphemisms for ‘‘in-

stinct’’ and ‘‘innateness,’’ and refer to the same disorderly range of phe-

nomena. If the ‘‘nature’’ side of these dichotomies is not clearly delin-

eated, furthermore, the complementary ‘‘nurture’’ side must be equally

ill defined.

Asking about the role of learning in the development of some bit of be-

havior is not the same as asking about its phylogenetic history. But using

innate to mean both ‘‘unlearned’’ and ‘‘shared by evolutionary relatives’’
obscures this fact. Similarly, whether or not behavior can be affected by

any particular experience is quite independent of its survival value. Ap-

pearance early in life is not the same as imperviousness to outside in-

fluences. And so on. Once these nature-nurture questions are disambigu-

ated, it should be clear that they are different questions, with different

evidential bases, as we shall see below. They are not alternative ways

of glimpsing a single underlying nature; rather, they reveal the diverse,

sometimes conflicting meanings of ‘‘nature.’’

It is sometimes said that the division between nature and nurture needs

healing. Similar remarks are made about the body and the mind. In

neither case, though, are there two parts that need rejoining, like a bro-

ken dish. Both oppositions mislead by implying that their terms are of

the same type, and that these terms are in complementary relation, de-

fining some larger whole, the way complementary angles make up a right

angle—that is, that behavior is partly innate and partly acquired, and a

person is composed of a body and a mind. Once the metaphor of a parti-

tioned whole is accepted, all sorts of oddities follow. An anthropologist

may argue that a behavior pattern is cultural, not biological. Or, trying to

convey a sense of unreasoning compulsion, a drug user may insist that

the craving is physical, not just mental. A legal scholar may suggest that

stepparents’ biologically ‘‘programmed’’ tendency to abuse their step-

children ‘‘may operate as a hard-to-resist impulse,’’ and thus make the

act seem less reprehensible than abuse by natural parents (Beckstrom

:).2

There is nothing disreputable about research on brains and chemicals.

What is problematic is the implication that innateness, however it is de-

fined, has some privileged connection with those brains and chemicals.
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After all, we learn and think by virtue of our bodies (the claims of some

artificial intelligence theorists notwithstanding). The problem of the dis-

embodied mind is not solved by embodying just the ‘‘innate’’ portions,

for this would imply that other portions must be accounted for in some

other way. However we gerrymander the outlines of evolutionary ‘‘na-

ture,’’ there will always be some residual chunk of acquired ‘‘nurture’’

hovering mysteriously in thin air, without a ‘‘biological base’’ to support

it. But if natures are the result of the continuous nurture of developmen-

tal construction, we ought to object when we are told that nature interacts

with nurture (or biology with culture, etc.), just as we do when we read

about material body-stuff interacting with immaterial mind-stuff.

What Must Be: Fixed Universals

In addition to its dualistic overtones, the sheer ambiguity of the nature-

nurture complex works mischief.When nature is identified by some cri-

terion, it is easy to conclude that it is intractable or fixed, that it must be.
This is probably the most common inference about ‘‘biology,’’ and it is

often unjustified.3

In this style of reasoning, it is usually universal nature that is supposed
to be fixed. Martin Daly and Margo Wilson (:–) correctly point

out that it is not only biologically oriented theorists who make claims

about universal human nature; even ‘‘the staunchest antinativists’’ gen-

eralize psychological principles to the entire species. Daly and Wilson

follow Symons () in saying that the real point of contention between

evolutionists and their opponents is the specificity of mechanisms, not
their fixity, and that the nature-nurture controversy is a red herring. This

is an important point, but part of the concept of human nature is that it is

universal and at least relatively fixed. Insofar as the nature-nurture oppo-

sition is fueled by concerns about fixity, it is not so easily set aside. If

it were not for the widespread conviction that ‘‘nature’’ is fixed, in fact,

nature-nurture questions would surely not have generated so much heat

over the years.

Many scholars have become aware of the inappropriateness of auto-

matically assuming fixity whenever biology, evolution, or genes are men-

tioned. As I noted earlier, it is now common for presenters of evolution-
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ary research to insist that the behavior they describe is not inevitable or

immutable.4 It is important to keep challenging that reflex assumption.

Full assimilation of the lesson is hampered, though, by the associations

described above, and by the fact that milder versions of the fixity argu-

ment perpetuate its spirit while softening its outlines. If the innate is not

immutable, some authors tell us, it is at least hard to avoid or change.

M. S. Smith (:, ), for instance, implies that ‘‘strong cultural

pressures’’ are needed to overcome ‘‘evolved dispositions,’’ because evo-

lutionary theory tells us that ‘‘some aspects of human behavior are easier

to change than others.’’ Apparently relying on the opposition between

biological emotion and (nonbiological?) reason,Gruter (:) warns

that laws prohibiting acts that ‘‘fulfill survival functions’’ are unlikely to
be effective because strong emotion is impervious to reason. According

to Alexander (:), it will be hard to persuade men to use contra-

ception because it reduces their reproductive opportunities. It will also be

hard, he thinks (Alexander :), to achieve altruism within groups

without intergroup hostility because competition among groups has been

crucial in evolution.

As we have seen, there are other variants of the idea that the ‘‘biologi-

cal’’ is hard to change, including the notion that biology sets limits on

potential. The point is that they are variations on a theme, and are as un-
tenable as claims of strict immutability. Notice that I am not making a

case for ‘‘infinite potential,’’ whatever that might mean. Some behavior

may be impossible to change. But there is often no simple way of find-

ing out how hard something will be to influence, short of trying.We are

sometimes surprised by the outcome of our efforts. Responsiveness may

well depend on the larger context; even patterns that were stable over

evolutionary time may not be so in new environments, and vice versa.

Many theorists, in fact, have emphasized the important role of behav-

ioral innovation in bringing about evolutionary change (P. Bateson a;

Gray ).

A desire for simplicity and certainty is understandable, particularly

with respect to socially important issues such as violence, competition,

and hierarchy, or family and gender relations. It is risky, however, to con-

clude that some aspect of contemporary life is inevitable on the basis of

a phylogenetic or a functional argument. It is seldom certain that a statis-

tical phenomenon like the allegedly greater frequency of child abuse by
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stepparents than by natural parents (Beckstrom ; Daly and Wilson

) can be changed. Does the addition of an evolutionary explanation

warrant more pessimism than the data on distribution alone (including

cross-cultural and historical distribution)? That would be the case only

under the assumption of a single fixed nature.

What Must Be: Fixed Variations

The s and s have witnessed increased attention to behavioral

variations rather than universals (Caro and Bateson ). Facultative

adaptations are morphological or behavioral variants that appear only

under certain circumstances and seem advantageous in those circum-

stances. They are often presented as proof that evolutionists are not con-

cerned exclusively with the immutable, and yet they are sometimes con-

ceptualized in quite rigid ways.

Thornhill and Thornhill (:) hypothesize a tendency of human

males to rape when they are at a competitive disadvantage. The Thorn-

hills suppose this to be a universal tendency controlled by a ‘‘single gen-

eral genetic program’’ that responds to social conditions. They do not

claim that every man always rapes, but rather that every man ‘‘tends’’

to do so under circumstances in which the reproductive deck is stacked

against him. The act is not inevitable, in their account (it will occur only

in certain situations), but the ‘‘programmed’’ behavior-situation connec-

tion seems to be. This is a slightly different sense of what must be, but the
supposedly pan-human distribution of this ‘‘tendency’’ shows the con-

ceptual kinship between this account and traditional universality argu-

ments.Where earlier theorists assumed the appearance of some behavior

on the basis of an evolutionary argument, this view assumes the situation-

behavior link. Genetic programming, however, is not a developmental
mechanism: It does not explain reliable development, it renames it (when
it is invoked after the fact) or, more dangerously, assumes it (when it is
used predictively). ‘‘Programming’’ serves, then, as either pseudoexpla-

nation or prognostication.

That such prognostication can have serious consequences is seen in

Shields and Shields’s () recommendations for reducing the incidence

of rape. After presenting an evolutionary explanation of rape that dif-
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fers from the Thornhills’ in emphasizing male hostility, they state: ‘‘[We]

assume the existence of a polygenic substrate that generates a closed be-
havioral program linking hostility and female vulnerability with forced

copulation. We perceive this connection as ‘‘hard wired’’ and the ge-

netic substrate encoding it as essentially fixed in the human population.
From this perspective, we view rape as a human universal and on this
level, probably recalcitrant to reprogramming via individual experience’’

(Shields and Shields :).

The model also includes an ‘‘open’’ program for ‘‘assessing female

quality and vulnerability’’ (p. ). The authors state that their model of

an innate threshold for rape implies that changes in men’s attitudes or

women’s status would do little to reduce rape. Although the authors dis-

approve of sexism, they say there is little chance of changing the rapists

themselves: ‘‘If the evolutionary hypothesis of a genetically fixed sub-

strate strongly predisposing men to rape under the appropriate proximate

conditions were true, then rehabilitation via education might be difficult,

if not impossible.’’ Instead, they advocate sure and severe punishment,

which would not only deter rape, but if ‘‘sufficiently severe . . . could act

as artificial directional selection against lower thresholds’’ (Shields and

Shields :–).

There seems to be a confusion here between (a) fixation of a gene or

genes in a population and (b) rigid developmental fixity (unresponsive-

ness to variation in developmental environment). These two are quite

distinct, of course.What links them is not empirical or logical necessity,

but rather the very system of beliefs about intractable genetic nature that

we are examining here. Concerns about fixity are not confined to evolu-

tionary thinking. The point is that the assumption of static nature is very

pervasive, and is not fully eliminated by invoking the environmental sen-

sitivity of facultative adaptations. The nature-nurture dualism threatens

to prejudge empirical questions that should be investigated on their own.

What Really Is, or, What Do People Really Want?

Biology is often thought to define the timeless truth that underlies shifting

appearances. Consider the spatial metaphors in the preceding sentence:

Biological reality lies below psychological appearances; it is the founda-
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tion for everything else. In this vision of a layered reality, the biological

is given special status. Related to this is the postulation of real, evolu-

tionary goals underlying everyday motives. The conceptual play here is

between evolutionary consequences and human intentions; by sleight-of-
thought, a history of natural selection is transformed into a contemporary

psychological truth. Although we frequently invoke the distinction be-

tween ‘‘ultimate causes’’ (conditions prevailing over evolutionary time)

and immediate ‘‘proximate causes,’’ we disagree on just how to keep

them apart. One problem is that the distinction tends to collapse: Ulti-

mate causes are transmuted into proximate ones, often in the guise of

genetic programs. Thus, in some human sociobiology, the evolutionary

past is present in the innate selfishness that is supposed to underlie all

behavior.

It is often said that knowledge of mechanisms (i.e., proximate causes,

including psychological processes) is unnecessary to evolutionary argu-

ments—that organisms need not ‘‘consciously’’ try to maximize fitness,

but only act as though they were doing so. This misleads even as it in-
structs. Organisms may do things that have, to some degree, been asso-

ciated with fitness over evolutionary time, but fitness maximization itself

need not be the proximate goal. The organism may well be tracking (ad-

justing its behavior to) some other variable. To say that organisms are not

maximizing fitness consciously, furthermore, is to invoke an unconscious,
which is conventionally seen as the proximate cause that really explains
behavior. For instance, Hrdy and Hausfater () say that human par-

ents calculate, consciously or not, the costs and benefits of infanticide.

(See also Shields and Shields ; and Thornhill and Thornhill , on

males’ calculation of costs and benefits of rape.) This idea of unconscious

reckoning fits very well with the idea of evolutionary causes ‘‘under-

lying’’ more superficial phenomena, perhaps in the form of genes ma-

nipulating organisms (Dawkins ), as well as with the Freudian view-

point about hidden psychic forces. And so we find declarations about

what people are really trying to do, regardless of what they think or say;
for example, M. S. Smith (:) tells us that, whatever they may

think, parents’ ‘‘real goal’’ is fitness maximization.

Pointing to the unconscious implies that humans are self-deluding

rather than hypocritical. Alexander’s characterization of the conscience,

however, at least suggests the latter. It is the ‘‘still small voice that tells
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us how far we can go without incurring intolerable risks’’; it ‘‘tells us not

to avoid cheating, but how we can cheat socially without getting caught’’

(:). Even the usually cautious Daly and Wilson, who warn that

‘‘evolutionary psychology is not a theory of motivation’’ (:), speak

of the importance of feigning sincerity to manipulate others, and dismiss

‘‘mystico-religious bafflegab about atonement and penance and divine

justice’’ as ‘‘actually a mundane, pragmatic matter’’ of curbing others’

competitive strivings (pp. –).

Whether these writers are denying the moral import of our choices on

the basis of our evolutionary history or telling what (amoral) choices we

are reallymaking (see also Kitcher ), their persistent characterization
of humans as devious egoists goes beyond what is required by evolution-

ary analysis. They caution us not to treat proximate and ultimate causes as

alternatives (Alexander ; Daly and Wilson ), but if they are tell-

ing us that we cannot be both moral beings and evolved creatures, they

come perilously close to doing just that.

As we have seen, for a behavior pattern to confer a fitness benefit,

it need not have just that benefit as its goal (recall Daly and Wilson’s

 caveat about motivation). It is enough for its goal to be associated

with survival and reproduction. By ‘‘goal’’ I mean an empirical correla-

tion—What does the behavior track? To what does the organism adjust

its behavior? Even the much-cited hypothesis of human incest avoidance

surely involves no concern on the part of the actors about inbreeding,

only some disinclination to mate with those with whom they have been

raised (see references in van den Berghe ). Neither an overt nor a

hidden (unconscious) concern about incest need be involved; it would be

peculiar to claim that a young woman falling in love with someone she

has just met is ‘‘really’’ trying to reduce the dangers of inbreeding and so

enhance her fitness, as though careful psychoanalysis would reveal these

hidden desires. Such a claim confuses the idea of natural selection with

the physiological and psychological processes of individual organisms.

Because the organisms we see are those whose ancestors developed and

behaved in ways consistent with leaving viable progeny, the organisms

themselves (including ourselves) are now said to be ‘‘trying’’ to leave

offspring.
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Evolutionary Tough-mindedness

Cynicism can be attractive. It seems sophisticated and intellectually ad-

vanced, signaling a hard head, not a soft heart. Some evolutionary writ-

ings can be seen in this light. They also exemplify a tendency within

evolutionary theory to reject anything but egoistic individualism as a

romantic leftover of sentimental group selectionism.5 Neo-Darwinists

frequently present themselves as tough-minded scientists capable (un-

like social scientists, not to mention people in the humanities) of facing

unsavory biological facts. This self-conscious tough-mindedness, rather

than any particular politics, may help us understand some evolutionists’

depictions of human affairs.

Thus MacDonald (b:) characterizes sociobiology’s lesson for

psychologists as the expectation that humans will maximize their self-

interest, deceive themselves and others, and believe what it is in their

interests to believe. Moral reasoning, he says, is epiphenomenal, merely

‘‘masking self-interest,’’ and adds that this insight was already attained

by the behaviorists. This last point is important; egoistic individualism

did not originate with sociobiology. It is a dominant theme in Western

thought (Caporael et al. ; H. Margolis ; Schwartz ). Be-

fore sociobiology appeared, the rational calculator of preferences could

be found in economics. The goods sought by economic man had no in-
herent value; value was conferred by each person (Schwartz :–

). Sociobiologists have now supplied the inherent value: reproductive

advantage. More mundane desires for wealth and power are sometimes

said to motivate us, on the assumption that they in turn maximize fit-

ness. This lack of clarity about goals and intentions, conscious and un-

conscious, reveals confusion about just what claims are being made about

psychological processes. Whatever uncertainties exist, however, these

theorists seem to have few doubts about the fundamental selfishness of

our species.

Alexander (:) states that the social sciences are frequently in-

fected with moral concerns, but that such intrusions are foreign to bi-

ology. I disagree. Nor, as I maintained in chapter , do I think we should

strive for a completely insulated science, even if that were possible (Lon-

gino ). In Habits of the Heart, a sensitive examination of American
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conflicts over individualism and social integration, Bellah et al. ()

provide some background for considering the ways we attempt to thrash

out these issues, not just in our private lives, but in our science as well.

To the everyday claim that humans are basically selfish, some current

evolutionary arguments add a ratification by natural selection, along with

the redefinition of altruism in terms of genetic ‘‘selfishness’’—terms that

make the ‘‘self’’ in question not a person or any other organism, but a

snippet of , whose goals we supposedly pursue.We do not need evo-

lutionary theory to tell us that humans can be ruthless, manipulative, and

greedy.We should not let it tell us that humans are necessarily dishonest

or deceived when they behave well (Kitcher ; Oyama ). If evo-

lutionists wish to convert the thoughtful and cautious, not just the most

eager, they must put their own theories in order—especially considering

the harsh words some of them have for the social sciences. If social scien-

tists wish to benefit from the new biology, they must make sure it is not

a biology that commits them to the very dualist framework that has kept

biologists and social scientists apart for so long. (For a careful attempt at

integration without oversimplification, see Hinde .)

Passion and Calculation

People have tended to associate biology with the body, the passions, the

irrational. This venerable network of meanings has helped generate and

maintain notions of innateness as an animal (often beastly) nature within

us humans (Klama ), at war with reason and capable of overwhelm-

ing it. This opposition between reason and instinctive passion is evident

in some of the works cited above. With the growth of sociobiological

theory, however, a fascinating, if subtle, change has occurred: Long con-

sidered our best defense against the beast within us, rational deliberation

is being appropriated to do that animal nature’s work. As we have seen,

certain theorists suppose us to be forever doing the bidding of our self-

ish, fitness-hungry genes. Their machinations conveniently unconscious,

these calculating prodigies are said to produce, and explain, our behav-

ior. Regardless of what we think we are doing, we are really serving our
genes’ interests. It seems that the biological beast has commandeered the

very rationality that used to keep it in check.



Bodies and Minds 

Humans have long considered reason to be what most clearly separates

us from other creatures. In our more expansive moments we have read

both ontogeny and phylogeny as chronicles of the triumph of the intel-

lect over emotion, the mind over the body. The id-ridden infant comes to

be ruled by the reasoning ego, and small-skulled ancestors gave way to

brainy humans. Science fiction imagines still more highly evolved crea-

tures than ourselves, with huge, domed crania, or even beings of pure

intellect who have left the body behind. Our notions of science, too, em-

phasize the liberation of reason from desire. As sociobiology has been

domesticated by becoming part of common knowledge, however, reason

has been domesticated in a different sense: Hitched by inclusive fitness

theory to the plow of fitness, it has been given a new destiny—to cultivate

the fields of genetic interest forever.

To those who sense the dangers of attributing purpose or volition to

the genes but nevertheless champion genetic programs, I would suggest

that those dangers cannot be avoided by piecemeal adjustments of vo-

cabulary and argument. Fuller (:), for example, says the program

metaphor is not useful for explaining behavior, but then goes on to de-

scribe animals as ‘‘programmed by their genes to assign a higher value

to the potential immortality of their genes, than to their own immediate

welfare’’ (p. ). A computer program is an expression of its creator’s

will, and as we shall see in the next chapter, to speak of genetic programs

as the genes’ way of controlling a body is to invite confusion over whose

will actually counts in assessing human action. Faced with attempts to re-

place moral discourse with the language of genetic calculation, we ought

to think very carefully about just what an evolutionary analysis does or

does not dictate about psychological processes, and about just whose rea-

sons we are willing to take seriously.



10 How Shall I Name Thee?

The Construction of Natural Selves

There is a growing literature on the social character of knowledge, on

meaning as negotiated in social interchange, and on the importance of in-

terpretation in knowing (see, e.g., K. J.Gergen ; Giddens ; Harré

; Henriques et al. ). In questioning the possibility of pure knowl-

edge of the world, these authors challenge the vision of isolated subjects

that informs much of scientific and everyday life. Several themes recur in

this heterogeneous, contentious literature. The mutual reinforcement of

cognitivism, the Cartesian model of knowledge, and mainstream science,

for example, are frequently mentioned, as is the need to reconceptual-

ize human subjectivity and recontextualize science, to make explicit the

subtle and not so subtle ways in which science reflects and influences less

formal ways of thinking about ourselves.

Descartes’ Ghosts

   

In the traditional academic hierarchy, psychology often seems to occupy

an intermediate position, somewhere between biology and the humani-

ties. Biology speaks of behavior in terms of the body, largely in the lan-

guage of causes, while nonscientists tend to use the language of mind

and reasons. It is psychologists’ uneasy task to mediate between these

realms, between the biological discourses of evolution, function, mecha-

nism, and physiology, and the political and ethical discourses of persons

and acts (N. Rose :; Venn :). Psychology serves, in short,

as a sort of disciplinary pineal gland.
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Building on a distinction between necessary nature and contingent nur-

ture, however, psychologists frequently oscillate between the two realms,

patching together an unintegrated combination of the biological and the

cultural, the physical and the mental, and, as we shall see, even the deter-

mined and the free. Insofar as it is committed to being scientific, which

today often means being biological (and, increasingly, cognitivist, in the

sense of thinking in terms of information-processing mechanisms mod-

eled on computer technology), psychology affords less and less room for

human subjects. Indeed, part of the mission of modern science is the re-

placement of mentalistic explanation with mechanistic accounts, of in-

tentions with causes. This has left the science of mind in a confusing

position. Biological explanation sometimes seems to threaten the realms

of personal experience and responsible action that are implicitly asso-

ciated with the psychological level, and various attempts may be made to

salvage the subject, often by invoking social factors. Sometimes, though,

psychology seems to do away with persons altogether, as when it con-

ceptualizes humans simply as the products of genetic and environmental

(including social) causes.

Developmental psychologists, whose job it is to chronicle the ontoge-

netic history of this divided being, have built their observations and theo-

ries around the innate-acquired distinction (Johnston ; Riley ).

Because giving an account of development is a powerful way of char-

acterizing the present, furthermore, developmental dualism tends to in-

form our attitudes toward the persons who result. Whenever a person’s

true nature is distinguished from accidents of his or her life history, or

when potential for change is assessed on the basis of ‘‘biological com-

ponents,’’ or, as in chapter , when real, evolutionary goals are declared

to lie behind apparent ones, nature-nurture distinctions are deployed to

delineate a fixed reality behind the visible world. Accordingly, a boy de-

scribed as genetically predisposed to criminality may be treated quite

differently from one who is thought merely (!) to have fallen in with the

wrong crowd: The developmental story is also a pronouncement on what

is fundamental in the present—some inner ‘‘propensity’’ that must be

suppressed or channeled. Similarly, people who believe aggressiveness

to be humanity’s inborn evolutionary legacy may have different expecta-

tions about the possibility of reducing violence from those with other be-
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liefs. Or people’s view of altruism may be colored by the conviction that

genetic selfishness provides the real explanation of any behavior (Oyama

).

Scientific naming can influence everyday understandings after all,

though generally not in a simple or direct way, and these in turn can enter

into the developmental construction of persons. These two senses of con-
struction, cognitive and developmental, appear repeatedly in much of the
discussion that follows. Based as it is on the developmental systems per-

spective, my account stands in contrast with many uses of construction,
including many social constructionist writings. Mentioned in the Intro-

duction, this contrast is further explored below.

Cognitive and developmental construction can be related in several

ways:

. Cognition is a way of interacting with the environment, and knowing

changes the knower, for the short or long term, so cognitive change

can be seen as developmental in itself.

. People respond to the reality they construe, so their understanding of

their surroundings influences the salience and significance, and thus

the developmental impact, of those surroundings.

. People’s cognitive constructions of themselves affect, and are af-

fected by, other aspects of their development. A political, psycho-

therapeutic, or religious conversion, for instance, requires a reunder-
standing of oneself and one’s relationship to the world, and thus,
changed ways of relating to it. One becomes a different person in a

different world.

. Others’ constructions of us (including psychologists’) may also influ-

ence what we become—they are parts of our social environments.1

These links between cognitive and developmental construction are

themselves linked. Suchmobile, complex, variable processes are not cap-

tured by schemes that cast either insides or outsides in a primary role;

‘‘expression of genetic potential’’ is as inadequate as ‘‘internalization’’ at

describing the formation-in-interaction of developmental emergence.My

preference is to construe development or ontogeny—synonymous in my

usage—very broadly, by referring to the latter word’s roots: ‘‘the gene-

sis of being.’’ This coming into being continues throughout life, and is as

various as individuals are.2
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Biological nature tends to be thought of as fixed, and so beyond individual

or social control. An example can be seen in Berlin’s () discussion

of sexual aggression, in which the author wonders whether moral talk is

appropriate for people who struggle against their ‘‘nature,’’ their ‘‘bio-

logically based drives.’’ He suggests that some sex offenders may be in-

capable of responsible action rather than evil. Berlin cites cases in which

such offenders were found not to be criminally responsible: To be a full

person before the law, it seems that one must not be too biology-ridden.

Here we see one way in which the languages of science and the larger

society, often thought to be comfortably separate, rub uneasily against

each other. The law requires autonomous beings; biological explanations

seem to compromise autonomy. But perhaps, rather than asking whether

behavior is caused or chosen, we should seek an understanding of moral

action that includes the causal relations of which science speaks. Later

we shall consider the possibility that moral accountability is more a mat-

ter of one’s position in the social world than of transcending or denying

causal constraint, biological or otherwise.

Biologists did not create the attributional complex that allows us to

think so easily of inner forces compelling unwilled activity. A common-

sense background of beliefs about responsibility, self-control, and other-

control informs scientific thinking more than most scientists would care

to admit—the moral power of the ‘‘whisperings within’’ (Barash )

style of sociobiological talk derives from a rich network of ways of con-

struing our actions.Whenever biology, however defined, enters the dis-

cussion, the move from person-as-subject to person-as-object is facili-

tated. Consider the tendency to adopt an exculpatory attitude toward

disturbing behavior when it is attributed to disease. As with the sex of-

fenders, responsibility may be seen to be incompatible with biological

explanation.

We constantly acknowledge and deny authorship of our behavior. We

also attribute responsibility to others (K. J. Gergen ); this is part

of the way persons can be constructed, maintained, threatened, and

changed. But the opposition between the biological and the environmen-

tal, frequently invoked in these exchanges, can enter into people’s very
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understandings of themselves (cognitive construction), and so into their

constitution as persons (developmental construction).

Biological causation is not the only factor that diminishes personal re-

sponsibility. The language of environmental causes apparently eliminates

agency altogether. Although we may be more familiar with the scenario

in which a relieved parent hears that a child’s heretofore inexplicable be-

havior is due to its inborn temperament (which lets both parent and child

off the responsibility hook), we should also recall B. F. Skinner’s ()

declaration that the language of personal responsibility becomesmislead-

ing once the response contingencies governing behavior become clear.

As biological determinism’s mirror image, environmental determinism

shares too much with its opposite to be of significant use in thinking

about development (or morality; Oyama, b). Despite the fact that

environmental determinism has often been used to combat biological de-

terminism, furthermore, it has had the paradoxical effect of further di-

minishing personal agency by adding more causes to drive out reasons.

Insofar as even recent, more sophisticated kinds of social construction-

ism rely on what I have termed ‘‘developmental dualism,’’ they tend to

invite a complementary incursion on personhood: control by society, not

biology. As human agents are rendered impotent, however, other agents

are invoked to make and control them. In fact, people speak of being pro-

grammed by their parents or culture as well as by their genes, with simi-

lar suggestions of reduced accountability for what one might call ‘‘the

not-me in me.’’

The persons-situations debate in social psychology shares this inside-

outside opposition, as well as the difficulties of integration. Edward

Sampson says, for instance, that ‘‘situations structure, organize, and regu-

late knowledge to more of an extent than individuals structure, organize,

and regulate situations’’ (:; see also Shotter :). But making

the story more social does not make it less dualistic. The notion of a

preexisting environment that shapes persons, and to which they must

adapt, reinforces the inside-outside dichotomy. Invoking deterministic

situations, then, no more resolves this antinomy than environmental de-

terminism resolves developmental dualism.
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In Social Accountability and Selfhood, John Shotter () criticizes psy-
chology’s notion of persons. His primary concern is the Cartesian world-

view, in which people are set apart from the world and mind is set apart

from matter.3 In presenting his notions of socially embedded person-

hood, and of responsible action as accountable, committed, and always

occurring in a moral order, Shotter elaborates a vision of life as being-

in-the-world, and of the world as ‘‘a growing world of form-producing

processes’’ (p. ). He denies that science is, or should be, insulated from

the value-drenched world outside, and shares others’ concerns about the

individualism fostered by current science: Our ways of experiencing are

influenced by our ‘‘ways of talking’’ (pp. –), including scientific

talking. Those who have raised these and related issues desire a remoral-

ization of life—a recognition that morals are implicated in the very fabric

of our social (that is to say, our total) being.

Notice that as conceptions of cognition, sociality, and development are

broadened and related, they become part of the same process (Valsiner

). I would call them all biological, not in an exclusive sense that dis-

tinguishes them from other, nonbiological aspects of persons, but in the

inclusive one of ‘‘pertaining to life.’’ Human biology is then not a matter

of individuals with fixed internal natures, but of changing natures that are

a function of reciprocal relations with environments that always have a

social aspect.

Developmental psychology would seem an especially fertile ground

for investigating such issues. Like evolution, development can be read

as an origin myth, a narrative that characterizes the present as it names

the past. Tales of our movement from a past ‘‘there’’ to a present ‘‘here’’

tell us what we are by showing how we came to be (Oyama ; Riley

). Developmental psychologist Jerome Kagan (:) observes

that American psychology’s antihereditarian emphasis between the two

world wars was related to hopes for social equality. Active babies gave

way to passive ones as external influences became primary. If contempo-

rary concerns about morality persist, Kagan suggests, developmentalists

may return to late-nineteenth-century preoccupations with conscience,

choice, and volition.
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This is no blind prognostication, but rather a comment on the bur-

geoning critical literature cited at the beginning of this chapter. Although

Kagan’s explicit attention to the influence of the larger societal context

on scientific thought is welcome, he devotes little space to the impact of

scientific constructs on our everyday experience of ourselves and others.

Yet, as Rappoport (:) says, ‘‘when we re-name important as-

pects of our world, we transform ourselves.’’ There is a sense in which

we simultaneously name ourselves when we name the world—but these

namings are not achieved in isolation. They are open to challenge and

revision. Many battles have been fought over what something should be

called, and one reason is that naming—talking—is not only an action

itself, it is related, albeit in complicated ways, to other actions.

Wielding social constructionist accounts of the mind to counter biolo-

gists’ or cognitive scientists’ individualistic ones is not the most fruitful

way of opening up space in which to think about experience and choice.

It may be that some of these ways of theorizing human action, often at-

tempts to rescue it from biology by invoking learning, stem from unhelp-

ful ways of thinking about developmental causation. Several questions

about the conceptualization of human experience and action arise from

these themes:

. Why should there be such striking parallels between depictions of

genetic and cognitive processes?

. Are these parallels related to more general difficulties in thinking

about causes and reasons and the origins of organized form?

. Is there a way of conceptualizing emergence that does not involve

the same pitfalls?

Who’s in Charge Here, Anyway?

  

Scientists sometimes discover the Cartesian subject not only in the hu-

man head, but also in the cells that make up that head (as well as the rest

of the body). Why should there be such striking parallels between the

problem of the subject in developmental psychology and the problem of

conceptualizing biological, especially genetic, processes? In both cases,

a single source of organizing (information-processing) power seems nec-
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essary, so that the cognitivist subject and the homunculoid gene play

similar roles in the dramas of cognitive and ontogenetic formation.4 The

seventeenth-century scheme of pure individual knowledge so important

to many present-day views of mentality and the split between immaterial

mind andmaterial body inhabit contemporary constructions of ourselves.

When psychologists drive the homunculus-in-the-head from one part of

their theories, it tends to crop up in others (Henriques et al. :;

Shotter :). Similarly, developmental biologists take pride in hav-

ing eliminated the curled-up preformed manikin from the germinal cell,

yet have no problem believing in microscopic intelligences in the nucleus

that plan and control the creation of the organism. The much-criticized

presocial, rational subject not only resembles the macromolecular sub-

ject, it is thought to be the product of the activity of that subject. Thus

we are haunted by Descartes’ ghost, not only when we directly theorize

humans, but also, as we have seen, when we describe their development.

If matter is inert, then organized processes can be explained only by ref-

erence to a structuring intelligence. But if it is interactive (think of any

chemical reaction) under changing, interdependent constraints, such out-

side direction is not needed.

   

These problems may be implicated in psychology’s difficulties in con-

ceiving human subjectivity. Mental processes seem to require Cartesian

ghosts to compare current input with memory and perform other opera-

tions in that hospitable space behind the eyes. The language of infor-

mation processing is supposed to explain how the outside is brought in-

side (Henriques et al. :–). John Searle’s () infamous man in

the Chinese room, simulating knowledge of Chinese by shuffling corre-

spondence rules written in his own language, is an argument against at-

tributing minds to computers. (Searle’s point is that the man, lacking

semantics, does not understand Chinese, even though he can respond

‘‘appropriately’’ to input in that language, and that computers do not

understand things either.) This man-in-the-room, deliciously evocative

of the homunculus-in-the-head, is forever out of touch with the world

outside even as he frantically processes input and cobbles together output

so effectively that he seems, from the outside, to understand Chinese.
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If it has been difficult to speak of mental life without invoking a man in

the head, the situation with the genetic ‘‘subject’’ is not so different. The

complexity and regularity of species-typical developmental courses are

attributed to something internal to the organism, something that contains

plans for its future form and function and that controls the realization of

those plans. The only satisfactory candidate for cellular chief executive

officer seems to be the gene. Genes can have their effects only by enter-

ing into biochemical processes, which are largely a matter of the spatial

relations and reactivity of molecules, and which depend on precise and

complex conditions. Yet, certain features make them well suited to be

ghosts in the cellular machine: their encapsulation in the nucleus, their

apparent ability to effect change without being changed. There is even

a secret code. (Compare the genetic code for matching bases and amino

acids with the rulebook Searle’s captive uses to manipulate Chinese sym-

bols correctly.)

The downplaying of ecological embeddedness and context dependency

in biological accounts of development, easiest when outcomes are re-

liable and uniform, is similar to the Cartesian emphasis in psychology.

Indeed, Kagan (:xv) explicitly likens cognitive ‘‘managers’’ regulat-

ing intellectual functioning to ‘‘the watchful eye of the nuclear .’’ I

coined the term homunculoid gene precisely to convey the way we analo-
gize certain natural processes to our own actions (depersonalizing our-

selves as we do so). Thus biologists, laboring to produce demystified

causal explanation to replace intentional accounts, have created some-

thing of an anomaly. The more astounding the phenomenon, the greater

the temptation to supplement their descriptions with some overarching

intellect. They reanimate their mechanical descriptions with an intelli-

gent ‘‘soul,’’ in short, a ghost.Once one accepts a breach between passive

material body and active nonmaterial mind, it is difficult to have onewith-

out the other, especially when faced by the intricately coordinated doings

of organisms.5 It is thus far from sufficient to confront these phantoms

in developmental and social psychology, where the absence of a satis-

factorily fluid and rich conception of subjectivity has been decried for

some time. Rather, we need to mount a broader effort, one that recognizes

the relationships between our notions of subjectivity and our descriptions

of process in the world around us. If Descartes’ ghosts are mischievous
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ones, they need to be exorcised—not only from our heads, but from their

other places of refuge as well.

Causes and Reasons

My second question was whether these parallels between depictions of

genes and minds can be related to more general difficulties in think-

ing about organized processes and forms in the world, and perhaps even

about the old puzzle of how to fit intentional action into a determinis-

tic world. As we have seen, developmental theorizing is not the only

thing that suffers when we cleave the world into the naturally given and

the socially constructed. Insofar as the nature-nurture dichotomy maps,

albeit imperfectly, onto the ones between causes and reasons, determin-

ism and free will, involuntary and voluntary behavior, people are be-

lieved to be helpless to affect, and thus not accountable for, ‘‘biological’’

phenomena. This results in an odd situation in which persons and their

genes become alternative agencies, responsible for different behavior. Or

else causes and reasons are relegated to different realms (science and

society, perhaps), but because of the many interactions between those

realms, the separation cannot be maintained. This is related to instabili-

ties in the psychology-biology relationship. Psychology’s claim to be sci-

entific is based partly on its ability to invoke the language, methods, and

findings of biology, the neighbor discipline that supplies its ‘‘base’’ and

that confers scientific respectability, an extra measure of reality and foun-

dational importance to much that it touches. But with every flexing of re-

ductionist muscle, biology also threatens to appropriate the very subject

matter of psychology.

  

Symmetrical tensions between psychology and sociology (and some an-

thropology) reflect the complementarity of notions of genetic and en-

vironmental control, as we saw earlier. Giddens (:) points out

that sociology has often striven to show that human activity is governed

not by individual will, but by social forces; and Shweder (:) de-
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scribes the disappearance of the person from ethnography as anthro-

pologists countered psychological determinism with a determinism of

the sociocultural environment. The reconceptualization of human sub-

jectivity and agency would seem to require, then, a reworking not just of

the psychology-biology boundary, but much else besides, including the

boundary between the psychological and sociocultural realms.When this

is accomplished, we may no longer think in terms of adjoining territories

at all.

Shotter (:) has said that although we attribute a projectile’s

path to general causal laws rather than to the moving object itself, we

attribute people’s motions to themselves. But, as I have noted, scientific

explanation (aspiring to ‘‘general causal laws’’) tends to drive out inten-

tional or agentive explanation, so that people are said to have been caused
to do this or that, rather than to have acted for reasons. People also project
intentions into other entities, endowing genes with plans or personify-

ing social influences (‘‘society needs compliant women, so it inculcates

passivity in them’’). Scientists caught in the act of anthropomorphizing

in this way typically claim that it is merely convenient and has no perni-

cious consequences (Dawkins , on selfish genes). Or they may deny

that there is any metaphorizing going on at all (Dawkins :, on

 as programs). But I submit that at least some of the perplexities ex-

perienced by psychologists—about development, the relations between

causation and action, or between biology and psychology—are related

to the fact that we seem to have difficulty thinking of certain complex

processes without invoking some sort of prior intention to initiate and

control them. A program, as noted earlier, represents the programmer’s

intentions.

When genes and environment compete for center stage, the person

tends to be pushed into the wings (Shaver :). Insofar as biology

stands in for fate and necessity, it can also be used to delimit respon-

sibility. Although both genetic and environmental causes can drive out

human choice, then, the former do so more consistently than the latter:

Causes usually trump reasons, and genetic causes usually trump non-

genetic ones. This explains the political potency of much biological argu-

ment. Consider the debates about differences between the sexes or races,

in which fundamental nature is defined by pointing to biological indexes.

Due to the incoherence of current notions of biology, however, the argu-
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ments cannot be definitive—not only are ‘‘all the data’’ never in on any

particular question, but the human significance of the data is not at all
clear.

Just as the child’s contribution tends to get lost even in many ‘‘inter-

actionist’’ (traditional, developmentally dualistic interactionisms, not the

constructivist, systemic interactionism espoused here) descriptions of

development, so does the organism tend to disappear from tales of gene-

environment interaction. Recall also Shweder’s point about disciplinary

competition eliminating the person from ethnography. It is perhaps not

so startling that what begins as a progressive impulse to rescue people

from biological determinism often ends up subjecting them to an alterna-

tive determinism, leaving them as passive as ever (Henriques et al. ;

N. Rose ).

  ,   

It is precisely because notions of causation and responsibility are so inti-

mately entwined that these theoretical developments are also moves in

ongoing arguments over whose fault it is that children are the way they

are, or that the world is as it is. (Kessen  mentions developmental

psychology’s propensity to blame mothers for errors in child rearing.We

might add a more recent propensity to blame dead philosophers for our

present difficulties.)

An article in a newsmagazine published in  discusses the increas-

ingly common sentiment that discrimination would diminish if the public

would only realize that homosexuality is biological (Gelman et al. ).

Genetic homosexuality is likened by one interviewee to left-handedness.

Others cite the civil-rights protections accorded ‘‘natural’’ minorities;

under the law, the authors say, ‘‘natural’’ means ‘‘immutable.’’ (This is

significant, given recent attempts in the United States to remove these

protections by classifying homosexuality as an immoral choice.) Repeat-

edly stressed, in fact, are the supposed fixity of biological characters

(so that parents need not fear homosexuals’ influence on their children,

whose sexuality is presumably determined before birth) and the concomi-

tant relief from guilt for homosexuals and their parents alike (it’s no-

body’s fault).
This welcoming of biological explanation is notable for reversing the
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usual strategy of denigrated groups, which, as I pointed out in chap-

ter , has been to invoke nurture, not nature. In the face of a demand

that one freely renounce sin, blaming biology has its attractions. (It may

also comport with a sense of having discovered, not chosen, one’s sexual

orientation, or of having tried to change but failed. Given the prevail-

ing framework, these situations are taken as evidence for ‘‘biology.’’ See

Kitzinger  for alternative constructions.) The assumptions seem to

be that parents (or homosexual models) are to blame for homosexuality

if it is learned, the person him/herself is at fault if it is a vice, and no-

body can be blamed if it is biological. But there is more than one way

this move can play itself out.

Even if a biological argument is accepted, who can say that it will have

the desired consequences? Renewed stress on ‘‘biological bases’’ could

well propel homosexuality back into the realm of pathology, which it has

never quite escaped. Having some aspect of one’s personality labeled bio-

logical, we must remember, does not automatically confer legitimacy. In-

deed, if legitimacy is lacking, biology easily sanctions therapeutic inter-

vention, even against a person’s will. Recall that Berlin () thought

certain sex offenders were not evil, but he had no objections to contain-

ing and managing them, which is just what we dowith peoplewho are not

responsible for themselves. Disclaiming responsibility for oneself can be

different from disclaiming responsibility for one’s sexual preferences, but

not everyone will see the difference.

As powerful as self-naming can be, transformation from an illegiti-

mate/defective being to a legitimate/whole one is not the sort of thing

that one can execute unilaterally. Like all such conferrals of identity, it is

a complex process enmeshed in larger systems of power and meaning. To

be sure, the biological turn may be seen as a declaration: ‘‘Here I stand; I

can do no other.’’ This is certainly a kind of moral stance, but I have

doubts about its wisdom in the present instance. Martin Luther’s state-

ment was one of utter voluntary commitment. The biology argument, on
the other hand, asserts that one is powerless. This seems a dangerous base

for a claim to full personhood, and that is what I believe is at stake here.

Additionally, replacing the moral model with biological determinism tac-

itly affirms that there are only two possibilities (crudely put, pure will and

no will). This would seem to cut off the sort of inquiry that is called for

here. Next, the strategy leaves unquestioned the assumption that sexuality
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is a fixed quality inside people, and that there are only two such qualities:

heterosexual and homosexual. A move in a particular game of defining

beginnings in order to construct an attitude toward the present, it does

not question the coherence of the game itself. Finally, it would seem to

make one’s claim to be a person subject to empirical verification—and, of

course, to potential disconfirmation—so that one’s very selfhood would

seem perpetually poised on the moving edge of ‘‘the body of data.’’ John

Money declares (in Gelman et al. :), ‘‘Of course it [homosexu-

ality] is in the brain. . . . The real question is, when did it get there?’’ Was

it there from the beginning or put there by some contingency of experi-

ence? Shotter, on the other hand, advises, ‘‘Ask not what goes on ‘inside’

people, but what people go on inside of’’ (:).

One need not choose between speaking of insides and outsides, some-

thing that Shotter (:) implies later in the same passage (although

he sometimes uses the ‘‘outsides are more important than insides’’ style

of argument as well). If insides are interdefined with outsides, we must

ask what kinds of exchanges result in personhood. The invocation of

essential nature, then, is a complex matter whose psychological, politi-

cal, and cultural meanings must be worked out in the uncertain arenas of

everyday life.

The legitimacy of one’s self would seem to be more the point than

the precise etiology given for it: Notions of biological feminine nature

exist quite comfortably with discrimination against women. In fact, eti-

ology becomes an issue when legitimacy is in question. (There seems

no need to hinge heterosexual rights on a developmental narrative.) Pre-
cisely because such outcomes are unforeseeable, multiple, and conflict-

ing, I would not presume to advise against the moves in question. Indeed,

if a broader swing back to biological explanations is in progress, the dis-

empowered might be unable to halt it if they tried. More discussion might

even encourage scrutiny of the whole issue, which could be a good thing.

My comments, then, are meant to express my anxiety about these mat-

ters and my preference for questioning prevailing beliefs about biology,

nature, and development rather than trying to turn a dangerously loaded

dichotomy to homosexuals’ advantage.
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Forced Choices: Natural or Constructed Subjects?

Nature-nurture oppositions treat the genes and the environment as alter-

native causes of development, so questions like Is aggression biological

or learned? or Are sex differences natural or cultural? tend to crop up. It is

in this context that social constructionism has combated biological theo-

ries by emphasizing the nonnatural character of the self. These critiques,

as important as they are, are based on the biology-culture dichotomy that

I find so problematic. Having begun with the productive (and responsive)

aspects of theory, we have inquired into parallels between genetic and

human agents, and then into notions of causation and agency. Now I come

to my last question: Is there an alternative to the dualistic schemes we

have been reviewing? Or, as it was posed earlier, Is there a way of con-

ceptualizing interactive emergence that does not involve the pitfalls we

have been reviewing? My earlier sketch of development as constructive

interaction, and of natures as emergent, mutable, and various, suggests

that there is, and, not surprisingly, it points to the framework that is elabo-

rated in this book. In this framework, subjectivity can be seen as both

natural and constructed, at once wholly biological and wholly cultural.

 

I take exception when Henriques et al. (:) and Sampson (:;

see also Harré ; Shotter :) say that the subject is constructed,

not natural.While acknowledging their points about sociality and histo-

ricity, I suggest that this formulation risks perpetuating some of the very

inside-outside dichotomies they deplore. The same is true when Samp-

son (:) says ‘‘there is nothing natural or inevitable’’ about selves

(notice the connection of naturalness to inevitability). ‘‘Natural’’ biologi-

cal persons are constructed, not only in the sense that they are actively

construed by themselves and others, but also in the sense that they are,

at every moment, products of, and participants in, their own and others’

ongoing developmental processes. They are not self-determining in any

simple sense, but they affect and ‘‘select’’ influences on themselves by

attending to and interpreting stimuli, by seeking environments and com-

panions, by being differentially susceptible to various factors, by evoking
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reactions from others. As Kagan (:) says, ‘‘the person’s interpre-

tation of experience is simultaneously the most significant product of an

encounter and the spur to the next.’’

To accentuate the irrelevance of the nature-nurture opposition to these

processes, I have suggested a recasting of the terms. Nature then refers
not to some static reality standing behind the changing characteristics

of the phenotype, but to the changing organism itself. It is plural in a

number of senses: Many ‘‘natures’’ (organisms-in-transition) constitute a

species, rather than some single species essence, and an organism has as

many ‘‘natures’’ as it has situational and developmental moments. Nur-
ture becomes a cover term for all interactions that produce, maintain, and

change natures. At the scale that interests most psychologists, it is pri-

marily people’s exchanges with each other and their surroundings that are
relevant. To say that the genes contain a plan for developmental outcomes

is to project our descriptions of the person backward in time to explain

his or her coming into being.

Variation is fundamental to this story: Developmental systems are het-

erogeneous at every level, producing uniqueness and context specificity,

and the social is integral to the construction of humans: not a finish coat

applied to a biologically given natural object, but an aspect of the de-

velopmental complex, and involved in the very constitution of those bio-

logical object-subjects. Similarly, to say that subjects are interactively

constructed is not to deny that some features may appear most of the time

or even all of the time, although this often means we are simply not inter-

ested in the variations that exist. (Psychologists have more often been

impressed by the regularity of language development than by linguistic

differences among children, for instance.) A claim of universality will be

convincing only in a given theoretical framework and at a given level of

abstraction, and focus on such processes commits one neither to some

vision of central control nor to the exclusion of experience.

Developmentalists have largely taken for granted the ‘‘pregivenness’’

of ‘‘the biological,’’ even as they have disagreed about what features de-

served the label. Common features, however, are no more dependent on

the genes than variable ones are. And they are no less dependent on de-

velopmental environments, although those environments may be so pre-

dictable or stable that they recede into the analytic background unless in-

sistently named. The context is not just a container, but part of a process
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in which it and the organism select and construct each other (Giddens

:; Morris ; Oyama ; Venn ).We are ecologically em-

bedded, social beings, although we are not always well served by our

situations. It is entirely natural that our constructions of ourselves and of

the world should be marked by our particular historical, cultural, social

situations (although they will not necessarily ‘‘mirror’’ them), as well as

whatever experiences may be common to those situations.

Shotter’s (:) descriptions of joint action, in which, without

being aware of it, people alter their own and others’ consciousnesses as

they construct meanings together, may help us understand some of these

developmental phenomena. In such joint action, whether antagonistic or

cooperative, outcomes are often unpredictable, cannot be traced to the

intentions of any single participant, and thus may seem to be external

to them (p. ). They can appear ‘‘natural’’ or ‘‘spontaneous,’’ and it

is easy to miss one’s own (or others’) contribution to them. This is a

view of development as formation in a system composed of the person

and the developmental environment, changing together. It is a view that

does not permit nature-nurture distinctions, and that is what the natural-

constructed distinction is.

The vision of mutually constraining influences that I present here does

not, it should be evident by now, necessarily imply harmonious relations;

indeed, I wish to avoid the implications of automatic stability, healthy

function, or homeostatic regulation that are sometimes attached to the

concept of system. One might find a vicious circle of interactions in a

family, for example, that benefits no one very much but that is stable in

the face of a variety of attempts to change it, thus fitting the usual idea of

self-regulating systems. Similarly, ecological embeddedness does not en-

tail benefit to all the organisms involved. Think of the costs of pregnancy

to a mother, or the tight integration of the ‘‘traditional family’’ into exist-

ing political and economic structures (or the prey into any predator-prey

system!).



If one thinks of partially nested developmental systems that can be

studied at a variety of levels; in which ongoing processes can be analyzed

by provisionally designating some factors ‘‘causes’’ and others ‘‘effects,’’
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but in which causes and effects are not ultimately distinguishable; and in

which organization need not be imposed on inert matter, but rather arises

from matter in interaction (though not all organization is living organi-

zation: consider a crystal or a whirlpool), it may be possible to conceive

responsibility in a different way. Rather than contrasting autonomously

acting persons with passive objects, perhaps we can consider these to

be two stances toward certain human interactions. One is oriented more

toward considerations and consequences as seen from the agent’s point(s)

of view and occurring in a social context in which that agent is able to

communicate acceptable, or at least intelligible, reasons for acting (re-

sponsible action, according to Shotter :, being a matter of shared

interests, not of individuals). The other takes the point of view of some

(third-person) observer. Moral agency does not require freedom from

causes (what could this mean?) or even from biological causes. Rather, it

requires, precisely, embeddedness in a causal world (see Dennett ).

Only there can one be subject to the joys, pains, desires, and perplexities

that give rise to action; only there can one affect the world; only there can

one be engaged by the exchanges that constitute human life; only there
can one be moved to encourage some outcomes and prevent others; and

only there can one be positioned among others who regard one as respon-

sible. Such positionings are not foregone, however. The earlier discus-

sion of homosexuality shows how some people are attempting a strategic

repositioning while others oppose it. In Shotter’s ‘‘political economy of

selfhood’’ (:, ), people enhance and limit each other’s oppor-

tunities for development.

Immersion in the causal network, then, is not only consistent with

moral action, it is the very condition for such action. An actor will fre-

quently construe relevant antecedents and probable consequences rather

differently from any given onlooker (including a psychologist). An im-

portant form of moral disputation, in fact, concerns the proper place-

ment of action (its meaning) in life’s colliding activities and understand-

ings, influences and resultants. Blame and credit are also redistributed as

people’s understandings of their own actions change. It is possible, by

emphasizing some connections over others, to allocate responsibility in a

variety of ways, in what Kenneth Gergen (:) calls the exercise of

‘‘practical rhetoric.’’ Although rhetoric tends to have a degraded meaning

today, persuasion and influence are hardly trivial matters. In disagreeing
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about responsibility, we deploy (partially) shared understandings, but we

may also change those understandings. Included in these understandings

are not only what are conventionally thought of as moral principles, but

also more general beliefs about the world. Ideas of causality and possi-

bility, for instance, so central to our developmental theories, are clearly

relevant to these disputes: My intellectual and moral reasons for address-

ing them, finally, become difficult to separate.

A person is a unique node of confluences and divergences, a moving

locus of interactions. Perhaps reasons can be seen as particular constru-

als of one’s present and potential locations in this network, in the light

of particular considerations. They have to do with the meaning of acts.

Responsible action (in the approbative sense of ‘‘action taken for rea-

sons intelligible and acceptable to certain individuals’’) would then be

action taken with respect to a suitably broad and detailed portion of the

network, in a way that includes consideration of the impact of the act

on an appropriate variety of others and on the inanimate world. To talk

reasonably about agency and responsibility, that is, one should not ask

whether people are subject to causal influences, because they always are.

Rather, one should inquirewhat impact a person has on theworld, and for

what reasons.6Manyways of acting will enjoy some degree of consensual

validation, but not all. Shaver (:vii) describes blaming as explain-

ing by means of socially negotiated notions of negative consequences,

causality, personal responsibility, and mitigation. Any of these is open to

argument, as we saw in the discussion of homosexuality, so it is not pos-

sible to say what constitutes ‘‘suitably broad and detailed’’ deliberation

in general. Because we each affect and are affected by others, in small
ways and large, however, and because we are implicated in each other’s

very constitution as persons, the moral implications of our theories (and

the theoretical implications of our morals), as well as the background of

attitudes that informs them, deserve our most serious attention.

   

In the view presented here, subjectivity is natural, and its development
is an aspect of more general processes of construction. It is biological

because it is an aspect of human life. This is radically to alter the usual

meanings of biological and natural. No longer can they mark off a part of
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persons that comes ready-made. Rather than restricting the proper scope

of biology, as many critics have wished to do, I broaden it to encom-

pass the entire life cycle. Biology so construed cannot be used to par-

cel out developmental (or moral) responsibility to internal and external

factors. Nor can it define an invariant core of human nature. Difficult

issues of human capabilities—how to define the ‘‘could’’ in ‘‘could have

done otherwise,’’ for example—are not thereby resolved. I suspect that

such issues, like accountability itself, are matters of complicated social

negotiation, in which scientific understandings of possibility may play a

part, but which are not definitively answerable by means of those under-

standings.

The developmental systems perspective is no less constructed than any

other. Indeed, this book is part of its ongoing construction. This does not

mean that it is arbitrary or indefensible, nor does it prevent me from be-

lieving passionately in it, or from hoping that if I explain adequately what

considerations (scientific and otherwise) led me and others to formulate

it, readers will come to see things as we do.

Naming Ourselves, Naming Others

We have looked at some of the ways our conceptions of development

make it easier to see people as objects, formed and moved by causes,

than as experiencing subjects who may act for reasons—that is, as per-

sons.7 These two attitudes carry moral implications, and the discussion

of the politics and theory of homosexuality illustrated how they can be

connected to conventional beliefs about biology and responsibility. I ar-

gued that we can see subjectivity as both biological and constructed, so

that those who wish to speak of persons in all their particularity need

not search for some nonbiological realm in which to do so. The life of

the British mathematician Alan Turing invites us to contemplate our lim-

ited, but still important, power to name ourselves and others, to say what

people are.

In his fascinating biography of this man, whose work on the concept of

a ‘‘universal machine’’ was so important to the development of the mod-

ern computer, Andrew Hodges () shows us someone who resisted

being treated as an object to be manipulated and corrected. Turing was
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perennially engaged in a struggle to reconcile body and mind, determin-

ism and free will (or later, at least the appearance of free will [Hodges

:]). In fact, the biography’s two sections are called ‘‘The Physi-

cal’’ and ‘‘The Logical.’’ These enduring concerns of Turing’s, his central

role in initiating the cognitive revolution, and some aspects of his life and

death bring together the diverse topics I have touched on in this chapter.

Two perspectives on cognitive functioning found in Turing’s writings, as

mindless mechanism and as mentality, articulate nicely with the ques-

tions of human subjectivity treated earlier.

     

Turing marked two attitudes toward mental operations by naming them

differently (Hodges :–). He spoke of a person, the original

‘‘computer,’’ doing computations as being at any moment in a ‘‘configu-

ration’’ that was jointly determined by his own previous state and by

the symbol he had just read. Turing spoke of this configuration both as

a ‘‘state of mind’’ and as ‘‘instruction notes’’ that might stand in for a

state of mind (if, for instance, prior to interrupting his labors, the person

wrote a note to remind himself where he had left off). Although Turing

treated states and notes as interchangeable, and although these terms re-

ferred to the same configuration, one symbolized choice and will while

the other suggested the mindless execution of orders. These two ways of

thinking about cognitive activity appear to express the mathematician’s

ambivalence about subjectivity and objectivity, agency and causation. It

is intriguing that although he forsook his earlier beliefs in immortal spirit

in favor of materialism, Turing allowed this ambivalence to remain in

his descriptions—both of the original human calculators and of the ma-

chines he devised to replace them. The uncertainty persists in contempo-

rary science: We continue to depict humans sometimes as subjects with

consequential states of mind, and sometimes as mere consequences of

genetic or environmental input. This is why computers are such engaging

objects of theory and speculation.We wonder not just how like ourselves

they really are (Do they have minds? Do they think?), but also whether

we, like them, are ‘‘nothing but’’ machines (Is our experience of action

and choice mere illusion?).

To Turing, the computing machine promised to connect the world of
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abstract symbols with the physical world. Adding mathematical logic to

existing notions of mind as machine (Hodges :) enabled an as-

semblage of tubes and wires to manipulate the very stuff, it seemed, of

thought, and so to cross the Cartesian divide, joining mind and matter,

reason and mechanism. His scheme is nevertheless a deterministic one,

and as Turing seemed to realize, it is not useful to approach this divide

by wondering whether people are determined or free, which is one of

the ways the nature-nurture debate is employed.Venn remarks that only

human beings, as God’s chosen, rational creatures, can fill the void left by

‘‘the evacuation of the divine from matter’’ (:). But what fills the

gap when the reasoner him- or herself is left empty, when scientific ex-

planation, couched in the language of genetic and environmental causes,

leaves no room for human subjects? The space gapes insistently. As we

saw, we are often impelled to fill it with quasi subjects. The gene, after all,

has ‘‘reason’’ (information, programs, plans) and is Nature’s chosen crea-

ture. Forbidden by science to be acting subjects, we must be objects—of

the genetic (or even societal) ‘‘subjects’’ created in our own image.

Yet Turing’s terms do not index two realities, one causal and one not,

but rather two ways of approaching the same one. Although I do not find

the image of a machine reading a symbol particularly fruitful in thinking

about human experience, not least because it slights emotion, meaning,

and context, it is convenient for my purposes that Turing placed deter-

minative power in neither configuration nor symbol: They jointly deter-

mined the next configuration, and thus affected the impact of the next

symbol. As I noted above, such joint determination eliminates the di-

chotomies of developmental control that bedevil the biological and social

sciences alike, and simultaneously reinstates the person in the explana-

tory frame.8 The difference between Turing’s two attitudes is then seen to

be a matter not of freedom versus causation, or activity versus passivity,

but of point of view.

The language of genetic programming, in addition to drawing on older

ideas of instinct, exploits the second of Turing’s renditions of configu-
ration: controlled by instructions. Indeed, the program is the conceptual

descendant of these instructions, and it is useful to ask what role it plays

in our understandings of development and behavior. Genetic programs

are a way of expressing the implacable causality of ‘‘nature.’’ They re-

semble instruction notes in connoting mindlessness. Like the ingenious
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mechanisms inside the automata said to have inspired Descartes, pro-

grams offer a way to explain apparently intelligent behavior without re-

course to mentality. This use of program to refer to any control by a

not-self (the ‘‘not-me in me’’ mentioned earlier) is interesting, for the

first ‘‘instruction notes’’ were written by the human computer himself, to

maintain continuity at a task. They were thus an expedient for self con-
trol. These instructions, however, have lent themselves to a quite differ-

ent view of human activity, as controlled by something other than itself.

Just as the instruction notes that made a ‘‘mindless executor’’ of Turing’s

human computer could either be stored inside the machine or supplied

from the outside (Hodges :), behavior may be attributed to either

genetic or environmental ‘‘information,’’ or even to an outside brought

inside (perhaps an introjected parent). In the end, what one wishes for is

a view of causation and control that is more mobile, relational, and rela-

tivistic, in which investigations of local relationships are understood to

depend on the observer’s point of view and method of framing questions,

in the way described in chapter .

’ 

Turing, whowas instrumental in breaking the Germans’ secret codes dur-

ing World War II, was a homosexual who underwent a course of chemi-

cal therapy after the war as an alternative to incarceration for ‘‘gross in-

decency.’’ 9 He died not long afterward, apparently by suicide (Hodges

). The Turing test owes its name to this man. As it is understood

today, the test states that any entity that can pass for human when com-

municating by means that conceal its physical makeup (perhaps by words

displayed on a computer screen) is considered to have a mind, although

this is not precisely the way Turing presented it. Turing () himself

called it the ‘‘imitation game,’’ and its first players included a man, a

woman, and an interrogator whose task it was to distinguish between

them.

Turing’s biographer comments, ‘‘Like any homosexual man, he was

living an imitation game, not in the sense of conscious play-acting, but

by being accepted as a person that he was not’’ (Hodges :). The

author of the original imitation game did not himself play it very well,

partly because he refused to accept the goal of being mistaken for a
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heterosexual. In homophobic postwar England, his downfall came from

being all too forthcoming about his (illegal) homosexual self.When the

estrogen he took as part of his ‘‘therapy’’ stimulated breast growth, he

was apparently open about this as well.

The Turing test is a procedure that makes the body go away, leaving

only an abstract pattern of pure, disembodied thought. It allows the entity

being interrogated to communicate by a severely restricted channel, and

to remain otherwise hidden. There is no room in this cognitivist story

for feeling or desire, for messy materiality or morality (except, perhaps,

insofar as these can be expressed symbolically). In fact, the abstract pat-

tern’s independence from its bodily instantiation is indispensable for the

argument that machines can think.

Although one sometimes gets the idea that Turing wished to live an

imitation game, ‘‘left alone in a room of his own, to deal with the outside

world solely by rational argument’’ (Hodges :), in the end he did

not, even to the extent of trying to hide his forbidden wants and acts. It

is a distinct irony that this man, who struggled with the mind-body prob-

lem all his life and who in many ways minimized the embodied, social

character of human mentality, should have been done in by such a crude

vision of what bodies and minds—persons—are. In the end, he did not,

of course, communicate with the world by pure intellect, and the self that

was finally brought before the judicial system was not properly account-

able there.

To Shotter (:), to be autonomous is to be allowed to define the

meaning of one’s acts. That people cannot do this alone, however, is evi-

dent in his statement that this is possible only if one regulates oneself by

socially shared criteria, so his distinction between expressing oneself and

being defined by others is unclear. The considerations that brought Tur-

ing down were not shared by the whole society, and there were undoubt-

edly serious constraints on his ability to gain full personhood by naming

himself (as responsible, etc.). But the power of others to name him, to

define his self for him, was also limited, if only by his stubborn integ-

rity and his obliviousness to aspects of his social world. Arguments about

biological causation of the sort outlined earlier would not have saved Tur-

ing. The hormone treatment, in fact, was informed by assumptions about

biological control of behavior. As the choice between imprisonment and

hormones suggests, a coherent theory of causality was finally less cru-
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cial than the sheer unacceptability of public homosexuality (and, Hodges

[:] suggests, of certain breaches of class boundaries).

We began this chapter with a discussion of the Cartesian separation of

mind from body that has influenced scientists’ constructions of human

subjectivity, as well as their understanding of other processes by which

complex order arises through dynamic interaction.We saw that opposing

genetic (bodily) causation to ‘‘the environment’’ or ‘‘culture’’ produces

a peculiar mixture of causal and moral language. In this language, indi-

viduals may or may not be responsible for their contingent ‘‘nurture’’ (if

they are not, their parents, societies, etc., must be, unless we ask whether

the parents in turn are really responsible), but their genes are responsible

for their fixed ‘‘nature.’’ Many nature-nurture debates, in fact, have arisen

because interested parties have accepted this logic and then battled to

haul phenomena back and forth across the biological border. Rather than

joining these tugs-of-war by maintaining that subjectivity is social, not

natural, those who are concerned to reconstruct the subject must also re-

construct biology and development. In doing so, they will weaken the

hold of the nature-nurture opposition on our science and our lives. The

relations between this opposition and the one between body and mind are

so many and so intimate that it is unlikely that we will make inroads on

the troublesome aspects of Cartesian dualism without also confronting

the ghost in the gene (and in society!) as well as the ghost in the machine.

I have tried to show that these are not only academic matters (a reveal-

ing locution) by turning to a politically fraught issue: the scientific, civil,

and moral status of homosexuality.Without claiming to be able to foresee

the consequences of some homosexuals’ embracing a biological explana-

tion for their erotic preferences, I expressed some misgivings about their

decision to enter the nature-nurture fray. Turing’s story provided back-

ground for the discussions of Cartesianism in cognitive science and the

possibility of taking a variety of stances toward mentality. It also showed

another limitation of some arguments over the causation of homosexu-

ality: Not only are they often based on indefensible assumptions about

developmental processes, they can be quite beside the point in a social

order willing to correct its citizens to death.

Cushman (:) asserts that ‘‘those who ‘own’ the self control our

world’’ by prescribing healthy, proper behavior. By describing a person’s

coming into being, developmentalists characterize that person and that
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person’s world; they are, as Cushman suggests, in a position of consider-

able influence. Scientific namings can also be moral namings.

Moral consideration includes evaluating an array of possible actions

and consequences. The definition of this array is influenced by current

scientific understandings, and surely a person’s actual range of possible
actions is partially constrained by current beliefs about that range. Too

often, biological arguments, by virtue of their entanglement in a com-

plex of beliefs about the fixity of nature, have prejudged these difficult

matters. A reconstructed biology does not so readily lend itself to these

uses. The responsible course would seem to require being as aware as

possible of the myriad influences that inform our ways of being, acting,

and knowing, and at the same time being alert to the ways in which what

we do or say impinges on, informs, and even changes others. If we are

to use biology to name, it should be a biology ample enough to include

our whole selves as well as the social worlds in which we are made and

which we help make—not in the disciplinary imperialism that sees ever

broader compass for genetic control,10 but rather in the attempt to reach

far enough to describe (to paraphrase Shotter), what kind of world those

genes ‘‘go on inside of.’’



11 Evolutionary and Developmental Formation:

Politics of the Boundary

Much of my work concerns the politics of the boundary. The meaning

of politics here is very broad, having to do with all sorts of influence and
power, but especially the power to define and privilege, include and ex-

clude, render central or peripheral. Although this may involve matters

‘‘outside’’ science (a fraught frontier if ever there was one), it need not.

Some of my reasons for working on the nature-nurture problem stem

from concerns about publicly contested issues of, say, intelligence, race,

or sex, but most have to do with the kinds of distinctions that are made

in the scientific work that draws on and feeds these larger disputes.

Any theory carves theworld in particular ways and so legitimates some

entities and distinctions while leaving others beyond the pale—second-

ary, invisible, or unintelligible. Making the cellular or the nuclear mem-

brane a primary theoretical boundary in the study of development and

evolution, for example, may be justified by pointing to Weismann’s bar-

rier (), which in today’s terms forbids ‘‘information flow’’ from the

body to the . This insistence on one-way movement of information

is not just a matter of the presence or absence of cell-level -altering

feedback, however; it plays on and warrants the whole set of assumptions

about inheritance and essence, permissible and impermissible explana-

tions—even about academic disciplines—that we have been analyzing.

Inside or Outside Standard Evolutionary Theory?

I am aware that the words politics and boundary in my chapter title will
raise some red flags. Part of my project is to inquire into the provocative

power of such boundary-marking emblems. They tend to imply a particu-
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lar field of oppositions, and they inevitably gloss over some differences

and commonalities while proclaiming others, making it hard to move be-

yond global categorizations. This situation helps explain why there may

be a need for something like a developmental systems perspective, to

rework many of the basic oppositions in the biological and social sci-

ences. It may also help us understand why developmental systems theory

seems to be resisted for being simultaneously inside and outside existing

theory: inside (and therefore redundant) because it stresses matters that

are already acknowledged at least part of the time, and outside because it

explicitly breaches certain sacred boundaries. A not uncommon reaction

to  is, ‘‘That’s completely crazy, and besides, I already knew it.’’

Parts of this chapter will serve as a review of some of the basic argu-

ments of the book. I start with the developmental systems case for broad-

ening the concepts of inheritance and evolution, which means including

within the hereditary package many factors that are traditionally consid-

ered to lie outside it. I also review some common defenses for the tradi-

tional positions. Next come some recent border disputes in evolutionary

theory. In mentioning these disagreements I try to show that ‘‘science

as usual’’ frequently involves disputes over what should be treated as

internal and external to a given phenomenon.While the notion of a de-

velopmental system admittedly tampers with some categories that mod-

ern thinkers treat as sacrosanct, then, I’m suggesting that the kind of con-

ceptual change it proposes is not different in kind from the everyday work

of theorists, and that, indeed, boundary shifting is a favorite, although

sometimes unacknowledged, technique in scientific dispute. This does

not make it right, but it may make some of my own moves look less out-
landish. Although  is perhaps better known for questioning distinc-

tions than for drawing them, repositioning a boundary can not only group

together things that were formerly kept strictly apart, like genetic and

other influences on development, it can also highlight new differences

and bring the peripheral into focus. Trends in the direction of something

like developmental systems are visible even in some standard theorizing.

At various points I touch on the selfish replicators that have figured

in debates about ‘‘biological bases’’ of human behavior, and raise doubts

about the status of ‘‘informational’’ units such as genes and ‘‘memes’’

as privileged currencies and explanatory tools. More inclusive concep-

tions of development and evolution open up space to address issues that
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have suffered relative neglect. It may even be, as I speculate in the pen-

ultimate section, that they will allow the exploration of the complexities

of cooperation and competition without foreclosing some possibilities

beforehand. I close with some comments on the position of  with re-

spect to more mainstream theories, suggesting that some of the resistance

it has met stems from the fact that even in science, boundaries can be

treated as defenses against heresy rather than as lines to be drawn and

redrawn in the pursuit of various kinds of understanding. By speaking of

the politics of biology in this way, I do not intend to expose the field to

the world, unclothed and unlovely. The emperor has many clothes, more

than he usually wears, and certain ensembles, not yet tried, might serve

him better.

Redrawing Boundaries

  

The conceptual line drawn around the genes is fundamental to modern

biology, and insofar as biological science plays a foundational role vis-

à-vis other disciplines, other lines are drawn in accordance with it. It

delimits inheritance proper, the genetic inheritance that was originally

modeled on the inheritance of land, objects, or titles, but that now serves

as the paradigm case. A semipermeable membrane around a certain kind

of cell, or even around its nucleus, is thought to separate two kinds of

‘‘information,’’ ‘‘transmitted’’ through different channels. Genetic infor-

mation flows along the germ line; it passes through organisms without

being (much) altered by the passage and continues for an indefinite num-

ber of generations. Hence the talk of potentially ‘‘immortal’’ genes (Wil-

liams :). The ontogenies of individual organisms are said to result

from the decoding of this information, which may then be supplemented

or modulated by the environment.

With a line drawn between the genes and everything else in the uni-

verse, it is perhaps not surprising that the channel for nongenetic infor-
mation remains underspecified (it may be cytoplasmic or extracellular,

‘‘experiential’’ or cultural), although a direct brain-to-brain route seems

to be popular. Sober () gives a taxonomy of selective models of cul-
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tural change. The models use either genes or learning as the mode of

heredity, and either ‘‘having babies’’ or ‘‘having students’’ as the mea-

sure of fitness. We see here the centrality of information transmission

as a way of accounting for continuity. Also evident is the intimate con-

nection of these models with what I have been calling ‘‘developmental

dualism,’’ the doctrine that some developmental processes are (mostly)

guided from within, and some are (mostly) guided from the outside. It

becomes a simple matter to see how this conceptual geography encour-

ages genetically reductive views of human affairs (if only gene replica-

tion counts), developmental dualism (especially if ‘‘memes,’’ or cultural

units, replicate too), or both. Neither is very pleasing.

The developmental systems approach allows us to redraw the overly

restrictive boundary around the genes to include other developmentally

important influences. The point is not to open a second channel, one to

carry culture, but to trade discrete channels for interacting systems whose

processes give rise to successive generations. Regularities in these sys-

tems’ functioning support the sorts of predictable associations that make

the language of transmission possible.

  

Transmission, whether of genes or of culture, is supposed to produce

developmental regularity, but as I argued in chapter , it actually pre-
supposes such regularity. When bodies, behavior patterns, or beliefs re-

cur regularly, we can count on them without being able to explain them.

When they don’t, we may be at a loss to say why. How often do we accu-

rately transmit even a single complex idea to a student or a colleague, and

what else must be in place for this to be even thinkable? (And what would

it mean to transmit a ‘‘single idea’’ in isolation?) Something is judged

to have been transmitted when it reappears, through heaven knows what

processes, in the ‘‘recipient.’’ But invoking transmission not only fails to

explain how this reconstruction occurs, it encourages us to ignore the fact

that it must occur at all.

In a discussion of cultural evolution, Sober () says that social sci-

entists are interested in causes of differential transmission, and evolu-

tionists in consequences. (Another version of this perspectival gap will
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come out when we talk about cooperation and competition below.) Thus

Dawkins (:) can blithely write of memes (his units of cultural

evolution, analogous to genes) that ‘‘propagate themselves in the meme

pool by leaping from brain to brain’’ precisely because, as Daniel Den-

nett (:) acknowledges, evolutionists and cognitive scientists can

‘‘finesse’’ their ‘‘ignorance of the gory mechanical details of how the in-

formation got from A to B.’’ One could suspect that more than finessing is

involved here, given the evident glee with which these authors displace

agency from humans to selfish replicators. Thus Dennett (:, )

speaks of ‘‘invasion of human brains by culture,’’ and even of interacting

‘‘meme-infested brains’’ (not people!). True, in a more benign mood he

says that brains are ‘‘furnished by’’ memes (:), but his general

thrust is conveyed by a description of selves as ‘‘created out of the inter-

play of memes exploiting and redirecting the machinery Mother Nature

has given us’’ (:). Actually, he defines the notion of a person by
such memic invasion and manipulation.

These are especially vivid examples of the ways in which develop-

mental issues and all sorts of other questions about social phenomena

can be kept at bay (or worse, ‘‘explained’’) by evolutionary theorists. If

evolutionists are content to assume the processes allowing reliable re-

appearance across generations, and wish only to document net outcomes,

then one might reasonably ask what purpose is served by the agentic lan-

guage, especially when it causes such dismay in some and lends itself to

such misuse by others. Turning genes and memes into diminutive master-

minds conflates process and consequence precisely in the way Patrick

Bateson (b) warns against. Yet this sector of the literature continues

to be populated by self-interested replicators tirelessly maneuvering for

the reproductive edge. They are prototypes of competitive selfishness,

and they design us to be their instruments, even, as discussed in chapter ,

providing our ‘‘real’’ motives and goals (see critiques in P. P. G. Bateson

; Kitcher ). Small wonder that this style of evolutionary writ-

ing has given rise to worries about the possibility, even the coherence, of

cooperation, as well as about the more general implications of evolution

for human lives.
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In standard accounts of evolution and development, genes are privileged

as both currency and cause, but the privileging is unjustified. Multi-

leveled, changing contexts and processes can be reduced to the role of

conduits (chapter ) for information only by ignoring the ‘‘gory mechani-

cal details’’ of the life cycle. Below are five typical rationales for gene-

based accounts that have appeared in preceding chapters. Each is fol-

lowed by a parenthesis indicating some of what is being glossed over.

There is nothing sinister about these glossings over: People simplify all

the time. Nor is there anything particularly heterodox about them. In fact,

they are phrased in a conservative manner, as I think the kind of speaker

I am imagining would qualify the arguments if pushed. Parentheses can,

however, marginalize by typographical convention, minimizing what van

der Weele () calls the ‘‘conceptual room’’ allotted to a topic. She

speaks of scientific choices in terms of the ‘‘ethics of attention.’’ One

can similarly speak, perhaps, of a politics of attention. So each parenthe-
sis is then expanded, usually by parity of reasoning, or what philosopher

SidneyMorganbesser (in Elster :) reportedly called the first law of

Jewish logic: If p,why not q? The justification for giving special status to
the genes is thus systematically (!) applied to other developmental influ-

ences as well. All of these influences and entities, both inside and outside

the organism, are interactants in a developmental system that produces a

life cycle. Herewith the arguments, with qualifying parentheses and their

expansions:

.  (to be read in a stentorian voice): Genes produce organ-

isms.

 : (Although they are not, of course, suffi-

cient; raw materials must be available and conditions must be adequate.)

   : Genes themselves don’t ‘‘make’’

anything, although they are involved in processes requiring many other

molecules and conditions (Jablonka and Lamb ; Moss ;

Neumann-Held ; Stent ; Strohman ). Other interactants (or

resources, or means) are found at scales from the microscopic to the eco-

logical, some living, some not. None is sufficient, and their effects are
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interdependent. Development never occurs (and could not occur) in a

vacuum.

. : Shared genes are responsible for species characteris-

tics.

 : (Again, as long as proper conditions are

present.)

 : Just as genes can’t make organisms in general, they
can’t create species-typical characters in particular. Typical conditions,
again at many scales, contribute to forming these characters, whose uni-

formity should not be exaggerated. The activity of the organism, includ-

ing self-stimulation, is often a crucial aspect of species-typical develop-

ment, and so are influences from other organisms (Gottlieb , ;

Johnston and Gottlieb ; Lehrman ; Oyama ). Genetic and

environmental variation is often underestimated, and flexible processes

can sometimes result in typical phenotypes despite atypical developmen-

tal resources.

. : Genetic variants specify the heritable phenotypes

needed for natural selection.

 : (Of course, heritability depends on con-

ditions, and it can be hard to separate genetic from environmental

effects.)

 : Unless nongenetic factors are excluded by stipu-

lation, other developmental resources can also ‘‘specify’’ phenotypic

variants, which can be heritable in a variety of senses. The genotype-

phenotype correlations that warrant the talk of genetic specification may

not occur under all circumstances, and may change within and across

generational time. Specificity, furthermore, is a slippery matter; it de-

pends on the question being asked, the comparison being made, and the

measure being used, as well as the developmental state of the organisms

and the context of the comparison. In fact, the genotype-environment

correlations and statistical interactions that plague the behavior geneticist

are manifestations of just the interdependent networks that developmen-

tal systems theorists describe (Nijhout ; K. C. Smith ).

. :Only genes are passed on in reproduction; phenotypes,

and therefore environmental effects, are evanescent and thus evolution-

arily irrelevant.
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 : (Of course, the genes are housed in a

cell.)

 : If transmitting or ‘‘passing on’’ means ‘‘delivering

materially unchanged,’’ then few if any developmental resources are

transmitted across evolutionary time, depending on how one measures

material change. If transmission means ‘‘reliably present in the next life

cycle,’’ which is the biologically relevant meaning in , then an indefi-

nitely large set of heterogeneous resources or means is transmitted. They

are sought or produced by the organism itself, supplied by other organ-

isms, perhaps through social processes and institutions, or are otherwise

available (Caporael ; Ingold ). Although many developmentally

important environmental features are exceedingly stable, others are non-

continuous, perhaps varying seasonally or geographically (Griffiths and

Gray ). Any definition of inheritance that doesn’t privilege the nu-

clear or cell boundary a priori will be applicable to other constituents

of the system: If p, why not q? The developmental systems perspective
stresses the processes that bring together the prerequisites for successive

iterations of a life cycle.

As I observed in chapter , bits of  could magically materialize

whenever they were to be used: It is appearance at the right time and

place that counts, not material continuity. The more we learn about how

cells carry on, the less fanciful this idea seems; a functional gene may not

consist of a continuous stretch of  but may have to be assembled on

the spot by quite elaborate methods (Ho b; Moss ; Neumann-

Held ).

. : If gene frequencies don’t change, then evolution has

not, by definition, occurred.

 : (Of course, the gene concept is relatively

recent, and other definitions are possible.)

 : A historian could tell us how gene frequencies

moved from being an index of evolutionary change to being definitional
(see papers in Keller and Lloyd ), but we needn’t insist on that one

definition. In fact, many branches of biology routinely speak of changes

in phenotypes (Brandon :; Johnston and Gottlieb ; and, in a

different spirit, Maynard Smith , on game theory). If one must have

a ‘‘unit’’ of evolution, it would be the interactive developmental system:
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life cycles of organisms in their niches. Evolution would then be change

in the constitution and distribution of these systems. This definition em-

braces, but is not restricted to, more traditional ones.

Negotiations at the Border

The preceding list should give a sense of ’s approach to development

and evolution. Its proponents extend some boundaries, but in many ways

are simply making explicit what is everywhere implicit, and what in-

creasing numbers of workers are saying more or less directly. In another,

more realistic, sense, however, it looks like an uphill fight all the way.

That these are both true is in itself significant, for it reveals the com-

plexity of the process of theoretical conservatism and change (Shanahan

; B. H. Smith ).

Robert Brandon and Janis Antonovics (:), for instance, claim

that organisms and their environments coevolve, and discuss Lewontin’s

(b) argument that organisms and environments are interconnected in

ways that require a reconceptualization of evolution. They note that the

idea of mutual influence has been around for a long time—in the practice

of rotating crops, for example. It is found in the evolutionary literature,

too, often in asides and ceteris paribus clauses, but prominently in game

theory, in which competing organisms take each other’s behavior into

account.

In his comments on Brandon and Antonovics’s article,Wolters ()

is appreciative of their proposal but disagrees with them on whether con-

specifics are internal or external to the population. Border disputes like

these are everyday affairs. Such uncertainties, like the long-standing one

about whether the niche belongs to organisms or to the environment,

illustrate both the perpetual ambiguity of these divides and scientists’

need to bridge them.

   ‘‘’’

Theorists are annoyed when they are told what they have ‘‘always

known.’’ Yet there is a difference between knowing in a parenthetical,

‘‘of course it’s important’’ way about the intimacy and reciprocality of
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organism-environment exchanges in development and evolution, say, and

incorporating the knowledge into models and explanations, research and

theory. Indeed, one of Brandon and Antonovics’s stated goals is to redress

evolutionary biology’s failure to integrate this ‘‘knowledge’’ of inter-

dependence.Van der Weele (), remarking on the same phenomenon

in developmental biology, shows some of the ways the role of the envi-

ronment is marginalized. Because any dividing line exists on a compli-

cated, multidimensional landscape of belief and practice, it can implicate

all sorts of other affirmations and denials, to say nothing of loyalties and

betrayals. A great deal of energy is devoted to managing them.

  

Negotiations over entities and explanations are integral to the making of

science, including the continuous ‘‘making’’ of science by marking the

borders between it and nonscience. Whenever the scope of a theory is

being explored or unexpected results must be accommodated, limits are

put into question. A common response to theoretical challenge is to en-

gage in strategic boundary work. Hull (:), for instance, holds that

the proponents of the evolutionary synthesis simply redefined the theory

to include neutralism.1

As I suggested earlier, one can also attempt to place an opponent out-

of-bounds, perhaps by calling him or her a Lamarckian. There is an inter-

esting story to be told about this use of Lamarck against deviations from

traditional conceptions of development and evolution, but I will not tell

it here (see Hull :chap. ; Jablonka and Lamb ; Sterelny, Smith,

and Dickison ). Suffice it to say that such name-calling is often a

dubious attempt to reinforce dubious distinctions between nature and

nurture, or to distinguish between hardheaded, scientific neo-Darwinism

and its fuzzyheaded, sentimental detractors. Conventional wisdom may,

with some imprecision, call cultural change ‘‘Lamarckian evolution,’’ but

it seems that biology itself must be shielded by Weismann’s barrier or

some other line between the genetic and the environmental. This is the

case despite the difficulty of saying just where the line lies and despite

the myriad connections and interdependencies between the divided ter-

ritories (Latour ).

We have seen that variously located membranes are used simultane-
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ously to demarcate kinds of information, inheritance, transmission, evo-

lution, even science itself. Most of the lines touched on here have been,

as they say, internal to science, but they are political nonetheless in the

general sense mentioned earlier: aspects of disciplinary and doctrinal in-

fluence. The skeins of citations are also boundary work, as are the lacunae

left when critics are answered or dismissed without being named. Thus

are ancestors and bastards created, in-groups and out-groups, in work that

is at once intellectual and political.
The runoff from these controversies is seldom contained by ivy-

covered walls. Debates about macroevolution or developmental con-

straints, for instance, have been recruited in the battle between creation

science and orthodox science. Part of the emotional charge to these de-

bates comes from exasperation that a battle considered long won is not

over after all. Theological considerations were once standard in biologi-

cal inference. That changed, and now some would change things back;

theorists accustomed to talking about escalating arms races should ex-

pect to face updated weapons. As Hull (:) remarks, ‘‘The dispute

over Darwinism was as much a disagreement over the nature of genu-

ine science as over the existence of evolution.’’ It still is: Questioning

received evolutionary wisdom these days can open one to charges of

crypto-creationism. This can be a potent way of keeping dissenters in

line.

Replicators, Cooperation, and Competition

Once one has accepted a gene-based view of biological evolution one can

then ask: If genes evolve in particular ways, why not other things? If tiny

particles of matter are central to one story, atoms of thought or culture

could populate another (note once again the body-mind duality). Many

approaches to learning, society, and culture have been inspired by evolu-

tionary theory. Sometimes social arrangements are explained by biology.

Or the relation between biological evolution and cultural evolution may

be analogical: They may ‘‘interact’’ or compete, or run in parallel. We

might then envision gene-meme (or culture) coevolution. Just as genes

could manipulate a bird into making a nest to ensure their own propaga-
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tion (Dawkins ), an idea or tune could arrange for its own replication

by imitation (hence the term replicator). There is some parity of reason-
ing going on here, and scheming memes can be as entertaining as selfish

genes. But as Patrick Bateson () suggests in a teasing but pointed re-

joinder to Dawkins, one could also speak of nests using genes to make

more nests.

   

Serious proposals to enlarge the evolutionary cast of characters tend to

meet resistance.One of the most conservative elements in standard views

is a belief in entities whose ‘‘informational’’ nature gives them special

significance in both evolutionary and developmental formation. ‘‘Conser-

vative’’ here refers to theory, but one of the reasons evolutionary theory

commands so much attention from scientists and nonscientists alike is its

entanglement in larger political and moral questions. Having to announce

‘‘I am not a Nazi’’ or ‘‘I am not a lackey of the capitalist power struc-

ture’’ is about as much fun as going on television to say to the people who

elected you, ‘‘I am not a crook.’’ 2 Scientists offended at having to parry

such accusations may, however, have helped prepare the way for them by

cleaving to a conceptual scheme in which human relations are explained

by the competition of immortal quasi agents that get themselves counted

in the next generation by making and running the bodies that carry them;

or, less melodramatically, a scheme in which a biologically conservative

‘‘nature’’ constrains and limits ‘‘nurture,’’ defining beforehand the range

of possible variation.

The lively and ongoing exchange between Kim Sterelny, Kelly Smith,

and Michael Dickison () and Paul Griffiths and Russell Gray (,

) is, among other things, a second-generation Dawkins-Bateson dis-

agreement about the notion of the selfish replicator. For Dawkins 

(Hull  has a different view), a replicator is an entity that makes organ-

isms and is copied at differing rates, depending on the organisms’ re-

productive success (see Griesemer in press on copying). Sterelny, Smith,

and Dickison insist on the privileged evolutionary status of the replicator,
although they accept ‘‘the radicals’’’ critique of its special role in control-

ling development. (For ‘‘radicals’’ read ‘‘.’’) Dawkins and many others
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see this privileged role in developmental causation in the guise of genetic

instructions, programs, and the like. The ‘‘reformists’’ Sterelny, Smith,

and Dickison (my term, not theirs) not only wish to retain evolutionary
replicators, they want to enlarge the category to include more entities: ‘‘a

still more raucous andmotley crowd of squabbling replicators,’’ like nests

and burrows, which can increase their chances of appearing in the next

generation by influencing their inhabitants (:). These authors

note that treating such objects as replicators is consistent with Dawkins’s

‘‘basic conceptual structure,’’ if not with his ‘‘actual practice’’ (see also

Gray ). But -ers Griffiths and Gray question the very idea of

privileged replicators. The choice, to simplify somewhat, is between re-

forming the game by admitting more players, and changing it. This game

is, of course, enclosed in a bigger game that is not being questioned,

maybe the game of ‘‘evolutionary theory’’ or ‘‘scholarly exchange.’’ 3

The debate is too complex to summarize here, but it is interesting

partly because evolutionary theory, which eliminated divine agency from

its explanation of life, may end up postulating surrogate agents. This

metaphorical talk, discussed in chapter , is not entirely benign, and the

difficulties are not entirely deflected by accusing critics of being squeam-

ish about real life; nor are they completely defused by invoking poetic

license. For one thing, such talk makes the already difficult task of think-

ing about human behavior even harder. In most cases this is probably an

unintended consequence.4 Yet, selfish-gene talk often seems an aspect of

a more general evolutionary machismo directed against anyone foolish

enough to think that nature (or humanity) is nice.

Although I don’t think nature is particularly nice, people sometimes

are, and their niceness is not always a selfish strategy. I am concerned

about the kinds of truths evolution is thought to render, and I believe that

the problems raised by current orthodoxy’s genecentrism go beyond the

theoretical issues sketched earlier. The risk that we will see humans as

being driven by the self-interested replicators that ‘‘infest’’ their bodies

and brains is somewhat diluted if burrows and nests can be replicators,

too. But crowds of contentiously quarreling quasi agents may not be the

best basis for an adequate view of human life.We are left with more com-

petitors, not a different view of competition.
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If one thinks of evolution as change in the constitution and distribution of

developmental systems, it is certainly reasonable to record the reappear-

ance in successive generations of particular features, variant or other-

wise, as a way of tracking the characteristics of life cycles. Historical

considerations, ease of measurement, and amenability to modeling will

inform the choice of features and comparisons. Stability and change in

associations among features can also be of interest: This is what studies

of heritability, linkage, habitat imprinting, social structure, and migra-

tion are about. Virtually all the familiar kinds of evolutionary research

can still be done against such a broadened background, but there are no

‘‘informationally’’ or causally privileged elements to drive the entire pro-

cess. There is, though, an emphasis on the many explicit and tacit choices

made by the analyst who temporarily focuses on certain elements as ‘‘in-

formative.’’ In addition, areas to some extent excluded from the synthetic

theory of evolution, such as development, biogeography, and ecology

(Gray ), are comfortably accommodated by .

Brandon and Antonovics () argue that the kinds of complex rela-

tionships they document have been practically invisible until now. I sub-

mit that thinking in terms of evolving systems rather than disembodied

gene pools or genetic programs makes such phenomena salient. Bran-

don and Antonovics’s term, ‘‘coevolution,’’ though, suggests the linked

change in two distinct units, brought about by natural selection of each by

the other (typically different species, as in the host-parasite models the

authors say are closest to their own, :). I am not arguing for any

single definition of coevolution (see Nitecki  for a sampling of the

possibilities). I do suspect that, to the extent that Brandon and Antonovics

treat their plants and environments as somehow analogous to two species,

they fall short of effectively serving their stated goal of implementing

Lewontin’s insights into organism-environment interpenetration. To the

extent that they approach that goal, they also approach something that

looks more and more like a developmental system.

Griffiths and Gray () compare the organism-environment coevolu-

tion of Brandon and Antonovics () with organism-environment rela-

tions in evolving developmental systems, taking up some complaints that

have been raised about the latter. One is that such systems supposedly
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involve an intractable degree of complexity. Griffiths and Gray, though,

remind us that any actual investigation is necessarily limited in scope.
They remark on the gap between the rhetorical force of a charge of wooly
holism (leveled by Sterelny, Smith, and Dickison ) and its practical
significance, pointing out that a ‘‘complete’’ picture of Brandon and An-
tonovics’s organism-environment coevolution would be as complex as a

‘‘complete’’ developmental systems account. Any real analysis, though,

is circumscribed. (On the goal of completeness, see van der Weele .)

Earlier I speculated about sources of resistance to the pleasing (to me)

unity and inclusiveness of the developmental systems account. These

sources included the fear of the Lamarckian heresy. But one need not

haul out poor Lamarck in order to complain that speaking of evolving

organism-environment systems involves an unacceptably great change

from existing usage. Even Brandon and Antonovics’s largely sympathetic

commentator (Wolters ) feels that it’s a bit much to talk about the en-
vironment evolving.5 Apparently defining evolution by selection,Wolters

also seems to say that environments are not naturally selected, so they

change but do not evolve.
But Gray () points out that Darwinism has no timeless essence.

‘‘Existing usage’’ is seldom univocal; common terms can hide decidedly

varied meanings, and over the years theories can be marvelously elastic.6

At any moment, the amount of heterogeneity of opinion within a tradi-

tion can be stressed or minimized; when threatened from ‘‘the outside’’

we circle our wagons and face outward rather than detailing our inter-

nal disputes. Hull (:), for one, opines that ‘‘in retrospect, Hux-

ley’s appellation [‘‘Synthetic Theory’’] was hardly based on past accom-

plishments but was a combination of a public-relations ploy and a hope

for the future.’’ Keller and Lloyd’s () Keywords in Evolutionary Bi-
ology shows that even fundamental concepts such as gene, fitness, selec-
tion, and species are anything but monolithic. This does not keep them

from being used, and it doesn’t necessarily hinder discussion. Some-

times heterogeneity can feed flexibility and extension (Fujimura ).

Revisionist developmental systems workers (dis)respectfully submit ad-

ditional concepts, such as information, transmission, inheritance, and

even evolution itself, for scrutiny and reevaluation.
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Some worry that humans as a species are necessarily warlike, or patriar-

chal. Others offer counterclaims that we are basically peaceful, or matri-

archal. As we saw in chapter , these dynamics also occur with respect

to intraspecific differences. To speak of biology is often to speak of what

is deep and really real, so it is not surprising that people feel the need to

fight evolutionary fire with more (albeit nicer) evolutionary fire, perhaps

countering innate selfishness with innate altruism (Kohn ; comments

in Oyama ). This is unnecessary, and in the long run counterproduc-

tive. Nor is the solution to say that we have no nature, for this is apt to

be taken as a claim that we can be anything, or else as a denial of within-
species commonalities. To avoid these traps, I have recommended that

nature simply refer to the organism’s characteristics. Natures change, and
organisms with the same genotype can have different natures. Nurture
then refers to the developmental processes that make and change these

natures.

Earlier I alluded to the increasingly widespread conviction that self-

ishness is part of our biological nature (in the usual senses, as basic or

inescapable). It has become hard to think of organisms, including our-

selves, as anything but competitive. This is not only due to images of

striving replicators. Assuming cooperation to be, at best, a competitive

strategy can make it conceptually unstable. Keller () observes that

while mutualisms and cooperative relationships are acknowledged in bi-

ology, they tend to be subordinated to competitive relationships, at times

even being called ‘‘cooperative competition.’’ Competition is seen to be

caused by limited resources or is simply defined by them. Resources are
assumed to be measurable without reference to organisms, Keller re-

ports, and an organism’s consumption is similarly treated independently

of other organisms. All this contributes to the virtual unthinkability of

cooperative relationships except as they are subservient to competition.

Keller further remarks on biologists’ apparent inability to retain certain

periodically rediscovered insights about the dynamics of cooperation.

This looks like insufficient conceptual room, or, as she puts it, ‘‘air space’’

(:).

The biological literature is full of strategic altruism and mutual back-

scratching, but always with an eye to reproductive advantage.Why must
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we keep our eyes on reproductive advantage, itself a multivocal notion?
Because, we’re told, natural selection’s invisible hand is guided by an eye

fixed on the bottom line. But why just one bottom line?

Keller () reports that evolutionary theorists speak of competition

in the absence of direct conflict or contact among the organisms in ques-

tion, even when they are not using the same resource: The relation is

competitive because the analyst is making the comparison. ‘‘This exten-
sion, where ‘competition’ can cover all possible circumstances of relative

viability and reproductivity, brings with it, then, the tendency to equate

competition with natural selection itself’’ (p. ). To continue the con-

ceptual slide, remember that some people virtually identify evolution

with natural selection, which is typically defined by genetic change. (Re-

call the comment on Wolters, above.) Peter Taylor (pers. comm. )

confirms that researchers often do not actually observe the use of a lim-
ited resource by different species, and that multiple indirect effects con-

found the inverse relations between population sizes from which ecolo-

gists have typically inferred competition.

Let’s reflect for a moment on genetic advantage. Dennett (:–

) defends the idea that genes can have interests by comparing them to

any other entity for whose benefit things are done, like children, corpo-

rations, and ideas. Natural selection is directed at advancing the welfare

of genes, he says, so genes have interests. Although he stops a hair short

of flatly denying that all this is basically bookkeeping (Wimsatt ), he

makes it quite clear that he thinks these ‘‘interests’’ are not just a matter

of what the biologist is counting. One gets the impression that interests

are conferred by Dame Selection, not by the scientist.

One can certainly track allele (genetic variant) frequencies from gen-

eration to generation, if this is what one wants to know. Similarly, one
can count the noses of a motley of replicators, but one should not forget

who is choosing to count, and one should avoid straitening the conceptual

space by adopting overly restrictive definitions or by confusing the inter-

ests of the counter with those of the countee. The dominance of popula-

tion genetic definitions was established with the evolutionary synthesis,

which has its share of gaps, loose ends, and indeterminacies. Without

being so audacious as to present ‘‘better’’ definitions of cooperation and

competition, I want to speculate a bit about collective activity.
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Developmental Systems–Style Competition and Cooperation

‘‘The radicals’’ should not be cast as exclusive press agents for coopera-

tion. As I noted above, evolutionists have studied it intensively, and Grif-

fiths and Gray () stress the importance of competition (as depen-

dence on limited shared resources) in . The idea of competition is

considerably altered, though, when the focus shifts from organisms or

agentlike replicators to systems of interrelated processes (see Griffiths

and Gray ). At issue is the evolutionary role given to the complex
interdependencies and integration emphasized in . Below are some

tentative comments about these ideas in what might loosely be called

a developmental systems style: one that moves with a certain fluidity

among scales and measures, taking a pragmatic stance toward research

decisions and a somewhat skeptical one toward much received wisdom.

This approach emphasizes emergent pattern from shifting, heterogene-

ous sets of interactants, and changing, multiple control (see also Taylor

). Such phenomena, which some call ‘‘cooperative,’’ are frequently

described by ecologists, developmentalists, and social scientists. They

tend to appear in evolutionary theory only as constraints on, or condi-

tions for, selection—as messy details to be bracketed out, or as strategies

to propagate genes. Although present in the theory, then, they are ren-

dered conceptually secondary. It is possible to avoid that kind of prior

privileging. These aspects of biological processes can be treated in a way

that does not always measure them against the same bottom line. One

can, for instance, concentrate on consequences of variant developmental

systems’ differing rates of self-perpetuation or on the interrelated causes

involved in the systems themselves.7 In the latter case, the ‘‘bottom line’’

is the continuity of a system’s functioning, whether it is reliably repeated

or not.

In chapter  I spoke of the importance of understanding how a set of

processes keeps going partly by re-creating its own constituents (N.B.: not
how some subset of constituents re-creates itself, making and using the
rest of the system to further its own proliferative interests). I was speak-

ing of autocatalytic chemical reactions in vital processes, but the signifi-

cance of interacting, self-perpetuating, and self-preparing complexes of

resources and processes is more general. Larger-scale interactions are
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implicated in reproduction and ontogeny as well, and they are not nec-

essarily contained within a skin (this is one of the points of Dawkins’s

 Extended Phenotype, and what made that exploration so interesting
to me). The continuity of the germ line is supposed to explain the re-

peated cycling of life courses, but this leaves out the rest of the develop-

mental complex, downgrading important phenomena and encouraging

problematic conceptions of all-knowing designer genes. Disclaimers of

complete genetic efficacy are becoming more common, but they tend to

leave the basic message of powerful and clever macromolecules largely

untouched. If there is indeed a practical difference between merely ac-

knowledging phenomena and giving them full-fledged theoretical status,

then it could be worthwhile to look at evolution through different lenses.

If we ask how systems keep going, how they change or remain stable,

how changes at one level are, or are not, reflected at others, there will be

room for tracking particular units from generation to generation. They

will not have unique status a priori, so analysts may be called on to jus-

tify their decisions. A benefit of refocusing from tightly bounded self-

replicators to loosely bounded repeating systems, however, might be to

allow a more discriminating and generous view of collective activity

(Gordon in press). Just as development has never been fully integrated

into the synthetic theory, the question of long-term stability of multi-

species communities has not been adequately dealt with either (Taylor

; see also Gray ). Peter Taylor stresses the historicity of eco-

logical complexes, which must be developed or reconstructed, not just

‘‘dispersed.’’

Faced with a complex system made of processes at scales from the

molecular to the biogeographical, it is necessary to ask: Cooperation for

what? Competition for what? There need not be just one bottom line

(B. H. Smith :chap. ), and for any indicator to track anything the
system must be kept going. Processes and entities at diverse scales are

often at least partially nested, and there may be different consequences

of an interaction at different levels (Wimsatt ). Hence my earlier

allusion to competing theorists ‘‘cooperating’’ to sustain larger games,

which may themselves be in higher-level competition. At any level, the

entities or processes must be scrupulously specified. The same is true of

the relevant outcomes. If an analyst invokes competition when compar-

ing outcomes (recall Keller’s point), the counterpart could be to speak of
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cooperation any time an interaction contributes to the creation or main-

tenance of the outcomes themselves, though using loaded terms such as

competition and cooperation for such broad categories of consequences
and causes is probably ill-advised. In any case, these seem to be different

kinds of questions, such that either can be subsumed by the other by em-

bedding. If the highest-level game that is being monitored is about rela-

tive representation in an outcome, then ‘‘cooperative competition’’ could
make sense. If it is about contributions to an outcome, then ‘‘competitive
cooperation’’ becomes intelligible. For both kinds of questions, a variety

of indicators and currencies could be considered, but one need not be

automatically subordinated to the other; which is primary depends on the

analytic question. It would then become difficult to conclude anything

about the ‘‘basic’’ nature of behavior—or of life in general.

Taking this kind of multilayered approach to human interactions re-

veals social behavior whose variety, shifting subtlety, and complexity

defy straightforward categorization. Think of Goffman’s () classic

social-psychological analysis of self-presentation. People manage these

presentations in ways that may be viewed as competitive. At the same

time, they enter into wordless collusion to preserve a certain definition

of the situation. The mobile psychology of ‘‘us’’ and ‘‘them’’ can also

be of interest here (Caporael et al. ); think of the people/things you

might be proud of, defensive of, embarrassed for, and the conditions

under which those propensities can be aroused and altered, sometimes

moment-to-moment. Trust is also crucial in our collective action, includ-

ing science (P. Bateson b; Shapin ).

Locating Developmental Systems

I am not advocating that we abandon existing methods of studying com-

petition and cooperation, but rather that we take very seriously their limi-

tations, and then ask, Is there anything else, perhaps quite different, that

we might want to know, as scientists or as citizens? The shape of the

theoretical background surely influences the ease with which, and the

ways in which, other questions come to mind, as well as our interpretive

resources.

Newspapers tell us that a single product can come to dominate a mar-
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ket for reasons other than absolute superiority. The essays in Keywords
in Evolutionary Biology (Keller and Lloyd ) are instructive, not only
for the contemporaneous and historical variety of definitions, methods,

and assumptions surrounding important concepts, but for the stories that

can be read between the lines and between the entries. These are stories

about the dynamics of a sometimes loosely associated set of developing

research areas, impinging on each other, requiring coordinating concepts,

flourishing or not (Callon ; Taylor ). A historical perspective

can also help us understand how such topics as cooperation and environ-

mental influences in evolution (other than selective ones) gain the power

to contaminate, in these cases by association with group selection and

Lamarck (Shanahan ).

When I speak of a politics of theoretical boundaries, I do not mean

that people are always maneuvering to push some views and suppress

others, although they often are. But unintended consequences are ubiq-

uitous. There is a whole shadow domain of events and connections that

are hard to relate to anybody’s intent (Shotter ). Convenient mea-

surements tend to turn into definitions, and not only in science, despite

individuals’ explicit desires that this not happen. (Think of , or grad-

ing in school. Psychologists are taught that Alfred Binet wanted to avoid

precisely the use to which intelligence tests, some of which still bear his

name, were eventually put.) Specialized measuring technologies arise,

squeezing out other perspectives as intellectual and professional interests

become linked in complex networks.Certain kinds of analyses and expla-

nations are readily available, while others are hard even to think about.

A colleague confides, ‘‘We don’t have the language’’ to describe social

behavior.

Developmental systems treatments have sometimes been criticized for

being too radical. Yet when faced with ’s specific points, people often

reply that the matter in question has always been acknowledged within

conventional theory. I would not want the potential usefulness of this

approach to be missed because topics such as cooperation (not assessed

in an exclusively competitive frame) and environmental influences (not

treated exclusively from the point of view of natural selection) have been

stigmatized. Classification as ‘‘radical’’ or ‘‘moderate’’ implies a single

point from which distance can be measured, but I don’t think that con-

temporary evolutionary theory has such a center. Perhaps natural selec-
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tion comes close. Nor would I want what I believe are valid criticisms

to be hastily brushed off with a reflex, ‘‘We knew that,’’ when what is

needed is something more. Some of what is said about developmental

systems is indeed acknowledged by most evolutionists, but one doesn’t

have to be a developmental systems theorist to see the difference be-

tween some familiar-looking bits and a novel but consistent configura-

tion. Clarifying the relationships between this perspective and others (I

consider several in Oyama ; see also van der Weele ) may help

bypass some reflex objections and answer others, but the judgment about

whether work on developmental systems lies inside or outside the syn-

thetic theory can probably be made only retrospectively. Even then there

is no guarantee that the judgment will be either unanimous or enduring.
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Notes

Introduction

1 I use  to refer to a set of concepts, methods, and reformulations of cer-

tain fundamental ideas in biology and the social sciences. The term should

not be taken to imply a congealed party line or to have other connotations

of ‘‘theory’’ more narrowly construed. In chapter , I discuss some of the

considerations involved in delineating the changing groups of people and

ideas that make up such alternative approaches.

Developmental system has also been used by others for different com-

plexes of ideas, usually in a less formal manner (but see note ). As always,

there is the possibility of confusion, but this book should make clear when

a coincidence of terms is just that, and when it signals substantive kinship.

2 Some of this can be found elsewhere. See van der Weele’s () com-

parison of developmental systems theory with process structuralism and

neo-Darwinism, and my () elaboration and extension of her treatment

to include the autopoeisis of Maturana and Varela. There are also some

brief comments on Gibsonian ecological psychology in Oyama (). See

Godfrey-Smith () as well. Fuller treatment of some of these matters

appears in Oyama, Griffiths and Gray (in press) and in the reissue of my

Ontogeny of Information ().
3 Gray () gives a nice description of the basic tenets of what he calls

‘‘constructionism’’ (what I here term ‘‘constructivist interactionism’’). Grif-

fiths and Gray (, ) deploy many of them to address some funda-

mental issues in evolutionary biology, and Griffiths () does the same

for the emotions.

For works on developmental biology using a similar view of develop-

ment, see Nijhout () and van der Weele (), and to see what it looks

like in molecular biology and genetics, see Moss (), Neumann-Held

(), and K. C. Smith (). The dynamical systems approach, which

has a great deal in common with the one under discussion, is employed by

Fogel () and Thelen and Smith () in developmental psychology,

and by Hendriks-Jansen () and van Gelder and Port () in cogni-
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tive science. For a different use of dynamical systems that nevertheless ar-

ticulates in interesting ways with some of the ideas explored in this book,

see Fontana and Buss (). Caporael () gives an account of human

social psychological evolution that takes issue with certain of the trends in

contemporary evolutionary psychology, and Andresen () and Studdert-

Kennedy () have written on language in ways that are conceptually

related to the views being presented here.

4 There is no antipathy to genes here, although one does need to say just what

sense of gene one intends. There is, however, a dissatisfaction with certain
ways of dealing with them. The diversity of meanings of gene contributes
to its rhetorical power. See Keller and Lloyd () for some discussions.

Griffiths and Neumann-Held () provide alternative understandings of

the ‘‘molecular gene’’ and the ‘‘evolutionary gene.’’ They argue that the

evolutionists’ difference makers need not correspond to specific stretches

of , and show some of the implications of this idea.

5 Slow, that is, if we take our own quarter-century chunks as paradigmatic.

Other organisms cycle more quickly or slowly, which can make for inter-

esting and sometimes consequential dynamics. Consider the ways in which

our attempts to deal with disease or insect pests can encourage their quite

rapid evolution into ever more formidable threats, in what evolutionists

sometimes call ‘‘arms races.’’ Diseases and pests, in turn, are important

influences on human evolution.

The conscious changes of scale mentioned here, incidentally, are to be

distinguished from the unacknowledged ones that sometimes result in the

bizarre confusions of genotypes with phenotypes that crop up in the litera-

ture.

6 This is so whether the subject is the ontogeny of organisms or the evolu-

tionary relationship between development and natural selection. I have in

mind here people like Alberch (a); Gould & Lewontin (); Ho and

Saunders (); Maynard Smith, Burian, Kauffman, Alberch, Campbell,

Goodwin, Lande, Raup, and Wolpert (); and Webster and Goodwin

(). See discussions in Amundson (); K. C. Smith (); Oyama,

, ; and van der Weele ().

S. J. Gould (, pp. –) observes that ‘‘nothing in the strict Dar-

winian paradigm suggests hostility to developmental issues, but the theory

offers precious little space for the major internalist and structuralist themes

of embryology.’’ This quote illustrates the view of development as struc-

turalist inside to natural selection’s outside. At the same time, it points out
the difference between a de jure theoretical entailment and a de facto prac-

tice. That is, consideration of development is not actually ruled out of evo-
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lutionary theory. It is just because there is no absolute theoretical exclusion,

even while there is some degree of exclusion in practice, that it is difficult

to raise objections about the current state of affairs.

7 ‘‘Process structuralists’’ such as Goodwin (, p. ) and Ho and Saun-

ders () have criticized the gene-frequency definition as well.

8 Gilbert, Opitz, and Raff (, p. ) date this definition from . Those

advocating a broader construal are now in a distinct minority. The definition

I have used is ‘‘change in constitution and distribution of developmental

systems’’; Griffiths and Gray () offer another.

9 Ho () and Jablonka & Lamb () are more ample accounts, detailing

a multitude of phenomena that are missed by an exclusive focus on genes,

even without leaving the molecular level.

10 The organism, poor thing. It is a dead end because reproduction is seen as

a process that passes on genes; the soma or body is left behind, along with

any record it may bear of its own life history. Lewontin (, pp. –)

calls this Mendelism’s ‘‘causal rupture’’ between inheritance and develop-

ment. For some history of genetic terminology, as well as many more topics

relevant to the problems taken up in Evolution’s Eye, see papers in Keller
and Lloyd ().

11 Gene heaven is, of course, an unending succession of gene pools—witness

some evolutionary theorists’ invocation of genetic immortality. Compare,

too, the differing fates of the body and the soul with those of the phenotype

and the genotype.

12 Nelkin and Lindee’s () book on the gene as icon gives many examples,

along with some history and many references to the popular and scientific

literature.

13 Over the last several decades such dichotomies and their interrelations have

received considerable attention in cultural studies, philosophy of science,

and associated fields. For discussion, see Haraway (, ); Latour

(, ); and B. H. Smith & Plotnitsky ().

14 This is also a reason to refer to my own approach as ‘‘constructivist inter-

actionism’’—that is, to distinguish it from this kind of social construction-

ism. There has been little consistency in terminology in this area, and every

choice has its problems, some of which I discuss in chapter .

15 This is in contrast to Ford and Lerner’s () treatment, even though they

call their approach developmental systems theory and consider it compat-

ible with my own (p. ). For them, perception seems to give access to

already existing information in the world, whereas for me, information has

no fixed location. Rather, it marks a particular distinction being made from

a particular vantage point; see Oyama ().
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1 Transmission and Construction: Levels and the Problem of Heredity

This was based on a talk given at the  Schneirla Conference. It ap-

pears in slightly different form in G.Greenberg and E. Tobach (Eds.) (),

Levels of social behavior: Evolutionary and genetic aspects (pp. –).
Wichita, KA: T. C. Schneirla Research Fund.

1 By using the word wish I do not mean to suggest that people seek such a
basis only for what they value; they may also look for ‘‘biological’’ expla-

nations for negative phenomena, perhaps to explain their sense of power-

lessness before widespread or apparently intractable aspects of life.

2 What Does the Phenocopy Copy? Originals and Fakes in Biology

This chapter appears in slightly different form in Psychological Reports ,
– (). It is clear in retrospect that my assertion about the disap-

pearance from academicwriting of old-style nature-nurture-speak was mis-

taken. For another discussion of ‘‘potential,’’ see Lewontin, Rose, & Kamin

(). Lewontin’s paper on  is here cited as (/) to avoid

repetition of references, though the  version is not the one I originally

used.

Some discussion of Piaget’s () unorthodox take on phenocopies can

be found in my more recent work (Oyama , ).Waddington ()

discusses theorists such as Richard Goldschmidt (), who saw evolu-

tion in developmental terms. One of the papers in Waddington’s collection

is called ‘‘The Evolution of Developmental Systems’’ and dates from the

early s. This was not the origin of my own use, but his emphasis on

ontogeny was exemplary. It is too easy to forget that there is a long tradition

of such thinking.

1 SeeWaddington (, p. ) for comments on this kind of definition, and

E. B. Ford (, pp. –) on the error of attributing recessiveness and

dominance to genes rather than to traits. Unless noted otherwise, I follow

contemporary usage: phenotype to characterize the organism itself, geno-
type to refer to its genetic makeup.

2 Thiessen (, p. ) observes that evolution is a conservative process,

sometimes maintaining an advantageous phenotype through considerable

turnover in genes.

3 This is the set of developmental outcomes of a genotype in different envi-

ronments.

4 Correlated with degrees of relatedness—that is, with genetic differences.
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5 Though Whelan does not seem to make these errors in interpreting herita-

bility, this substitution does not seem likely to improve matters.

3 Ontogeny and the Central Dogma: Do We Need the
Concept of Genetic Programming?

This chapter is based on a talk given at the nd Annual Minnesota Sym-

posium on Child Psychology in , and appeared in slightly different

form in M. Gunnar & E. Thelen (Eds.) () Systems and development:
Minnesota symposia on child psychology, Vol.  (pp. –). Hillsdale, NJ:
Erlbaum. Further discussion of Tinbergen’s () four whys can be found
in Klama (). In the light of more recent work (Griesemer, in press;

Winther, in press), mymention in note  ofWeismann’s separation of devel-

opment from transmission, historically an enormously important boundary,

seems too stark. It is the reading of Weismann that has become dominant,

however, and my point turns on just that dominant reading.

1 In the past I have not always distinguished clearly between the kind of inter-

actionism I criticize as being inadequate and the kind I think overcomes

those inadequacies. The former I often call ‘‘traditional’’ or ‘‘conventional’’

interactionism, the latter, real interactionism. But sometimes no modifier is

used, and I have ungenerously expected the reader to know which meaning

I intend. Others have avoided this problem by using another label (Lewon-

tin, Rose & Kamin, ; Tobach & Greenberg, ). Although I shrink

at coining yet another term, I offer constructivist interactionism as a name

for my approach.

The notion of construction has its own problems, one of which is that it

is often associated with environmental or social determinism, and so can

imply arbitrary and unlimited variation. As should be clear from the Intro-

duction and chapter , that is not what is intended here; what I wish to

emphasize is the emergence of the phenotype, as well as its own active role

in that emergence.

2 At least at the level of generality at which they are considered universal,

so that there may be heritable variation in nose shape but not much in the

presence of a nose.
3 The notion of programmatic control probably reflects the technocratic zeal

of early systems thinkers (Haraway, –; Taylor, ; Yoxen, )

better than it does the reciprocal, distributed control that characterizes a

dynamic system. For descriptions of the latter, see M. C. Bateson ()

and Fogel and Thelen ().

4 Instinct belongs to a whole set of concepts that mix evolutionary issues (the
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behavior is the product of natural selection) with developmental ones (it

arises spontaneously, with no guidance from the environment, and is resis-

tant to variations in experience). One of my prime concerns is to show that

an evolutionary perspective does not require this conflation.

5 Not too long ago I heard a developmental psychologist say that certain cog-

nitive abilities of young children were ‘‘maturational.’’ I asked her what she

meant by that word. Evidently thinking I was objecting to an ‘‘extreme’’

position, she said, ‘‘Well, nothing’s completely maturational.’’ When I per-

sisted in asking what the word meant, she finally retorted, with exemplary
candor, ‘‘I mean it’s present by the age of one, it’s very complicated, and I

don’t want to think about it!’’

6 Wilhelm Johannsen’s genotype-phenotype distinction was intended to be

an antidote to the deterministic, particulate notions of heredity as ‘‘trans-

mission.’’ Traits were not inherited, genes were. Johannsen opposed ‘‘the

Weismannian mechanism and reductionism concealed within the corpuscu-

lar theory of heredity’’ (Sapp, , pp. –). Ironically, his distinction

‘‘offered geneticists the conceptual space or route by which they could by-

pass the organization of the cell, regulation by the internal and external en-

vironment of the organism, and the temporal and orderly sequences during

development’’ (p. ).With hindsight, I suggest that this misuse of Johann-

sen’s idea was virtually inevitable in light of his limitation of heredity to

only part of the causal system needed for development.

7 Modern evolutionists rely heavily on Weismann’s separation of transmis-

sion from development. Brian Goodwin () describesWeismann’s ‘‘radi-

cally dualist’’ conception of the organism: a ‘‘generative and immortal germ

plasm and a transient, mortal somatoplasm which was effectively the adult

organism.’’ Transmitted germ particles ‘‘stood in a specifically causal rela-

tion to a particular part of the organism’’ (p. ). Goodwin also observes

that with the advent of molecular biology this atomistic view was perpetu-

ated with the concept of the genetic program.

8 It is our genecentrism that forces us to group phenomena of such differ-

ent scales as ‘‘the environment.’’ When  is the center of the universe,

everything else is just envelope. Cohen () speaks of the indifference

of ‘‘-is-God-and--is-his-prophet molecular biologists’’ and geneti-

cists to the complexity of the egg; they tended to consider it merely a pas-

sive haploid (half a set of genes) awaiting penetration by another (one need

hardly add active) haploid. Embryologists were more impressed by the role
of egg structures.We see again the depth of Hamburger’s nucleocytoplas-

mic gap.Cohen is interested in reproduction, and it is not an interest that can
be satisfied by the equations of population genetics. It is just the rich com-

plication of reproductive processes, Keller () argues, that population
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geneticists manage to ignore. In fact, the disembodying of genes facilitates

the elision of some of the messier aspects of reproduction, among them the

fact that organisms very rarely ‘‘reproduce themselves’’—biparental con-

tributions make ‘‘reproduction’’ a misnomer.

The integration of developmental processes renders problematic even the

experimental separation of environment from genes. Raising genetically

dissimilar organisms in the ‘‘same’’ environment and attributing their differ-

ences to the genes alone either ignores the effects of the different effective
environment or manages to see them as proof of the organizing power of

the genome (see note ).

9 Wimsatt () presents a developmental version of the distinction. I am in

sympathy with much of his analysis, which overlaps my own. From the van-

tage point of the present project, however, his choice to retain innateness
as a term for transgenerationally stable patterns is not ideal.

10 It is important to avoid the genetic imperialist impulse here. Scarr and

McCartney () point out the importance of experience in development,

as well as the role of the child in influencing and selecting its experiences.

Then they virtually eliminate the child by attributing agency to its genes:

‘‘genotypes are the driving force behind development’’; the ‘‘impetus’’ for

the experiences necessary for development comes ‘‘from the genotype’’

(p. ). As I noted earlier, their insistence on the primacy of the gene is

joined to talk of ‘‘developmental systems’’ that are radically different from

the ones under discussion here.

4 Stasis, Development, and Heredity: Models of Stability and Change

This was based on remarks at a  Liberty Fund Conference in Hawk’s

Cay, Florida. It appears under a shorter title and in slightly different form in

M.-W. Ho & S.W. Fox (Eds.) (), Evolutionary processes and metaphors
(pp. –), London: Wiley. Neumann-Held () takes the reassembly

necessary to reproduce ‘‘genetic information,’’ referred to in the section

‘‘Persistence and Reconstruction,’’ and bases her redefinition of the gene

on those processes.

1 The variational model is thus broader than the selectional one, including

not only selection but phenomena like genetic drift as well (Sober ).

In exploring the structure of these models Lewontin and Sober voice many

of the criticisms presented here, and the former’s concept of the interpene-

tration of organism and environment (Lewontin, ) fits well with my

concept of the developmental system.

2 Sober (, pp. –) substitutes ‘‘developmental’’ for ‘‘transforma-
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tional.’’ He considers the theories of Piaget and Chomsky to be ‘‘devel-

opmental’’ because of their emphasis on ‘‘preordained’’ sequences and

‘‘endogenous constraints.’’ Not all developmental theories involve the un-

folding of predestined form, of course, and although both Piaget and Chom-

sky are concerned with universals, their views of development are quite

different.

It is the variational approach to evolution that is associated with stasis

in these accounts, but the transformational model involves a kind of sta-

sis as well. In psychology these preformationist connotations are present in

instinct theories. They are also evident in traditional conceptions of matu-

ration—the ontogenetic unfurling of preexisting forms (Oyama, ).

3 Sober argues that it is a mistake to speak of a metaphorical relationship be-

tween natural and artificial selection. Rather, he says, the latter is natural

selection occurring in a particular niche (, p. ). Even if one takes

this position, however, it is reasonable to point out the special qualities of

this niche—something Darwin himself was careful to do. If the image of a

deliberating, manipulating breeder with fixed goals influences our thinking

about evolution, it is perhaps worthwhile to reflect on this influence. Young

(, chap. ) argues that the anthropomorphism of Darwin’s descriptions

of natural selection had the paradoxical effect of increasing the acceptance

of his ideas for just the wrong reasons: by making evolution seem to be the

work of a creating agent.

4 Just as a ball seeks its natural position by rolling down an incline, so, by

this logic, does a phenotype approach its natural condition by maturation.

Waddington’s () image of an epigenetic landscape throughwhich a ball-

like organism rolls unfortunately lends itself all too easily to this model.

5 Research on the permeability of Weismann’s barrier is both interesting and

important (see Ho & Fox, ).While the reformulation I am proposing is

entirely consistent with such permeability, it does not require or entail it.

In fact, exclusive concentration on feedback to  structure risks legiti-

mizing the tendency to define evolution in terms of genes alone.

6 This fact is easy to ignore when evolved, biological, and physical are treated
as synonyms. Lest I imply a false dichotomy between body and mind, let

me point out that both morphology and physiology often reflect variations

in the activities and experiences of the organisms.

7 This statement probably doesn’t do justice to much of animal behavior, but

the point, I think, stands.

8 These questions are usually asked about genetic changes, but they are ap-

propriate for nongenetic ones as well. Damping out is common in human

affairs (traditions can weaken and disappear), and the change that fails to

recur in offspring is a prototype of the ‘‘acquired’’ character.
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Maintenance is seen in Douglas-Hamilton’s (cited in Bonner, ,

p. ) account of radically altered behavioral patterns in elephants follow-

ing intensive hunting. The formerly tame animals became highly aggressive

and nocturnal and remained so four generations later. (Bonner  gives

other examples of transgenerational regularity; the abundant examples in

his book, in fact, are perhaps more useful than his opposition of genetic and

behavioral trait transmission.) Maintenance is also seen in Denenberg and

Rosenberg’s () account of early handling of female rats; these experi-

ences affected not just the females’ behavior, but the behavior and weaning

weight of their grandoffspring. In a discussion of the perpetuation of range

selection, feeding preferences, and modes of predator avoidance in a wide

range of vertebrates, Galef () observes that the opposition of inheri-

tance and individual acquisition of behavior had hindered recognition of

such social processes.

Amplification is seen in Ho’s () description of cumulative cytoplas-

mic effects in fruit flies. Many social changes in humans show positive

feedback characteristics; the rich may get richer and beget children who

are richer still.

5 Ontogeny and Phylogeny: A Case of Meta-Recapitulation?

This chapter is based on a talk presented at ‘‘Philosophical Problems in

Evolutionary Biology,’’ a conference held in  in Dunedin, New Zea-

land. It appears in slightly different form in P. E.Griffiths (Ed.) (), Trees
of life: Essays in philosophy of biology (pp. –), Dordrecht: Kluwer
Academic Publishers. The habits of argumentation discussed here are very

general ones. For some discussion of historical time scales, see anthropolo-

gist Tim Ingold’s work on the ‘‘anatomically modern human’’ (, with

commentaries and his reply, in Oyama et al. ). For analysis of the de-

velopmental constraints literature, see Amundson (, ). Godfrey-

Smith () presents a variety of views on internal and external causes.

1 Or, more globally, ‘‘the environment.’’ To realize just how global most ref-

erences to the environment are, consider the fact that ‘‘the environment’’

usually means ‘‘everything in the universe except the genes,’’ and that in

carving creation into these two segments one must conceptually excise the

 from the cells in which it resides. See Oyama (a).

2 See Oyama (). Although the transformational model is formulated to

explain change in a collection of entities, the focus in the present discus-

sion is, of course, on change in an individual organism. One could think of

organismic development in terms of transformational change at the level of
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organs or tissues, but this would involve attributing the higher-level devel-

opment to a heterogeneous assemblage of subsystems, and tissues exert a

great deal of influence on each other. The organization among the subsys-

tems would then present additional problems for a straightforward transfor-

mational account.

3 By this I mean only statistical typicality; no essential species nature is re-

quired for such probabilistic generalizations to be made.

4 See Skinner (). On neural selection, see Edelman and Mountcastle

(); on the immune system, see Jerne (); on language, see Wexler

and Culicover (); and for a sweeping view of selectionist explanation,

as well as many references, see Piattelli-Palmarini (). It should be noted

that there is a difference between selection from an actual array of ob-

jects or responses (organisms, neurons, operants) and selection as parame-

ter setting, a difference that tends to be ignored when selectional models

from neurobiology or immunology are mustered as support for the nativist

project in the cognitive sciences.

5 This has the qualities of a good origin myth, but the story is more complex.

For more appreciative views of Lamarck, see Ho and Saunders () and

Taylor (). For more historical detail, see Gruber () and Jordanova

().

6 Or ‘‘ahistorical universals’’ (Kauffman, , p. ). Similarly, Ho and

Saunders (, p. ) declare that ‘‘a scientific study should consist in

the delimitation of the necessities which underlie the process of evolution,

without recourse to contingencies.’’ See also Goodwin (a).
7 The relation between artist and materials is being rethought, even in the

popular press. Of an exhibit of Japanese sculpture a newsmagazine reports:

‘‘The exhibition rightly contends that its artists (or any artists, if you think

about it) don’t transform their materials so much as redirect them. They

don’t make everlasting objects out of inert and characterless stuff. . . . In-

stead, they highlight a few inherent qualities of their materials for a rela-

tively brief moment in time’’ (Plagens, , p. ).

8 For classic critiques of nature-nurture dichotomizing, see Lehrman (,

). The distinction between genetic and environmental information is

associated with Lorenz (). For discussions of this partitioning of infor-

mation see Oyama () and Johnston ().

9 Gray (, p. ) maintains that constraints are considered primary. Al-

though he and I read the literature differently, neither of us likes the insis-

tence on designating one cause as dominant. The genes cannot, of course,

define an array of possible outcomes independently of an array of develop-

mental environments (each of which is actually an indefinitely long se-

quence of environments at various scales). As I mentioned earlier, further-
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more, there is a certain vacuity to declaring that only those phenotypes

that can develop will develop, and it makes no sense to place determi-

native power in only one set of interactants when every developmental

outcome is jointly specified by genotype-environment (actually, organism-

environment) pairings.

10 See Keller () on the language of domination in science, and Sapp ()

on the battles over the relative importance of the nucleus and the cyto-

plasm in development. The combatants in the nucleus-cytoplasm conflict

deployed some of the same rhetorical strategies I describe here; there are in-

sides and outsides even within the cell membrane. For more on intellectual

politics, see chapter .

Although my comments here can be judged within the orthodox frame-

works of developmental and evolutionary theories, they arise from a some-

what different one. It is possible to argue for an alternative framework with-

out lapsing into a nihilistic relativism. To do so, however, involves some

rather serious thinking about science. See Longino () for some efforts

in this direction.

11 Alberch (b) characterizes the developmental generation of a new bau-

plan as proceeding ‘‘autonomously from external environmental factors’’

(p. ) and declares that ‘‘the evolution of developmental systems is char-

acterised more by the internal structure of the developmental programme

than by the external evolution of the environment’’ (p. ).

12 For something like this move, see Webster and Goodwin () and Good-

win (a); see also Alberch (). Alberch says that development is

‘‘crucial’’ in that ‘‘it defines the realm of the possible.’’ Significantly, in

describing macroevolution as an interaction between ‘‘production of mor-

phological novelties (epigenetically determined) and differential extinction

(environmentally determined)’’ (p. ), he maintains the classic internal-

external dichotomy, in which epigenesis is an internal process, independent

of the environment, and selection, an external one, independent of devel-

opment.

13 Bonner emphasizes the importance of other constituents of the germ cell,

maintaining that a focus on nuclear  is too narrow. I agree, but find no

warrant for stopping at the boundary of the cell.

14 Lewontin, Rose, and Kamin (, p. ) also speak of ‘‘codevelopment

of the organism and its environment.’’ See Levins and Lewontin () as

well.

15 This sense of ‘‘developmental system’’ must therefore be distinguished

from other uses of the phrase, such as Alberch’s (a) decidedly inter-

nalist ‘‘developmental systems,’’ which seem more or less equivalent to his

‘‘developmental programmes’’ (Alberch , b). The point should be
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the extension of the concept of ontogeny, not the use of the traditional con-
cept to curb the power of selection. Similarly, the definition of heredity

presented here is significantly broader than the ‘‘hereditary apparatus’’ of

Ho (). Consisting of the nucleus and cytoplasm, her ‘‘apparatus’’ is

more restricted than the formulations in her later papers, as in her (a),

in which she appears to argue for the inheritance of something like my

developmental system.

Johnston and Turvey (, p. ) capture the same interactive com-

plex when they speak of the ‘‘co-implicative’’ relationship between organ-

isms and their surrounds, as does Gray (b) with his ‘‘reciprocally con-

strained construction.’’ Patten’s () ‘‘environs’’ may also refer to the

same sort of inclusive complex. Whether these authors focus on develop-

ment or on function (as in this last group of works), they have in common

an interest in reducing the conceptual distance between organisms and their

surroundings. See also Taylor (); Levins and Lewontin (); Lewon-

tin, Rose, and Kamin ().

6 The Accidental Chordate: Contingency in Developmental Systems

This chapter is based on a talk given at the  meeting of the International

Society for the History, Philosophy, and Social Studies of Biology, at Bran-

deis University, in Waltham, Massachusetts. It appears in slightly different

form in () South Atlantic Quarterly, (), –. That paper is also
reprinted in B. H. Smith and A. Plotnitsky (Eds.) (), Mathematics, sci-
ence, and postclassical theory (pp. –), Durham, NC: Duke University
Press.

1 For discussion of the program metaphor, which is a commonplace in bi-

ology and in other fields, see Goodwin (); Nijhout (); and Oyama

().

Although the issue of progress or directionality in evolution is not closed,

it tends to be discussed by evolutionists and philosophers in rather more

rarified terms; see Nitecki (). The emphasis on (nonadaptive) chance

in Wonderful life is part of a much larger argument about hierarchy in evo-
lution and the adequacy of natural selection as an explanation for all levels

of evolutionary change. For an outline of this argument, see Gould ().

2 Both ontogeny and phylogeny, of course, are historical phenomena, and it

is precisely the conceptualization of history that is at issue here.

3 Compare this with the relations between object and context in Callon (),

and between person and setting, in Lave ().
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4 Notice the unspoken assumption of informational compressibility, of the

possibility of giving a rule that is shorter than a ‘‘mere description’’ of what

happens. On description and explanation, see Callon () pp. –.

5 These objections were raised at the conference at which an earlier version

of this chapter was presented, and they are routinely raised in other contexts

as well. There is more than a passing similarity between these objections

and those answered, in somewhat different ways, in Latour (); B. H.

Smith (, ); and Star (). The political and moral issues the au-

thors address are sometimes intimately enmeshed with the very questions of

biological essence and naturalness/normality/necessity that are at stake in

the developmental biological and psychological literatures. See also chap-

ter .

6 A case in point is the suggestion, made by Kim Sterelny, Kelly Smith and

Michael Dickison (), that the developmental systems perspective leads

to extending replicator status to non-genetic, even nonliving, constituents

of a repeating life cycle. The terms derive from Dawkins’s () ‘‘rep-

licators’’ and ‘‘vehicles,’’ redefined and renamed ‘‘replicators’’ and ‘‘inter-

actors’’ by David Hull (). Such terms, as Hull recognizes, tend to be

associated with a particular style of explaining evolutionary change by the

machinations of ‘‘selfish’’ entities maneuvering to ensure that replicas of

themselves will appear in the next generation. See Griffiths and Gray ()

for a developmental systems–style alternative.

7 Essentialism, Women, and War: Protesting Too Much,
Protesting Too Little

This chapter is based on a talk given at the  Genes & Gender confer-

ence in New York City. It appears in slightly different form in A. E. Hunter

(Ed.) (), Genes & gender VI, On peace, war, and gender (pp. –),
New York: Feminist Press. It is also reprinted in M. M. Gergen & S. N.

Davis (Eds.), (), Toward a new psychology of gender: A reader (pp. –
), London: Routledge Press; and in D. L. Hull & M. Ruse (Eds.) (),

The philosophy of biology (pp. –), Oxford: Oxford University Press.
I refer in this chapter to a kind of feminist essentialism as ‘‘radical femi-

nism.’’ Alice Echols () considers this instead to be part of the cul-

tural feminism that she says supplanted the more politically oriented radical

variety by the mid-s, although she says that radical feminism also con-

tinues to be used in the way I use it here. She notes too that an emphasis on

the ‘‘eternal and unchanging’’ easily survives a switch from biological de-
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terminism to social constructionism (, p. ). Meanwhile, the distinc-

tion between sex and gender remains significant in the literature on sexu-

ality. This symmetry between social constructionism and many biological

views is taken up especially in chapter .

For some more recent views on gender and war, see Barbara Ehrenreich’s

Blood rites: Origins and history of the passions of war (), and Ehren-
reich andMcIntosh (, June ). Several papers in Mary Gergen and Sara

Davis’s () are also relevant.

1 For a good discussion of the essentialist theme in feminism, see Jaggar

(, chap. ). See also Sayers (, p. ). Bleier (, chap. ) and

Fausto-Sterling (, p. ) also take up human sociobiology.Of these au-

thors, Jaggar is perhaps most successful in transcending the biology-culture

opposition, but all are aware of the mischief it has caused for scientists and

nonscientists alike.

2 See S. Goldberg () for an example, and Sayers () for discussion.

3 I follow Jaggar (, chap. ) and Sayers () in using the term radical
here. For the purposes of this chapter, it refers to a tendency to speak of

essential feminine qualities in a positive, even celebratory way, rather than

insisting on women’s basic similarities to men.

4 See Money and Ehrhardt () for a flawed but highly influential treat-

ment of sex differences; see also the critiques by Bleier () and Fausto-

Sterling (); and see Klama () on more general issues in aggression

studies.

8 The Conceptualization of Nature: Nature as Design

This chapter is adapted from a talk given at a  conference, ‘‘Biology as

a Basis for Design,’’ held at the Centro Luigi Bazzucchi in Perugia, Italy,

and from a paper of the same name in W. I. Thompson (Ed.) (), Gaia,
vol. : Emergence: The science of becoming (pp. –), Hudson, NY:

Lindisfarne Press.

Although the tone of this chapter is somewhat more personal and ‘‘site

specific’’ than the others, it adverts to important issues that are treated in

more detail elsewhere in the book. These include the political aspects of

knowledge, explored in chapter , and strategies of causal analysis, dis-

cussed further in chapter . For a recent treatment of the subtleties of epis-

temology, feminist and otherwise, see B. H. Smith (in press).

1 Being of Japanese descent, I admit to a somewhat personal and exaggerated

interest in this revisionist semantics.
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2 See chapter . To the extent that this kind of mobile multiplicity fosters

the appreciation of both particularity and commonality, it can, under the

right circumstances, even serve to encourage empathy. Trying to see the

consequences of one’s actions through another’s eyes, after all (perhaps

even including the ‘‘eyes’’ of Nature), has long been an exercise for increas-

ing moral and emotional responsiveness. As G. Bateson and M. C. Bateson

write, ‘‘empathy is a discipline’’ (, p. ). Such sensitivity can even

give rise to the sense of extended responsibility so nicely embodied in the

work on sustainable agriculture, energy-efficient design, and ecologically

sound waste treatment (by people such as John and Nancy Todd,Wes Jack-

son, Sim Van der Ryn, and Amory and Hunter Lovins) that inspired this

chapter.

3 On the relationship between the two, see Harding (). This is a complex

and difficult problem; Harding believes it is possible, and necessary, to take

a critical stance toward both.

4 On the importance in agriculture of nonscientists’ knowledge, and on alter-

native research methods that use existing conditions in underdeveloped

areas rather than requiring expensive and inaccessible equipment and tech-

niques, see Levins ().

9 Bodies and Minds: Dualism in Evolutionary Theory

This chapter appears in slightly different form in L. R. Caporael and M. B.

Brewer (Eds.) (), Journal of Social Issues, (), –. The current
reproductive payoffs that were often prominently featured in sociobiology

and that are central to thework described here are deemphasized by the evo-

lutionary psychology of The adapted mind (Barkow, Cosmides, & Tooby,

), for instance, or Pinker’s books (, ). This more recent body

of work, however, is characterized by many of the difficulties discussed

here (Griffiths, ; B. H. Smith, February , ; Sterelny, ). Sober

and Wilson’s most comprehensive treatment of altruism is their  book.

1 The editors of a volume of papers by psychologists and biologists partici-

pating in the Bielefeld Interdisciplinary Project in the late s wrote that

biological usually means either ‘‘physiological’’ or ‘‘innate’’ (Immelmann,
Barlow, Petrinovich, & Main, ). They also remarked on the temptation

to equate ‘‘ultimate’’ factors with innateness and ‘‘proximate’’ ones with

environmental control. (Each of these terms is itself used in various ways.)

They adopted a third meaning for biological: ‘‘shaped by natural selection.’’
Not surprisingly, there was considerable diversity in the way the term was
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actually used by the various contributors, who sometimes resorted to tradi-

tional oppositions like biology versus experience or biology versus learn-

ing. I have reservations about the editors’ definition, but it does have the

virtue of cutting across most nature-nurture oppositions.

2 Such abuse of stepchildren would presumably be deserving of lesser pun-

ishment. Beckstrom also says, however, that the same evolutionary argu-

ment could justify harsher punishment for stepparents, on the grounds that
they need stronger deterrents.

3 The assumption that evolution shows us what is desirable is not discussed

here, but it has not vanished from the literature (see Masters, ). For

other discussions of ambiguity in the nature-nurture complex, and other ex-

amples of questionable inference, see Johnston (); Kitcher (). See

also Wimsatt () on innateness.

4 These are not the same thing, incidentally. Inevitability refers to certainty of
occurrence; immutability means nonsusceptibility to influence once pres-
ent. Both are different from universality. See Lehrman () for some clas-
sic remarks on heritability and fixity.

5 This is the idea that individuals act for the evolutionary ‘‘good’’ of the popu-

lation or species. See D. S. Wilson () for a rebuttal of this attitude of

blanket rejection and a critique of ‘‘cheap individualism,’’ as well as a de-

fense of the legitimacy of exploring supraindividual levels of selection. See

also Sober () for discussion of levels of selection and the difference be-

tween ‘‘vernacular,’’ or psychological, altruism and evolutionary altruism.

10 How Shall I Name Thee? The Construction of Natural Selves

This chapter appears in slightly different form in B. Bradley and W. Kessen

(Eds.) (), Theory and Psychology, , –. John Shotter’s more re-
cent work () is relevant to my discussion here of the informational gene

and compucentric cognitivism’s symbol-manipulating subject. My doubts

about ‘‘cognitivism’’ (a term used in Varela, Thompson, & Rosch, ; see

also Hendriks-Jansen, ; and van Gelder & Port, ) do not extend to

cognitive psychology in general.

1 See N. Rose (); and Henriques et al. ().We may be formed as much

by what we reject as by what we embrace: Struggling to confound the ex-

pectations of an important ‘‘other’’ is nevertheless to be affected.

2 Like the physiological processes that maintain life, moment-by-moment

social interactions, in which our positions and senses of ourselves may shift

rapidly, may seem too evanescent to be considered developmental. I do not

think a clear line can be drawn between these daily processes and develop-
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mental ones as they are usually understood, however; at some point change

will seem marked enough that an observer will say that the person is now

different.

3 Although this view is typically dated from the seventeenth century, I do

not mean to imply total discontinuity from earlier periods. The separation

between reason and passion, for instance, or between form and matter, two

other troublesome polarities, predates Descartes. Shweder (, p. ) says

that the Platonic assumptions of cognitivism indicate a desire ‘‘for some-

thing abstract and bleached and really real.’’

4 There is a startling disanalogy: While the subject in cognitive science is the

subject of knowledge (or, better, ‘‘information,’’ because knowledge im-

plies content and meaning), not action, the genetic ‘‘subject’’ both knows

and acts, and so seems the more nearly complete subject. Yet, computer-

talk dominates in both cases, and abstract representations are more promi-

nent than material interactions. Once properly contextualized in its cellu-

lar milieu, however, the gene interacts by virtue of its three-dimensional

structure, without benefit of representations.

5 See chapter  for comments on Williams’s dematerialization of the gene

into a ‘‘weightless package’’ of information.

6 I suspect we are more apt to use causal explanations when we do not under-

stand, or cannot accept, another’s reasons. This may help to explain why

reasons and causes have so often been treated as mutually exclusive.

7 My use of ‘‘person’’ to indicate both subjectivity (awareness, including self-

awareness) and accountable agency (capacity for intentional action in a

moral order) is somewhat similar to Dennett’s () personal stance, which

combines the intentional and moral attitudes, and to Shotter’s (, p. )

social accountability stance. The latter’s distinction between acting as one

requires and as one’s circumstances require (pp. –) is perhaps not as

useful. I am thus less skeptical of some notion of agency than are Henriques
et al. (), for instance; in fact, I intend by this term to include just the

sorts of attempts, assertions, and situated acts they discuss.

8 That this is necessary is evident from the way Scarr and McCartney (,

pp. , ) first speak of active children, then go on to attribute real
agency to the genes that control development. Genes are even said to find

some experiences more ‘‘compatible’’ than others (see chapter ).

9 The choice captures England’s movement from a moral view of homosexu-

ality to a more medical one. Hodges interprets Turing’s choice of estrogen

(to suppress libido) as one in favor of mind (the possibility of continuing

his intellectual work) over body (, p. ), but the apparent suicide

suggests they were indivisible.
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10 I hope it is clear that my broadening of the concepts of development and

biology, far from being a bid for disciplinary dominance, defuses the terms,

by diffusing them (chapter ). That the construction of persons is part of

more general developmental processes does not make it the special pur-

view of evolutionary biology, genetics, or any other traditional division of

the field. Formative power is not concentrated in a single factor, and nature

may not be invoked to decide what is morally permissible, inevitable or

beyond the reach of action.

11 Evolutionary and Developmental Formation:
Politics of the Boundary

This chapter is based on two talks given in , one at ‘‘Developmental

Systems, Competition and Cooperation in Sociobiology and Economics,’’

a conference sponsored by the Stiftung Forschungsinstitut für Philosophie

Hannover, in Marienrode, Germany; and the other at ‘‘Evolution and Hu-

man Behavior,’’ a conference at Stanford University. It appears in slightly

different form in P. Koslowski (Ed.), (), Sociobiology and bioeconom-
ics: The theory of evolution in biological and economic theory (pp. –),
Berlin: Springer-Verlag.

1 Neutralism refers to evolution by random changes in the frequencies of

selectively neutral genes, in contrast with the natural selection of genetic

variants ‘‘for’’ their contribution to survival and reproduction (Kimura,

). Godfrey-Smith () supplies more examples of creative line draw-

ing.

2 Sociobiologists have sometimes complained of being unjustly character-

ized as apologists for retrograde politics, for instance, as we saw in chap-

ter . Not that one can avoid being called a Nazi or anything else by taking

a critical stance toward these ideas; culture theorists and relativists of every

stripe hear the charge, too. As I suggested above, thosewho seek to broaden

evolutionary theory now risk being labeled creationists. The point here is

not that one can totally control the names one is called, but that it is some-

times possible to gain some insight into the ways name-calling works.

3 The use of game here obviously does not imply lack of seriousness.
4 Dennett’s () autonomous, hyperactive genes and memes, however,

seem rhetorical aids to his denial that humans have intrinsic or original

intentionality.

5 Sterelny, Smith, and Dickison () do not balk here. Taking the idea of a

replicator more seriously, or at least consistently, than its author does, they

apply it to extraorganismic entities.
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6 See also Depew and Weber (); and see Weber and Depew () for

an attempt to rework selection.

7 These are not mutually exclusive classes, especially when one thinks in

terms of systems in which consequences are causally important. Think of

the idea of feedback. This does not change the point about investigative

focus.
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